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Terms of Reference of the Working Party 1
The Working Party will evaluate statistical practices
relating to the measurement of international capital
flows and, in particular, investigate the principal
sources of discrepancy in the component categories
of the capital account in global balance of payments
statistics and consider a course of action that could
be adopted by the International Monetary Fund and
national compilers with a view to minimizing these
discrepancies over time.
The principal focus of the Working Party's activities
will be the following major categories of the capital
account: (a) direct investment, (b) portfolio invest
ment, (c) other long-term and short-lerm capitaJ flows,
and (d) reserves and liabilities constituting foreign
authorities' reserves. In undertaking the investigation,
the Working Party is asked to assess the adequacy of
the coverage of reported international capitaJ flows in
light of related data on selected aspects of international
assets and liabilities, that is, the Fund's reporting sys
tem for international banking statistics, the World
Bank's debtor reporting system, the Organization for

Economie Cooperation and Development's creditor
reporting system, the Bank for International Settle
ments' statistics relating to the banking system, and
the role of offshore financial centers. In addition, the
Working Party is asked to investigate ways to assess
the magnitude ofunrecorded international capital flows
that constitute the international underground econ
omy, in particu1ar those involving illicit trade in drugs
and arms and the related financing (capitaJ) transac
tions. These flows are thought to be important, but
their dimensions are not known. In pursuing its work,
the group will be assisted by a technical staff of up to
five professionals provided by the Fund and based in
Washington.
The chairman of the Working Party will determine,
in consultation with other members, the program of
work and the timing of the meetings. An interim report
of the Working Party will be presented to the Managing
Director no later than December 1990, and the final
report no later than December 1 99 1 , for subsequent
consideration by the Executive Board.

1

Adopted by the Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund. November 1989.
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Explanatory Note on Sign Conventions
Like general business accounting, balance of pay
ments accounting is based on a number of conventions.
The first and most basic of these conventions is the
double-entry system. Each debit has a corresponding
credit with the opposite sign, and vice versa. Credits,
or receipts, are given a positive sign ( + ). Debits, or
payments, are given a negative sign (-).
In total,for every country, the deficit (-) or surplus
( +) on the current account should equal the net capital
account (with the opposite sign). Unfortunately,
"errors and omissions" do occur, sometimes in very
large amounts. The sum of the three (with their respec
tive signs) must be zero in order to conform with the
double-entry convention.
When capital ftows are recorded in the balance of
payments, inftows are given a positive sign (or no sign)
and outftows are given a negative sign. When ali inftows
and outftows are added up, a positive balance indicates
that recorded inftows are larger than recorded outftows;
in other words, in total, there is either a net increase in
the country's liabilities to, or a net decrease in its assets
with, the rest of the world. Converse!y, a negative sign
indicates that outftows are larger than inftows and there
is either a net increase in the country's assets with, or
a decrease in its net liabiüties to, the rest of the world.
This convention is followed in the tables and in the
comments included in this report. Most table headings
ioclude the notation "outflows (- )" to reftect this con
vention.
For the world as a whole, every in flow into one
country is an outflow from another country; if ali trans
actions are properly recorded, their total should add
up to zero. When the global total is not zero, there
appears a "discrepancy," or an "imbalance," in the
accounts.
A discrepancy with a negative sign simply reflects
the fact that the total of recorded outftows exceeds the
total of recorded infiows. Converse!y, a discrepancy

with no sign in the tables reflects the fact that the
total of recorded inflows exceeds the total of recorded
outflows. The existence of a discrepancy is not neces
sarily of analytical economie significance. lt simply
shows that data have been recorded incompletely or
nonsymmetrically.
Use of the adjectives "positive" or "negative" in
this document reftects no value judgment about the
phenomena revealed by the data being considered;
these terms apply sole!y to the statistical nature of the

discussion.
When transactions occur across borders between
economie agents belonging to different "sectors" of
their respective economies, the total of these sub
groups for the world need not necessarily add up to
zero. Such sectoral figures sometimes appear in tables
with "discrepancies" and "outflows (- )" included in
their headings. In such tables the interpretation of non
zero global balances as discrepancies applies only to
the !ines showing totals and not to the sectoral subtotals
shown in other lines of the tables. Wherever possible,
notes and text indicate which of the figures should total
to zero and which should not. The authors apologize
for the unavoidable complication.

The following symbols have been used through
out this report:
To indicate that data are not available.
To indicate thal the figure is zero or less
than halfthe digit shown, or that the item
does not exist.
"Billion" means a thousand million.
Details may not add to totals shown because of
rounding.
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Executive Summary
Introduction

The 1980s saw an unprecedented growth in the vol
ume and the complexity of international financial trans
actions (Chart 1). This has been accompanied by a
significant deterioration in the coverage and quality of
the data. As a result, it has become very difficult, and
at times impossible, for policymakers to base judg
ments on reported balance of payments statistics, par
ticularly statistics on international capital flows. Unless
appropriate action is laken, there will almost certain!y
be a further deterioration, with inevitable conse
quences for policymaking.
The problem is particularly serious for two reasons:
( 1 ) Net errors and omissions in the balance of pay
ments of severa! of the major industrial countries
have, in sorne years, been so large that it has
been difficult to ascertain each country's true
capital (and current) account position and, there
fore, how much saving the country has been pro
viding to. or absorbing from, the rest of the world
(Chart 2).
(2) The sharp rise in these errors and omissions after
1 988 indicates that statistical problems have
worsened dramatically and may weil continue to
worsen in the absence of a major effort to
improve the data.
The weakness in capital flow statistics is also
reflected in the "discrepancy" in the global capital
account. l n the absence of errors and omissions, this
discrepancy should be zero because the surn of inflows
in the world should equal the sum of outftows. How
ever, the discrepancy has fluctuated over the last
decade, and it amounted to $66 biiJion in 1989. lmbal
ances in the global capital account and its principal
components, for the period 1986 to 1989, are shown in
Table 1 .2 Although these imbalances reftect inaccura
cies in the capital account statistics. they do not neces
sarily measure them exactly because, for example,
sorne positive errors cancel out negative ones, and
sorne transactions are not recorded at ali. Factors caus
ing the rapid expansion of international capital flows
during the l980s have also been a primary cause of
deterioration i n the statistics. For example, the
removal of exchange controis by a nurnber of cou ntries
has resulted in a loss of valuable data sources. The
internationalization of markets has meant thal compil-

Chari 1. Global Capital Account Transactions
Compared witb Transactions in

Goods and Services, 1983-90
(Index. 1983=100)

400 .-------,

0 �--�----�--L--�
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Chart 2. Balance of Payments Accounts of

Major Countries, 1990
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Table l . Global Capital Account Discrepancies, 1986-89
(ln billions of U.S. dollars)1

1986
Capital account, total
Direct investment
Portfolio investment
Olher capital
Reserves/LCFAR2

18.0

- 13.6
3.6
32.7
-4.7

1987
32.6

-24.5
-0.7

1 10.5

-52.7

1988
45.1

-19 8
- 1 1 .9
76.6
0.2

1986-89
1989 average
65. 8
- 8.2
32.3
45.6
3.9

-

-

40.4
16. 5

-

66.4
1 5. 3

5.8

Source: Balance ofPayments Statistics Yearbook, Part 2, 1990.
1No sign indicates an excess of recorded inHows over outflows: a
ne ative sign indicates an excess of outflows.
LCFAR: liabilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves.

r,

ers can no longer rely solely on domestic data sources;
investors have increasingly used overseas intermediar
ies beyond the reach of the domestic compiler. The
trend toward the much greater use of transactions in
securities has required compilers to widen the scope of
their enquiries to institutions Jess able or wiUing to
provide data than banks have been. As new instru
ments have been introduced onto the markets, new
ways of tracking and recording them have had to be
found. Many countries have tried, although sometimes
rather slow!y , to adapt their balance of payments statis
tical systems or introduce new ones. However, in sorne
countries, the changes in the international financial
environment have been too large and have produced
too great a burden on reporters to be met without
increases in resources. Furthermore, these changes
have occurred at a time when many governments have
been attempting to curb growth in public spending. As
a result, too little has been done too late.
Against this background, the Executive Board of lhe
Fund established the Working Party on the Measure
ment of International Capital Flows in late 1989. This
study follows the work of the Working Party on the
Statistical Discrepancy in World Cur-rent Account Bal
ances, the report of which was approved by the board
in 1987.

Findings

The Working Party has found that world capital
account statistical systems are in a state of crisis. At
a time when important developments in international
financial markets have occurred, the systems have
failed to keep pace and to provide policymakers with
adequate information. Problems are widespread.
Although JO industrialized countries account for
85 percent of the total reported capital ftows and the
solutions therefore lie largely in their bands, other
countries must also contribute to the solutions.
lmprovement is possible, but it will take time; it will
require considerably more international coordination
than hitherto seen; and it will need additionaJ resources
in many countries.

The Working Party's studies have revealed gaps in
the data, nonreporting, misclassification of many trans
actions, inconsistencies, and Jack of coordination
among countries. Sorne of these problems have
resulted from a failure to adhere to the guidelines for
balance of payments accounting specified in the IMF's
Balance of Payments Manual (Manual). The Working
Party has also found many examples of poor data qual
ity, and, in sorne cases, Jack ofresources for the compi
lation of balance of payments statistics.
From 1986 through 1989, recorded global capital
inftows in each year have exceeded global outftows by
an average of $40 billion per year (Table 1). By making
a number of adjustments to improve the past data,
the Working Party has been able to reduce this global
discrepancy by an average of$23 billion per year. How
ever, substantial gaps remain (Table 2).
The capital account of the balance of payments is
usually broken down into four broad components
direct investment, portfolio investment, other capital,
and reserves. World inflows in each of these four com
ponents-and in the capital account total-should, in
principle, balance wor.ld outftows. ln practice, reported
inftows have not equaled reported outftows in any corn
panent. As was previously noted, consideration of only
the statistical discrepancies in a component total would
hide an important part of the problem because errors
in inflows or outftows could be larger than the recorded
discrepancy. The following paragraphs comment on
the findings in each of these areas.
Direct investment is the only category in which
recorded outftows have persistently exceeded intlows
during the 1986-89 period. This excess bas averaged
almost $17 billion per year. The main reason for the
excess outflow is that many countries do not report the
reinvestment of earnings of multinational enterprises
as direct foreign investment. These eamings should be
reported by the host country as well as the investing
country. There is a tendency for reinvestment of earn
ings to be recorded as a capital outflow by the major
investing countries but not to be recorded as a capital
inftow by the host countries. Indeed, during the period
under study, there bas been an average excess of out
ftows over inftows in reinvestment of earnings of
$22 billion annually. The Working Party has used avail-

Table 2. Global Capital Account Discrepancies, After
Adjustment, 1986-89
(ln billions of U.S. dollars)1

1986
Capital account, total
3.0
3.3
Direct investment
Portfolio investmeot 7. 1
-9.1
Other capital
Reserves/LCFAR2
1.7

1987

1988

1989

8.4
- 9.9
1 1.2

3 1 .7
-13.6
-5.6
51.0

25.5

7.6
-0.5

1.3

40.0

- 18.4
24
.

1986-89
average
17.0
-4.7

13.2
78
0.9
.

1No sign indicates an excess of recorded inftows over outflows; a
ne ative sign indicates an excess of outflows.
LCFAR: liabilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves.

f.
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Findings

able counterpart data from the main investing countries
to make adjustments that almost eliminate imbalances
in this area. Major countries that have not reported
reinvestment of earnings include Japan, France, and
Canada. Besides problems with reinvestment of eam
ings, the Working Party has also found incomplete cov
erage of other direct investment, exclusion of short
lerm financing between affiliated enterprises, omission
of investments by affiliates in their parent companies,
patchy recording of real-estate investment, and imbal
ances arising from activities of "Special Purpose Enti
ties" of multinational enterprises.
Portfolio investment has become one of the most
difficult areas for compilers because of the liberaliza
tion of capital markets, financial innovation, and the
changing behavior of investors. These changes have
made it increasingly difficult for statisticians to capture
ali securities transactions, and statistical systems have
been slow to adapt. There has resulted a deterioration
in coverage. Whereas most collection systems have
traditionally approached domestic intermediaries for
information on international portfolio transactions,
investors have been increasingly switching to new
intermediaries (including those abroad) for which cov
erage is Jess complete. There have also been growing
classification problems-particularly a confusion
between bonds and equities and between bonds and
loans. Furthermore, bilateral comparisons have
revealed very large differences, particularly between
Japan and the United States, in countries' estimates of
tlows between each other.
Table l shows a relatively small measured discrep
ancy, averaging about $6 billion duling 1986-89, for
portfolio investment. As mentioned before, this dis
crepancy could conceal larger errors and omissions.
There have also been large fluctuations from year to
year, as weil as large imbalances within the individual
components. The Working Party has not been able
to explain these discrepancies fully. Information on
investment positions (that is, stocks rather than tlows)
has been of little help in resolving these differences
largely because, for portfolio investment, investment
positions are generally derived from cumulated flows
and thus come from the same sources. lndependent
surveys of holdings of foreign securities by large insti
tutions are essential to provide the necessary bench
mark for comparison with tlows.
Other capital is a heterogeneous group of interna
tional capital tlows that includes transactions of the
private nonbank sector, of domes tic banks, and of resi
dent official entities. This group has shown the largest
excess, averaging more than $66 billion per year of
measured inflows over outtlows (Table 1). With only a
very partial reporting of deposits by the nonbank pri
vate sec tor, coverage of non bank sectors has been gen
erally considered poor-notably in the United States.
This view has been supported by the Working Party's
examination of international banking data from the
Fund and the Bank for International Settlements (BIS).
These "external" statistics have provided strong evi-

denee that cross-border tlows of both assets and liabili
ties of domestic nonbanks have been seriously under
stated in the balance of payments accounts; assets have
been understated more seriously than liabilities. The
missing net outtlows could be responsible for as much
as $50 billion per year of the adjustments reflected in
Table 2.
Transactions in official reserve assets generally are
weil measured. However, because limited information
is divulged on the instrument breakdown of reserves,
it has been difficult to identify the counterpart transac
tions in debtor countries' capital accounts. lt is not
always known where these reserves are invested and
whether they are held as securities, as bank deposits,
or in sorne other form. The Working Party was able to
collect details on the instrument composition of reserve
transactions for the main countries, fiUing a major gap
in the accounts.
Otherfindings show that balance of payments infor
mation for offshore financial centers has been found
incomplete; sorne activities have not been included at
ali (for example. Cayman Islands); others have been
excluded as concerning only nonresidents or have been
repot1ed on a net basis. Omission of these data has
created discrepancies in a number of the components
of the global capital account. The Working Party has
made sorne broad estimates for these centers and has
included them in the adjustments.
The Working Party has been unable to identify capi
tal fiows thal are deliberately concealed (drug money
and other illegal activities), as such ftows are indistin
guishable within the measured components. Therefore,
il was also unable to detect which countries are
involved.
lnconsistencies have been found to exist between
national balance of payments data and debt statistics
provided to the World Bank and the Organization for
Economie Cooperation and Development (OECD).
The main cause of the problem appears to have been
inadequate communication among the different agen
des covering external debt transactions at the national
level.
A deplorable deterioration in balance of payments
reporting by a number of international organizations
has occurred. During the last year, the Working Party
and the Fund's Statistics Department have achieved
sorne improvement, but the continuing cooperation of
international organizations must be secured.
Sorne data on international asset and liability posi
tions have been made available to the Working Party.
It is clear that improvements will be required in this
area for many policy purposes. Data on stocks will be
essenlial for va.lidating measured capital tlows and, as
the 1987 current account study (Report on the World
Current Accowzt Discrepancy) showed, stock data are
also needed to assess investment income recorded in
balance of payments statements.
3
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SUMMARY

Major Recommeodations

The Working Party has been able to identify a num
ber of the sources of the global discrepancies and has
made adjustments to published capital flows for the
recent past. However, substantial gaps remain in the
net data and probably even more exist in the underlying
gross data. Although the Working Party's adjustments
have been useful in identifying gaps in coverage, the
prospect for improving the quality of the underlying
national data in the future is more important. The
Working Party has identified a number of important
measures that must be taken by individual countries
if the quality of the figures is to improve. The main
recommendations are listed below; many others of a
more technical nature are developed in later chapters.
The Working Party's findings have indicated the
urgent need to begin enhancing the world balance of
payments statistical systems to an acceptably effective
leve! for users, particularly policymakers. lmprove
ments will lake time, commitment, and resources. The
following paragraphs set forth the main steps that
should be laken. Sorne recommendations have been
directed to national governments and their statistical
offices and sorne to international organizations. partic
ularly the Fund.
Recommendations Applicable at the National Leve/
These recommendations are directed to al/ coun
tries, and it is essential that ali countries respond posi
tively, particularly those countries with the largest cap
ital flows.
( 1) National authorities should keep their statistical
systems under review and adapt them quickly to the
changing national and international financial environ
ment. They must ensure that their systems provide
comprehensive coverage of ali transactions.
During the last ten years, the failure to keep pace
with a rapidly changing eovironment has been a major
cause of deterioration in the quality of the capital
account statistics.
(2) The authorities should reinforce statistical agen
cies that compile balance of payments statistics and
provide them with the necessary resources , support,
and legal powers for data collection.
Wh ile compilers are chief! y responsible for overcom
ing data difficulties, they cannot succeed without sup
port from policymakers. I n most countries, the
required improvements in statistical services can be
delivered only with sorne increase in resources. Strong
legal powers of collection are essential if compilers are
to achieve high coverage and good quality statistics.
(3) National compilers should prepare their balance
of payments accounts in accordance with the Man ua/;
they must report data to the Fund in this form and on
a timely basis.
This extremely important objective must be met in
order to avoid inconsistencies between countries and
further growth in world discrepancies, to enable the

exchange of data, to facilitate the Fund's surveillance
responsibilities, and to support domestic policymak
ers. It is particularly important that those countries that
do not collect reinvestment ofeamings statistics should
now do so. Certain countries should also make greater
efforts to obtain information about international trans
actions of offshore centers within their territory.
(4) Compilers should develop regular contacts with
related agencies in their own couotries, with compilers
in other countries, and with international organizations
that hold valuable financial data bases.
National authorities should monitor for effectiveness
the communication between various agencies. Collect
ing related statistics within their countries will help to
ensure efficiency, consistency, and the quality of data,
such as debt statistics. Contacts between countries
should be aimed at exchanging information; compilers
must be able to collect statistics on a country-by-coun
try basis and to exchange data (subject to confidential
ity constraints for individual reports). The Fund and
other international organizations, especially the BIS,
have rich data bases on international portfolio and ban
king transactions. which could be used to improve bal
ance of payments accounts. Especially important is
the information gathered by these institutions on the
transactions of domestic nonbank entities with banks
abroad.
(5) Countries' statistical systems should include reg
ular collection of position data as weil as flow data.
Data on stocks of international assets and liabilities
are valuable in themselves. Moreover, they are an
essential check on the coverage, geographical distribu
tion, and classification of international transactions.
These data are also needed for calculating or checking
the income flows generated by these assets and liabili
ties, a point that was stressed in the 1987 Current
Account Report. There would be considerable advan
tage in organizing a coordinated benchmark survey of
international assets and liabilities among the major
countries.
(6) National authorities should make regular reports,
on a confidential basis if necessary, to the Fu nd on the
composition of their foreign exchange reserve transac
tions by type of financial instrument.
Access to such detail is indispensable for drawing up
the global accounts by adjusting the components that
are counterpart to the reserve transactions.

Recommendations Applicable to the Fund and Other
1nternational Organizations
(7) The Statistics Department and other departments
of the Fund should aim to achieve a greater harmoniza
tion of available balance of payments statistics and
should seek to improve estimates for countries that do
not report or report late.
(8) The Fund should update the Manual on a more
frequent basis to accommodate changes in the eco
nomie and financial environment.
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The fifth edition of the Manual is to be published
shortly, sorne 1 5 years after the previous edition.
Updates of the Manuai should continue to be made in
consultation with national compilers. The Fund should
also continue to ensure that any updates or supple
ments are widely disseminated and are included in reg
ular Fund training programs.
(9) Ali international organizations should report their
international transactions to the Fund in a timely
fashion.
Substantial capital flows are associated with the
operations of international organizations, a number of
which have not been providing the relevant data on a
standardized basis. International organizations, partic
ularly those with large international transactions, have
the same responsibility to report their balance of pay
ments transactions as do member countries.
(10) The BIS and the Fund should consider refining
their international banking statistical systems in certain
areas so that the systems will be more readily usable
in balance of payments accounts.
The BIS and the Fund provide an extremely valuable
source of international ban king data for balance of pay
ments compilers, particularly with respect to transac
tions of non bank residents with banks overseas. How
ever, the information could be made more applicable
to balance of payments accounts by harmonizing the
relevant concepts and definitions; for example, banks'
cross-border daims on nonbanks should clearly distin
guish between loans and securities. The next BIS meet
ing of central bank statisticians should consider how
these requirements could be met.

(Il ) The OECD and the World Bank should cooper
ale in making every effort to ensure that the debt statis
tics they compile can be reconciled with balance of
payments data.
External debt data, coiJected and disseminated by
the OECD and the World Bank, could be an important
source of information for balance of payments compil
ers to use in verifying the accuracy of debt-related
flows. Research by the International Working Group
on External Debt Statistics has revealed large inconsis
tencies between the two data bases, which are, in part,
due to conceptual differences.
One Final Recommendation
Effective follow-up mechanisms are required to
ensure that the recommendations of this report are
followed and that the quality of capital account statis
tics is improved. With hindsight, it is clear that recom
mendations (directed toward national compilers) from
the Current Account Report were not effectively acted
upon. The Working Party therefore recommends that
( 12) A small standing committee of senior balance of
payments compilers should be set up to oversee the
implementation of the recommendations i n this report
(and those in the Current Account Report).
The group should be constituted under IMF aus
pices, meet at least once a year, and report annually to
the Managing Director. The group should fostergreater
coordination between countries and assist the Statistics
Department in keeping pace with the statistical conse
quences of the changing international financial environ
ment.
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Introduction and Summary
Establishment of the Working Party

The Interim Committee of the Fund's Board ofGov
ernors, in its communiqué of September 25, 1989,
"encouraged the lMF's Executive Board to continue
improving the analytical and empirical framework
underlying multilateral surveillance, including the mea
surement, determinants, and systemic consequences of
international capital flows." At a meeting in December
1989, the Executive Board decided that the Fund
should undertake a study on the measurement of inter
national capital flows. To this end, it was agreed that a
working party of national and international balance of
payments experts, drawn from industrial and develop
ing member countries, be constituted under the chair
manship of Baron Jean Godeaux of Belgium. To sup
port the Working Party, a small group of technical
experts was organized and attached to the Statistics
Department of the Fu nd. An interim report was submit
ted to the Managing Director in December 1990.
This final report is presented by the Working Party in
accordance with its mandate to investigate the principal
sources of discrepancies in the main components of
global capital flows and to consider courses of action
to be taken by the Fund and national statistical authori
ties for improviog the measurement ofthese flows over
time. This initiative was prompted in large part by the
recognition that major discrepancies in reported capital
flows introduce a significant element of uncertainty into
the conduct of economie policy. These discrepancies,
which became apparent on a global scale in the 1980s
(Table 3) and were accompanied by large errors and
omissions in national balance of payments statements,

arose against the background of dramatically acceler
ated changes in the environment for international capi
tal flows, as outlined subsequent! y .3

International Capital Markets in the 1980s

During the 1980s, international capital markets
underwent unprecedented changes that gave rise to
significant difficulties for the measurement and record
ing of capital flows. Most industrialized countries
removed existing restrictions on cross-border capital
flows; many innovative financial instruments were
introduced; and financial markets became increasingly
integrated in a global framework. Consequent! y, cross
border financial flows expanded rapidly and now
greatly exceed international trade in goods or services.
The main features of this evolution were financial liber
alization, innovation, and the changing composition of
cross-border financial tlows. ln this process, private
capital flows outpaced official capital flows, and the
private flows increasingly were arranged outside the
traditional domestic financial intermediaries. Many
new market participants became active in international
finance.

Yfhe reported balance of payments data used in this report are

based on the Fund s Balcmce ofPayments Statistics Yearbook( 1990),
'

referred to in this report as the Yearbook. l n addition, references are
made to the fourth edition of the Fund's Balance ofPayments Man

ua/. referred to in this report as the Manual.

Table 3. Global Capital Account Discrepancies, 1983-89
(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outtlows (- ))
Capital accouni. total
Direct investment
Portfolio investment
Other capital
Reserves/LCFAR 1

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

67.4
9.3
24.0
36.2
-2.0

44.7
4.8
32.6
25.8
-18.7

53.2
-9.2
43.4
27.0
-7.9

18.0
-13.6
3.6
32.7
-4.7

32.6
-24.5
-0.7
110.5
-52.7

45.1
-19.8
- 1 1.9

65.8

76.6
0.2

32.3
45.6
-3.9

-72.4
27.8

-72.9
19.7

-58.9
41.0

-45.5
13.0

-52.5
7.3

-75.6
9.8

Memoranda:

Current account
Errors and omissions

-

68 2
.

0.9

Source: Bala11ce of Payme11ts Statistics Yearbook, 1990.
'Discrepancy between changes in official reserves and liabilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves (LCFAR).
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International Capital Markets in the 1980s

Financinl Liberalization
Withering of Exchange Contrais
The end of the Bretton Woods system in the early
1970s and the generalization of floating exchange rates
were accompanied by the removal of exchange con
trois. The Liberalization of capital account transactions
also took place in compliance with the Code of Liberal
ization of Capital Movements, which was introduced
by the OECD, and with the Council Directives of the
European Communities (EC).
By the mid-1960s, a number of industrial countries
had relatively liberal policies on capital ftows; else
where, restrictions remained important. The funda
mental change in policy attitudes that began in the
1970s became widespread in the 1980s. This change
was heralded by the al most "overnight" dismantling
ofexchange controis in the United Kingdom in October
1979 and the culmination of a longer-term process of
ljberalization in Japan in December 1980. The German
authorities aJso significanlly reduced indirect methods
of restraining capital movements in the 1970s. Other
industrial countries-including Belgium, France, and
ltaly-progressively liberaJized cross-border financial
transactions during the 1980s. Sorne developing coun
tries also took important steps during the 1980s toward
the liberaJization of direct and portfolio investment reg
ulations.
The liberalization or abolition of exchange controls
had an important effect on many statistical systems
and, in sorne cases (for example, the United Kingdom),
there was a clearly substantial and adverse impact on
the coverage and quality of the data. New sources,
including surveys and estimation procedures, were
introduced, and the process of shifting data sources is
stiJl in progress. These changes required rapid adapta
tion by national statistical agencies trying to keep pace
witb growing difficuJties.
Deregulation of Market Entry
Until the 1970s, national financial systems typically
were protected from the entry of foreign institutions
into domestic markets as part of the effort to isolate
domestic markets from external developments. Com
petition also was stifled by regulations that imposed
numerous limitations on financial institutions' activi
ties and portfolio choices. However, as these limjta
tions were increasingJy perceived to hinder efficiency
and distort credit allocation, many of them were dis
carded during the 1 970s. Simultaneously, restrictions
on the entry of foreign institutions were relaxed, and
important strides were made toward greater openness
and equality of competitive opportunity in banking and
securities activities worldwide.
The United Kingdom-long open to foreign banks
freed the entry of foreign financial firms into securities
activities in tate 1986, in the context of London 's "Big
Bang." Further market and regulatory changes since
1986 have significantly widened the range of business

opportunüies avai1able to both domestic and foreign
firms. l n other EC countries, entry of foreign institu
tions was eased in the context of the Second Banking
Directive, which allows banks (including subsidiaries
of non-EC firms) established in an EC member state
to open branches freely within the Community. More
recently, J apan eased restrictions on the entry of for
eign financial institutions, and similar liberalization
measures were undertaken in most other OECD coun
tries.
Other Measures of Deregulation
[n the 1980s, most industrial countries also under
went a process of extensive domestic financial liberal
ization that focused on deregulation offees and charges
and on dismantling restrictions on the permissible
range of activities by financiaJ institutions. Interest ceil
ings and other restrictions on remuneration for bank
deposits, which were widespread in the United States,
Japan, and certain European countries in the 1970s,
were lifted or relaxed to the point of insignificance in
ali industrial countries. There has been a general blur
ring of distinctions between banking and the securities
businesses and a growth of linkages between banking
and insurance. From the viewpoint of statistical offices,
one consequence has been that traditional sources of
data, especially banks, cover Jess of the ongoing activ
ity, and, even for banks, an increasing share of transac
tions take the form of operations in securities.
Financinllnnovation
Against this background of increased liberalization
and competition in the 1980s, deposit money banks and
securities firms strove to offer their customers new
financial instruments with broad market access and
minimal transaction costs.4 A variety of new debt
instruments emerged in the domestic U.S. market and
the Eurodollar markets and spread to domestic finan
cial markets in other countries. The introduction of
tloating rate notes (FRNs) in the early 1970s was an
early innovation thal rapidly overtook the traditional
syndicated Joan market. The introduction in 1981 of
note issuance facilities (NIFs) was another important
expansion of choices in instruments. 5 More recent! y,
equity-related debt instruments have become signifi
cant. The market for derivative products also devel
oped considerably. New contracts for financial futures

4A more detailed description offinancial innovations is included in
Max Watson and others, "Innovations and lnstitutional Changes in
Major Financial Markets-A Ten-Year Perspective," in lntema
tiona/ Capital Markets (Washington: International Monetary Fond,
1988) and in Bank for International Settlements, Recent Innovations
in International Banking (Basle: Bank for International Settlements,
1986).
$Note issuance facilities are medium-term arrangements tbat allow
borrowers to issue short-lerm notes, backed by underwriting com
mitments of commercial banks, in the Euromarkets.
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and options were introduced on major exchanges,
wh ile the turnover volume of existing types of contracts
increased considerably. Finally, a variety of new
instruments-complex swaps, hedges, and such
arrangements as international mutual funds, unit trusts,
and country funds for cross-border investments-were
made available to investors.
TecJznological advances in communications and data
processiog supported the trend toward financial inno
vation. New developments in computer technology,
software, and telecommunications permitted more
rapid processing and transmission of information,
improved settlement of transactions, and Jess costly
confirmation of payments. By linking exchanges in dif
ferent time zones, these advances ushered in 24-hour
global trading for most markets. I n consequence, the
domestic financial markets of Europe, North America,
and Japan became increasingly integrated and linked
by large capital flows.

Trends in International Financial Flows in the 1980s
As a result of these processes of liberalization and
innovation, international capital flows expanded rap
idly in the course of the 1980s.6 After 1982, divergent
saving and investment patterns among industrial coun
tries resulted in large current account imbalances and
were financed by major shifts in capital flows. The
sum of the current account deficits of the industrial
countries increased from an average of $60 billion in
1982-83 to more than $200 billion by the end of the
decade. The scale of gross capitaljlows, stimulated by
increased cross-border banking and securities activity,
the development of the offshore (Eurocurrency) mar
kets, and the entry of foreign institutions into domestic
markets, expanded even more rapidly. Private financial
flows were the most dynamic source of capital flows
and played an increasingly important role in the financ
ing of current account imbaJances among industrial
countries. Scaled against the huge volume of interna
tional financial transactions taking place, the discrep
ancies i n recorded international capital flows are rela
tive!y small.
Cross-border bank lending expanded significantly,
but irregularly, in the 1980s. The total of outstanding
international bank credit (net of interbank daims) rose
from $ 1 7 5 billion at the end of 1 973 (equivalent to
5 percent of industrial countries' annual gross domestic
product) to $3,430 billion at the end of !990 (about
20 percent of industrial countries' annual GDP). The
volume of daily transactions on the exchange markets
was boosted by the liberalization of interbank transac-

6A detailed discussion of the economie factors thal triggered the
expansion of international capital tlows is included in Determinants
and Systemic Consequences oflntemational Capital Flows, Occa

sional Paper No. 77 (Washington: lnternalional Monetary Fund,
1991). Stalistical informalion is drawn primarily from various issues
of the Fund's International Capital Markets.

lions; in 1989, turnover reached $ 1 20 billion per day in
New York alone. Bank lending to nonbanks in indus
trial countries expanded only moderately; borrowers
preferred to tap the bond markets. Following the onset
of the debt crisis in 1982, bank lending to developing
countries was sharply reduced, as a reflection of the
serious debt-servicing difficulties of certain countries,
and creditworthy sovereign borrowers made greater
recourse to the bond markets.
Capital ftows in recent years have been characterized
by increasing reliance on securities, that is, a greater
use of bonds and other debt instruments in comparison
with financing provided by deposit money banks. This
change alone weakened the statistical systems that
depended large!y on reports from financial intermediar
ies. Syndicated loans were increasingly replaced by
issuance of international bonds or other types of Euro
market paper. The international bond market
expanded continuously during the 1980s, but was
mainly limited to borrowers from industrial countries.
The estimated outstanding stock of international bonds
increased from about $260 billion at the end of 1982
(equivalent to 3 percent of industrial countries' annual
GDP) to about $1 ,400 billion at the end of 1990 (more
than 8 percent of their annual GDP).
Cross-border equity trading also was a dynamic seg
ment of the international financial markets in the 1980s;
the volume of international equity transactions
exceeded $1 ,500 billion by 1989, in comparison with
only $73 billion a decade earlier. Foreign investors
increased their portfolio allocation in foreign securities
in arder to take advantage of possible gains abroad
and to hedge against domestic risks. Traditional direct
foreign investment was augmented by large cross
border mergers and acquisitions and international joint
ventures, especially in tbe United States and the Euro
pean Commuoity.

Economie Policy Concerns

Progressive deterioration of the quality of informa
tion on international capital ftows can undermine the
conduct of national economie policy and international
policy coordination in a number of ways:
a.

lnconsistencies in current and capital account
recording at both the national and global levet
may indicate errors i n national information on
saving and investment. Such errors may mislead
policymakers in basic choices about fiscal and
monetary strategies.
b. With greater freedom for capital to react to shifts
in policy, it is important to anticipate how mone
tary policy actions may be affected by cross
border capital flows. For example, an intended
tightening of credit markets may be frustrated by
capital inflows, or an intended increase in taxes
may be aborted by a capital outflow. Similarly,
better information about capital flows may help
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Working Party Program

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

to guide exchange rate polie y, especiaUy when
capital ftows have a significant immediate impact
on the exchange markets.
The enhanced speed and volume of international
financiaJ transactions also create greater expo
sure to possible crises in the clearing systems for
international banking accounts, should a major
participant be unable to meet scheduled obliga
tions. The availability of accurate and timely data
on capital ftows can help national authorities
assess such risks.
There are now many occasions when groups of
countries seek to coordinate their responses to
problems in the international economie system,
or wbeo the I M F exercises its surveillance func
tion. At such times, timely and credible data on
relevant developments in capital ftows are vital.
l t is important for the authorities and the public
to have accurate information on the structure of
the capital ftows affecting a country, thal is, on
the distribution between relatively stable private
ftows (such as direct investment), ftows of liquid
private capital (such as short-term deposits in
banks), or interofficial financing. Changes in this
structure and in the terms of financing may have
policy implications.
For direct investment, capital ftows data giving
information on the types of enterprises being
financed are useful for analysis of the functioning
of the host and creditor economies.
Countries with large foreign debts and their cred
itors need to have accurate statistics about such
debts and the ways in which capital ftows, both
inward and outward, are affecting debt manage
ment.

Additional instances can be listed, but the Working
Party's main concern about the connection between
capital flow statistics and the policy process can be
stated succinctly: there are strong indications that this
body of information on which good economie manage
ment depends is undergoing a serious and progressive
deterioration. The size of recorded discrepancies in the
global capital account is not the only sign of deteriora
tion. Many errors in the compilation of such data may
be offsetting, or transactions may be missed entirely.
Thus, problems with the figures may be worse than is
immediate!y apparent. Concerns such as these contrib
uted to the decision to set up the present Working
Party.
Il is crucial to bear in mind that research on interna
tional capital ftows is far more complicated than work
on current account transactions. For the latter, classi
fications are clearer and transaction balances for a
larger number of component accounts (such as trade,
travet, investment income, and transfers) should by
definition be zero for the world as a whole. Thus, there
is an indication of how rouch correction is needed for
each principal category. With capital ftows, however,
there is much greater likelihood thal the two sides of

the same transaction may be recorded under different
rubrics in national balance of payments accounts. For
example, white the balances for direct and portfolio
investment should approach zero at the global level, a
capital outftow recorded as a direct investment by the
creditor country may be recorded under sorne other
category by the host country if different classification
criteria are used. Similarly, an increase in a country' s
reserves in the form of securities will be recorded as
portfolio investment in the country issuing the securi
ties. Consequent!y, when the researcher finds a dis
crepancy in any of the capital account categories (see
Table 3), there is uncertainty as to whether the problem
is one of classification differences or whether one or
the other country simply has erroneous or missing data.
The categories combined in "other" sectors are sub
divided by type of transactor, so in this rubric the
problems of matching inftows and outftows are even
more severe.

Working Party Program

The Working Party's first meeting was held in March
1990 in Washington; subsequently, it met at approxi
mately three-month intervals. From the beginning, its
aim was to uncover and correct problems in global
capital accounts, whether or not such corrections
raised or lowered the global discrepancies. The Work
ing Party decided to focus on a four-year interval, 1986
to 1989, and il organized its study of international capi
tal ftows on several levels. Each main category of capi
tal ftows was studied intensively on a global scale.
Data reported by many individual couotries and the
procedures used to collect such data were reviewed
and discussed with national compilers. Certain studies
were carried out to test the applicability of alternative
data sources, and a large number of specialized reports
and analyses were provided by members of the Work
ing Party. the technical staff, and sorne outside experts.
The research drew extensively on the information and
experience of the Fund's Statistics Department and
also was greatly assisted by the professional staffs of
the World Bank, OECD, BIS, and Statistical Office of
the European Communities (Eurostat).
The Working Party's principal lines of inquiry were
through compilers in individual countries, especially
those nations with large capital ftows. lt established
close contact with many countries to consult with them
about the details of their published accounts and
explore their concepts and procedures. At an early
stage of the research, it became apparent thal much
more than the published capital accounts would be
needed. The Working Party therefore designed and
circulated to about 70 countries a "Special Question
naire on International Capital Flows." The question
naire requested expanded details of countries' capital
ftows, investment positions, income accounts, and sta
tistical procedures. The responses led to many insights
9
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into country practices and statistical weaknesses and
also served as a basis for follow-up inquiries about
important points. At a later stage, the Workjng Party
conducted special surveys of smaller groups of coun
tries to obtain additional information on direct and
portfolio investment, on the composition of foreign
exchange reserves, on debt statistics, and on details of
banking data submitted to the BIS as compared with
banking figures in the balance of payments accounts.
Of particular value to the Workjng Party were the
Fund's international bankjng statistjcs (lBS), which are
based primarily on the BIS system, data on interna
tional securities collected by the BIS. data on cross
border debt collected by the World Bank, and special
ized compilations developed by financial market parti
cipants and statistical services. These external sources
provided, to sorne degree, a check on certain aspects
of countries' national data, especially for bank-related
transactions and transactions in portfolio securities.
Wherever adequate geographie details were available
in balance of payments accounts, consistency among
the accounts of partner countries was also checked.
However, geographie detruis are limited, so bilateral
comparisons yielded significant results primarily for
direct investment.

Findings for Major Capital Flow Categories

The global capital flow discrepancy indicates thal
recorded capital outflows have been relatively under
stated. This bias is consistent with the earlier findings
of the Working Party on the Statistical Discrepancy
in World Current Account Balances as to the major
sources of the discrepancy in the measurement of
investment income. 7 Jn the sections thal follow. many
specifie corrections have been suggested for transac
tions as reported by individual countries, and results
have been grouped by type of capital flow. Suggested
adjustments have been summarized at the global level
in Table 4.8
Directlnveshnent
Most of the problems with direct investment statis
tics have arisen from failure to collect adequate data or
from deviations from international standards as estab
lished in the Balance of Payments Manua/. On the
basis of research detailed in Chapter 3, the Working
Party found that extensive modifications are indicated
for reported capital tlows, especially for reinvestment

of earnings. The suggested adjustments correct for mis
classifications and for missing or inaccurate data in
national sources. (Statistical procedures to deal with
these problems also are suggested in Chapter 3.) The
Working Party's adjustments have reduced consider
ably the original pattern of annual net global outtlows
for direct investments.
The Working Party believes that a crucial factor in
improving direct investment statistics is closer adher
ence to the requirements of the Fund's Manual. ln
particular. surveys of direct investors and affiliates are
needed in order to compile information on "noncash"
transactions such as reinvestment ofearnings. National
compilers also can benefit (as is demonstrated in this
report) from using data collected in partner countries
when domestic sources are inadequate.
Portfoüo Jnvestment
Most of the recent innovations in international
financial practices have borne direct! y on the measure
ment of transactions in securities. Consequently, the
difficulties of capturing data on these transactions in
national statistical systems have grown to the point
where the validity of sorne of the available data is
increasingly in doubt. Under current practices the pos
sibilities for verifying the accuracy of data on cross
border purchases and sales of securities are quite lim
ited. The main avenue for verification of national data
is comparison with independent statistics on new issues
and redemptions of securities, together with sorne
detailed data compiled in a few countries. The Working
Party has employed figures collected by the BIS on
new bond issues and redemptions and on outstanding
amounts of bonded debt as major reference points.
Reference to the BIS bond data and consultations
with individual countries have turned up a number of
cases in which corrections to portfolio flows were indi
cated (see Chapter 4). On the basis of this research, a
variety of adjustments to recorded data can be recom
mended to national compilers. The net result of these
adjustments, shown in Table 4, has been to add net
inflows to the Yearbook-reported balances in each of
the four years under study. These adjustments mainly
reftect transfers to the portfolio sector of international
bond sales that were recorded by a number of borrow
ing countries as loans under ''other capital." Almost
ali such adjustments were made to the accounts of
the issuers of securities, sinee the treatment by, and
residence of. the purchasers was usually unknown.
Other Capital

7See

Report on the World Current Account Discrepancy (Washing

ton: International Monetary Fund. 1987).

8In sorne cases. cstimated amounts of the unrecorded capital out

flow can be traced to individual countries, but these attributions are
not without challenge. ln general, the Working Party has opted to
aggregate ils findings into three regional categories: industrial coun
tries, developing countries. and offshore financial centers.

Capital flows grouped under the broad heading of
"other capital'' consist of tlows not included in direct
investment, portfolio investment, reserves, or lia
bilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves
(LCFAR). In the Ye01·hook accounts, this "other"
group is subdivided by major category of resident
transactor: { 1 ) official, (2) deposit money banks, and

10
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Findings for Major Capital Flow Categories
Table

4.

Global Capital Account Discrepancies and Adjustments, by Major Components, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars: outflows ( - ))

1986-89
average

1986

1987

1988

1989

Capital acc ount, total1
Adjustments2

18.0
- 15.0
3.0

32.6
-24.2
8.4

45.1
- 13.4
31.7

65.8
-40.3

25.5

40.4
- 23.4
17.0

Direct invest ment
Adjustments

- 13.6
16.9
3.3

-24.5
14.6
-9.9

- 19.8
6.2
- 13.6

-8.2
9.5
1.3

- 16.5
1 1 .8
-4.7

3.6
3.5
7.1

-0.7
1 1 .9
1 1 .2

- 1 1 .9
6.3
-5.6

32.3
7.7
40.0

5.8
7.4
13.2

32.7
- 4 1 .8
-9.1

1 10.5
- 102.9
7.6

76.6
-25.6
51.0

45.6
-63.9
- 18.4

66.4
-58.6
7.8

-4.7
6.4
1.7

- 52.7
52.2
-0.5

0.2
-0.2

-3.9
6.3
2.4

- 15.3
16.2
0.9

Adjusted capital account, toal
L

Adjusted direct investment

Portfolio investment
Adj ust ments

Adjusted portfolio investment
Other c apital

Adjustments
Adjusted other capital
Reserves/LCFAR
Adjustments

Adjusted reserves/LCFAR

'Balance of Paymenrs Sllltistics Yearbook. Part 2, 1990.

2Adjustment s to each discrepancy include relevant corrections to LCFAR as described in Chapter 8.

(3) other private nonbanks (including sorne public agen
des). "Other capital" ftows include a wide variety of
financial activity, ranging from !rade credit and depos
its with foreign banks to marketable short-lerm instru
ments and loans from foreign banks, governments, and
nonbank tenders. The private nonbank group includes
many types of financial institutions (such as insurance
companies, finance companies, and security dealers)
that have large cross-border ftows. Many countries
have tended, moreover, to categorize as "other" any
capital ftows that cannot be specifically identified. As
mentioned earlier, the sector accounts in "other capi
tal'' are not individually "symmetric" across the
world, nor do they cover ali transactions of the sectors.
When consolidated, however, they should balance at
the global level, and it is only at thal level thal balance
should be expected.
The main findings of the Working Party in the "other
capital" category have resulted from comparisons of
lBS data-on a flow basis as calculated by the IMF
with national balance of payments figures on changes
in the claims and liabilities of private nonbanks with
banks resident in other countries. While many coun
tries have captured the externat operations of their
banking sector fairly accurately in national balance of
payments statistics, most have experienced great dif
ficulty in obtaining reliable data from private nonbanks
on their claims on or borrowings from foreign banks.
Consequently, the coverage of this activity by many
countries is deficient.
Data reported to the BIS and the Fund by banks in
the principal financial centers can be used to derive the
amounts deposited with them and borrowed from them
by residents of individual foreign countries (see Chap
ter 6). This information can be compared, in principle,
with corresponding data in the baJance of payments
accounts of countries where the depositors and bor-

rowers reside, although few countries have closely
matching data categories. If the derived data clearly
show a larger volume of ftows (or stocks) vis-à-vis
foreign banks than does the national balance of pay
ments accounts. however, it is reasonable to interpret
the difference as an indication of the extent to which
the balance of payments accounts are deficient.
The statistical adjustment to "other capital'' aver
aged close to - $59 billion over the 1986-89 interval
under review and accounted for the bulk of the net
reduction in the global imbalance acbieved by the
Working Party. As shown in Table 5, about half this
adjuslment, close to - $30 billion, was derived from
the internationaJ banking data. The table also shows
thal adjustments to recorded capital ftows of private
nonbanks dominate these results. This was by far the
largest single block of missing capital outftows that
the Working Party was able to identify . However, as

Thble S. Adjustments to "Other Capital" lndicated by
International Banking Statistics, 1986-89 1

(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outflows (-))
Total adjustments
By sector

Private nonbanks

Deposit money
banks

1986-89
average

1986

1987

1988

1989

-21.3

- 33.7

-5.6

- 57.7

- 29.6

- 16.1

-24.7

3.8

-48.7

- 2 1 .4

-5.2

-9.0

-9.4

- 9.0

-8.2

- 1 1.3
- 10.0

-9.3
-24.4

- 10.8
5.2

-3.1
-54.6

-8.7
-20.9

By area

Offshore financial

centers
Olher countries

1Adjustments for nonbanks are described in Chapter 6. Adjust
ments for deposit money banks are for offshore financial centers and
are described in Chapter 9.
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discussed in Chapter 6, comparisons between the bal
ance of payments and lBS data sources must be used
with caution. On a global scale the results indicate the
general size of omissions, but at the individual country
levet, national compilers should make a specifie evalua
tion of the quality oftheir own data and decide whether
their accounts could be improved by substituting the
IBS/BIS figures. A number of countries have already
begun to use these data.
Adjustments for deposit money banks in Table 5
bring into the world totals the banking activity in off
shore financial centers (OFCs) that is omitted from
national balance of payments statements. These
amounts are reported directly by the OFCs in the con
text of the lBS statistics and are therefore net additions
to capital Row totals rather than adjustments to existing
estimates as is the case for nonbanks. The banking
adjustments wcre part of a broader picture for OFCs
thal is explaîned in Chapter 9.
Adjustments to the "other capital" category, apart
from those derived from banking data, consist mainly
of reclassifications thal shift transactions into the port
folio investment and LCFAR categories. An average
inftow of about $ 1 0 billion per year has been removed
from the resident official sector of "other capital" in
the 1986-89 period and shifted into portfolio invest
ment ftows. Similar amounts have been shifted from
deposit moncy banks into portfolio investment. Data
adjustments for short-lerm securities also affect this
category. (These changes are described in Chapters 4
and 5.)
ln establishing the terms ofreference for the Working
Party, the Executive Board called attention to the prob
lem of concealed international capital ftows associated
with drug money and other illegal activities. The Work
ing Party investigated various aspects of su ch ftows, as
weil as the efTects on reported capital ftows of so-called
capital ftight. lts conclusion was thal information avait
able to statistical agencies on such activities was far
from sufficient to allow for a separation of such finan
cial dealings from the general run of international
financial traffic (see Chapter I I ).
Almost by definition, capital Right has not been regis
tered in the capital-exporting country but often may
have been recorded in recipient countries. Thus, this
phenomenon may weil be a significant contributor to
the observed global excess of recorded inftows over
outflows. However, estimates of the extent of capital
flight have been wide ranging, and they cannot identify
countries where the funds were invested. The amount
of capital Row associated with drug trafficking is also
highly uncertain, but surely is much smaller than corn
monty cited estimates of the retail value of drug sales
in national markets. Moreover, these Rows merge
indistinguishably with other kinds of poorly recorded
outftows.
Reserves and Liabilities Constituting Foreign
Authorities' Reserves
l n principle, transactions in foreign exchange
reserves, as reported by holders, and in LCFAR, as

reported by countries where the funds are invested.
should balance at the global levet but, in practice, they
do not. As shown in Table 3, net increases in reserves
(outftows) reported by asset holders generaUy exceed
the LCFAR inftows reported by obligors. The imbal
ance between these ftows has implications for discrep
ancies in other categories of capital ftows. The Working
Party investigated the reserves/LCFAR discrepancy
primarily from the reserves-or asset-side of the pic
ture {see Chapter 8). For the purposes of this study, a
large number of countries provided detailed informa
tion on the types of instruments (such as securities and
deposits) in their reserve transactions for the 1986-89
period. This information enabled direct comparisons
of reserve movements-by type of instrument-to be
made with LCF AR transactions as reported by debtor
countries. The same data made it possible to isolate
certain sources of error in the LCFAR figures, to cor
rect the rcscrvcs/LC FAR imbaiance, and to make addi
tional adjustments to the portfolio and other capital
accounts.
As part of its reserves-rclated work, the Working
Party a1so found problems with the recording, by sorne
members of the European Monetary System (EMS), of
gold swaps with the European Monetary Cooperation
Fund. These problems required adjustments to the
reported foreign exchange and gold transactions ofsev
era! EMS-member countries.

OveraU Statistical Results

Adjusted Global and Regional Accounts
The Working Party's statistical results affecting the
world capital account can be integrated with adjust
ments to the current account prepared each year by the
Fund on the basis of the 1987 Report on the World
Current Account Discrepancy. The initial and revised
views of world patterns of international transactions
are shown in Table 6. Comparisons of the reported
and adjusted balance of payments accounts of major
country groups reveal the following major differences:
a. The large excess of debits in the current account
has becn nearly eliminated. There was a substan
tial addition of net credits to developing countries
and a smaller addition to industrial countries.
The added credits were primarily income on
portfolio investment and unrequited transfer
receipts.
b. Although a sizable discrepancy remains, the
excess of credits in the global capital account
(nearly as large as the opposite discrepancy in
the current account in 1988 and 1989) bas been
greatly reduced by the adjustments suggested by
the Working Party. The effect of the adjustments
has varied on an annual basis, but for the entire
four-year period there was only a rninor change
for the industrial countries. For the developing
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Overall Statistical Results
Thble 6. Global Balance of Payments Accounts As Reported

and Adjusted, 1986-891

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outftows ( - ))
1986

1987

1988

1986-89
1989 average

As reported in 1990 Yearbook

World2
Current account
Capital account

-59.0 -45.6 -52.5 -75.6
45.1
32.6
18.0
65.8

-58.2
40.4

lndustrial countries
Current account
Capital account
Errors and omissions

- 28.2 -57.8 -52.7 -82.5
73.6
41.1
-2.4
41.4
30.7
16.8
1 1 .3
8.9

-55.3
38. 4
16.9

Offshore financial centers)
Current account
Capital account
Errors and omissions

3.0
- 12.6
-9.6

2.0
- 1 .7
-0.3

3.8
-2.3
- 1 .5

5.6
-2.6
-3.0

3.6
-4.8
1.2

Othcr developing countries
Current account
-37.9
35.9
Capital account
2.0
Errors and omissions

3.7
1.2
-5.0

-9.1
12.2
-3.1

-5.4
-0.4
5.8

- 12.2
12.2
-0.1

International organizations
Current account
Capital account
Errors and omissions

6.6
-8.0
1.5

5.5
-6.2
0.7

6.7
-4.8
- 1 .9

5.7
-5.4
-0.3

4.1
-2.8
- 1 .3

Actions Needed

As adjusted

World2
Current account
Capital account

-27.1 - 10.2
8.4
3.0

-9.5
25.5

- 1 1.5
17.2

lndustrial countries
Current account
Capital account
Errors and omissions

- 22.2 -50.3 -37.0 - 63.7
32.3
49.2
55.6
7.6
14.5
14.6
17.9 - 18.6

-43.3
36.2
7.1

Offshore finaocial centers3
Current account
Capital account
Errors and omissions

5.3
- 29.2
24.0

5.2
12.6
8.8
2 . 1 - 15.7 - 1 1 .7
-7.3
6.9 - 1 .0

8.0
- 13.6
5.7

Other developing countries
22.0
22.2
Current account
- 2 1 .0
14.8
Capital account
27.0 - 18.6 - 1 .2 -3.6
Errors and omissions
-6.0 -3.6 - 13.6 -18.4

9.5
0.9

International organizations
Current account
Capital account
Errors and omissions
Unallocated
Current account
Capital accouot
Errors and omissions

countries (other than OFCs) there was a drop
from an average annual net inftow of $ l 2 billion,
as reported, to a much smaUer $ 1 biJHon inflow.
The adjustments made by the Working Party to
create international capital accounts for the
OFCs resulted in increased net outflows-from
an annual average of about $5 billion to nearly
$ 1 4 bilJion.
c. Finally, the genera)( y downward shift in the
regional errors and omissions reftects the fact
that positive adjustments made to the current
account were larger than negative adjustments
made to the capital account. Nevertheless they
provide an alternative view of the broad eco
nomie relationships among sorne major country
groupings and provide a point of departure for
further explanations of the measurement prob
lems that remain.

0.8
31.8

- 10.4

4.1
-2.4
- 1 .7

6.6
-7.4
0.8

5.5
-6.9
1 .4

6.7
-8.4
1.7

5.7
-6.3
0.6

6.8

6.1

8.6

12.9

8.6

-6.8

-6.1

-8.6 - 1 2.9

-8.6

1Current account as adjusted by the Statistics Department. plus
adjustments by the Working Party for reinvestment of earnings and
for special financial institutions; capital account as adjusted by the
Working Party.
2World totals as shown indicate discrepancies. because in principle
these global aggregates should total to zero.
-'The Bahamas. Bermuda, Cayman Islands. Gibraltar. Hong Kong,
the Netherlands Antilles, Panama, and Singapore.

On the basis of its studies, the Working Party has
made a series of recommendations for actions to be
taken at the national and international level to improve
the data on international capital flows. It believes that
implementation of these actions would produce sig
nificant gains in the quality of data available to policy
makers and the public. The role of the Fund in carrying
forward these recommendations will be crucial. Since
capital flow adjustments are very heterogeneous and
specialized, the Fund will need to coordinate its work
with the activities of national compilers. Many of the
specifie findings of the Working Party (including much
country detail not shown in this report) can be used by
the Fund in reviewing capital accounts reported by
countries in the future.
AJl countries can benefit from greater accuracy in
their international capital accounts, but those whose
transactions weigh heavily in the world totals have a
special responsibility to improve the quality of their
statistics. As Table 7 shows-apart from sorne OFCs
for which comparable data are not available-rela
tively few countries account for the major part of
recorded world capital ftows. The Working Party rec

ommends that these /eading countries make a particu
lar effort to upgrade and harmonize their capital
account statistics.

Prospects and Costs
Finally, the Working Party is concerned that ali the
evidence points to a progressive degradation of the
quality of data in international capital flows. For exam
ple, the recent!y compiled 1991 Yearbook shows a con
tinuation of large global capital account imbalances. In
the long run, basic improvements in the data on capital
flows can be achieved only when national compilers
have the active support of officiais responsible for pol
icy decisions. ln order to accomplish such improve
ments, many countries may have to restructure or
13
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Table 7. Countries Ranked by Reported 1986-89 Capital
Flows1

(Jn billions of U.S. dollars)

Country
Japan
United States
Unhed Kingdom
Germany
Belgium-Luxembourg
France
Italy
Netherlands
Switzerland
Canada
Australia
Sweden
Spain
Panama
Denmark
Singapore
Finland
China, People's Rep.
Saudi Arabia
Korea
Norway
Austria
Kuwail
Mexico
lreland
Ali countries

Rank

Capital
ftows

Percent
of total

Cumulative
percent
of total

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Il
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

254.7
155 2
127.7
63.7
57.3
53.9
25.3
25.1
24. 3
17.8
13.4
1 1 .7
10.5
6.2
5.8
5.4
4.9
4.8
4.5
4.3
4.0
3 .7
3.3
3.0
2.9

26.93
16.41
1 3 .50
6.73
5.70
2.67
2.65
2.56
1.88
1.42
1.24
1.11
0.65
0.62
0.57
0.52
0.51
0.47
0.45
0.43
0.40
0.34
0.32
0.31

26.93
43.34
56.84
63.57
69.63
75.33
78.00
80.66
83.22
85.10
86.52
87.76
88.87
89.52
90.14
90.71
91.22
91.73
92.20
92.66
93.09
93.48
93.82
94.14
94.45

185

945.8

100.00

100.00

.

6.06

ongoing. Of course, national compilers will continue to
depend to a considerable extent on the willingness and
ability of market participants to provide the rather spe
cialized data needed for the preparation of the capital
accounts. Certainly, a primary requirement for secur
ing this cooperation is a convincing explanation to data
suppliers that these data are essential and that responsi
ble national authorities give a high priority to support
ing this statistical work.

Addendum: Revised Data from the 1991 Yearbook

As the Working Party was completing its assignment,
the Statistics Department at the Fund made available
the statistics to be published in the 1991 edition of the
Yearbook. The new global capital account data are
shown in Table 8 (compare with Table 3).
The new edition contains revised data for the period
to 1989 and initial figures for 1990. At the global levet
the revised figures show somewhat larger net positive
discrepancies up through the 1989 peak. The 1990 dis
crepancy is about equal to the 1986-89 average of the
data in Table 8. Among the principal components, there
are a few notable shifts:

Source: Balance of Paymems Statistics Yearbook. Part 2. 1990,
Table C-13.
1 1 986-89 average of absolute values ofcapital inftows plus capital
outftows.

adapt their compilation procedures. ln that connection,
the new Balance of Payments Compilation Guide pre
pared by the Fund will be useful.
The Working Party recognizes the need to contain
costs and reporting burdens but believes it is possible,
especially with modern computing facilities, to
enhance the quality of balance of payments data at
moderate expense. To a large extent, the costs associ
ated with adapting compilation systems to new scales
and forms of capitaJ ftows are transitional rather than

a. For direct investment a much larger negative dis
crepancy emerges in 1990; about half of the rise
reftects an increase of $ 13 billion in net out ward
reinvestment of earnings. The largest net revi
sion to national data apparent at this writing was
for the United States, which raised net inward
direct investment ftows by $ 1 1 billion in 1987.
b. For portfolio investment, there is sorne increase
in the net positive discrepancy reported for 1989,
but the size of the imbalance declines in 1990.
c. The heterogenous "other capitaJ" category is not
significantly altered for the 1986-89 period, but in
1990 an exceptionally large net positive balance
emerges. The main changes in 1990 are large net
inftows reported for both deposit rnoney banks
and the nonbank private sector. Banking inflows
may reftect the investment of the large increase
in global reserve assets reported for the year that
is not matched by recorded LCFAR.

Table 8. Global Capital Account Discrepancies 1984-90

(ln billions of U.S. dollars: outftows ( - ))
1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Capital account, total
Direct investment
Portfolio investment
Other capital
Reserves!LCFAR

43.3
4.6
30.6
27.2
- 19.1

62.2
-8.8
52.2
26.0
-7.2

30.8
- 16.9
10.0
41.7
-4.0

61.5
- 17.1
17.5
1 15.5
- 54.4

57.3
- 1 9.0
-0. 4
76. 1
0.6

75.4
-22.9
44.9
58.8
-5.4

57.4
-49.6
12.2
157.5
-62.7

Memoranda:
Current account
Errors and omissions

- 73. 1
29.8

-74.0
1 1 .9

-58.8
28.2

-44.5
- 17.1

- 52.0
-5.0

-78.5
3.1

-79.3
21.9

Source: Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook. 1991.
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Addcndum: Revised Data from the 1 99 1 Yearbook

d.

Finally, the increase in reserve assets reported
for 1990 is far in excess of the reported increase
in LCFAR. This could reflect a sruft in the hold
ings of foreign exchange reserves to banks in
countries that fajl to report such liabilities as
obligations to reserve authorities. Thus, the
imbalances in the "other capital" and "reserve/
LCFAR" categories may be closely related.
Sorne further anaJysis would be in order. More
generally, it can be seen that large discrepancies

of opposite signs continue to be reported for the
global current and capital accounts. As noted in
this report, although many factors are at work, a
strong element linking these discrepancies is the
difficulty of recording certain types of capital
outflows and of measuring the income receipts
corresponding to the rising stock of external
assets not recorded in the relevant capital
exporting countries.
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II
Concepts and Methods
SU MMARY
There are two main reasons for discrepancies and errors in the recording
of international capital ftows: failure to follow the conceptual framework
in the Fund's Balance of Paymems Manual and difficulties in collecting
and compiling the necessary basic statistics. Countries may deviatc from
the Manua/'s recommendations because of legal or institutional arrange
ments, because of unfamiliarity with the Manua/, and because they lack
resources or use ineffective statistical methods. This chaptcr describes
sorne problems that frequently arise in collecting the necessary data and
the proposais made by a selection ofcountries to improve their data. The
chapter also discusses the role of Fund staffand staJTin othcr international
organizations in helping countries to improve their data.

CooceptuaJ Framework

Under Article Vlll, Section 5, of the Fund's Articles
of Agreement, "the Fund may require members to
fumish it with such information as it deems necessary
for its activities, including, as a minimum necessary for
the effective discharge of the Fund's duties, national
data on . . . international balance of payments." To
provide guidelines for members reporting data and to
ensure intercountry compatibility, the Fund issued the
first edition of the Balance of Poyments Manuol in
1948; the most recent (fourth) edition appeared in 1977.
The Monua/ can be viewed as a conceptual framework
for the preparation of national balance of payments
statistics. It recommends the use of a set of uniform
principles for recording transactions and a set of stan
dard components (see Table 9) into whjch data are to
be grouped for reporting to the Fund and for publication
by the Fund.
In issuing the fourth edition of the Manua/, the Fund
took into account the views of statisticians in national
balance of payments offices. Preferences among these
individuals and arnong Fund staff did sometimes differ
widely. Reconciliation of the divergent opinjons
helped, however, to ensure thal the Manua/'s recom
mendations were realistic and generally acceptable to
compilers.
The Fund is currently drafting the fifth edition of
the Ma11ual. Appendix I I of this report describes the
recommendations of the draft edition as it relates to
capital account recording. The definitions and classifi
cations proposed in the fifth edition should serve pres-

ent needs more adequately a s weil a s facilitate capital
account recording. The revised Manual will be accom
panied by an updated version of the Statistics Depart
ment's Balance ofPayme111s Compilation Guide (Com
pilatioll Guide), which will contain suggestions to
national compilers on data collection techniques.
Work on the fifth edition of the Manual started in the
1980s at about the same time thal the United Nations
Statistical Office began revision of its System of
National Accounts (SNA). Although the balance of
payments is encompassed, in principle. within the
national accounting framework, in practice there are
numerous differences between the fourth edition of the
Manual and the unrevised SNA. The need for compati
bility between the two standards is one reason both are
being revised.
In compiling national balance of payments accounts,
strict compatibility with the principles of the Manual
is rarely achieved. First, many countries do not com
pile data in accordance with the definitions or data
classifications specified in the Manual.9 Second, many
countries have difficulty collecting and compiling the
necessary basic statistics. However, unless balance of
payments compilers follow the Manual, it is impossible
to construct meaningful and consistent aggregations of

�he Statistics Department of the Fund routinely provides users
of its stati�tical publications with notes indicating divergences from
concepts and definitions in the Manual. More often than not, how
ever. these notes are incomplete. Some common deviations from
Manual recommendations are described later in this chapler: many
more are described in later chapters.
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Table 9. Standard Capital Account Components in the

Fourth Edition of the Baùmce

1
of Pa
yments Manua/

Direct investment2
Abroad
ln reporting economy

Portfolio invesflnenf

Public sector bonds
Other bonds
Corporate equities

Other capiwr· 5

Long-term capital
Resident official sector
Deposit moncy banks
Other sectors
Short-lerm capital
Resident official sector
Deposit moncy banks
Other sectors

Reserves
Monetary gold
Special Drawing Rights
Reserve position in the Fund
Foreign excbange assets
Other claims
Use of Fund credit and loans6
1ln this report, these standard components are modified to exelude
liabilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves (LCFAR). Such
liabilities are deducted from "portfolio investment" and from "other
capital" and grouped with ''reserves" to be considered jointly as a
component "reserves!LCFAR." Also, sec table footnote 5.
1Each subcomponent of direct investment is further dissected into
"reinvestment ofearnings," "equity capital," "other long-term cap
ital," and "short-lerm capital.''
3Each subcomponent of portfolio investment is further dissected
into "assets,'' "LCFAR," and "other Habilities."
4With one exception, each subcomponcnt of othcr long-lerm capi
tal and other short-term capital is further dissected into "loans
extended," "otber assets," "LCFAR," "other loans received." and
''other liabilities. ·• The exception is short-lerm capital of deposit
moncy banks. for which separate loans data are not required. Long
lerm loans are split into "drawings" and "repayments." LCFAR
of deposit moncy banks are split into ''dcnominated in national
currency" and "denominated in foreign currency. • ·

5ln this report. "long-term capital" and "short-Lerm capital" are
combined. Also. the "other sectors" catcgory sometimes is
described as the "nonbank private sector," although this category
includes public corporations.
�he title shown hcre retlects usage in the Fund's Balance of
Payments Statistics Yearbook, 1 99 1 . ln the 1989 and 1990 issues of
the Yearbook. the subcomponent was described as "credit from the
Fund and Fund-administered resources."

important economie transactions or to analyze effec
tively the financial relations between countries. The
surveillance function of the Fund, the operations of
other international organizations, the requirements of
domestic policymakers, and the need for national com
pilers to exchange data require compatibility of data
between countries and across ti me. Therefore, national

campi/ers should prepare balance of payments
accounts in accordance with the Manual; they must
report data to the Fund in this form.
Deviations from concepts in the Manuai come about

for a variety of reasons. ln sorne countries, balance of
payments compilers may not be sufficiently familiar

with recommendations in the Manual and may unwit
tingly deviate from them. The Working Party therefore
supports the Fund's program to provide training to
national officials on balance of payments methodology.
ln other countries, compilers may possess the infor
mation they need to follow recommendations in the
Manual but knowingly deviate from them in national
publications. For example, sorne national compilers
argue that legal and institutional arrangements in their
countries justify, or require, deviations from the Manu
al' s recommendations, more particularly from its clas
sification of transactions. Such compilers must provide
the Fund with additional information to "bridge" the
national presentation and the Manual's standard com
ponents. On the basis of this information and within
the requirements for confidentiality. the Fund can theo
publish the national statistics in an internationally con
sistent format.
Finally, because of a lack of resources or ineffective
statistical methods, compilers in many countries may
not be able to collect ali the data specified in the Manua/
nor data that are correctly valued and recorded in the
proper time period. For example, compilers should
collect and report to the Fund data on ali transactions
affecting their countries' foreign financial assets and
liabilities. Sorne compilers may not be in a position to
collect the data needed because they do not know who
the transactors are, because they Jack the necessary
resources, or because the transactors (or intermediar
ies) are unwilling or unable to provide the required
information. Such measurement problems require a
general strengthening of the statistical apparatus.

Common Methodological Problems

Achieving Adequate Coverage
Balance of payments compilers usually do not have
access to a unified and internally consistent set of
accounting data that are comparable with company
accounts; they use data from many sources. lt is diffi
cult for any national collection system to cover ali the
types of international capital flows. An acceptable sys
tem must not only provide sufficient coverage, it must
produce timely results to satisfy users of the data (espe
cially poJjcymakers), and it must also minimize collec
tion costs and burdens imposed on data suppliers.
Over the years, as international transactions have
increased and become more complex, the task of data
collection has become more difficult. Options for col
lecting the data, however, have remained very much
the same. Compilers may choose between collecting
data on individual transactions or on transactions
aggregated over a period of time, between coUecting
data from transactors or from intermediaries, and
between collecting data on flows or on stocks. l n fact
ali of these options are employed, and many countries
use a range of sources in collecting capital flow data.
17
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As circumstances differ from country to country, the
Working Party does not advocate the uniform applica
tion of any specifie data collection system, but it does
advocate that the coUection be as complete as possible.
However, it is clear from evidence provided by a
number of countries that an increasing number of capi
tal account transactions are slipping through gaps in
the collection systems. For example, the system
employed in the United States was designed when most
transactions were conducted in conventional financial
instruments and channeled through a few large banks
and other financial institutions. Capital markets have
changed dramatically since then, so that statistical
problems faced by the U .S. compilers have intensified
and strained available resources. Another example is
the Japanese collection system. This system essentially
measures transactions effected through cash payments
and faits to take account of increasingly important non
cash transactions such as reinvestment of earnings and
other transactions via intercompany accounts. 10 There

fore. national authorities should keep their statistical
systems under review and adapr them quickly to the
changing international financial environment. They
must ens ure thal their systems provide comprehensive
coverage of ali transactions.

In many instances, il may be possible to fill the gaps
in coverage, improve the quality of data, eliminate
duplication, and contain the costs of collection by
arranging the exchange of aggregate data between sta
tistical compilers in partner countries. If such
exchanges are based on comprehensive data and corn
mon definitions, they can be an important tool for iden
tifying and eliminating the gaps in coverage. Exchanges
of capital flow data can also be extremely useful at the
national levet. For countries that collect data through
severa! statistical agencies, the exchange of company
levet data can reduce reporting burdens and improve
efficiency and data quality. Of course, respondents
must be assured that confidentiality will be respected
among statisticaJ agencies and that the data will not be
used for investigatory, regulatory, or tax purposes.
Where necessary, legal authority for such exchanges
should be provided. Therefore, compilers should

develop regular contacts with related agencies in their
own countries, with compilers in other countries, and
with international organizations that hold valuable
.financial data bases.
A common feature of ali systems should be the
requirement to maintain the quality of data by estab
lishing sorne independent basis for evaluation or aug
mentation. The partner country data mentioned pre
viously are valuable for this purpose. Also valuable are
the data bases of international organizations such as
Fund and BIS data on the externat claims and liabilities
of banks and World Bank data on externat debt of
developing countries. Another improvement forms a
central theme of this report: national statistical sys10Many other examples are given in later chapters.

tems should include regular collections ofposition data
to validate andfil/ gaps in theirflow data; these position
collections shou/d cover each major type of interna
tional asset or liability.

AJthough the benefits of closing the gaps in data
systems should greatly exceed the costs, improve
ments will not be costless. National authorities should

reinforce agencies thar compile balance of payments
statistics by providing them with the necessary
resources, support, and legal powers for data collec
tion.
Defining Residence

Each economie agent is by definition a resident of
sorne economy. In practice, however, a country may
choose to define a resident differently from the Manua/.
For example. foreign-owned banks, trust companies,
refineries , and other "offshore enterprises" operating
in The Bahamas are being treated, in accordance with
national regulations, as non resident entities. Thus,
their transactions with "true" nonresidents are
excluded from the balance of payments. 1 1 ln the Neth
erlands Antilles. foreign-owned financial institutions,
whose transactions with other local residents are
legally limited. are also treated as nonresidents. More
generally, the treatment of " offshore enterprises" cre
ates significant discrepancies in major categories of the
global accounts (such as direct and portfolio invest
ment).12
Classifying Transactions
Global asymmetries arise in major categories of the
accounts when a country does not follow the Manua/'s
classification of transactions. Many important devia
tions from the standard classifications are described in
later chapters of this report. For instance, a number of
countries, including Canada, Japan, France, and Ger
many have decided that short-lerm capital ftows
between direct investors and their affiliates should not
be recorded as direct investment (as recommended by
the Mamw{) but in other categories of the accounts.
Correct Timing
In principle, the sale and purchase of an asset should
be recorded by both the selling and purchasing econ
omy at the time the change of ownership occurs. ln
practice, countries may record transactions at different
times. Countries that use payment records as a source
of data-such as Japan, Belgium, ltaly, the Nether
lands, Korea, and Colombia-record international

11Also, their transactions with other residents of The Bahamas,
such as payments of salaries and office expenses. are included in the
balance of payments as if they were transactions between residents
and nonresidents.
11See Chapter 9.
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transactions when payment is made rather than when
ownership changes. Others that use surveys oftransac
tors may record capital flows when ownership changes.
However, even for countries using reports by transac
tors, problems may arise. For example, in the area
of direct investment, a parent company may record a
transaction (a shipment of merchandise to an affiliate
and the corresponding increase in the account receiv
able from the affiliate) at the time of shipment, whereas
the affiliate may record the transaction (the receipt of
the goods and the increase in the account payable to
the parent) at the time of delivery. This inconsistency
in recording dates atone will cause a discrepancy in the
accounting for direct investment flows between the
creditor and host country.
Derivitzg Flows from Stock Data
Reports on outstanding claims and liabilities are used
in many countries (including the United States, Can
ada, France, and Germany) to derive capital ftows of
deposit money banks. They are also used in sorne coun
tries to derive capital ftows associated with other kinds
of long- and short-term debts. Changes in stocks or
positions retlect multiple factors: bona fide transac
tions; changes in the market priee of assets. such as
equity and debt securities; changes in exchange rates
(see the discussion in the next section); and other
changes, such as write-offs, expropriations, and
uncompensated seizures. In principle, ali changes
other than those associated with transactions should
be eliminated when capital flow data are derived from
changes in stocks. l n practice, compilers are not al ways
aware of sorne or ali of these changes, and sorne
changes are treated different!y in the accounts of credi
tor and debtor countries. Thus, asymmetries can arise
in the global accounts from the imperfect translation of
stock data into estimates of underlying capital tlows.
Foreign Exchange Conversion
Inconsistencies in the recording of capital flows may
arise when the values of transactions are translated first
into the currencies ofeach country's accounts and then
the accounts are translated into a common numeraire
for the compilation of global statistics, as by the Fund
in the Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook.
Since the bulk of capital transactions involve an
exchange of assets, and since both parties are likely to
record the exchange at nearly the same lime, conver
sions into national currencies should not be a source of
major discrepancies. 13 An important exception occurs
when the reporting source provides position data and
when exchange rates are changing rapidly. In that case,

13However, the fact thal national compilers u�e V<�riou� types of
rates (for example. buy/sell vis-à-vis midpoint rates or daily vis-à-vis
monthly average rates) for conversion may contributc lo discre
pancies.

compilers must eHminate changes in asset-liability val
ues that are induced by exchange rate effects in order
to arrive at the transactions basis used in the balance
ofpayments accounts. For instance. Fund-BIS banking
flow data used in Chapter 6 are derived from stock
figures; these data have been corrected for exchange
rate fluctuations on the basis of the currency composi
tion of the major components of total banking posi
tions.
As a result of the ways in which national data are
sometimes reported, there are also exchange transla
tion problems at the global levet when reducing to a
common numeraire, such as the U .S. dollar. However,
it has not been possible to determine the extent to
which such problems affect the capital account discrep
ancies under review.
Inconsistencies in Company Accounting Standards
Data from the company accounts reported to
national compilers may not be fully comparable with
data reported by companies in other countries because
of differences in accounting practices. I n addition,
Lhere are unresolved questions in many countries about
the treatment of financial innovations. For ali these
reasons, sorne divergences in statistical reporting
among countries are unavoidable. These unresolved
questions have an important effect on the measuremenl
of direct investment flows because different parts of a
multinational enterprise may be operating on different
accounting standards. This problem could be sur
mounted if there were more uniform international stan
dards for company accounting.

National Compilations: Improvements Planned

Balance of payments compilers from a number of
countries have provided information to the Working
Party on aspects of their compilation systems. Among
other difficulties, many have encountered problems
arising from the lifting of exchange controls, the inter
nationalization of markets, and the proliferation of
financial innovations. Many of these problems remain
unresolved. As summarized in the foltowing para
graphs, compilers in various countries also have plans
for improvemenls.
Balance of payments compilers in the United States
are in the midst of a multiyear effort to improve their
international accounts. The effort is part of a presiden
tial initiative to improve U .S. economie statistics. The
Bureau of Economie Analysis (BEA) has received
incrementai funding for interim improvements in meth
ods and source data. Funding for longer-lerm funda
mental improvements in the source data and in the
arrangements for sharing data among decentralized
U .S. statistical agencies is included in the presidential
initiative for 1993 and beyond.
For direct investment, interim changes includc
developing estimates for nonrespondents; longer-term
19
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improvements to enhance coverage in quarterly esti
mates include the exchange of data between the BEA
and the Bureau of the Census and the refinement of
tracking, compliance, and processing procedures. For
portfolio investment, interim improvements include a
variety of measures: an expansion of the sample frame
to increase coverage of short-term instruments and of
direct transactions with nonresidents by pension funds,
mutual funds, and insurance companies; the education
of reporters in arder to upgrade the quality of banking
reports; and the bilateral exchange of data with impor
tant U .S. investment partners. Long-term improve
ments include sharing data between the BEA and the
U .S. Treasury to expand the reporting coverage as
weU as a coordinated 1993 benchmark survey of U.S.
portfolio investment abroad.
Canadian compilers are working on severa! fronts to
main tain the adequacy of their statistical system: better
monitoring of survey coverage; enhancing systems to
process information; working with U .S. compilers to
reconcile bilateral capital flows; and developing esti
mates of the reinvestment of earnings on direct invest
ment.
Australian balance of payments compilers recently
developed a methodology to measure ali investment in
Australian real estate on a regular basis, and other
projects are under way to improve coverage of their
Survey of Foreign lnvestment (SFI). These include
investigation of new coverage sources, the develop
ment of a survey drawn from an alternative population
register to quantify as accu rately as possible any under
coverage in the SFI, and to identify units not covered
by the survey, and the reconciliation of unit record
data reported in the SFI with data reported in other
collections of the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
l n Belgium-Luxembourg, compilers plan in 1992 to
introduce a revised classification that is based more
closely on the Manual's classification of capital
account transactions. From late 1991, they are record
ing the transactions of ali Belgian-resident ''coordina
tion centers" of multinational enterprises in accor
dance with the Manual's recommendations. They plan
to conduct surveys of stocks of foreign direct invest
ment for purposes of verifying flows and estimating
reinvestment of eamings.
l n France, work is nearly completed on regulations
prescribing the statistical obligations of enterprises.
and steps are being taken to coUect data on stocks of
cross-border assets and liabilities. The expanded stock
data will enable corrections to be made to flow data in
both the current and capital accounts; they will also
pro vide new data on reinvestment of earnings on direct
investment and more precise measures of trade credit.
Since 1989, stock data have been collected covering
French direct investment abroad and investment in
portfolio securities. ln the future, compilers will also
collect stock data on foreign direct investment in
France and on other daims and liabilities of the private
nonbanking sector.

ln Germany. compilers are reviewing the new chan
nets and instruments for international capital flows by
directly approaching institutional investors and banks.
ln addition, they are changing reporting regulations
(for financial derivatives, for example). They are also
investigating whether statistics available in other coun
tries or international organizations could help to close
gaps (which they assume are mainly the result of insuf
ficient reporting by individuals, especially regarding
their transactions with foreign banks) in their compila
tion system. German compilers also plan to expand
their bilateral comparisons of balance of payments sta
tistics with certain partners.
The liberalization of capital movements i n Italy,
completed in 1990, rendered obsolete a system of bal
ance of payments collection that had been a by-product
of the exchange control system. ltalian compilers intro
duced a new procedure for collecting data in 1990. Ali
residents are now required to transmit to the Foreign
Exchange Office data on foreign transactions exceed
ing the equivalent of Lit 20 million. l n addition, banks
are required to provide information on both their own
externat assets and liabilities and on customers' opera
tions. That information is part of a more general report
ing framework for banking operations, which includes
reporting transactions between residents. The new ltal
ian system does not measure international capital flows
as comprehensively as did that system in place before
the liberaJization of capital movements; however, no
major reassessments of the new system are envisaged
in the near future.
Plans for improvements in Switzerland include the
use of reports by companies to obtain transactions data
for ali components of direct investment flows and for
portfolio investment. At present, transactions data are
derived from balance sheet data. Data on assets and
liabilities of resident nonbanks vis-à-vis nonresident
banks shown in the Eurocurrency statistics of the BIS
will be partly incorporated in the capital account. ln
addition, Swiss compilers will begin treating the BIS
(hitherto a "resident" bank in sorne parts of the Swiss
statistics) as a nonresident institution, in accordance
with Manua/ norms for international organizations.
One long-term objective of compilers in the United
Kingdom is to improve the coverage of the corporate
sector by obtaining reports on overseas transactions
from the transactors themselves rather than from inter
medianes. This approach already has led to substantial
revisions in the estimates of nonfinancial companies'
holdings of overseas portfolio assets, and improve
ments are being made in data for the financial sector,
for example, in private pension funds. As for the flow
of capital into the country, data on foreign investment
in U .K. equities have been improved by the introduc
tion of an annual share register survey. Furthermore,
the extension of corporate reporting is expected to
improve coverage of foreign investment in U .K. com
panies' nonequity securities, and it has improved cov
erage of various short-term liabilities to nonresidents.
l n addition, sorne work is being considered to improve
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the estimates ofoverseas property transactions by indi
viduals through surveys of estate agents. The use of a
household survey and a survey of fund managers is
also being considered to measure international transac
tions by individuals.

The Role of the Fund and Other International
Organizations14

The Fund has a central role in the compilation and
analysis of world balance of payments statistics.
Although its efforts to promote standardization and
attain comprehensiveness in the recording of interna
tional transactions have achieved considerable suc
cess, many problems remain unsolved. The Working
Party makes severa! recommendations touching on the
Fund's contribution to better statistics.
The development of the fifth edition of the Manual
and the update of the Compilation Guide (both pres
enlly in draft form) represent an important step by the
Fund in assisting countries to improve their capital
account compilations. Tite Working Party recommends
that compilers pay close altention 10 the Manual and
the Compilation Guide as they work to improve their

systems in accordance witlt the recommendations of
this report.

The Fund should also continue its efforts to support
the development of adequate data systems and train
balance of payments statisticians. The staff should pro
ceed, with even greater vigor, in its efforts to advise
on procedures, data deficiencies, and timely provision
of data. ft is essential thal the Statistics Departmem

provide oversight of developments in the global bal
ance ofpayments (particularly its main categories) and
maintain thefocus on individual c:ountries. ln that con
nec/ion, a follow-up 10 the rec:ommendations of this
report and the Report on the World Current Account
Discrepancy should receive higlt priority and adequate
staff resources. Also. in the Fund's training courses
on balance of payments methodology, additional
atlention should be paid to the prcu:tical aspects of
data collection.
The Fund must keep up with the statistical implica
tions of changes in the ways thal international trade
and finance are conducted. ft slwuld seek the advice of

financial experts and national compilers possessing
specia/ized experience in financ:ial markets. Through
such collaboration, the Fund should update the Manual
on a more frequent basis to ac:commodate changes in
the economie and financial environment. Updates to
the Manual should be widely disseminated. These

updates should be covered in the Fund's training pro
grams.
Finally, other international organizations also have
an important role to play in ensuring adherence to inter"Mam1gcmcnt of the Fund's capital account data ba'e is discus,cd
a' a �cparatc topic in Chapter 13

national standards, in encouraging improvements in
data quality, and in collecting and disseminating bal
ance of payments data with respect to their members. 15
A nurnber of these organizations gather balance of pay
ments figures from their members in a rather uncoordi
nated fashion. Greater uniformity is desirable and
surely would reduce the burdens on data suppliers.
Because the Manual represents the views of a wide
spectrum of Fund members, it is recomrnended tltat

international organizations that co/lect balance ofpay
ments statistics request that these data conform to the
Manuai' s definitions and classifications.

Conclusions and Recommendations

There are two main reasons for discrepancies and
errors in the recording of international capital ftows:
failure lo follow the conceptual framework of the
Fund's Balance ofPayments Manua/ and difficulties in
collecting and compiJing the necessary basic statistics.
Countries may deviate from the Manual's recommen
dations because of legal or institutional arrangements,
because of an unfamiliarity with the framework, or
because of a Jack of resources or ineffective statistical
methods.
The importance thal the Working Party assigns to
compiling balance of payments data in accordance with
the Manual is based on the severe comparability and
classification problems that ensuc when countries fol
low disparate systems with little regard for standardiza
tion. The imbalances that result are hard to distinguish
from operational imperfections in capital flow measure
ment. Countries must at the same time take steps to
identify and reduce gaps and imperfections in the ir data
systems. Both kinds of actions are necessary to prevent
inconsistencies between country data and growing
world discrepancies, to permit the exchange of data,
lo facilitate the Fund's surveillance function, and to
support domestic policymakers.
lt is possible to fiJI gaps in coverage, improve data
quality, eliminate duplication, and contain collection
costs by exchanging aggregate data among statistical
compilers in different countries. Also, countries that
collect company data through severa! statisticaJ agen
cies can exchange such data in order to reduce report
ing burdens and improve efficiency and data quality.
The Fund has a central role in promulgating adher
ence to international statistical standards, encouraging
comprehensiveness and accuracy in the recording of
international transactions, and collecting and dissemi
nating data. Sorne other international organizations
aIso have an important role to play in improving capital
account statistics.

1' 1ntemallonal organizations al�o have a responsibility to repon.
on a �tandardized basis. their own balance of paymcnts transaction\.
Sec Chapter 1 0 for detail�.
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The Working Party's major recommendations arising
from this chaptcr are
1 . National authorities should reinforce statistical
agencies that compile balance of payments statis
tics by providing them with the necessary
resources, support, and legal pO\.vers for data col
lection.
2. National compilers should prepare balance of pay
ments accounts in accordance with the Manual;
they must report data to the Fund in this form.
3. National authorities should keep their statisticaJ
systems undcr rcview and adapt them quickly to
the changing national and international financial
environmcnl. They must ensure thal their sys
tems provide comprehensive coverage of ali
transactions.
4. National statistical systems should include regu
lar collections of position data to validate and fill
gaps in their flow data.

5. Compilers should develop regular contacts with
related agencies in their own countries, with com
pilers in other countries. and with international
organizations that maintain valuable financial
data bases.
6. The Fund's Statistics Department shouJd oversee
developments in the global balance of payments
(particularly its main categories) and maintain the
focus on individual countries. ln lhat connection
follow-up to the recommendations of this report
and the Report on the World Current Account
Discrepancy should receive high priority and ade
quate staff input
7. The Fund should update the Manual on a more
frequent basis to accommodate changes in the
economie and financial environmenl.
8. Other international organizations that collect bal
ance of paymcnts statistics should request that
data be reported according to the definitions and
classifications of the Manual.
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III
Direct Investme nt
SUMMARY
The direct investment data show reported global outflows pcrsistcntly
exceeding reported global inftows since the mid- 1980s. The Working Party
has been able to ex plain a large part of this discrcpancy and to calculate
adjustments to eliminate it. The most significant source of the discrcpancy
is the failure of many countries to compile data on rcinvestment of earn
ings: however, there are other important inconsistcncics and deficiencies
in national statistics.

Introduction

Interest in direct investment. long a significant sub
ject to economie analysts and policymakers, has
increased in recent years. One reason is the rapid
growth in global direct investment: such ftows (invest
ment net of disinvestment) more than doubled between
1986 and 1989 to about $200 billion, and the interna
tional stock of direct investment (measured at book
value) exceeded $ 1 ,000 billion by the end of 1 989.
Another reason is the changing contributions of major
countries and country groups-cspecially the United
States, Japan. and the European Community-to
global flows.16 A third reason is the possibility offered
by foreign direct investment for channeling resources
and technical know-how to devcloping countries.
At the international level, a number of organizations
have a policy interest in direct investment. Organiza
tions such as the Fu nd, the Organization for Economie
Cooperation and Developmcnt, the United Nations
Center on Transnational Corporations (UNCTC). and
the Commission of the European Communities have
noted the increased importance of, and interest in.
direct investment and se veral are taking steps to update
and expand their data bases. 17

16See United Nation' Center on Tranc;national Corporations.

World lnvesunem Report /99/: The Triad in Foreil!n Direct lm·est
mem (New York: Umted Nationc;, 1991).
17See. for example. OECD. lmemational lnvestment and Multina
tional Enterpri.1e.t: Recent Trends in lmernotiona/ Direct f111•estme111
(Paris: OECD, 1987): Eurostat, Direct lm•estment of the European
Community 1984 10 1988. provhional repon by Christine Spanneut
(luxembourg: Eurostat, 1990); UNCTC. Transnational Corpora
tions in World De1•elopment: Trends and Prospects (New York:
United Nations, 1988).

Most countrics compile statistics on direct invest
ment, and there is widespread recognition of imperfec
tions in the data. The Fund has drawn attention to the
imperfections in the data on direct investment income
in its Report 011 the World Current Account Discrep
ancy. The OECD. the Statistical Office of the European
Communities, and the UNCTC have commented on
the need for caution in analyzing direct investment
statistics because ofasymmetries in recording between
different countries.'8
One symptom of the difficulties with the data is the
global statistical discrepancy in the recording of direct
investment capital flows. l n each of the years 1986
through 1989, the sum of "direct investment abroad"
recordcd by ali countries exceeds the sum of "direct
investment in the rcporting economy" recorded by ali
countrics. Conscquently, there is a "negative discrep
ancy" in each ycar.
Table 10 summarizes, for the years 1986 through
1989, the world discrepancy on direct investment and
its two major components: "reinvestment of eamings"
..
and other direct investment (001)" capital flows.19
For the four years, the negative discrepancy on overall
direct investment flows (an average $16.5 billion per
year) consists of an even larger negative discrepancy on
the reinvestment of eamings, partiy offset by a positive
discrepancy on 001 flows .
The Working Party identified many differences in
country practices that contribute to these discrepan-

18See references in previous footnote.
19ln this chapter. "001 capital tlows" refer to the combination of
three categories in the Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook:
"equity capital." "other long-term capital." and "shon-term cap
ital."
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Table 10. Discrepancies on Global Direct Investment Capital Flows, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollar; outflows (

))

1986--89
average

1986

1987

1988

1989

Direct investment, total
Abroad
ln the reporting economy

-13.6
-89.9
76.3

24.5
- 1 35.7
J 1 1.2

19.8
- 159.7
139.9

8.2
- 190.3
182.1

16.5
- 143.9
127.4

Reinvestmeot of earniogs
Abroad
ln the reporting economy

- 16.1
-20.8
4.7

-24.2
-37.7
13.5

- 18.5
-33.9
15.4

- 30.0
-44.8
14.8

-22.2
-34.3
12.1

Other direct investment
Abroad
ln the reporting economy

2.5
- 69.1
71.6

-0.3
-98.0
97.7

- 1.3
- 125.8
124.5

21.8
- 145.5
167.3

5.7
- 109.6
115.3

Source: Balance of Paymenls Slalislics Yearbook. 1990.

cies.20 Table l i shows adjustments calculated by the
Working Party to improve the data; these adjustments
reduce the direct investment discrepancy by an average
of 70 percent for the four years.

Definition

According to the Balance of Payments Manual,
"Direct investment refers to an investment that is made
to acquire a lasting interest in an enterprise operating
in an economy other than that of the investor, the
investor's purpose being to have an effective voice in
the management of the enterprise. The foreign. entity
or group of associated entities that makes the rnvest
ment is termed the direct investor. The unincorporated
or incorporated enterprise-a .branch or � ubsidiar� ,
respectively-in which
direct rnvestment IS made 1s
.
.
.
referred to as a dtrect mvestment enterpnse.,21
It is the purpose of the investment, together with
its economie consequences, that distinguishes direct
investment from other forms of international capital
flows. However, defining the border between direct
investment and other forrns of capital is nol simple.
Since sorne degree of equity ownership is almost
always associated with an effective voice in the man
agement of an enterprise, it is convenient, f?r statistical
.
purposes and for international comparabthty, to use a
21lAppendix liJ gives the results of a Working Party survey of
national statistical practices.
uThe Marwal (fourth edition). paragraph 4()8, page 136.

Table 1 1 . Global Direct lnvestment Discrepancy and
Adjustments, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outtlows (

Published total'
Adjustments
Adjusted total

-

))

1986

1987

1988

1989

- 13.6
16.9
3.3

-24.5
14.6
-9.9

- 19.8
6.2
- 13.6

-8.2
9.5
1.3

'Balance of Paymenls SwlisJics Yearbook, 1990.

1986--89
average
- 1 6.5
11.8
-4.7

minimum proportion ofcross-border foreign ownership
of an enterprise as evidence of direct investment. At
present, the international standard-as set out i.n the
OECD's "Benchmark Definition" and proposed m the
draft (fifth) edition of the Fund's Manual-is a cross
border holding of 10 percent or more of the ordinary
shares or voting power in an incorporated enterprise or
an equivalent ownership interest in an unincorporated
enterprise.22
In practice, a number of important countries
including the United States and Japan-use the 10 per
cent equity threshold while others-including France,
Germany , and the United Kingdom-use a higher
threshold. Some-including Belgium-Luxembourg and
the Netherlands-use no specifie threshold but treat
each case on its merits. The result is that certain capital
flows regarded by sorne countries as direct investment
will be considered by others as a different type of
investment.
These differences in threshold may not be a signifi
cant source of global asymmetry because a large pro
portion of direct investment occurs in branc�es or. in
majority-owned subsidiaries, which both the mvestmg
and host countries would regard as direct investment
enterprises.23 Information obtained from six industrial
countries shows that the percentage of the stock of
direct investments held by majority-owned affiliates
(including branches) was very high.24 With respect to
outward direct investment by these countries. owner
ship by majority-owned affiliates ranged from 83 per-

22The "Benchmark Definition'' (published in Detoiled Benchmark
Definition ofForeign Direcl fnve.wnent, Paris: OECD. 1983) clarifies
Lhe definition in the fourth edition of the Manual. The benchmark
definition is now being revised and the !MF is closely involved.
Gcnerally, the concept of direct investmcnt proposed in the revised
draft is consistent with the draft fifth edition of the Manual. Cur
rently, the benchmark definition allows for variations from the rec
ommended 10 percent ·•equity threshold" in particular instances.
23See the fourth edition of the Manual, paragraph 414, page 138.
:'The countries were the United States. Australia, France, Ger
many, tbe Netherlands. and the United Kingdom. For most ofthese
countries, data related to a recent period (usually 1987 or 1988), but
the U.S. data were for 1982.
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cent to 97 percent. Only three countries provided data
on inward direct investment, and the percentages
ranged from 94 to 96 percent. These findings, and addi
tional information from two countries showing that
equity holdings in the range of 10 to 20 or 25 percent
accounted for only 1 or 2 percent of the stock of direct
investment, suggested strongly that the use of different
thresholds i n the recording of direct investment flows
may not contribute significantly to global asymmetries.
Again, according to international standards, the sta
tistics should cover ali enterprises in which the investor
directly or indirectly has a direct investment interest.
As a resuJt, once the 10 percent "across-the-border"
direct investment link is achieved with an enterprise,
certain other enterprises related "down the li ne" to the
first enterprise will also be regarded as direct invest
ment enterprises. Direct investment measures should
cover transactions between the direct investor and the
first enterprise and certain of its affiliates and between
the affiliates themselves if they are in different coun
tries.
A significant number of countries-including about
three-fourths of the industriai countries-take account
ofindirectly owned enterprises in lheir statistics. How
ever, the procedures for determining the coverage of
indirectly owned enterprises vary considerably from
one country to another. This variation in procedure is
a likely source of asymmetry, particularly in recent
years as company structures have become even more
complex, but its impact cannot be readily quantified.25
According to the Manual, direct investmenl capital
ftows cover ali capital transactions between enter
prises in a direct investment relationship.26 These ftows
include equity investment, reinvestment of earnings
the investor's share in the uodistributed eamings of
the affiliate-and "intercompany debt," such as trade
credit and other loans, whether long-Lerm or short
lerm. The definition also encompasses so-called
reverse transactions, thal is, investments by affiliates
in their direct investors.
The fact that many countries do not include data on
ali the required transactions in their direct investment
statistics is a significant source of global asymmetry.27

uAIso. international standards do not define the scope of the
"group of associated entities" that constitute the "direct investor."
The scope of the direct investor's group. in practice. is defined
differently by different countries. This is a further, and not readily
quantifiable. source of asymmetry.
*I'here is one exception: short-term flows between depository
institutions and their direct investment affiliates. Such flows presum
abiy reftect the regular business activities of banks rather than the
direct investment relationship. This exception is expanded in the
dr<�ft fifth edition of the Manual. which recommends the exclusion
of ali transactions between parent banks and the ir affiliates except
those associated with the parents' permanefll debt and equity invest
ment in the affiliates.
27Direct investment statistics may exelude sucb data because they
are not collected or because they are classified elsewhere (for exam
ple, as portfolio investment or other capital).

For example, about half of the industrial countries
exclude reinvestment of earnings from their statistics,
and a similar proportion exclude short-term transac
tions between affiliated enterprises.

Reinvestment of Earnings

Description and Global 1mbalances
Reinvested eamings are defined in the Manual as the
unremitted eamings of branches and of other unincor
porated direct investment enterprises and the direct
investor's portion of earnings of incorporated direct
investment enterprises that are not formally distrib
uted. They are conceived of as providing additional
capital to the direct investment enterprises. In record
ing such earnings in the balance of payments, therefore,
entries should be made for both direct investment
income (in the current account) and direct investment
capital. These entries shouJd be equal in magnitude and
offsetting. In the capital account, they are described as
"reinvestment of earnings." Also, according to the
Manual, earnings shouJd be calculated net oftaxes due
for payment during the accounting period and net of
provision for depreciation of fixed capital, valued at
current replacement cost. Capital gains and losses, and
any losses on the writing off of bad debts, should be
excluded from the calculation. Earnings should be
recorded in the periods in which they are made.
Published data for the period 1986 through 1989 show
that the outward reinvestment of earniogs of aU coun
tries exceeded the inward reinvestment of earnings of
aH countries by an average of$22.2 billion per year (see
Table 12).
Country Practices and Adjustments
The Working Party identified a number of important
instances in which country practices differ from inter
national standards and from each other. Its efforts to
quantify these differences reduced the world discrep
ancy on reinvestment of eamings by an average of
$18.2 billion per year (Table 12), sorne four-fifths of the
published world imbalance in this component, for the
period 1986 through 1989. The adjustments reduced
the discrepancy in each year to an average of -$4.0
billion.28

28After the Working Party completed its review of the data pub
Iished in the 1990 Yearbook, three countries-the United States, the
United Kiogdom, and Brazil-reported, for inclusion in the 1991
Yearbook, significant revisions or updates to their previous data.
These revisions show that the discrepancy on world reinvestment of
eamings is even larger than that previously measured. The average
effect of the revisions was to increase the discrepancy by $2.4 billion
per year. The U.S. revisions were the largest in absolute terms; the
reasons for them are discussed later in this chapter.
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Table 12. Global Reinvestment

of Earnings Discrepancy

and Adjustments, 1986-89

( l n billions of U.S. dollars: outflows ( - ))
1986

1987

1988

- 16.1
-24.2
- 18.5
l . Published total'
2. Adjustments2:
1 1 .7
14.7
a. For gaps in country reporting
15.5
b. For timing basis of Gem1an data
1.9
-0.8
0.2
3.1
-0.9
c. For U.S. capital gains/lasses
3.6
17.5
16.7
d. Total adjustments
14.8
0.6
-6.7
-3.7
3. Adjusted iotal
'Balance of Payments Statistics YeariJOOk. 1990.
1A more detailed breakdown of these adjustments is given in Table 69 of Appendix IV.

Gaps in Reporting
About half of the indus trial countries-notably Can
ada, Japan, Belgium-Luxembourg, France, and ltaly
and many developing countries do not report data on
the reinvestment of earnings to the Fund. Also, sorne
economies (including sorne important offshore finan
cial centers) report no data at ali to the Fund. However,
among the countries that do report these figures are
severa! sigruficant investor countries that have an
excess of outward reinvestment of earnings over
inward reinvestment of earnings. This is a principal
reason for the excess of outtlows in the published global
balance.
Three sets of information were used by the Working
Party to estimate the impact of missing country data in
the Yearbook. (These adjustments are combined on
line 2a of Table 12.) First, to world totals was added
new information obtained from responses to the Spe
cial Questionnaire on International Capital Flows and
from discussions with national compilers. On average,
these adjustments increased the world discrepancy on
reinvestment of earnings by $ J . 7 billion per year. The
discrepancy widened because most of the new informa
tion was obtained from industrial countries for which
outward reinvestment tlows exceeded inward reinvest
ment ftows.
Second, use was made of detailed tabulations pro
vided by four major investor countries-the United
States, Germany, the Netherlands. and the United
Kingdom-of the reinvestment of earnings classified
by partner country (geographie breakdowns).29 Hence,
data on outward reinvestment of earnings from the four
countries were used to estimate inward reinvestment
of earnings for those partner countries that do not
report such data to the Fund. Overall, these estimates
for missing inward reinvestment averaged $14.5 billion
per year for the period 1986 through 1989. The addition
of these missing intlows significantly reduced the pub
li shed global discrepancy. Similarly, inward reinvest�he only other country to provide a similar breakdown was
Australia. The Australian statistics were presented on a fiscal year
basis and were not used in this calculation. l n 1987. these four
countries accounted for 92 percent and 66 percent of published world
out ward and inward reinvestment of eamings. respectively.

1989

1986-89
average

- 30.0

-22.2

25.9
- 1.9

16.9
-0.2
1.5
18.2
-4.0

24.0
- 6.0

ment of earnings data from the four countries were
used to estimate outward reinvestment of earnings for
partner countries that do not report these data. These
estimates had a marginal effect on this component of
the world discrepancy.
Third, additional estimates of reinvestment of earn
ing� for six offshore financial centers were derived by
a method described in Chapter 9. These estimates
relating to The Bahamas, Bahrain, the Cayman Islands,
the Netherlands Antilles, Panama, and Singapore
reduced the discrepancy by an average $3.9 billion per
year.
Time of Recording
Germany records reinvested earnings in the year
after they are earned rather than, in accordance with
the Manual and other countries' practices, in the year
that they are earned. An adjustment was made to move
the reported German data back one year; the average
effect was a marginal increase in the world imbalance
on reinvestment of earnings (line 2b of Table 12).
Capital Gains and Losses
Notwithstanding international guidelines, many
countries include realized capital gains and tosses in
their reinvested earnings data, presumably because of
the difficulties of identifying these gains and tosses in
the company records used to report these data. 30 A
smaller number of countries also include unrealized
gains and tosses. The United States is among the coun
tries that include both types of gains and tosses in
their data, but it is the only country known to pubüsh
separate entries on these gains and tosses. An adjust
ment to deduct the U .S. gains and !osses from the
published statistics reduced the world discrepancy by
an average $ 1 . 5 billion per year (tine 2c of Table 12).

�here are other ways in which the form of company records
may affect the recording of reinvested earnings. An example is the
treatment of bad debt write-offs. Write-offs may be included by
companies as current expenses in calculating undistributed income
or they may be excluded from the calculation. The Manual recom
mends the latter treatment. However, commercial accounting prac
tice in sorne countries follows the former method.
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Offsetting entries to the U . S . capital gains and !osses
are embedded in the statistics of many U .S. partner
countries. and the adjustment therefore overcorrected
for asymmetrical reporting of flows between the United
States and its partners. However, the amount of this
overcorrection may not be significant, particularly
because sorne important partners of the United States
do not report any reinvested earnings data.31
Bilateral Comparisons

Earnings over lnward Reinvestment of Earnings Among
Four Major Countries, 1986-881

(ln billions of U.S. dollars)

1986
United States
Germany
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total

Although a considerable part of the global discrep
ancy on reinvestment of earnings has been explained.
a gap remains. Il appears that a part of the residual is
the resuJt of inconsistent reporting among countries
thal do include reinvestment of earnings data in their
regular reports to the Fund. This inconsistent reporting
is illustrated by bilateral comparisons that have been
compiled from the geographie data supplied by the four
major investor countries referred to earlier.32
In each year, the total amounts reported by the four
countries as outward investments to one another
exceeded the total amounts reported by the four host
countries as inward investments from each other. The
excess was about $ 1 .9 billion in 1986, but it increased
sharplf to an annual average of$5.9 billion in 1987 and
1988.3 These differences, white large, were obtained
after the netting out of many significant positive and
negative bilateral discrepancies among pairs of coun
tries. (The results are summarized in Table 13.)
A study of Table 13 suggests that, among the four
countries, there was either an overrecording of out
ward reinvestment or an underrecording of inward
reinvestment. or sorne misstatement in each of the
series. Furthermore, the sharp increases in the
"excess" in 1987 and 1988, in comparison with that
in 1986, coïncide with the increase in the "adjusted"
statistical discrepancy in 1987 and 1988 over the
adjusted discrepancy in 1986.
These indications notwithstanding, the evidence is
not strong enough to make a further, reliable adjust
ment to the global figures. First, the Working Party was
aware of sorne specifie factors that contributed to the
bilateral asymmetries among the major investor counJ'

Table 13. Excess of Bilateral Outward Reinvestment of

Prior to issuance of the 1990 Yearbook, the inclusion by the

United States of capital gains and !osses in ils reinvested eamings
data was a much greater source of asymmetry than it is now. Until
then. the bulk of U.S. reported gains and !osses was unrealized and
associated with currency translation adjustments-that is, gains and
!osses that arise because of change, from one reporting period

10 the

next, i n exchange rates applied i n translating, from foreign currencies
into U .S. dollars, the financial assets and liabilities offoreign aftiliates
of U.S. companies. Thcse large amounts were not reported by the
partner countries of the United States. As from 1990, in accordance
with a recommendation of the Report on the World Current Account
Discrepancy, U.S. compilers have excluded currency translation

- 1 .0
-0.7
1.6
- 1.8

1987

1988

1986-88
average

-2.1
-0.7
1.2
-4.6

-0.9
-0.6
0.9

- 1. 3

-5.0

-0.7
1.2
-3.8

6.2

-5 6

-4.6

- 1 .9

-

.

Source: National data shown in Table 70 of Appendix IV.
'
Negative entries indicate that the reported outward investment
exceeded the reported inward reinvestment.

tries, but it did not have sufficient data to quantify
their impact.34 Second, bilateral comparisons can be
misleading; because of differences in the ways that
countries allocate transactions by partner country . a
particular asymmetry may not generale an imbalance
at the world levet. A transaction that country A records
as being with country B may be recorded by country
B as being with country C. Such cases are especially
likely when there are intermediate affiliates (such as
holding companies). Hence a particular bilateral asym
metry between countries A and B may be compensated
elsewhere, as in a comparison between countries B
and C.
Concluditzg Remarks
The global statisticaJ discrepancy on reinvestment of
earnings maint y occurs because many countries do not
compile these data. National compilers shou/d prepare

these data and repol'/ them to the Fund, in accordance
with the recommendations of the Manual. ft is particu
Larly important that rnajor countries-such as Canada,
lapan, and France-thal do not present/y report the
data should provide them.

Other Direct Jnvestment Capital Flows

Description and Globallmbalances
According to the Manua/, ODl capital tlows repre
sent ali transactions between enterprises in a direct
investment relationship, except reinvestment of earn
ings.35 Among countries reporting 001 data to the
Fund, there are many deviations from this standard.
Published global inward ODI tlows exceed global
outward 001 flows by an average $5.7 billion per year
in the period 1986 through 1989 (see Table 14). The
J-<A

very important reason is the inconsistent treatment of certain

jointly owned enterprises in the statistics of the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom and in the countries in which these enterprises have

adjustments from their calculation of reinvested eamings abroad.
32Detailed comparisons are shown in Appendix IV.
33
Comparisons for another six countrics where data are not so

investments.

complete show a similar pattern.

direct investment afliliates are also excluded.

JlShort-term transactions between depository institutions and their
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Table 14. Discrepancy on Global Other Direct lnvestment Capital Flows and Adjustments, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars: outllows( - ))

1986
1 . Published total1

2. Adjustments:1
a. For capital llows of special financial institutions
in the Netherlands
b. For capital llows of offshore financial centers
c. For German short-lerm trdnsactions
d. For real estate transactions
e. Other adjustments
f. Total adjustments
3. Adjusted total

1987

1988

1989

1986-89 average

2.5

-0.3

- 1 .3

21.8

5.7

-3.9
6.9
-0.9
0.5
- 2.4
0.2
2.7

-8.0
9.0
-0.5
0.1
-3.5
-2.9
-3.2

- 1 1.3

- 14.8
4.0
- 1 .4

-9.5
5.9
- 1.1
0.2
- 1 .9
- 6.4
-0.7

3.7

- 1 .6
0.1
0.5
-8.6
-9.9

-2.3

- 14.5
7.3

1Ba/ance of Paymems Srarisrics Yearbook. 1990.
2A more detailed breakdown of these adjustmcnts is givcn in Table 7 1 of Appcndix IV.

bulk of this positive imbalance is concentrated in 1989:
for the other years, the discrepancies are relatively
small. However. in view of widespread variations in
country practices, it is certain thal the small discrepan
cies i n the earlier years conceal offsetting errors or
inconsistencies among country reports.
Country Practices and Adjustments
The Working Party investigated many sources of
errors and omissions in the measurement of world ODl
ftows. lt examined variations in country practices from
international standards and from practices of other
countries, as weil as gaps in reporting to the Fund. l n
sorne cases, it was able to quantify the impact of these
variations and gaps. Its efforts at quantification on
average significantly reduced the ODI discrepancy for
1986 through 1989 (li ne 2f of Table 14).36
Special Purpose Entities
Problems arise in recording direct investment
because of the treatment of so-called special purpose
entities (SPEs) of multinational enterprises. Set up i n
one economy with their parent in another, SPEs are
enterprises thal engage primarily in international trans
actions and do little or no local business.37 Types of
SPEs include "financing subsidiaries," which are sel
up abroad to raise and channel funds to their parent
enterprises, and "holding companies," which are set
30After the Working Party completed its rcview ofthe 001 statistics
published in the 1990 Yearbook. several countries reported significant
revisions or updates to previously reported data: the largest were
for the United States and the United Kingdom. On average, these
revisions increased the discrepancy in world 001 llows. Their effect
was to raise the discrcpancy for 1986 through 1989 by an average
$3.0 billion per year; the greatest increase was in 1987. This revision
mainly rellects the U .S. benchmark survey revision; see later section
of this chapter.
)7For more details about SPEs and their implications for direct
investment measurement, sec "Appendix 3: Special Purpose Entities
of Multinational Enterprises" in the draft document The Revised
Derailed Benchmark Definirion ofForeign Direer Jnvestmenr (Paris:
OECD, 1991).

up mainly to hold investments in third countries. These
companies are often located in offshore financial cen
ters, such as the Cayman Islands and the Netherlands
Antilles.38 Other important cases are the special finan
cial institutions (SFls) in the Netherlands and holding
companies in Luxembourg.
Differences in the methods used for determining the
residence of these enterprises, and the classification
and recording (or nonrecording) of their transactions.
lead to asymmetric recording in the world direct invest
ment accounts. The fourth edition of the Manua/ does
not specifically discuss the treatment of SPEs, but the
draft fifth edition states that they should be treated as
direct investment enterprises resident in the economies
in which they operate. Ali transactions between SPEs
and residents of other economies should be recorded
in balance of payments statistics.
ln practice, however, sorne of the economies in
which SPEs operate-for example, The Bahamas and
the Netherlands Antilles-do not consider them to be
residents for balance of payments purposes. and these
host economies do not record data on SPE transactions
with residents of other countries. Other economies
such as the Netherlands and Luxembourg-do regard
the SPEs as residents, but they publish the net sum of
ali the SPE transactions with nonresidents in "other
capital." Others-for example, the Cay man Islands
and Hong Kong-do not report any balance of pay
ments data to the Fund.
On the other hand, parent countries usually regard
transactions between parent and SPE as direct invest
ment transactions with countries in which SPEs oper
ate. 39 Similarly, other countries in which SPEs raise
3s-rhe activities of offshore financial centers and their effects on
overall capital account recording are discussed more fully in Chap
ter 9.
19However, notwithstanding international guidelines, sorne partner
countries of SPE host coumries, for reasons of principle or data
availability. "look through" their transactions with the host coun
tries. These partner countries record the transactions as if they were
directly with the "ultimate" investors or investees (or at least with
the investors or investeesone step removed from the SPEs)-a factor
which further complicates global recording.
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funds or make investments usually will record transac
tions with the SPE; of course, these transactions may
be classified as either portfolio investment (for exam
ple, if SPEs raise funds in capital markets), as direct
investment (for example, if SPEs are holding compa
nies investing in affiliates), or as almost any other type
of capital.
Severa! adjustments can be made to global totals
to account for the direct investment transactions not
recorded by host countries of the SPEs. Netherlands
compilers made available to the Working Party data on
the transactions of the Netherlands SFls, which are
not included in national direct investment figures.
These data can be added to the global direct investment
totals. The effect of this adjustment for the four-year
period was to reduce the positive global ODI imbalance
by an average of $9.5 billion per year (line 2a of Table

14).40

This adjustment was supplemented by estimates of
the unreported direct investment capital flows for
seven offshore financial centers: The Bahamas, Bah
rain, Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, Hong Kong, the
Netherlands Antilles, and Panama. These estimates
were derived from geographie detail on ODI ftows of
seven partner countries: the United States, Australia,
Japan, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the
United Kingdom.41 Estimates of the offshore centers'
outward direct investment were derived from amounts
that partner countries reported as inward direct invest
ment from these centers, while estimates of offshore
centers' in ward direct investment were derived from
amounts that partner countries reported as outward
direct investment to these centers. lncluding these esti
mates increased the global ODI discrepancy by an
average of $5.9 billion per year (line 2b).42 Further
work, described in Chapter 9, suggests thal these esti
mates may understate the unreported net inflows some
what, although there is no firm basis in the data to make
an additional adjustment.
Short-Term Flows
About half of the industrial countries-including
Canada, Japan, France, and Germany-and many
developing countries advised thal, contrary to the
international standard, they do not include short-lerm
capital ftows between affiliated enterprises in their
national definitions of direct investment.43 Severa! of
�etherlands compilers also provided daia, classified by major
balance of payments component, on other transaclions of SF!s. The
use of SFI data is discussed further in Chapters

4 and 9. The daia

show that lhe net outftow (represented by the average $9.5 billion
adjuslment) from SF!s

10

relaled companies abroad is largely offset

by a net inftow to SFis of portfolio investmenl (represented by an
adjuslmeot 10 portfolio investmenl data).

these countries-including Canada and France
report supplementary data on these ftows for inclusion
in the Yearbook. However, the omission of short-term
ftows by many countries creates major inconsistencies
in world recording. l n order to quantify the omitted
ftows, a number of important countries that do not
report these fiows were asked to provide supplemen
tary data about them. However, only Germany was
able to provide additional figures. lncluding short-term
German transactions between affiliated enterprises
reduced the 001 discrepancy by an average of $ 1 . 1
billion per year (line 2c of Table 14).
"Reverse Transactions"
According to the Manual, investment by a direct
investment enterprise i n its direct investor (for exam
ple, net purchases of shares by an affiliate in its parent
or loans extended to the parent) is as much direct
investment as the more common situation of invest
ment by a parent in its affiliate. l n the case of loans,
there are many countries-including about one-third
of the industrial countries, among which are Japan and
Germany-that do not record any such "reverse
loans" as direct investment. Severa! more countries
including Canada and Australia-that normally treat
reverse loans as direct investment exclude these loans
when they come from a finance affiliate set up abroad
solely to rai se funds for its parent. Loans from affiliates
to parents are known to generate significant capital
flows for certain countries. A number of major coun
tries that do not treal these flows as direct investment
were unable to provide supplementary data to the
Working Party.
ln the case of "reverse equity investment," national
treatments also vary. Sorne countries treal ali equity
investment by a direct investment enterprise in its par
ent as direct investment, as recommended by the fourth
edition of the Manuai. However, others, including Ger
many and the United States, regard such investments
as portfoüo investment until the equity threshold is
reached, after which they are treated as direct invest
ment.44 The Working Party could not quantify the
impact on global accounts ofthe inconsistent recording
of reverse equity transactions.
Real Estate Investment
According to the Manual, investment in land and
structures abroad is direct investment. Direct invest
ment should cover "noncommercial" investment, such
as that by households in second homes abroad, as weil
as investment for commercial purposes.
In practice, sorne countries-for example, ltaly and
Spain-exclude ali cross-border purchases and sales
of real estate in reporting direct investment flows to the

41These are countries for which the requisite data are available and

the relevant transactions are signiticant.
42Small reported or estimated amounts already included in the

Yearbook were deducted for severa! of these economies.
0A sizable minority also excludes ali or many long-term loans.

"The draft tifth edition ofthe Manua/ recommends a treatment of
reverse equity investmenl thal corresponds with U.S. and German
practices.
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Fund. Many additional countries exclude purchases
and sales of "noncommerciaJ" real estate from tbese
direct investment reports. More than half of the indus
trial countries-including the United States. Japan,
and Germany-and many developing countries
exclude these "noncommercial" investments.
These varying national treatments, together with the
difficulties that sorne countries face in trying to trace
real estate ftows and the significant size of the transac
tions, make real estate measurement a likely source of
global imbalances. Nonetheless, partial adjustment of
the global ftows is possible; data on real estate transac
tions included in other parts of country reports to the
Fund can be added to the global direct investment
totaJs. A number of countries-Japan, Denmark, Ger
many, Italy, and Spain-have published su ch data sep
arately or provided data in response to a Working Party
request. For the years 1986 through 1989, addition of
these data marginally increased the average statistical
discrepancy on ODI tlows (line 2d of Table 14}.45 The
United States could not be included in this adjustment
because it does not compile data on noncommerciaJ
real estate transactions, a significant omission from the
global picture.
Other Sources of Asymmetry
The Working Party concluded that the four pre
viously mentioned areas covered the most serious
sources of inconsistencies in the recording of 001
tlows. However, the Working Party investigated many
other potential sources of asymmetry and made a nurn
ber of additional adjustments to published global ODI
tlows (shown in combination on line 2e of Table 14).
For example, compilers in Belgium-Luxembourg and
ltaly include a number of capital transactions with
international organizations in their direct investment
reports to the Fund. They should report them under
"other capital'' in accordance with the Manual. An
adjustment to exclude these transactions from direct
investment increased the global ODJ discrepancy by
an average of $0.6 billion.
Two additional problems were identified in the
Fund's balance of payments data on Saudi Arabia.
First, during the three years 1986 through 1988, there
were large entries for inward direct investment capital
ftows.46 However, these tlows were not described as
direct investment, but rather as "oil sector and other
capital" in the country's report to the Fund. Data pro
vided by the United States, Australia, Japan, the Neth
erlands, and the United Kingdom showed much smaller
outward direct investment flows to Saudi Arabia in
each year. This comparison suggested that the data for

Saudi Arabia are largely misclassified in the Yearbook,
and an adjustment to the Fund's data was made. Sec
ond, Saudi Arabia has reported no data on outward
direct investment. However, in 1988 and 1989, the
United States reported significant inward direct invest
ment tlows from Saudi Arabia. These amounts were
added to the outward direct investment data in the
Yearbook. The two adjustments for Saudi Arabian data
increased the global ODI discrepancy by an average
$0.4 billion per year.
The Working Party also obtained information on the
capital tlows ofthe U.S.S.R.; these are not yet included
in the Yearbook. The derivation of adjustments for the
U.S.S.R. is described in Chapter 1 3 ; on average, they
marginally increased the global ODI discrepancy.
Information obtained in the Special Questionnaire
on International Capital Flows and in subsequent
investigations was used to adjust certain other data
provided by counlries in their regular reports to the
Fund. These adjustments mainly compensated for
anomalies in the country reports, but, in one quite
significant case, they reflected an industrial country
respondent's recompilation (for 1987 and 1988 only) of
its national direct investment data to aJign more closely
with international standards. These adjustments
reduced the global ODI discrepancy by an average of
$3.1 billion per year.
Bilateral Comparisons.J7
For ODI capital ftows, geographie details are avail
able for more countries than was the case with data on
the reinvestment of earnings. To make bilateral com
parisons, the Working Party used geographie data for
the I l countries listed in Table 15.48 There are many
significant positive and negative bilateral inconsisten
cies in the figures. but these tend to balance each other
out in the total for the I I countries taken as a group.49
Table 15 shows that, for the average of the three years
l986 through 1988, the total bilateral outflows reported
by the I I countries as investors were $2.6 billion Jess
than the total bilateral inftows reported by the I l coun
tries as hosts.50
Not much can be gleaned from the data in Table 15,
except thal the relative!y smaU average global discrep
ancy on ODI ftows for the period 1 986 through 1988
conceals inconsistent, but somewhat offsetting, bilat4
7Various earlier studies compared country data bilateral!y. notcd
significant differences, and analyzed the asymmetries. Two very
useful reports were Eurostat

(1990) and M. van Nieuwkerk and R.P.

Sparling, ··Discrepancies Between Netherlands and U .S. Statistics."

in Tire Netlrerlands International Direct lm•estment Position, Mone

45-

fhe average adjustmeni to global outward flows is - $ 1 . 7 billion

and the adjustment to inward flows is

$1.9 billion.

These quite sig

nificant amounts largely offset each other in the net amounts shown
in Table 14.
4
6Saudi Arabian data for

1990 Yearbook.

1989

were not reported i n lime for the

tary Monograph No. 4 (Amsterdam: De Nederlandsche Bank, 1985).
�hese I l counlriesaccounted. in 1988. for86percentofpublished

world outward ODI flows and 76 percent of inward flows.
49
Detailed comparisons are shown in Appendix IV.
»r'he data take account of significant revisions reported by a oum
ber of countries, including the United States and the United King
dom, i n the second half of

1991.
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Data Sources and Methods
Table 15. Excess of Bilateral ODI Outflows ovcr lnflows
Among I l Countries1
(ln billions of U.S. dollars)
1986-88
1986

United States
Canada
Australia
Japan
Bclgium-Luxcmbourg
France
Germany
Netherlands
Sweden
United Kingdom
Total

- 1 .9
0.9
1.7
-2.0

1987
- 1 .4

-0.3
2.3

-0.2
-0.4
-0.4
- 1.0
0.3
2.6
-0.4
9.8

0.1

8.9

-2.0
-2.1

3.5

1988

-3.4
-2.7
1.6

-3.5
0.3
-2.2
-

45
.

9.5

average
-2.2
-0.6
1.0
- 2.0
- 1 .7
-2.1

5.2

- 1 .5

5.1

-0.7
5.7

- 1 .3

2.6

Source: National data shown in Appendix IV.
1Negative entries indicate thal reported outftow� exceed inftows.

eral reports among countries. The bilateral inconsisten
cies in ODI flows reflect the many differences among
countries in definitions and component coverage,
which have been detailed earlier in this chapter. The
inconsistencies also reflect differences among coun
tries in the principles and procedures used for the geo
graphie allocation of transactions; these differences
can be significant when there are intcrmediate affiliates
in third countries. The fact thal national compilers have
been able to explain sorne of the bilateral inconsisten
cies suggests that the regular exchange of geographie
data between countries, and subsequent communica
tion between compilers, can assist in the process of
global reconciliation.
Concluding Remarks

National compi/ers should pay particular atlention to
international recornmendations regarding the treatment
of transactions via SPEs, short-lerm transactions,
"reverse transactions," and real estate transactions.
Compilers should provide data on such transactions to
the Fund, even when not shown in national presentations

(for example, as the Netherlands now provides data on
transactions of "special financial institutions").
The examples and adjustments previously provided
demonstrate that geographie data can be used to fiJI
gaps and identify ·errors and inconsistencies in national
reports. Therefore , compilers are urged to prepare and

exchange geographie breakdowns oftheir direct invest
ment data; the method ofgeographic allocation should
conforrn with recommendations of the Manual.

Data Sources and Methods

Discrepancies in global statistics may also arise from
imperfections in the way compilation systems cover
transactors or transactions, from errors in the data
reported to statistical agencies, or from the relative
strengtbs or weaknesses in checking and compilation
procedures.

Countries use a variety of data sources and methods
in compiling direct investment statistics, but there are
two key features that help to describe the national
sources. First, data collection may be based on the
reporting of individual transactions or it may be based
on the aggregate reporting of transactions. Second,
data may be collected by the statistical agency from an
intermediary (for example, a bank that handles foreign
exchange transactions or an official source thal is
responsible for exchange control or investment
approvals) or directly from transactors.
About two-thirds of the industrial countries and
many developing countries base their collections on
individual transaction reporting, and the bulk of the
information cornes from intermediaries. The collection
ofindividual transactions data from financial intermedi
aries can provide adequate data on balance of payments
transactions associated with cash flows. However, this
information will be insufficient when an economy is a
significant provider or recipient of direct investment
tlows. Because of the special nature of the relationship
between a direct investor and its affiliates, there will
be many cases in which goods, services, and technicaJ
know-how are provided from the parent to the affiliate
without any corresponding cash flow. l n such circum
stances, there will be merely a book entry thal records
increased share capital issued to the direct investor or
a Joan provided by the direct investor. Although these
are not cash transactions, they are direct investment
transactions thal should be recorded in the balance of
payments. Similarly, among related enterprises, there
may be payments reflecting the net amount of many
"gross" transactions, sorne of which may be capital
transactions. Also, reinvestment ofearnings represents
the undistributed earnings of the direct investment
affiliate attributed to the parent; there is no associated
cash flow.
Information on noncash capital flows can only be
obtained from the accounts of direct investment enter
prises or direct investors. Therefore, current gaps in
the recording of reinvestment of earnings and sorne
other flows can only be closed by direct inquiries to
enterprises.5t
A number of countries thal once obtained their data
wholly from bank reports have supplemented them

li Direct enterprise surveys can also provide a range of other data.
Sorne of the information may consist of data. such as investment

incomc and services and closely related data on stocks (international
invcstment positions), that are useful for balance of payments pur
poses. Other information, not specifically required for balance of
payments purposes but very useful to economie policymakers and
analysts, may also be provided. The latter type of information might
consist of data on the operations and overall financing-domestic as
weil as foreign-ofdirect investment affiliates. If separate figures are
collected for each affiliate or direct investor. full geographie and
industry breakdowns cao be derived. Obviously, choices about the
range of data to be cotlected must take into account user require
ments. collection costs, and burdens on the respondents.
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with enterprise reports.52 ln particular, five industrial
countries have added annual enterprise surveys that
collect, among other things, reinvestment of eamings
data and have included these figures in their reports to
the Fund. Two of the se countries (Finland and Sweden)
introduced their new data during 1991. These develop
ments are consistent with a principal recommendation
of the Report on the World Current Account Discrep
ancy. Also, France recently commenced an annual sur
vey of outward direct investment only. but reinvest
ment of earnings data collected there are not yet
included in its national balance of payments statement,
nor are they reported to the Fund. Compilers in Bel
gium-Luxembourg, too, currently are developing a new
enterprise survey. On the otber hand, there are also
countries (the most important is Japan) thal have not
expanded their systems sufficiently to collect ali the
required figures. Therefore, the Working Party recom

mends thal compilers periodically survey direct invest
ors and their affiliates to co/lect data on direct invest
ment capital transactions, including reinvesrment of
eamings, and related data on investment income and
stocks.
About one-third of the industrial countries and many
developing countries base their direct investment col
lections upon aggregate reporting, usually by transac
tors themselves. That is, these countries obtain their
direct instrument data predominantly or entirely from
enterprise surveys. These surveys usually yield data on
reinvestment of earnings and other noncash transac
tions, as weil as other data on flows and positionsY
When surveys are conducted, whether to obtain spe
cifie data or to supplement bank reports, it is important
to achieve a satisfactory level of coverage of transac
tors and their transactions. The general approach
among industrial countries that base their data collec
tions on surveys is to conduct annual (or Jess frequent)
benchmarks covering a large number of enterprises and
quarterly surveys covering a sample of larger enter
prises. However, the U .S. experience shows that a
system designed to concentrate on major reporters in
interim surveys can be subject to significant error. On
the basis of a 1987 benchmark survey and other infor
mation, U.S. compilers recently announced that past
estimates of inward direct investment had been signifi
cantly understated and past estimates of outward direct
investment had been significantly overstated. The
effect of these U .S. revisions on the global discrepan
cies was considerable. The announcement of similar
revisions throughout the 1980s demonstrated thal rail
ure to account for capital flows of nonreporting and
late-reporting enterprises created a significant problem
for U .S. statistics.

5
2Several countries. including Germany. obtain all their individual

l t is recognized that, for many countries, truly com
prehensive surveys of direct investment are only feasi
ble at intervals longer than required for immediate bal
ance ofpayments purposes. At the same time, the U.S.
experience suggests that special care must be taken to
ensure thal accurate aggregate measures are obtained
between benchmark surveys. Accurate measures may
be achieved by including a sufficient sample of transac
tors in interim surveys or by developing suitable proce
dures to adjust interim survey aggregates to be compat
ible with benchmark coverage.
Measurement of real estate transactions is a particu
lar problem for certain countries that rely upon enter
prise surveys. Numerous, relatively small transactions
are common, but they can sum to quite significant
amounts. For example, in the United States, no direct
investment reports are required on residential real
estate for persona! use or real estate investment
through lirnited partnerships. Gaps such as these
between benchmark surveys and omission of certain
transactions-give rise to important imbalances in the
direct investment accounts. National authorities must

ensure thar their systems provide comprehensive cov
erage ofali transactions on a continuing basis to meer
the requirements of balance ofpayments accounting.

Measurement of direct investment fiows has become
more difficult in recent years as a result of the growing
complexüy of multinational company structures and
transactions within these structures. Traditional forms
of direct investment increasingly have been supple
mented by cross-border mergers and acquisitions and
international joint ventures, especially in the United
States and the European Community. Noncash trans
actions, share exchanges, and cross-participation also
became major features of direct investment in the late
1980s. These factors have made it even more difficult
for countries to identify ali transactors in a chain of
related enterprises (and to identify which ones are
direct investors and which are affiliates) and ali the
transactions between them. National compilers require
an adequate level of resources to analyze these compli
cated accounts. Also, to help ensure consistent treal
ment of transactions of multinational enterprises, corn

pi/ers should develop regular contact with their coun
terparts in other countries. The increasing complexity

of the subject, the expected further growth in direct
investment activity, and the sharp increase in the pub
Lished global discrepancy in 1990 make more urgent the
need to prevent further deterioration in the statistics.54

Conclusions and Recommendations

The Working Party's research into direct investment
measurement has found that, notwithstanding interna-

transaction reports from transactors.
53
Although Canada coiJects its direct investment data using an

�be 199 I Yearbook shows the discrepancy on global direct invest

enterprise survey, il does not publish statislics on reinvestment of

ment capital flows for 1990 to be -$49.6 billion, more than twice the

eamings.

size of the revised discrepancy of
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-$22.9 billion for 1989.

Conclusions and Recommendations

tional standards, there are widespread vanattons
among countries in the definition, classification, and
coverage of data used in the measurement of direct
investment capital flows. There are also differences in
data sources and methods of coJiection. These factors
undermine the quality of national statistics and hamper
efforts to reconcile data at the global level.
The most significant sources of global imbalances
that the Working Party identified were
- the failure of many countries to record reinvest
ment of eamings;
- inconsistencies in the recording of transactions
of the special purpose entities of multinational
enterprises;
- the exclusion from many countries' direct invest
ment data of "short-lerm" capital transactions
among related enterprises;
- inconsistencies in the treatment of investment
by affiliates in their parents (that is, "reverse
investment");
- inconsistencies and poor coverage in the record
ing of real estate transactions; and
- the failure of collection systems to provide com
prehensive coverage of ali direct investment
transactions.
Despite the many variations in national practice, the
detection and correction of gaps and discrepancies are
more readily achievable for direct investment than for
many kinds of international capital flows. The Working
Party has shown thal using supplementary detailed
information already in the hands of compilers to make
adjustments to reported data cao eliminate a significant
part of the world direct investment discrepancy.
Two types of national data are particularly useful in
detecting and quantifying gaps and discrepancies:
supplementary data provided by countries to
"bridge," when necessary, the national and
Yearbook presentations; and
national data providing geographie details of cap
ital flows vis-à-vis partner countries. 55

5'There is one important qualification about the use of such data;
just as there are widespread variations in nationa.l practices for com
piling '"global" data. there are also important differences in the
country practices used in allocating data by partner country.

The measurement of direct investment transactions
has become more difficult in recent years as a result
of the increasing range and volume of international
transactions and the numbers and types of transactors
as weil as the increasing complexity of company struc
tures. Reflecting these difficulties in sorne countries,
including the United States, collection systems have
not provided comprehensive coverage of transactions
on a continuing basis. l n others, including Japan, col
lection systems have not yet been adapted to capture
data on international transactions that do not pass
through the domestic banking system. Ail these factors
make it more urgent that action be taken to prevent
further deterioration in the statistics.
In summary, the Working Party's recommendations
are
l . National compilers should prepare data on rein
vestment of earnings and report them to the Fund
in accordance with recommendations of the Man
ua/. l t is particularly important that major coun
tries thal do not presently report these data-such
as Canada, Japan, and France-should provide
them.
2. Compilers should pay particular attention to
international recommendations regarding the
treatment of transactions via special purpose enti
ties, short-term transactions, "reverse transac
tions," and real estate transactions. They should
provide data on such transactions to the Fund,
even when the data are not shown in national
presentations.
3. Compilers are urged to prepare and exchange geo
graphie breakdowns of direct investment flows;
the method of geographie allocation should con
form with the recommendations of the Manual.
4. Compilers should periodically survey direct
investors and their affiliates to collect data on
direct investment capital transactions, including
reinvestment of earnings, and related data on
investment income and stocks.
5. National authorities must ensure that their collec
tion systems provide comprehensive coverage of
ali transactions on a continuing basis to meet the
requirements of balance of payments accounting.
6. Compilers should develop regular contact with
counterparts in other countries to ensure consis
tent treatment of the transactions of major multi
national companies.
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IV
Portfolio Investment
SUMMARY
The 1980s saw a marked expansion in the scale of cross-border securi
ties transactions as financial markets became increasingly integrated.
During this period. the global data for portfolio transactions exhibited
large discrepancies, especially on bond transactions. The Working Party
identified numerous factors thal contribute to discrepancies in portfolio
investment ftows and derived adjustme nt s for many ofthese issues. How

steps did not correct the overriding problem-the under
of capital outflows-in the global data on bond transactions.
Unless a concerted effort is made to improve these data, the statistics
will deteriorate rap idly

ever, these
recording

.

Introduction

Changes in international capital markets during the
1980s opened new possibilities for raising capital,
investing, and hedging risk, and a wide range of new
participants emerged in thcse markets. The increasing
importance of borrowing and lending in the form of
securities led to a surge in the issuance of bonds in
international markets. Banks and securities firms
expanded their operations into foreign markets after
the deregulation of securities markets in the United
Kingdom and elsewhere. New channels opened
through which securities could be bought and sold in
foreign markets, and cross-border securities trading
increased sharply. lnstitutional investors such as pen
sion funds, insurance companies, and investment trusts
diversified heavily into foreign securities, as restric
tions on investment activities were lifted in many coun
tries, notably Japan. lncreasingly, large investors dealt
in foreign markets or directly with foreign issuers of
securities. The trend to d i versify portfolios also
increased considerably the demand by private individ
uals for foreign securities, especially in Europe.
Faced with these changes, balance of payments com
pilers in many countries have found it increasingly dif
ficult to measure portfolio capital tlows. At the global
levet, there were large imbalances in the components
of portfolio investment throughout most of the 1980s,
partly because the activities of new participants were
not sufficiently covered in national compilation sys
tems. Table 16 provides an overview of the global dis
crepancies on portfolio investment tlows for the years
1986 through 1989, as published in the 1990 Balance of

Payments Statistics Yeat·book. l n order to compare
global assets with liabilities, recorded ''liabilities con
stituting foreign authorities' reserves" were excluded
from the figures, because the counterpart securities
assets were recorded under the category of reserves.
The overall imbalance in portfolio capital transac
tions shawn in the table was not large (except in 1989),
but il concealed more serious problems within the
bonds and equities components. Bond transactions
showed an excess of capital inflows in most years, with
the measured imbalance reaching $59 billion in 1989.
Large discrepancies also were recorded for the earlier
1980s. The imbalance on equities showed an excess of
measured outflows, especially for 1987 and 1989. The
discrepancies for earlier years were not large.

Table 16. Oiscrepancies on Global Portfolio lnvestment

Capital Flows, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars: outflows ( - ))
1989

1986-89
average

Portfolio investment.
3.6
-0.7
total
Assets
-186.5 -124.8
Liabilities
190. 1
124.1

32.3
- 11.9
-198.9 -278.2
187.0
310.5

5.8
-197.1
202.9

6.4
20.2
-153.2 -102.8
159.5
123.0

-12.8
59.2
-176.7 - 191.7
250.9
164.0

18.3
-156.1
174.4

1986

Bonds

Assets
Liabilities

Equities
Assets

Liabilities

- 2.8
-33.3
30.5

1987

-20.9
-22.0
1.1

1988

0.8
-22.2
23.0

-26.9
-86.5
59.6

Source: Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook, 1990.
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-12.5
-41.0
28.6

Country Practices and Adjustments

The Working Party identified numerous factors thal
have contributed to discrepancies in global data on
portfolio transactions, and it has derived adjustments
for many ofthese issues. Table 17 provides an overview
of the net effect of the adjustmcnts on the global dis
crepancy on portfolio transactions for the four years
under review. l n the case of bonds, the adjustments
did not reduce the large positive discrepancies in the
global accounts, with the exception ofa small reduction
for 1989. The large negative imbalances in global equi
ties transactions for the years 1987 and 1989 were
reduced but remained sizable. lt should be stressed
thal a small discrepancy in any one year cannot be
laken as confirmation that the global data are correct,
because there may weil be ofTsetting errors on both
sides of the accounts.
The Working Party employed a number of
approaches to identify sources of asymmetry in these
data. 1t used information from various sources, includ
ing the data base on international bonds developed by
the Bank for International Settlements.�6 l n addition, a
supplementary survey on national practices in compil
ing cross-border securities transactions was distributed
to various industrial countries.

Definition

Portfolio inveslment, as defined in the Balance of
Payments Manual, covers transactions in long-lerm
bonds and corporate equities other than those included
in direct investment and reserves. Long-term bonds
include marketable bonds, debentures, and notes that
have an original contractual maturity of more than one
year. Long-tcrm negotiable certificates of deposit also
are treated as bonds. Equities include company shares,
investment fund units, and documents denoting owner
ship of equity (for example, American Depository
Receipts). Securities transactions related to direct
investment and official reserves arc excluded because
financial items in the balance of paymcnts are classified
by function rather than by instrument.

Country Practices and Adjustments

Bonds
The Working Party identified a wide range of country
practices thal give rise to discrepancies in global data
on portfolio capital ftows, and it derived a number of
adjustments to correct for missing data or deviations
from international standards in balance of payments

�he BIS data base on international bonds is described in Appen·
dix V.

Table 17. Global Portfolio Investment Discrepancies and
Adjustments, 198�9
(ln billion� of U .S. dollars: outOowl> (-))

1986-89

average

1986

1987

1988

1989

Publishcd total1

3.6

- 0.7

1 1 .9

32.3

5.8

Adjustmcnts
Bonds
Equities

3.5

6.5

11.9
7.4

-3.2

4.5

6.3
0.1

7.7
6. 1

7.4
1.9

Adju\ted total
Bonds
Equities

7.1
12.9
-6.0

27.6

40.0

13.2
20.2

11.2

- 16.4

6.3

-5.6
12.7
7.1

-

13.8
53.1

- 13.1

5.4

-7.1

'Balance af Payments Statistics Yearbtwl.. , 1990.

reporting to the Fund. The dctailed adjustments to
portfolio bond transactions, shown in Table 18, did not,
on balance, reduce the large discrepancies in recorded
bond transactions, with the exception of a small reduc
tion for 1989. At $53 billion, the imbalance for 1989
remained exceptionally large, and for most years the
totals continued to exhibit an excess of capital inftows.
International Bonds
Because of the importance of the international bond
market. the issuance of bonds in this market was identi
fied as a major area of investigation. According to the
BIS, the outstanding stock of international bonds
incrcased by $ 1 ,000 billion from 1 982 to the end of 1989.
(Hcre, the term "international bonds" is used to denote
bonds issued originally in foreign and international
markets.)
The Working Party found thaL in reporting to the
Fund, many countries classified transactions associ
ated with the issuance and redemption of international
bonds as part of "other long-term capital" rather than
as portfolio investment. lt was found thal national col
lection systems frequently did not provide compilers
with sufficient information to distinguish international
bonds from long-term loans. Also, in a few countries,
international bonds issued by banks were included as
part of deposit money bank transactions. while other
bonds were recorded as portfolio investment.
Largely on the basis of information from the BIS data
base, the Working Party derived adjustments, where
necessary, to reclassify these borrowings to the cate
gory of portfolio investment. The adjustments, shown
in line 2a ofTable 18, added about $16 billion a yearon
average to recorded bond liabilities, most of which
pertained to borrowings by Australia, ltaly, Denmark,
and New Zealand. Apart from the issue of classifica
tion, numerous comparisons of national balance of pay
ments data with BIS figures did not uncover convincing
evidence thal borrowing in the international bond mar
ket was being underreported.H
17Responses on a supplementary portfolio survey that the Working
Party sent to selected countries �howed thai most believed their
borrowings in the international bond market to be weU covered.
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Table 18. Adjustments to Thansactions in Bonds, 1986-89
(In billions of U.S. dollars; outtlows ( - ))

1986

1987

1988

1989

1986-89
average

1
1 . Published total

159.5

123.0

164.0

250.9

174.4

2. Adjustments:
a. International bonds
b. Japanese Eurobonds purchased by residents
c. Netherlands special financial institutions
d. U.S. financing subsidiaries in Netherlands Antilles
e. Other offshore transactions
r. LCFAR2
g. International organizations
h. Other adjustments

18.0
-8.5
5.1
-5.4
0.5
�5 . 1
0.6
1.0

14.3
- 15.5
7.9
-3.5
- 1.5
- 1 1.0
-5.3
4. 1

17.3
- 20.0
13.3
-2.5
-0.5
- 3.6
5.3
-7.5

15.2
-45.0
12.0
- 1 .3
1.4
- 1 1.2
0.5
- 18.3

16.2
-22.3
9.6
-3.2

Liabilities

3 . Total adjustments
4. Adjusted liabilities

-7.7
0.3
-5.2

6.3

- 10.4

1.8

-46.7

- 12.3

165.8

1 12.6

165.8

204.2

162. 1

- 1 53.2

- 102.8

- 1 76.7

- 191.7

- 156.1

8.5
-4.2
0.7

15.5
1.3
-3.1

- 1 .5
-3.2

4.9
-0.9

20.0
- 1.7
- 13.4
-6.7
2.0
-2.1

45.0
-4.3
3.8
- 1.9
0.9
-2.9

22.3
-2.2
-3.0
-2.2
1.6
-2.3

17.8

- 1 .8

40.6

14.2

- 152.9

-85.0

- 178.5

- 15 1 . 1

- 14 1 . 9

12.9

27.6

- 1 2.7

53.1

20.2

Assets
5 . Published total1
6. Adjusiments:
a. Japanese Eurobonds purchased by residents
b. Offshore transactions
c. Repurchase agreements
d. Bonds issued by financing trusts
e. International orgaoizations
f. Other adjustments

0.3

7. Total adjustments
8. Adjusted assets
9. Bond discrepancy after adjustments

1Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook. 1990.

2
Liabilities constituting foreign authorities· reserves.

Japanese Eurobonds Purchased by Residents
BIS statistics show that, in recent years, Japanese
firms have been the largest borrowers in the interna
tional bond market. with net borrowings approaching
$200 billion for the 1986-89 period. Sorne three-quar
ters ofthese borrowings involved equity-related bonds,
mosUy denominated in U .S. dollars and Swiss francs.
A large portion of these bonds reportedly was pur
chased by Japanese residents.
The reporting forms used by the Japanese compilers
to record purchases of foreign currency bonds do not
distinguish between foreign securities (assets) and
domestic securities issued in international markets (lia
bilities). White this reporting practice has no effect on
the global portfolio discrepancy, it gives rise to an
overstatement of both cross-border assets and liabili
ties whenever Japanese residents purchase these for
eign currency obligations in international markets.
Adjustments were derived to reclassify, from the
asset to the liability accounts, Japanese purchases of
equity-related bonds issued abroad by residents; these
estimates are shown in tines 2b and 6a of Table 18. The
estimates were based on market sources of informa
tion. The adjustments for 1 989 were especially large
liability inflows and asset outftows both were lowered
by $45 billion.

Offshore Transactions
The channeling of funds through Special Purpose
Entities of multinational enterprises is known to be a
major source of asymmetry in the recording of world
capital ftows. Many SPEs, in the form of financing
subsidiaries or holding companies, operate in certain
industrial countries and in offshore financial centers,
and they are active participants in international capital
markets.
A number of countries permit special classes of busi
ness to carry out international business activities with
relative freedom from taxes and regulation. Frequently
the scale of cross-border transactions effected by these
operations is unrelated to the size of the dornestic econ
omy. For this reason, in sorne industrial countries,
recording of the activities of these entities is not articu
lated according to balance of payments norms, white,
in OFCs, cross-border transactions of these entities
usually are omitted from balance of payments state
ments. Also, sorne OFCs compile no balance of pay
ments statements.58 These activities, commonly
referred to as offshore transactions, contribute to
asymmetries in the recording of world capital ftows
58
0FCs are discussed more completely in Chapter 9.
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whenever there is a transformation in the form of capi
tal channeled through SPEs and other offshore entities.
For example, since the early 1970s, an increasing
number of special financial institutions have been
established in the Netherlands to raise funds from non
residents and to channel these funds to otber nonresi
dents. To prevent national statistics from being domi
nated by financial transactions of institutions that had
little impact on the dornestic economy, Netherlands
compilers have recorded only the net ftows of ali such
transactions under ''other long-term capital." SFls
were large borrowers in the international bond market,
and asymmetries arose in global portfolio ftows
because the Dutch accounts showed no portfolio liabil
ity inftows to match the asset outftows recorded by the
countries investing in SFI securities. On the basis of
information provided by Netherlands compiJers, the
Working Party made adjustments that added about
$10 billion a year net to that country's recorded bond
liabilities over the 1986-89 period (line 2c of Table
18). lt appears that these borrowings were channeled
large!y to parent companies and other affiliates abroad,
as discussed in the previous chapter.
Holding companies in Luxembourg also conduct
various operations involving nonresident parties. Their
function is similar to thal of SPis in the Netherlands:
to receive funds from one country and transfer them to
others. The net effect of these transactions has been
recorded as a one-line entry in the balance of payments
of Belgium-Luxembourg, similar to the Netherlands
treatmenl of SPis. However, unlike the Netherlands
case, compilers in Belgium-Luxembourg do not gather
enough information to classify holding company capital
6ows by type, thus no adjustmeot was attempted. On
a gross basis (total of inftows and outftows), these ftows
exceeded $250 billion in 1988.
l n the 1960s and early 1970s many U.S. financing
subsidiaries were established in the Netherlands Antil
les to issue bonds in the Euromarket and to relend the
proceeds to their parents. After the repeal of the U .S.
withholding tax on bond interest payments to nonresi
dents in 1984, U.S. corporations began paying offloans
from their Antilles affiliates and raising funds directly in
the Euromarket. The transactions of the U .S. financing
affiliates were not recorded by the Netherlands Antil
les, which considers such entities to be nonresidents.
At the same time, countries that held the bonds ofthese
entities would have recorded net inftows of portfolio
capital when these securities were redeemed. ( U .S.
compilers recorded net outflows on direct investment
abroad when the loans were repaid.) The Working
Party made adjustments based on BIS bond data to
account for the dedining portfolio liabilities of these
U .S. affiliates in the Netherlands Antilles (line 2d of
Table .18). The adjustments had the effect of reducing
bond liabiJities by an average $3.2 billion a year for the
four years under review. Smali adjustments also were
made for bonds issued by other SPEs in the Nether
lands Antilles and in other OFCs, such as the Cayman
Islands (line 2e of Table 18).

Asymmetries also arise in the global portfolio statis
tics when SPEs or other offshore entities are used as a
conduit to iovest in foreign securities. The Working
Party identified various instances of such activities.
For example, U.S. corporations have captive insur
ance companies in Bermuda that invest premium
incarne received from abroad in securities and other
assets; sorne investment activities also are conducted
by Netherlands SFls; and Japanese financial institu
tions use offshore entities to engage in securities trans
actions in foreign markets. l n the last example, Japa
nese compilers record direct investment outftows,
while the investments of their SPEs are reflected in
another country's portfolio inflows.
For tax reasons, large numbers of mutuai funds have
been established in OFCs, and many of these funds
invest in foreign bonds. According to data obtained
from Lipper Analytical Services, international bond
funds in OFCs in the Caribbean held more than
$4 billion in assets at the end of 1989. Asymmetries
arise because countries whose residents invest in these
mutual funds record an outflow into foreign equities,
while the investments by these funds are recorded else
where as an inftow into bonds. There are also many
international bond funds and other investment funds in
the Channel Islands; most of the international transac
tions of these funds are not recorded by U .K. compil
ers. Activities of banks in OFCs also contribute to the
problem. Total foreign daims of such banks exceeded
$1 ,000 billion at the end of 1989. These daims include
securities, but as in most of the olher examples, few
data were available on securities transactions carried
out by these offshore entities.
While the issuance of international bonds by entities
in OFCs can be estimated to a considerable extent by
using BIS data, little is known of the various portfolio
investments made by these centers. The Working Party
relied heavily on bilateral statistics pubüshed by sev
era! industrial countries, supplemented with other
information from national compilers, to derive partial
estimates for net transactions in foreign bonds by off
shore entities. The adjustments are shown in line 6b of
Table 18 and average about $2 billion a year of net bond
purchases.
As these instances show, the absence of data for
OFCs and entities conducting similar operations in
industrial countries poses growing problems in compil
ing globally consistent capital account statistics. The

Working Party urges the authorities in offshore jinan
cial centers to produce balance ofpayments statistics
on the international transactions of those sectors of
rheir economy that have a significant counterpart in
the international accounts of other countries.
Liabilities Constituting Foreign Authorities'
Reserves
lt was indicated in connection with Table 16 that
recorded LCFAR was excluded from portfolio üabiü
ties so that assets and liabilities could be compared at
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the global level. As most countries have difficulties in
identifying and measuring LCFAR, the Working Party
sougbt a more complete measure of these transactions
from the creditor side (thal is, the reserve holders).
Table 1 9 compares the figures obtained on reserve
transactions in foreign bonds with reported data on
portfolio LCFAR (the latter were reported onJy by U .S.
and U .K. compilers).
During the four years under study, monetary authori
ties increased their holdings of foreign bonds by
$129 billion-about $30 billion more than was identified
as LCFAR by debtor countries. It should not be
assumed, however, thal the larger transactions
reported by reserve holders were not recorded by the
debtor countries; it is more likely that they were classi
fied as "other bond liabijjties." The understatement in
LCFAR can be taken as a factor contributing to an
excess of credits on global portfolio bond transactions.
The adjustments to remove the additional LCFAR from
portfolio liabilities amounted to about $8 billion a year
on average and are shown in line 2f of Table 1 8 .
Repurchase Agreements
Repurchase agreements (repos) are arrangements
involving the sale of securities (bonds or short-term
instruments) to investors with an agreement to
repurchase them at a specified priee at a specified date
in the future. These transactions are typically viewed
as short-term loans secured by top quality assets.
According to the Mamw/, repos backed by long-term
obligations are to be recorded as part of portfolio
investment.59
Se veral industrial countries-including the United
States, Canada, France, and the Netherlands-record
repos as short-lerm loans rather than as portfolio trans
actions. I n German y, sorne repurchase transactions
also may be recorded as loans. Japanese compilers
record repos (gensaki) as short-term securities in their
national publications but report them to the Fund under
the Manual convention as portfolio investment.
Japanese financial institutions have been active bor
rowers in the international repo market in recent years,
generating a net capital inflow of more than $ 1 3 biJ lion
in 1988. In the Yearbook this activity is treated as a
sale of securities. However, a large part of Japanese
gensaki borrowing was probably from major countries
thal record repos as loans-both in their national pre
sentations and in the Yearbook. This asymmetry can
be removed by adjusting their portfolio assets, so thal
the repo figures are ali given on the "portfolio invest
ment" basis of the present Manual. These adjustments,
derived on the basis of Japanese data, are shown in line
6c of Table 18, and raise portfolio bond assets by
$3 billion a year on average.

s�he draft fifth edition ofthe Manua/ proposes lreating repurehase
agreements as collateralized loans in ··other capital."

Table 19. LCFAR Cornpared with Net Reserve Transactions
in Foreign Bonds, 1986-89

(ln billions or u .s. dollars; outllows ( - ))

1986-119

1986

1987

1988

1989

average

LCFAR1
10.3
Claims reported by
reserve holders2 - 15.4
-5.1
lmbalance

32.7

26.6

28.9

24.6

-43.7

-30.2

-40.1
- 1 1.2

-32.4
-7.7

- 1 1.0

-3.6

'Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook, 1990.

2See Chapter 8 for discussion ofthe Working Party's research into
reserve composition and LCFAR.

Bonds lssued by Financing Trusts
ln 1988 and 1989, a number of military sales loans
previously extended to foreign governments by the
U.S. Government were refinanced in the U.S. market
through the issuance of long-term promissory notes by
special financing trusts set up by the foreign govern
ments in the United States. The trusts, in turn, lent the
funds to their governments, which repaid the military
sales 1oans. According to the Manual, the trusts or
similar entities of a foreign government are to be con
sidered as nonresidents by the economy in which they
are physically located.
l n the U .S. balance of payments. bowever, the trusts
were treated as resident entities; purchases by U.S.
residents of the notes did not appear in the accounts.
(The advances made by the trusts to foreign govern
ments and the repayments of the military sales loans
both were recorded under loans.) This recording cre
ated asymmetries because sorne of the foreign coun
tries recorded the trusts' new borrowings as bonds
issued by themselves. On the basis of information pro
vided by U.S. authorities, adjustments were made to
U .S. data and data for sorne debtor countries in order
to reclassify the trust borrowings to portfolio invest
ment and to identify U.S. residents as the purchasers.
Tbese adjustments added about $9 bilJjon to U .S. bond
assets over the two-year period (line 6d of Table 18).
International Organizations
International organizations are important partici
pants in world capital markets, both as borrowers and
investors offunds. Revised data were obtained for their
portfolio transactions on the basis of information from
new reporting forms introduced by the Fund's Statis
tics Department in 1991.c.o The adjustments are shown
in tines 2g and 6e of Table 1 8 . These revisions are in
addition to the large portfolio corrections, based partly
on the Working Party's research, thal were already
incorporated into the 1990 Yearbook. These earlier
revisions averaged $10 billion a year from 1983 to 1988
and mostly added to net inflows on bond liabilities.

601ntemational organizations are discussed in Chapter 10.
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Other Adjustments to Bond Transactions
The Working Party identified a number of equity
transactions reported as bonds in countries' balance of
payments submissions to the Fund. Data reported on
the Special Questionnaire and additional information
from national compilers were used to make large cor
rections to the reported data on bond liabilities for a
few countries. The amounts involved were especially
large for 1988 and 1989 when a total of $27 billion of
net inftows were subtracted from bond ljabilities and
transferred to equity accounts. In other cases, bond
transactions were found to be misclassified to other
capital account categories. Small adjustments were
also made to remove sorne transactions in short-lerm
instruments and syndicated loans from recorded port
folio ftows.
Transactions associated with the recording of bonds
acquired under debt-restructuring agreements involv
ing developing countries were investigated. l n sorne
instances, it appeared that these securities were not
recorded as portfolio capital by creditors. l n addition,
small adjustments were made to pick up new informa
tion reported on the Special Questionnaire, and bilat
eral statistics compiled by several industrial countries
were used to construct partial estimates for countries
thal had not reported any portfolio transactions. The
net effect of these various adjustments, mostly classi
fication corrections, is shown in lines 2h and 6f of
Table 18.
Other Sources of Asymmetry
No adjustments could be made for sorne other factors
that contributed to the asymmetries in bond transac
tions. These factors include the recording of transac
tions in long-lerm negotiable certificates of deposit
issued by foreign banks as part of "other capital,"
rather than as portfolio investment; inclusion of fees
and commissions in the reported values of securities
transactions. rather than in the current account; and
differences in the recording of transactions in zero cou
pon and other deep-discount securities (recorded on an
accrual basis rather than on a due-for-payment basis).
Concluding Remarks
On bond liabilities, the Working Party had access to
a considerable amount of externat information, such as
the BIS data base and comprehensive information from
Netherlands compilers on bonds issued by SFls. On
the asset side, there was no comprehensive source of
information with suitable geographie detail that could
be used to evaluate how weil securities transactions
were being measured. By contrast. considerable credi
tor data, used by the Working Party in its research,
were available on direct investment (Chapter 3) and
banking transactions (Chapter 6).
Research on portfolio bonds revealed that serious
problems affect the measurement ofthese capital flows.
On balance, the adjustments derived by the Working

Party widened the global imbalance on portfolio bonds.
The large positive discrepancies on net bond transac
tions suggest that there is an underrecording of capital
outflows, a reflection of gaps in national reporting sys
tems. The issue of coverage of portfolio transactions is
discussed later in the chapter.
Equities
Table 20 provides an overview of the Working Par
ty's adjustments to global equity statistics. While the
adjustments reduced the large negative imbalances for
1987 and 1989, they remained sizable.61
Classification Corrections
In a number of instances, countries reported equity
transactions under the category of bonds or "other
capital'' flows in their balance of payments submissions
to the Fund. Adjustments to reclassify these transac
tions to the equity accounts are shown in tines 2a and
6a of Table 20 and were especially large for 1988 and
1989, when a total of $27 billion of inflows was added
to equity liabilities. The net effect of classification
errors on the asset side was considerably smaller.
Liabilities Constituting Foreign Authorities'
Reserves
No entries were identified in the Fund's statistics for
equity LCFAR, which must be excluded from liabilities
if portfolio assets and liabilities are to be compared.
Only the U .S. data collection system identified foreign
official pure hases of equities. and these data were used
to adjust equity liabilities on the assomption thal the
"foreign official" transactions in the U .S. accounts
were for reserve accounts. The amounts involved were
relatively small and are shown in tine 2b of Table 20.
Offshore Transactions
Balance of payments reporting to the Fu nd by OFCs
was incomplete. Bilateral statistics compiled by several
industriai countries were used to make partial estimates
for net transactions in foreign equities by selected
OFCs. These estimates are shown separately in the
case of assets (line 6b of Table 20), but, because a
broader procedure was used in deriving adjustments to

61As the Working Party completed its review of portfolio invest·
ment data published in the 1990 Yearbook, several countries reported
reviscd data to the Fund. Revisions to equity transactions were
especially large and had a significant effect on measured imbalances.
The revisions were mostly to U.K. data, in which recorded net
outflows into foreign equities were reduced by sorne $16 billion during
the years 1986-89, while net inflows into U . K. equities were raised by
more lhan $25 billion. These revisions, together with the adjustments
derived by the Working Party, mostly eliminated imbalances in
recorded data on global equity transactions for ali years except 1988.

in which the imbalance widened to $12 billion. National revisions to
bond transactions were negligible.
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làble 20. Adjustments to 'fraosactions in Equities, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outflows ( - ))

1986

1987

1988

1989

1986--89
average

30.5

1.1

23.0

59.6

28.6

- 1.5
- 0.7
1.4

- 1.5
0.6
0.4

10.1
2.4
1.3

17.4
-2.0
3.1

6.1
0.1
1.6

- 0.8

-0.5

13.8

18.5

7.8

29.7

0.6

36.8

78.1

36.3

-33.3

-22.0

-22.2

-86.5

-41.0

-2.1

- 1 .2
7.3
-1.1

- 1.6
-5.2
-0.7

-0.5
-4.3
0.1

- 1 .4
-0.6
-0.5

Liabilities

1. Published total1
2. Adjustments:
a. Classification corrections
b. LCFAR2
c. Other adjustments
3. Total adjustments
4. Adjusted 1iabi1ities
Assets
5.

Published total1

6. Adjustments:
a. Classification corrections
b . Offshore transactions
c. Other adjustments
7. Total adjustments
8. Adjusted assets
9. Equity d.iscrepancy after adjustments

-0.3
-2.4

5.0

-7.5

-4.7

-2.4

-35.7

- 17.0

-29.7

-91.2

-43.4

-6.0

- 16.4

7.1

- 13.1

-7.1

18a/ance of Payments Stalistics Yearbook, 1990.

2 Liabilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves.

liabilities, adjustments for equity inflows into selected
OFCs are embedded in other adjustments.
Other Adjustments to Equities
International investment funds established to invest
in the equity markets of developing countries, or so
called "emerging markets," were an important trend
in the 1980s. The Working Party sought to determine
how weil these and other equity liabilities were
recorded by developing countries. Excluding Thailand,
which showed sizable foreign inflows into domestic
equities, and a large net disinvestment recorded by
South Africa in 1 986, the net inflow of foreign invest
ment into portfolio equities recorded by other develop
ing countries averaged Jess than $300 million a year
during the 1986-89 period.
Two sources of information were used to evaluate
these balance of payments figures. The Working Party
obtained information from Lipper Analytical Services
for closed- and open-end international mutual funds
specializing in "emergjng markets"; thal source was
used to estimate transactions of OFC funds thal invest
in "emerging markets." The Working Party also used
bilateral statistics published by severa! industrial coun
tries as a basis for estimating other transactions in
developing countries.62 The derived estimates sug
gested an understatement of infiows recorded by devel
oping countries (and other emerging markets), espe
ciaJly for 1989. The adjustments are shown in tine 2c
62For Hong Kong and Singapore, some of the capital tlows derived
from bilateral statistics may be to funds or managers that, in tum,
invested in other countries.

of Table 20. Other adjustments to equity assets (line
6c) included estimates for transactions of pension funds
of international organizations and for developing coun
tries not reporting any portfolio transactions.
Other Sources of Asymmetry
Other factors that contributed to the global imbal
ance on portfolio equity transactions included the
recording by sorne countries ofali security transactions
carried out on a domestic or foreign stock exchange as
portfolio investment, regardless of the size of the share
acquired in the capital of the enterprise (that is, includ
ing direct investment). l n addition, the recording of
debt-equity swaps by creditor and debtor countries
may not have been uniform as regards classification
between direct and portfolio investment transactions.
Also, German y , Japan, and severa! other countries
included fees and commissions in the value of the secu
rities settlement, rather than in the current account.
Concluding Remarks
The preceding discussion of country practices and
adjustments to portfolio bonds and equities identified
numerous examples of countries that have not reported
data to the Fund in conformance with recommenda
tions in the Manual. This Jack of conformance was
shown to produce large asymmetries in the components
of world capital flow statistics. The Working Party

therefore strongly recommends thal countries make
greater efforts to report data on portfolio transactions
to the Fund on a basis consistent with the Manual.

White there is often a basis for correcting the classi
fication of securities transactions in reports to the
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Fund, it is more difficult to find and correct gaps in
national data resulting from incomplete coverage of
transactions. This issue is discussed later in t h e
chapter.

Table 21. Japanese Net Portfolio lovestmeot in U.S. Bonds,
Comparison of Bilateral Data, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars: outftows (- ))

Bilateral Comparisons
ln its research, the Working Party used data com
piled by major industrial countries to make numerous
bilateral comparisons of portfolio capital ftows. White
bilateral comparisons hold sorne potential for identify
ing statistical errors and gaps in national data, the
Working Party recognized at the outset that reconcilia
tions would be difficult to achieve. Apart from incom
plete data, there are severa! factors that impede bilat
eral comparisons. These include
-use of different allocation principles. Compilation
systems usually allocate portfoljo transactions to
partner coun tries in one of two ways: by following
the transactor principle or the debtor-creditor
principle. l n the former, transactions are to be
allocated to the country of the foreign party to the
transaction. l n the latter, transactions in claims
and liabilities are to be posted to the country where
the forei�n debtor or creditor, respective! y, i s a
resident; 3
-securities acquired as part of reserves. As shown
in Table 1 9 , monetary authorities acquired for
reserves more than $100 billion of foreign bonds
during the 1 986-89 period. Debtor countries clas
sify these transactions under their bilateral detail
on portfolio ftows, while creditor countries record
them under reserves; and
-other differences in classification. The discussion
on country practices identified numerous devia
tions from the Manual in ways that countries clas
sify porûolio transactions (for example, exclusion
of international bonds, inclusion of short-term
instruments, and fees and commissions).
The largest discrepancy in bilateral comparisons of
bond transactions was that between Japan and the
United States. Japanese data show much larger net
purchases of U.S. bonds than were recorded in U.S.
statistics. Table 21 shows that during the 1986-89
period the difference between these national figures
averaged $ 1 9 billion a year. While these discrepancies
were large, especially for 1986 and 1987, it was difficult
to quantify the extent of gaps or statistjcal errors in
either set of data.
First, the two countries used different criteria to
allocate securities transactions geographically. The
United States allocated liabilities uniformly by resi
dence of transactor, but Japan allocated transactions

6lAppendix VI discusses these allocation principlcs in greatcr
detail.

1987

1988

1989

Japanese data (assets)1 -44.6 -24.3 -37.1
2.5
U.S. data (liabilities)2
9.6
29.4
lmbalance
7.7
21.8
35.0
'Bank of Japan
2U.S. Treasury Bulletin, various issues.

- 2 1 .0
8.7
12.3

1986

1986-89
average
-31.8
12.6
19.2

in foreign securities according to a number of criteria.
Transactions in U .S. Treasury securities were allo
cated on the debtor-creditor principle, white transac
tions in other foreign markets general!y were allocated
on the transactor principle.64 (Sorne transactions in for
eign markets were also allocated to the country in
whicb the security was listed, for example, Luxem
bourg, in the case of many Eurobonds.)
Second, U .S. portfolio liabilities to Japan included
transactions with private investors and with official
accounts (that is, reserves); Japanese portfolio assets
included only transactions of private investors.65
The effects of these two factors on the bilateral
imbalance could not be quantified. However, the U.S.
figures may have suffered from sorne underreporting of
portfolio inflows through U .S .-based affiliates of Japa
nese securities firms, which reported only negligible
sales of U .S. Treasury securities to Japan during 1986
and 1987.66 Total net sales of treasury bonds and notes
to Japan totaled Jess than $ 1 billion in these two years,
according to the U .S. statistics.
Other bilateral comparisons for various countries
were made for both bond and equity transactions.
However, the use of different allocation principles and
classification systems, the growing volume of securities
acquired for reserve purposes, and the inability ofdebt
ors to allocate properly to purchasers the large volume
of bearer securities issued in international markets
made it difficuJt to determine the extent of any data
problems in the statistics.
The Working Party nonetheless sees value in bilat
eral data as one tool in investigating gaps in national
data. ft recommends thot countries compile geo

graphie details on portfolio capitalflows and outstand-

64Any purchases by Japan of U .S. Treasury securities outside the
United States would be included in the Japanese data (debtor-creditor
principle) but not in U .S. figures for Japan. Japanese data also would
include purehases of other foreign bonds in the U .S. market (transac
tor principle) that would not be recorded a3 U.S. bonds in the U.S.
data.
6'ln 1986 and 1987, Japan's foreign exchange reserves increased
by $53 billion. Ifpart of this investment was invested in U .S. Treasury
securities, the U.S. bilateral data might be expected to show higher
portfolio inflows than the Japanese figures.
66See Lois Stek1er, Adequacy of lntemationa/ Transactions and
Position Data for Policy Coordination, NBER Working Paper No.
2844 (Cambridge, Mass.: National Bureau of Economie Research,
February 1989).
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ing stocks and exchange these data with partner
cotmtries. Geographie details are useful for analytical
purposes, but only when countries compile data on
common standards. Compilers are urged to allocate

transactions in foreign securities on the basis of the
debtor-creditor principle, as recommended in the
Manual.

Coverage of Portfolio Transactions

The Working Party's adjustments had little net
impact on the large discrepancies in recorded portfolio
bond transactions and, except for 1988. the data con
tinue to exhibit a large excess of recorded inftows.
The imbalance totaled $53 billion for 1989. Although
adjustments on equities bad greater effect, sizable dis
crepancies remain for 1987 and 1989.
The excess of recorded inflows on bond transactions
suggests underrecording of asset acquisitions, but net
Jiabilities infiows may also have been overstated. If,
for example, redemptions of domestic bonds held by
nonresidents are understated, this would contribute to
an overstatement of Liabilities. Whether this is a sig
nificant problem cannot be judged from available data.
Severa! large industrial countries (for example, the
United States and the United Kingdom) do not distin
guish in their statistics between bond redemptions and
other cross-border bond transactions. Where separate
balance of payments data were available on the
redemption of international bonds, comparisons were
made with records from the BIS data base. Reported
data on redemptions generally matched or exceeded
B I S estimates. No checks could be made on redemp
tions of bonds issued in domestic markets or on the
ways that creditors reported these ftows.67
Another activity thal couId potentially result in over
stated inftows on portfolio liabilities would be domestic
transactions in domestic securities when intermediated
by foreign dealers or managers. It is more Jikely thal
" inflows" from such transactions wou Id be recorded
in reports filed by dornes tic banks and securities dealers
than would be the case for the related ''outflows'' to the
foreign manager, especially for transactions by private
individuals.
Severa! areas where there are known to be gaps in
national data and difficulties in accurately recording
certain aspects of portfolio ftows are discussed below.

Private lndividuals
In the data collection systems of many countries,
gaps exist in the recording of portfolio investments
67Responses on the supplementary portfolio survey indicated that
the majority of compilers believed thal bond redemptions on asset
and liability accounts were weil recorded in national statistics. How
ever, severa! countries (including the United States, the United King
dom, and ltaly) expressed uncertainty about the quality of their
coverage.

carried out bygrivate individuals via nonresident banks
and brokers. l n countries that rely on surveys of
domestic intermediaries and other corporations, data
usually are not collected direct! y from private individu
ais on securities bought and sold in foreign markets. ln
Europe, where many countries use direct reporting
systems (reports filed on individual transactions) to
measure transactions of residents, coverage bas been
Jess than complete because of noncompliance with
reporting requirements by individuals.
By way of examples, a change in tax regulations in
the Netherlands in 1987 and a proposed withholding
tax in Germany in 1988 triggered large capital outftows
from these countries. In Germany, sizable amounts
appear to have been channeled into bond funds in Lux
embourg. More generally, capital tlight from develop
ing countries frequently escapes statistical recording;
sorne part of the capital would be invested in foreign
securities.69
Banks and other financial institutions in Switzerland
have a long tradition of managing asset portfolios for
nonresidents. These ''custody accounts" contain secu
rities and other assets that are managed on a discretion
ary or advisory basis.70 Holdings i n Swiss custody
accounts are said to total $1 ,000 billion, a large part of
which is believed to be held for foreign individuals.
Similar fund management services are conducted in
other industrial countries and in offshore financial
centers.
The impact of such arrangements on global portfolio
imbalances is similar to trading by individuals through
nonresident banks and brokers. If only a fraction of the
reputed capital ftows through Swiss custody accounts
and similar accounts elsewhere was invested in securi
ties, the impact on the imbalance could be consider
able. lt is much more likely that the capital intlow into
securities will be recorded in sorne set of balance of
payments accounts than would be the case with the
corresponding outftow. An added complication is the
reinvestment of income on holdings of foreign securi
ties abroad. Asset balances may rise through time
because of reinvested income. This more general prob
lem applies to banking as weil as to securities tlows. 71

68-fhe United States, the United Kingdom, Germany. Canada, and
Australia indicated on the supplementary survey that coverage of
transactions in foreign markets by individuals was poor.
69Measurement problems associated with capital flight are outlined
in Chapter 1 1 .
.
7o.rhese accounts differ from the Swiss "fiduciary accounts, .
which are funds invested tbrough Swiss banks in Eurocurrency
deposits and for which detailed data are available. Both custody and
fiduciary transactions are excluded from Swiss balance of payments
figures to the extent that Swiss institutions act sole!y as intermediar
ies bciween two sets of nonresidents.
"Onty three countries indicated on the supplementary survey thal
foreign market transactions relating to the reinvestment of income
were weil covered.
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Coverage of Portfolio Transactions

Financial Jntermediaries
Most industrial countries rely heavily on information
reported by banks and securities de�lers involved as
intermediaries, custodians, or agents m the settlement
of cross-border security transactions. 72 For balance of
payments reporting purposes, the ability of n:tarket
intermediaries to distinguish between domesttc and
foreign residents is of paramount importance.
.
On the issue of determining residency. custodtal
(nominee) relationships may give rise to measur�me�t
problems. A major concern in ma!ly countnes ts
.
whether securities held by domesttc nommees on
behalf of foreign clients are captured in reporting by
intermediaries. lnvestors frequently find it convenient
to lodge their securities with nominees when investing
in overseas markets, and compilers have no way of
knowing whether financial intermediaries correctly
capture ali transactions involving fore:ign acc�>U�ts held
in nominees' names. The issue of rcstdency ts ltkely to
be of much greater importance to the measu �ement of
portfolio capital than to other types of capttal flows
where more of the data are collected from principals
than from intermediaries.
The way that intermediaries classify s_ecurities may
be another pervasive problem for com�tlers. In so�e
_
countries, reporting requirements for tnte�medtanes
are very exact: they may, for instance, spectfically cali
for the consolidation of transactions of different depart
ments of the firm but require the exclusion of certain
types of security transactions captured elsewher� (�or
example, repurchase agreements). However, venfymg
the resulting information is difficult.7'
After deregulation of ils securities market m 1986.
the United Kingdom suspected major problems in the
reporting of securities transactions by intermediaries.
The emergence of a large and growing positiv� balan�
ing item in the U K balance of payme�ts and tmplaust
bly high figures in the U . K. financtal accounts for
domestic bond holdings, especially by the persona! sec
tor, supported the view thal foreign investm�nt in U . K .
bonds might be understated. This was belteved to be
linked to problems in defining residcncy. 1 nvestigations
revealcd the following anomalie<;:
•

.

.

-omission of sorne transactions with overseas par
ents;
-misclassification of sorne offshore U. K. residents
(such as the Channel Islands);
. .
-misclassification of U.K. and overseas secunttes;
and
-failure to exclude sorne short-tcrm paper. options.
and currency swaps from securities reports.
nRespon�e� on 1he supplemcnlary \urvcy \howed !hat almoSI ali
compiler\ bclicvcd !hat the rcporting of trJn\attions in foreign and

domc�llt marl..ch by resident bank\. brokcr\, and deales
r was good.
"Japan. the United State�. the United Ki ngdom Switzerland. nd
�
the Netherlands reported on 1he �upplementary \urvey thal routme

The identified deficiencies in reporting by intermedi
aries led to large upward revisions, totaling $18 billion
for the period 1984 lo 1988, to net foreign investm�nt
in U .K. bonds. The current methodology for measunng
foreign transactions in domestic bonds is indirect and
based on the U.K.'s domestic financial accounts. Any
net transactions in U. K. bonds not attributed to the
domestic sectors of the United Kingdom are attributed
to nonresidents. More recently, large upward revisions
wcre also made to net foreign investment in U . K . equi
ties, on the basis of findings from a 1989 share register
survey.

Other Financial Institutions
Large institutional investors such as pension funds,
insurance companies, and investment trusts accounted
for most of the growth in international portfolio invcst
ment in the l980s. As a result of more sophisticated
management of portfolios, large investors shifled part
of their assets to foreign managers and often bought
and sold securities directly in foreign markets.
The Working Party's supplementary portfolio survey
requested thal each country provide an institutional
profile of resident entities directly reporting balance_ of
payments data on portfolio trc1nsactions. As countnes
employed different collection systems, the actuaJ co� nt
of rcporting transactors was secondary to the questton
of whcther transactions of large institutional investors
wcre properly covered in national collection systems.
The following paragraphs discuss certain findjogs_ of
the supplementary survey that relate to reporttng
coverage.74
The collection system in the Umted States requtred
reporting by any entities or persons �ho engaged
direct/v
. with nonresidents (those who dtd not use a
domestic intermediary ) in transactions of $0.5 million
or more per month in long-term securities. Sorne_�00
entities filed monthl y reports on cross-border secunlles
transactions. Two-thirds of thcse were brokers-deal
ers, banks, and other depository institutions; the
remaining 100 were financial institutions such as insur
ance companies. pension funds, mutual funds. and
moncy managers. Despite the rclatively low reporting
threshold, the very low number of U .S. direct reporters
suggested thal U .S. coverage of direct transactions !n
foreign markets was Jess than complete. U .S. comptl
ers were aware of this problem, and work has already
begun to strengthen the reporting system.
l.n the United Kingdom, compilers regularly sur
vcyed an established panel of more t�an 1 ,000 insur
ance companies, pension funds, and mvestment. and
unil trusts for information on portfolio transactiOns.
The survey data covered ali securiti�s bought ?r _sold.
whether the transactions occurred vta domesttc mter•

•

.

chetk\ could not be made on how rc\pondcnl\ dassified securille!>

tran\aCIIOn,.

''Mo't mdu<.trial countrie� �tated that covemge ofsecurities tr.ln\·
aCtlon<. by ins11tut10nal mve�tor\ wa\ "good"; only the United
State\. Germany. and France re\pondcd that c ovemge

was

"fair."
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mediaries or directly in foreign markets.75 Recently,
the Central Statistical Office (CSO) found that, because
of the age of the sample, the quality of data for private
and public sector pension funds had deteriorated. U .K.
compilers intend to conduct a full benchmark study in
the near future, when a complete register of pension
schemes becomes available to the CSO for the first
time.
It was found that reporting systems employed in the
rest of Europe relied heavily on banks acting as inter
mediaries or agents i n the seulement of securities
bought or sold abroad. Accordingly, relatively few
reports were filed by other financial institutions.
Direct reporting by institutional investors (and bor
rowers) may also have been incomplete in other coun
tries. Although direct reporting often was required by
law or regulation, compilers have faced at !east three
difficult hurdles in ensuring accurate results: ( 1) obtain
ing reports at ail, especially if they did not have full
access to Hsts of transactors and therefore could not
identify nonreporters; (2) avoiding double counting
(direct transactions with nonresidents must be isolated
from those completed through domestic intermediaries
that file statistical retums); and (3) verifying the quality
of submissions. Ali three were potentially serious
issues and the last, verifying data quality, applied
equally to submissions made by direct reporters and
intermediaries alike.
ln its research, the Working Party found thal balance
of payments compilers in a few important countries
did not have access to the statistical returns filed by
domestic reporters, as these were collected and aggre
gated by other govern ment departments. l n sorne cases
compilers did not even have the names of reporters.
Under these circumstances, compilers are unable to
fully verify the data used to construct their balance of
payments estimates, or to identify nonreporters and
bring them into the system.
Concluding Remarks
Although the demand by individuals for foreign
assets probably has increased and the measuring of
such transactions is difficult, the bulk of cross-border
transactions in portfolio securities has been associated
with institutional transactions. Compilation systems in
most countries are main! y oriented toward institutional
reporters, usually intermediaries, but difficulties have
arisen as wider ranges of institutions transact direcùy
with nonresidents. The Working Party therefore rec

ommends that compilers ensure that portfolio transac
tions offinancia/ intermediaries and large institutional
investors and borrowers be adequate/y covered by their
compilation systems.
Most countries generally believed that accurate
information was being collected from financial interme-

7'To avoid double counting, survey r.::porb filed by U. K. financial
intermediarics were to exclude transactions on behalfof certain U. K.
financial institutions.

diaries. Nevertheless, the Working Party urges compil
ers to conduct periodic consultations with large banks
and securities dealers in order to stay abreast of new
market developments and to assess the impact of these
developments on current collection systems. ln order
that new instruments and other innovations be treated
uniformly, the Fund' s Statistics Department periodi

cally should consult withfinancial experts and national
compilers to discuss financial market developments
and to agree on the treatment of new instruments in
the context of balance of payments statistics.

Compilers require better access to original statistical
information in order to research and integrale sources
of financial information in the balance of payments
without omissions or duplications. The Working Party

encourages grea/er sharing of statistical information
on portfolio transactions between national compilers
and other government departments thal co/lect the
basic data used in balance of payments compilations.

Stock of Cross-Border Bonds

As a further check on its adjustments to the flow
statistics and to assess the cumulative effect of past
mismeasurements of cross-border bond transactions,
the Working Party examined the international invest
ment position statistics for cross-border bonds. Several
large industriaJ countries, iocludiog the United States,
Japan, Germany, and the United Kingdom, derived
sorne portfolio stocks by cumulating ftows. Also,
investment income estimates frequently were derived
by applying market yields to these position estimates.
While stock figures were requested on the Special
Questionnaire, the reported data were incomplete in
many respects. lt was therefore necessary to supple
ment this information to construct a more complete
picture of the global stock of bond assets and liabili
ties.76 (The methodology used to establish estimates of
this stock for the year 1 988 is discussed in Appen
dix VII.)
The estimates derived by the Working Party are sum
marized in Table 22 and show the global stock of cross
border bond liabilities to be about $1 ,600 biUion at the
end of 1988. l t is estimated thal $200 billion of these
securities were held by foreign monetary authorities as
part of reserves, with the balance of$ 1 ,400 billion being
owed to portfolio investors. Measured from the credi
tor side. portfolio holdings of cross-border bonds
totaled only $ 1 ,000 billion. This left an imbalance of
$400 billion, which reflected errors and gaps in data
and differences in methodologies and valuation.
The G-7 countries, together with a few other indus
trial countries, accounted for most of these cross-bor
der positions. On the asset side, the largest holders
of foreign bonds were Japan. Switzerland, the United
76Chapter 12 of this report discusses international investmenl po�i
Lions as reported in Lhe Special Questionnaire.
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Stock of Cross-Border Bonds
Table 22. Stock of Cross-Border Bond Assets and
Liabilities, Year-end 1988
(ln billions of U.S. doUars)
Assets

Liabilities

100.8
364.0
101.2
99.5
23.0
25.0
5.1

442.9
160.2
69.3
128.2
64.7
46.1

--

--

lndustri(l/ countries
United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Germany
France
Italy'
Canada

126.3

Total G-7 countries

718.6

1 .037.7

Switzerland
Australia
Netherlands2
Other

138.2
0.7
28.2
38.3

10.5
59.9
83.4
164.5

Total industrial

924.0

1,356.0

67.0

94.0

Developing countries
International
organizations
Total cross-border bonds1

18.0

168.0

1 ,009.0

1,618.0

1 .009.0

1 .418.0

200.0

Less: LCFAR4
Total portfolio bonds
l mbalance

409.0

Source: As reported in the Special Questionnaire, plus estimates
by the Working Party. See AppendLx VIl for note on methodology.
1lncludes equities.
21ncludes special financial institutions.
3Assets exclude bonds beld as part of reserves.
4Liabilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves.

Kingdom, the United States, and Germany; the com
bined holdings ofthese countries exceeded $800 billion,
or 80 percent of the totaL Cross-border bond liabilities
were less concentrated. The five largest debtors were
the United States, Japan, German y, Canada, and the
Netherlands; their combined liabilities amounted to
sorne $950 billion, or about 60 percent of the total stock
of cross-border bond liabilities.
lt was estimated that bonds issued in foreign and
international markets (international bonds) accounted
for 60 percent of the total stock of cross-border bond
liabilities. The balance of sorne $650 billion represented
bonds that were originaJly issued in domestic markets ,
mainly in the United States and Germany.
These estimates are subject to the caveats discussed
in Appendix V I I , but the $400 billion imbalance
between assets and liabilities was consistent with the
apparent underreporting of assets in portfolio flow
accounts. I n view of the overwhelming importance of
the major industrial countries in the figures above, a
large part of the error in either the asset or the liability
figures is likely concentrated in lhese countries.
Uncertainty about the amount of cross-border bonds
and the imbaJance in the stock of assets and liabilities
has implications for global current account estimates.
Most notably. an understatement of assets causes re
ported investment income receipts to be less than

reported investment income payments in the global
current account. The Fund has for sorne years made
adjustments to investment income to compensate for
such problems.n
Deterrnining stocks of assets and Iiabilities or the
geographie distributions of portfolio securities wiJl be
difficult to achieve on the basis of flow measurement
alone. The most feasible approach to obtaining such
information would appear to be tluough direct readings
of the positions themselves, via periodic benchmark
surveys conducted by the major creditor and debtor
countries.
The United States proposes to conduct in the near
future a benchmark on portfolio assets, the first since
1943.78 The Working Party welcomes this initiative.
France and the United Kingdom recently conducted
portfolio benchmark surveys thal produced vaJuable
information. For example, on the basis ofa 1989 survey
of share registers, U .K. compiJers found that tbeir esti
mates of the stock of foreign holdings of U . K. shares
(as constructed from flow accumulations) were consid
erably understated . These results led to a doubling of
the recorded estimates of net inflows into U .K. equities
during the 1985-89 period. U.K. compilers now intend
to conduct similar surveys annually.

The Working Party strongly recommends that coun
tries undertake periodic benchmark surveys of cross
border portfolio claims and liabilities. The benefits
would be great/y enhanced if such surveys could be
coordinated in timing and design among major coun
tries. Coordinated surveys potentiaUy could help com

pilers identify errors in cross-border positions that are
presently based on flow cumulations and also could
provide better instrument and geographie detail than is
currently available. Such surveys could facilitate com
parisons among countries and provide useful informa
tion to fiU gaps in areas where it is difficult for compilers
to obtain full survey coverage (such as asset holdings
by private individuals). AJso, because of the large vol
ume of bearer bonds issued in the Euromarket, data
exchanges would afford insight about holders of these
securities. The Working Party recommends !hat the

Fund's Statistics Department assist in the coordination
of the surveys among countries and the exchange of
information.
In its research, the Working Party made extensive
use of information from the B l S data base on interna
tional bonds. Such information could aJso assist com
pilers in verifying coverage of borrowings in interna
tional bond markets. The Working Party recommends

that the statistics on international securities, especially
those on the classification oftransactions and positions
by domicile of borrower, be refined further.

77Chapter 12 includes a discussion of the Fund's adjustments (aris
ing from the underreporting of cross-border assets) to global invest
ment income. These estimates are based on the findings of the Work
ing Party on the World Current Account Discrepancy.
78U.S. authorities regularly conduct inward benchmark surveys at
five-year intervals.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The Working Party's research into portfolio invest
ment revealed serious problems in the measurement
of transactions flows and in the associated stock and
investment income estimates. White considerable
detail was available on international bond liabilities,
fewcr data were available on the creditor side. The
discussion on bilateral comparisons showed the con
siderable difficulties in interpreting bilateral portfolio
flow statistics.
The Working Party found the measurement of port
folio investment to be one of the most difficult statisti
cal problems facing balanec of payments compilers.
Sorne of the issues concern matters of identification
and classification of securities that, in principle, could
be corrected by compilers without great difficulty.
Other problems are lcss tractable and may require
international collaboration. Among the principal prob
lems of both types were
-incorrect identification of nonresident accounts;
-incorrect classification of types of securities;
-incomplete coverage of transactions conducted by
domestic residents direct! y in foreign markets; and
-lack of data on offshore transactions.
As a result of a general paucity of data, the rote
played by transactions in repurchase agreements in the
portfolio imbaJance could not be fully specified, but
was probably large. The recording of repos also must
be addressed by compilation systems.
Within the limits of data availability, adjustments
were made to global statistics for many of these items
and other factors contributing to asymmetries. How
ever, many of the adjustments were reclassifications
among capital account categories thal resulted from
identifiable deviations from international standards.
Many of the pure measurcment problems, such as those
caused by incomplete coverage of transactions through
foreign markets and in offshore financial centers, could
not be quantified fully. Therefore the global imbalances
on portfolio transactions remained large, especially for
1989, when the adjusted data on portfolio bonds
showcd an excess of credits in the amount of
$53 billion.
ln severa! important countries. existing data on
stocks of portfolio investment arc derived from flow
data rather than from position surveys. To the extent
thal the flow data were accurate, countries employing
the debtor-creditor principlc for attributing geography
had reasonable estimates of the geographical distribu
tion of their foreign clai ms. However, because of inter
media ries and nominee relationships. there is little
chance thal countries relying only on domestic report-

er and flow statistics have developed reliable informa
tion on who holds their securities.
Imperfections in the measurement of portfolio flows
have implications for other balance of payments
accounts. Severa! large industrial countries, including
the United States and the United Kingdom, estimatc
income flows in their current accounts through applica
tion of estimated market yields to position figures
derived by cumulating capital flows. Thus. the accu
racy of investment income cstimates depends on the
cu mu lat ive accuracy of a long sequence of flow
estimates.
Against this background, the Working Party makes
the following recommendations:
1. Statistics submitted to the Fund on portfolio
transactions should conform to the standards of
the Balance ofPayments Manual. ln this connec
lion, compilation mcthods in severa! major coun
tries need to be reformed.
2. Compilers should take particular care to ensure
thal portfolio transactions of large institutional
investors and borrowers are adequately covered
by their systems. Adequate coverage requires
direct reports from relevant institutions about
transactions that are not being reported by
domestic intermediaries.
3 . Countries should compile geographie data on
portfolio transactions and exchange these data
with partner countries. Compilers are urged to
adopl the debtor-creditor principle for allocating
transactions in foreign securities, as the Manual
recommends.
4. There should be greater sharing of statistical
information among government department�.
Compilers require greater access to the raw statis
ticaJ information on portfolio transactions in order
to dctect problems.
5. The Working Party strongly recommends thal
countries undertake periodic benchmark surveys
of portfolio assets and liabilities. To facilitate the
exchange of survey results. surveys should be
coordinated among countries. The Fund's Statis
tics Department should assist in the coordination
of and follow-up to these surveys.
6. The Fund's Statistics Department should consul!
periodicaiJy with experts and compilers to discuss
financial market developments and to resolve
treatments of new instruments in the context of
balance of payments statistics.
7. Statistics produced by the BIS on international
securities-especially those on the classification
of transactions and positions by domicile of bor
rower-are very useful and should be refined
further.
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v
Other Capital : Overview and Short-Term
Marketable Instruments
SUMMARY
"Other capital" is a heterogeneous category that includcs all forms of
capital flows except direct investment, portfolio investment, and
reserves. This chapter and those that follow examine particular aspects
of this broad group. Major data adjustments thal can substantially
improve the statistics appear to be possible.
Financial innovation during the 1980s led to the introduction of se veral
new forms of short-Lerm dcbt, which currently would be reported in this
"other" category. Short-lerm marketable instruments are not a standard
component in the balance of payments statistics, and data reported lo
the Working Party were too incomplete to quantify the possible global
discrepancy in these statistics. However, there is sorne evider.ce ofunder
recording of capital outflows.

Overview of "Other Capital" in Balance of
Payments

This chapt er and several that follow examine aspects
of "other capital" flows-flows other than direct
investment, portfolio investment, and liabilities consti
.
tuting foreign authorities' reserves. "Other capttal"
completes the four capital account categories in stan
dard balance of payments structures. Like the other
three, the ··other capital" account would balance to
zero for ali countries in the world if ali inflow and
outflow entries were fully consistent with one another
in coverage, timing, and value. I n the Balance ofPay
ments Statistics Yearbook, these entries do not balance
and, for recent years, there is an excess of inflows
thal averages $66 billion for 1986 through 1989. The
imbalances appear in Table 3 in Chapter 1 , and they
are repeated at the top of Table 23.
"Other capital" is a broad and heterogenous cate
gory, and it lacks the definüion of instrument that can
be used in testing direct investment and portfolio flows.
The major subdivisions of "other" flows are by sector
rather than instrument, with detail for ( 1 ) resident offi
cial, (2) deposit moncy banks, and (3) "other" sect�rs.
These sectors are a convenient structure for collectmg
statistics and for analysis, but they are not a basis for
testing consistency among countries. World balances
for the individual sectors within the "other" category
need not separately add to zero because for the world

as a whole there can be, for example, net capital flows
from banks to or from nonbanks.79 The sum of the three
sector balances should add to zero, but there is no
detail within the totals that adds insight to statistical
problems. "Other capital," therefore, cannot be tested
for statistical quality by reference to the bilateral data
thal are available in direct investment and portfolio
flows. However, certain checks can be made against
data from external sources.80
Table 23 brings together the effects of adjustments
proposed in severa! chapters of this report for the
"other capital" category. Altogether the se adjust
ments reduce the imbalance in "other capital" from
a 1 986-89 average credit balance of $66 billion to
$8 billion. ''Other capital" is often used as a repository
for entries that are not clearl y specified in source statis
tics, or as a residual, leading to classification inconsis
tencies across the capital account. As noted in Chap
ter 4, several countries put sorne or ali security transac79Such world balances of cross-border flows among sectors are
offset by world balances of net domestic flows among sectors.

*>rhe Yearbook accounli ng structure does present certain instru
ment detail for "other capital" within the sector divisions-a matu
rity break into long- and shon-term claims and a break between loans

and other claims. The maturity break is incompletely reported
several major countries give no information on it-and for that reason

il cannot be used to divide the ..other" category into more manage
able pieces. The loan dimension is usefuJ in official lending and
borrowing but onl y at broad levels.
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V · OTHER CAPITAL: OVERVIEW AND SHORT-TERM iNSTRUMENTS
Table 23. Global Discrepaocy on "Otber Capital" Flows, Sector Balances, and Adjustments, 1986-89
(ln billions of U.S. dollars: outflows ( - ) )
1986

1987

1988

1989

32.7

1 10.5

76.6

45.6

66.4

Resident official
Deposit moncy banks
Other sectors

26.6
59.0
-52.8

- 17.0
101.3
26.2

2.0
90.0
- 15.4

-9.1
46.7
7.8

0.6
74.3
-8.6

Adjustments to ''other capital"

-41.8

- 102.9

-25.6

-63.9

-58.6

Resident official
Deposit money banks
Other sectors

-8.5

- 23.9

- 15.6
-55.2
-32.1

- 14.7
-25.0
14.1

- 14.3
0.3
-49.9

- 13.3
-22.3
-23.0

-9.1

7.6

51.0

- 18.4

7.8

18.1
49.6
-76.8

- 32.6
46.1
-5.9

- 12.7
65.0
- 1.3

-23.4
47.0
-42.0

"Other capital" discrepancy1

Sector balances

By secwr

-9.4

Adjusted "other capital" discrepancy

Sector balances

Resident official
Deposit money banks
Other sectors

1986-89

average

- 12.7
51.9
-31.5

1Balance of Paymems Statistics Yearbook. 1990.

tions into "other capital" rather than into portfolio
flows. Reclassifications shown in Chapter 4 shift $ 1 1
billion of inflows, on average, from "other capital" to
portfolio investment. A further $9 billion of the reduc
tion results from shifting inflows attributable to reserve
transactions out of "other capital" and into LCFAR.
This amou nt is sufficient to balance LCFAR with offi
cial reserve flows that are invested in "other capital"
instruments such as bank deposits and short-term secu
rities. Information sources on reserve composition are
described in Chapter 8.
Data adjustments proposed in the following chapters
make up most of the remaining $38 billion annual aver
age of adjustments to "other" flows. For the resident
official sector, sorne of these changes are revisions
to data for international organizations, discussed in
Chapter 10, and the rest are for the U .S.S .R., discussed
in Chapter 1 3 . For deposit money banks, Table 23
includes an average $10 billion of increased net out
flows for offshore financial centers and elsewhere.
Finally, a net average $23 billion of capital outflows
for the 1986-89 period is added to "other sectors"
(nonbank private sectors); most of this adjustment is
based on the use of international banking data as an
alternative data source for capital ftows of nonbanks,
as discussed in Chapter 6.
After ali of these adjustments, the sector balances
at the bottom of Table 23-show large net inflows to
deposit money banks and net outflows for official and
private nonbanks on a world basis. World balances like
these imply that banks as a group are raising funds
from foreign sources to finance their dornestic nonbank
customers. Such a relation undoubtedly exists, but
Table 23 overstates it to sorne extent. Deposit money
banks also have sizable net outflows into portfolio
securities, but portfolio investment is excluded from
the table as a different category in the balance of pay
ments system.

It must be noted that the adjustments shown in Table
23 apply to only selected aspects of the "other capital"
category. Prominently missing from the adjustments in
this report are transactions directly between private
nonbanks. Trade credit, an important form of such
flows, is treated in many different ways in national
accounts. Countries have, for example, major inconsis
tencies in their accounting for trade credit flows among
affiliates in a corporate structure. ln principle, such
ftows should be recorded under direct investment (see
Chapter 3), but in practice they are sometimes found
under "other capital." Bankers' acceptances are
closely related to trade credit, and they also get many
different accounting treatments from one country to
another.
Other poorly covered activities are finance-company
lending and equipment leasing, which have been rap
idly growing forms of finance in domestic and interna
tional markets. Insurance companies also are impor
tant nonbank transactors because they not only invest
heavily in portfolio instruments, but they also make
direct loans to credit customers. AJJ of these ftows
are in "other capital," and they are probably not weU
covered in balance of payments statements. If the
reporting of these forms of credit follows the common
pattern, liability ftows are recorded more completely
across the world than asset flows, accounting for sorne
of the $8 billion average credit balance thal remains in
''other capital'· after the Working Party' s adjustments.
Domestic financial statistics in major countries are
probably promising sources for estimating such flows,
but they have not yet been applied to the question fully .

Short-Term Marketable Instruments

Competition in international financial markets and
the trend toward securitized forms of lending during the
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Reported Data on Short-Term Instn1ments

1980s broadened the choice of instruments available to
borrowers, both at the long and short end of the matu
rity spectrum. Several new forms of short-lerm instru
ments came into common use in t h e international
market.
According to the Balance of Payments Manual,
transactions in marketabte financial instruments that
have an original term to maturity of one year or Jess
are to be recorded as part of "other short-term capital"
in the standard components of the capital accounl. 81
The classification of "other capital" is very abbrevi
ated, and a separate category is not shown for short
lerm marketable instruments. Compilation systems in
many countries do not distinguish these transactions
from other kinds of short-term capital. In the Working
Party's Special Questionnaire, separate provision was
made for short-term instruments in an attempt to assess
the adequacy of available data, but the reported data
were too incomplete to quantify fully the global dis
crepancy in this type of capital. After review of se veral
externat data sources on short-term instruments, the
Working Party made several adjustments to existing
figures that, on balance, raised global capital outflows
by about $2 billion a year; these adjustments are sum
marized in Table 24 and discussed in the following
sections.

Reported Data on Short-Term Instruments

The Special Questionnaire included a separate cate
gory for transactions in short-term instruments, and
the responses for the years 1987 and 1988 are summa
rized in Table 25. Only about a dozen countries
reported data on cross-border transactions in short
lerm instruments and, except for a few countries, the
amounts were small.
After adjustment of reported liabilities flows for trea
sury bills and other short-term instruments purchased
for foreign official accounts (LCFAR), the question
naire data showed a net imbalance of$9 billion in 1987
and about $4 billion in 1988. However, these data are
known to be incomplete, so these imbalances are unre
liable measures of the problern.
81The draft fifth edition of the Manual proposes to widen the exist
ing definition ofportfolio inveslment to include, as a separate compo
nent, short-lerm (money market) debt instruments.

Table 24. Adjustments to "Other Capital" Flows Relating to
Cross-Border Transactions in Short-Term Instruments,
1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outHows ( -))
1986
Adjustments to assets
Adjustments to liabilities

1987
- 6.4
0.7

1988
-2. 9
1.4

1989
-3.2
2.0

1986-89
average
-3.1
1.0

Thble 25. Cross-Border 1\-ansactions in Short-Term

Instruments, 1987-88

(ln billions of U.S. dolla.rs; outHows ( - ))
1987

1988

Assets1 Liabilities Assets1 Liabilities
1ndustrial countries. total
Canada
Japan
Norway
United Kingdom
United States
Other industrial

-9.8
0.5
-6.4
-1 4

21.8
1.9
0.1
03
3.1
1 3 .9
2.5

.

.

-2.0
-0.5

Developing countries
Total
Less: LCFAR2

Total

lmbalance

30.6

- 10.2
0.4
- 1 1.4
0.2
0.7
-0.1

7.5
-0.1
0.3
4.1
17.4
1.3

- 10.2

31.2

- 10.2

17.4
13.8

0.7

-0.2
2 1.6

-9.8

20.6

-9.8

1.0

-8.8

3.6

Source: Special Questionnaire on International Capital Flows.
1 Exc1uding purchases for reserves.
2Liabilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves; figures are
based on reports from reserve holders.

First, as short-lerm instruments are not a standard
component in the capital account presentation, the
compilation systems in many countries do not distin
gu.ish these transactions from other types of short-tenn
claims. The lack of data in this area is illustrated in
Table 26, where figures compiled by the BIS on out
standing short-lerm Euronotes are compared with fig
ures reported in the Special Questionnaire for the stock
of cross-border private sector liabilities in the form of
short-lerm instruments. (Euronotes are discussed in
the following section .) The BIS data show, for instance.
that Australia has been a large borrower in the Euro
note market, with outstanding debt of $ 1 3 billion at the

Table 26. Comparison of Euroootes and Private Sector

Cross-Border Short-Term Paper Liabilities by Country,
Year-end 1988

(ln billions of U.S. dollars)

Country of
issuer

Euronotes1

Austra1ia
United States
United Kingdom
Netherlands
France
Sweden
Italy
Finiand
Norway
Denmark
Spain
Canada
Belgium-Luxembourg
New Zealand
Ali other
Total

13.1
8.4
7.7
5.3
5.0
3.7
3.1
2.3

2.1
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
7.4
65.9

Short-lerm
instruments2
19.9
4.4
2.6
0.7
1.8
4.5
1.1

3 .8
38.9
1BIS; includes short-term Euronotes and Eurocommercial paper.
2Special Questionnaire on International Capital Flows.
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end of 1988. However, until recently, the Australian
compilation system did not separately identify transac
tions in instruments that have an original maturity of
one year or Jess. l n other countries, such as ltaly and
Spain, data collection systems identify separately only
official sector short-term instruments issued in the
domestic market.
Second, banks have been important borrowers in the
Euronote market and accounted for $22 billion-or
one-third-of the Euronotes outstanding at the end of
1988. These liabilities are regarded as certificates of
deposit and are recorded as part of deposit money
banks' liabilities. On the other hand, investment in
bank paper by nonbanks could be recorded in capital
account presentations either as short-term instruments
or as deposit claims. Such factors make it difficult to
compare daims and liabilities at the global level on the
basis of the existing data.
Sorne countries have included, in reports they make
to the Fund, transactions i n short-term instruments
as part of portfolio investment. Based on information
reported in the Special Questionnaire, adjustments
were made to reclassify these transactions to the
"other capital" category. The adjustments amounted
to about $ 1 billion a year and are included, with others,
in Table 24.
As the reported balance of payments entries for
short-lerm instruments are too incomplete to show the
extent of cross-border activity in these claims, data
from various private and official sources are pulled
together in the following section to gauge the size of this
market as regards cross-border positions and, where
possible, to identify gaps in recorded capital flows.

Forms of Short-Term Marketable Instruments

Euronotes
l n the 1980s, note issuance facilities and Eurocom
mercial paper (ECP) programs became important
sources of finance in the international market. NIFs
(or Euronote facilities) are medium-lerm arrangements
that allow borrowers to issue in the Euromarket short
lerm notes that are backed by underwriting commit
ments of commercial banks. If notes cannot be placed
with investors at agreed-upon spreads over LIBOR,
underwriting banks are required to purchase them or
to provide standby credit, and thus assure borrowers
of medium-lerm funding. Eurocommercial paper pro
grams, which are an offshoot of Euronote facilities,
involve the sale by banks and dealers of short-term
notes that are not backed by any underwriting commit
ments. Dealers and banks act as agents; thus funding
is available to borrowers to the extent that notes can
be placed with investors. ECP programs became
increasingly important after 1986.
According to data published by the BIS, the value of
Eurocommercial paper outstanding at the end of 1989

totaled $58 billion, while that of short-term Euronotes
totaJed only $ 1 1 billion.82 Total short-term borrowings
in these markets nearly doubled in a period of Jess
than three years, with most of the growth coming from
issuance by Australia and the U nited Kingdom
(Table 27).
Among developing countries, severa! offshore
financial centers accounted for most of the borrowings.
Small adjustments for 1988 and 1989, using the BIS
data, were made to tlows of "other capital" liabilities.
These adjustments were mostly to account for borrow
ings by nonbank entities in the Cayman Islands, which
reports no balance of payments data to the Fund.
Foreign Commercal
i Paper in the U.S. Market
Commercial paper is a short-term, unsecured prom
issory note issued by a company. Foreign borrowers
have issued debt in the U.S. commercial paper market
since 1974. According to a monthly survey conducted
by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY),
the outstanding amount of such foreign paper was
$63 billion al the end of 1989, or about 12 percent
of the market total. 83 The outstanding stock of the se
foreign borrowings in the United States has more than
doubled since 1986. The FRBN Y survey ofcommercial
paper is based on data provided on a voluntary basis
by a sample of market participants ( 16 as of mid-1990).
The survey does not provide geographie details con
cerning whiclh countries issue the paper.
Moody's lnvestors Service, an agency that rates
commercial paper issuers, also maintains a data base
on commerdal paper issued in the U . S . market. The
data base identifies the average quarterly amounts of
paper outstanding by each of the foreign issuers. The
Working Party obtained these data and derived geo
graphie information on foreign issuers. 84 Stock es ti
mates derived from the Moody's data base indicate that
foreign issuers had nearly $46 billion of outstanding
U.S. commercial paper at the end of 1989, sorne $17 bil
lion Jess than the figure reported on the FRBNY com
mercial paper survey. Neither source purports to cover
ali of the foreign paper issued in the U .S. market.
lnquiries to severa! U .S. dealers show thal üttle for
eign paper issued in the U .S. market is placed with
l!lOutstanding medium-lerm notes issued under facilitics totaled
$10 billion.
&lAccording to a March 14, 1986, statistical release, the definitions
of "foreign" and "'domesuc·· paper used in the monthly FRBNY
survey were changed beginning in January 1986. Previously, paper
of domestic afliliates of foreign firms was classified as ·•foreign" if
the proceeds were likely to be used outside the United States. Under
the new definition. such paper is classified as domestic.
114Moody's defines •'foreign" issuers as companies thal are either
headquartered outside the United States or are domiciled in the
United States but transfer funds obtained through commercial paper
to parents abroad. The latter, largely Delaware subsidiaries offoreign
companies. were excluded from consideration in this study, as these
entities are U.S. residents in a balance of payments context.
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Table 27. Outstanding Debt in the Euronote Market, by Country, 1987-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars)
Years ended

March
lndustrial countries, total
of which:
Australia
United Kingdom
United States
France
Netherlands
Italy
Developing countries
International institutions
Total
or which:

Eurocommercial paper
Short-term Euronotes

1987

1987

1988

1989

33.2

47.3

61.9

64.8

7.5

1.2
6.1
2.9
3.0
1.7

11.1
2.1
6.6
4.1
4.3
2.3

13.1
7.7
8.4
5.0

5.3

17.2
8.8
8.0
5.0
4.5

3.3

2.7

3.6

4.2

0.4

3.1

5o.ï

0.4

0.6

65.9

69.6

33.3

50.6

58.4
1 1 .2

0.1

36.9
19.9
16.9

3.8

16.8

15.2

Source: BJS: includes short-lerm Euronotes and Eurocommercial paper.

nonresident investors: sales are mainly to domestic
investors. In the United States, money market funds
and bank trusts are the largest investors in foreign
commercial paper. l n Table 28, the Moody's and
FRBNY figures are compared with U .S. balance of
payments data on holdings of short-term foreign mar
ketable instruments. The Treasury figures include com
mercial paper and other foreign short-term instru
ments.
U.S. Treasury data show U.S. holdings of foreign
short-tenn instruments at the end of 1989 to be $4J bil
lion, which is $22 billion below the amount shown in
the FRBNY survey for holdings of U.S.-issued foreign
commercial paper atone. Moreover, holdings of Euro
dollar certificates of deposit, suggested in Table 28 by
large claims against the United Kingdom, and of other
instruments are included in the Treasury data.85
A regional comparison of the Treasury's record of
claims with estimates of foreign outstandings derived
from the Moody's data base shows large differences
for "other Europe" and Canada, where the Treasury
data show consistently lower holdings. The net bor
rowings implied by the stock estimates from the
Moody's data base totaled $15 billion over the three
year period 1987 through 1989, sorne $ 1 2 billion higher
than the change implied by the Treasury figures. The
Working Party made upward adjustments to U .S. capi
tal outflows for this difference.
The large differences between the balance of pay
ments and FRBNY versions of U.S. acquisitions of
foreign commercial paper are relatively weil known.
The FRBNY version has been considered more reliable
by sorne agencies that publish other U .S. economie
statistics. In preparing the foreign sector of the U .S.
Flow of Funds Accounts, for instance, the Board of
8'As noted in Table 28, U .S. data exclude foreign CDs that are not
held in U.S. bank custody.

Governors of the Federal Reserve System has for many
years used the FRBNY survey in preference to balance
of payments figures.86
The underlying reason for the difference between
FRBNY and balance of payments numbers on U .S.
purchases of foreign commercial paper is still unclear.
One possibility is thal the FRBNY survey captures
certain trust and customer accounts with banks and
brokers that may be missed in the balance of payments
collections. U .S. compilers have recently initiated a
project to improve coverage of commercial paper and
other short-term instruments.
Data were not available from debtor countries to
conduct comparisons with the Moody's estimate.
However, on a supplementary portfolio survey sent
to industrial countries, the United Kingdom and ltaly
indicated uncertainty on the quality of coverage of
commercial paper issuance in markets abroad. A simi
lar response was received from the United States.
Eurodollar Certificates of Deposit
A Eurodollar certificate of deposit is a negotiable
instrument, evidencing a dollar deposit at a specified
rate for a specified period of lime, issued by a bank

86-y-he Flow of Funds Accounts publish a complete ·'foreign sector''
for the U.S. economy. This "foreign sector" encompasses ali bal
ance of payments ftows and positions expressed in terms lhat are
consistent with the U.S. National Income and Product Accounts.
Many of the entries in this sector are taken directly from the balance
of payments accounts themselves. Among the severa) departures,
FRBNY foreign commercial paper data are substituted for balance
of payments values. See Sarah A. Hooker and John F. Wilson, A
Reconciliation ofFlow ofFunds and Commerce Department Statis
tics on U.S. International Transactions and Foreign /nvestment
Positions, Finance and Economies Discussion Series No. 84 (Wash
ington: Federal Reserve Board, July 1989).
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Table 28. Comparison of U.S. Holdings of Foreign Sbort-Term Instruments with Foreign Commercial Paper lssued in the U.S.
Market, Year-end 1989

(ln billions of U.S. dollars)
Outstanding foreign commercial
paper issued in U.S. market
U .S. holdings of
foreign short-term
instruments'

Moody's
lnvestors
Service 2

FRBNY
Commercial Paper
Survey

41.1
16.6
5.5
3.8
5.9
6.3
3.0

45.6
8.2
19.9
12.7
0.1
0.5
4.2

63.0

Total
United Kingdom
Other Europe
Canada
Latin America and Caribbean
Asia
Ali other

'Source: U.S. Treasury Department: includes banks' custody holdings for domestic customers of negotiable CDs and other short-term
nep,otiable instruments. Figures reported by nonbanks include sbort-term financial claims other than deposits and CDs.
Estimates derived from information obtained from Moody's lnvestors Service.

located outside the United StatesY While NIFs and
ECP are recent money market innovations in the Euro
market, EurodoiJar CDs were first issued in London in
the mid-1960s.
The Working Party structured its research program
to consolidate transactions of deposit money banks
(excluding direct investment and portfolio transac
tions) under a separate category that is discussed in
Chapter 6. However, it is also useful to discuss CDs
briefly in thjs chapter, as the United States is known
to be a large investor in Eurodollar CDs, and sorne
transactions in CDs are recorded as short-term instru
ments in their balance of payments accounts. Table 29
shows that U . K. banks held $57 billion of Eurodollar
CDs for U.S. residents at the end of 1989, $26 billion
for U .S. banks, and $31 billion for nonbanks.
According to U .S. Treasury data shown in Table 28
in the previous section, total U .S. nonbank holdings of
short-term U . K . financial instruments were, at the end
of 1989, about $ 1 7 billion. Half of this amount may be
daims in the form of foreign commercial paper issued

in the U .S. market. (This supposition is based on data
from Moody's Investors Service.) The remaining $8
billion consists of holdings of other short-term U .K.
financial instruments and includes any negotiable CDs
that U .S. banks hold in custody for domestic custom
ers. lf a large proportion of the Eurodollar CDs lodged
with U . K . banks for the account of U.S. banks
($26 billion at year-end 1989) represents custody hold
ings for U.S. nonbanks, there could be a considerable
understatement in U.S. holdings of U.K. Eurodollar
CDs. The issue of U .S. nonbank daims on foreign
banks, including CDs, is discussed in more detail in the
following chapter.
Treasury Bills
Treasury bills are short-lerm debt instruments of
governments. Table 30 shows the data reported on the
Special Questionnaire for the stock of official sector
cross-border liabilities in the form of short-term paper.
These data mostly reflect treasury bills and similar

87Eurodollar CDs are also issued by international banking facilities
(IBFs) in the United States.

Table 30. Official Scctor Cross-Border Short-Term Paper
Liabilities, Ycars-end, 1986-88

(ln billions of U .S. dollars)
Table 29. Eurodollar CDs Held by Banks in the United
Kingdom for Nonresidents, by Country, Years-end 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars)
1986

1987

1988

1989

United States
Belgium
Switzerland
Other
Total

49.9
7.7
5.8
12.1
75.5

64.6
9.5
3.3
10.4
87.9

63.8
6.5
2.9
1 1 .0
84.2

57.1
7.2
2.4
10.6
77.4

Memoranda:
Holdings for U.S. residents
Banks
Nonbanks

23.8
26.1

40.3

31.5
32.3

25.9
31.2

Source: Bank of England.

24.3

G-7 countries. total
Unitcd States
Canada
United Kingdom
Japan
Germany
France
Italy
Other countries
Total

1986

1987

1988

104.2
90.4
4.1
1.9
5.9
1.9

1 17.5
101.7
5.7
5.0
2.5
2.0
0.6

139.3
115.0
11.8
6.1
3.9
1.8
0.7

0.6
104.9

1.4
1 19.0

1.3
140.8

78.4

91.0

103.4

Memorandum:
LCFAR of United States '

Source: Special Questionnaire on International Capital Flows.
1Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook, 1990.
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short-lerm paper issued by the United States and, to a
smaller extent, by the other G-7 governments. As
shown in the memorandum item, most of the cross
border holdings of U .S. Treasury bills and certificates
are by foreign monetary authorities.

Conclusions and Recommendatioos

The preceding discussion Wustrates that cross-bor
der activity in many types of short-term marketable
instruments bas increased considerably in recent years.
The total stock of cross-border liabilities associated
with Euronotes, foreign commercial paper issued in the
United States, Eurodollar CDs, and short-term official
paper totaled sorne $350 billion at the end of 1988 and
will likely grow further. The large scale of transactions
in short-term financial instruments highlights their
importance to the proper measurement ofglobal capital
flows.

As short-term instruments are not a standard balance
of payments component, data analyzed by the Working
Party were too incomplete for a full quantification of
the extent of data problems in this area. There are
indications that the U .S. compilation system may be
understating residents' acquisitions of foreign short
term instruments, and the Working Party made limited
adjustments to reported U .S. capital flows. Similar
problems may exist in other countries, but specifie
adjustments for them were not possible.
The Working Party's recommendations are
1 . Compilers sbould modify national data collection
systems to identify separately cross-border trans
actions in short-term marketable instruments (as
foreseen in the draft fifth edition of the Manuaf).
2. Compilers should ensure adequate coverage of
large institutional investors and borrowers, with
regard to transactions in short-term instruments,
as weil as long-term portfolio securities, as dis
cussed in Chapter 4.
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VI
Other Capital : Nonbank Capital Flows Measured
from International Banking Statistics
SUMMARY
Private nonbank capital transactions are underreported in many coun
tries. International banking statistics provide alternative information for
one category of nonbank transaction-deposits in and borrowings from
foreign banks. For 1986-89, banking statistics show changes in nonbank
assets thal average $67 billion a year higher than counterpart changes in
balance of payments statements. ln liability comparisons they average
about $45 billion higher than balance of payments figures. The banking
statistics thus suggest that net capital outftows by private nonbanks were
an average $21 billion a year above the amounts included in Table 3 .

Introduction

There is a broadly held perception that private non
bank capital flows are seriously understated in many
national balance of payments accounts and that this
poses a major problem for the quality ofcapital account
statistics. Capital flight, money laundering, and illegal
flows are often named as reasons for this problem, but
there are broader sources. Nonbank transactors are a
diverse group thal includes both individuals and busi
nesses of many kinds. Without exchange control sys
tems, compilers must go to considerable effort to mea
sure the transactions of this group. Many countries are
not able to support the statisticaJ systems thal would
even ensure adequate measures of legal and open capi
tal flows of non banks, much Jess of concealed fiows. As
a result, sorne balance of payments statements entirely
omit nonbank ftows or carry rough estimates based
on partial indicators. In sorne cases compilers turn to
externat data on the subjecL most notably international
banking statistics.
International banking statistics give an "other
party" view ofparr of these flows, namely the transac
tions that are with foreign banks. This chapter presents
comparisons between figures on non bank flows derived
from international banking data and those thal appear
in national balance of payments statements for private
nonbanks. The comparisons support the impression
that nonbank capital flows are understated in many
countries and that the shortfall with respect to cross
border claims on banks is larger than the under
measurement of borrowing from banks. The under-

statement of net outftows appears to be at least $20
billion a year over the 1986-89 period. The Working
Party's adjustments to nonbank capital flows that
emerge from these comparisons are summarized in
Table 3 1 and shown in greater detail later in the chapter.
Nonbank "other capitaJ" flows are also affected by
adjustments described in other chapters of this report,
and the full effect of ali adjustments to this balance of
payments category is given in Table 23.

International Banking Statistics

Banking data used in this chapter are compiled b�
the Bank for lnternationaJ Settlements and the Fund.
The BIS and lBS statistics differ in important ways,
but they are aJso closely related. The BIS collects and
publishes cross-border positions of banks in 18 indus
tria] countries and 7 offshore financial centers. The
figures give a broad view of the international banking
activity of the 25 countries: their total cross-border
118The BIS compilation appears in its quarterly publication, Interna
tional Banking and Financial Markets Developments. The BIS also
publishes a detailed description of the figures in Guide ro tire BIS
StMistics on lrrternarional Banking, which is revised occasionally.
The Fund's form of international banking statistics (termed lBS
in this discussion) is published in its monthly statistical volume,
lmemational Financial Statistics (IFS). The nature ofthe lBS figures
and the methodology are described by Jocelyn Landeli-Mills in The
Fund's International Banking Statistics (Washington: International
Monetary Fund, 1986).
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Nonbank Transactions with Foreign Banks
Table 31. Adjustments to Nonbank "Other Capital" Suggested by International Banking Statistics, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outflow ( - ))
1986

Total adjustments, net
Adjustments to assets
Adjustments to liabilities

- 16 . 1

-54.1
38.0

-

-

1987

1988

1989

24 7

3.8
-47.3
51.1

-48.7
- 109.8
61.1

55 4
30.7
.

.

assets and liabilities, positions vis-à-vis nonbanks, cur
rency of positions, and positions vis-à-vis central
banks.
Most important for the subject of this chapter, the
25 BIS countries each report their banks' positions vis
à-vis a long list of partner (or "reported'') countries.
Geographie detail provided by most of the reporting
countries includes both the total position oftheir banks
against each reported country and also, as a component
of that total, the position against nonbanks. When the
geographie detail is added up across ali BIS reporters,
the data can be used to read the asset and liability
positions for individual partner countries vis-à-vis
banks in aLI the BIS reporters as a group. These BIS
totals are, ofcourse, less than reported countries' posi
tions with al/ foreign banks, but a very large part of
most countries' activities with foreign banks is with the
BIS group. For reported countries, the BIS totals are
"derived" measures of positions with foreign banks,
that is, measures that have sources outside national
statistical systems. The BIS publishes these derived
positions for reported counlries, both the totals that
include interbank positions and the positions vis-à-vis
nonbanks.
The Fund's lBS presentation is fundamentally differ
ent in structure from the BIS compilation in that it
includes externat banking positions reported by every
country, rather than just 25 countries, vis-à-vis foreign
banks and non banks. Most of the lBS reporters, how
ever, give no geographie distribution of their banks'
assets and liabilities thal can be used to derive positions
for individual partner countries against the group.
Although the lBS data constitute a more complete mea
sure than the BIS figures of world and area totals of
cross-border ban king activity, the derived positions
extracted from the lBS compilation are based mainly
on the geographie detail submitted by the 25 BIS
reporters, plus a few others that make similar detail
available to the Fund.89
fi9The following countries report to the BIS:
Panama
Austria
Germany
(U.S. branches)
The Bahamas
Hong Kong
Bahnlin
lreland
Singapore
Spain
Belgium
ltaly
Sweden
Canada
Japan
Switzerland
Cayman Islands
Luxembourg
United Kingdom
Denmark
Netherlands
Finland
Netherlands Antilles United States
France
Norway
The following additional countries report to the Fund geographie
detail on their international banking positions:
Portugal
Australia
Korea
Chile
Lebanon
Saudi Arabia
Israel
Philippine�
United Arab Emirates

1986-89

average

-21.4
-66.7
45.2

Both the BIS and the Fund calculate net flows from
the banking position data, with adjustments for breaks
in series and valuation effects of exchange rate
changes. BIS and lBS methods for calculating flows
are based on similar principles, but they differ in details
of application that cao be seen in comparisons of the
two sets of data.90
The adjusted net changes thal are calculated in inter
national banking statistics are, for the reported coun
tries, the derived flows that can be compared with their
balance of payments measurements of transactions
with foreign banks. The comparisons in this chapter are
limited, however, to derived transactions of nonbanks
with the reporting international banks. White interna
tional banking statistics yield derived interbank as weil
as nonbank flows, almost ali countries have good
records of the foreign transactions of their banks. The
international banking statistics have little to add to
balance of payments sources for interbank transactions.
Nonbank Transactions with Foreign Banks

Comparisons between banking and balance of pay
ments figures for nonbanks are not close for most coun
tries. Most balance of payments statements do not
show enough detail to identify nonbank transactions
with foreign banks alone; comparisons usually must be
based on sorne broader measure of nonbank "other
capital" transactions with nonresidents. Another
important difference is thal the banking figures include
portfolio positions vis-à-vis nonbanks; securities must
be removed to enable compalisons. Because of custo
dial activities, the banking data also may duplicate or
omit nonbanks' commercial claims and cross-border
Joan transactions between nonbanks. Finally, defini
tions of banks vary among countries, resulting in uncer
tainties about the meaning of both "bank" and "non
bank. "9 1
90The BIS form of derived net Hows is published in ils quarter!y
publication, although each issue shows only a few quarters. lBS
Rows are not published in IFS. but they appear in summary form in
articles on international banking developments in the /MF Survey.
�'Nonbank figures include nonmonetary positions of governments
with foreign banks, and these positions must be allowed for. Central
bank positions, however. are treated as interbank in lBS. and thus
foreign exchange reserves are excluded from nonbank comparisons.
"Other capital" components of resident official ftows are included,
in this chapter, in balance of payments figures that are compared
with banking figures. On the assumption that resident official ftow�
are weil measured in balance of payments statements, the full differ
ences that appear in the tables are applied to private nonbank flows
as balanec of payments components. Resident official components
tend to be small, in any case, and they are not an important element
of the comparisons.
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1 nternational ban king data nevertheless aJiow
boundary tests that can be revealing w�en co�pared
_
with balance of payments data. A strong rnd1cat10n
that
national figures are understating nonbank transactions
is when the banking statistics show Rows of nonbank
claims larger than the balance of payments measure of
total nonbank "other" claims. For countries thal show
nonbank asset detail, such as financial versus commer
cial claims, the comparison can be closer. l n such
cases an lBS excess measures more accurately the
'
understatement in the balance of payments version.
Finally, sorne countries show non�ank �ransactions
_
with foreign banks very spec1fically
rn the1r balance of
payments, and for these countries the comparison can
be almost exact. The principal allowance is for transac
tions with banks outside the IBS-reporting group. l n
any o f these cases, the banking statisti� is_ �seful onl_y
when the derived nonbank assct or habl11ty flow 1s
larger than its balance of paymcnts counterpart. Morc
ovcr, the excess must be persistent over a number of
years to constitute persuasive evidence of an under
statement in the balance of payments.
The numerical difference between banking and bal
ance of payments items usually does not yield an exact
adjustmcnt to balance of payments entries because of
the differences in coverage . Nevcrtheless, whenever
the ban king version is larger, a substitution of the bank
ing figure tends to shift balance of payments accounts
_
toward a more complete estimate of nonbank caprtal
ftows. Compilers therefore should look closely �t the
banking data as a possible source of external mfor
mation.92

Nonbank Claims on Foreign Banks
Asset comparisons are presented in this section in
three tiers. First, a few countries are now directly using
BIS or lBS information on nonbank positions in their
balance of payments accounts, and relationships for
thcse countries appear in Table 32. Although the two
sets of ftows are not exactly equal for most of these
countries the differences are small. These differences
are excluded from the capital flow adjustments in this
chapter. Second, comparisons for anot ��r group of 1 6
countries that have large nonbank posrt1ons w1th for
eign banks according to lBS are given in Table � 3.
These comparisons were made at the most spec1fic
balance of payments level of detail available i n the
country data. Third, for aJI other countries, the com
parisons are between banking figures and the �ota/ �f
nonbank "other capital" asset flows recorded rn therr
balance of payments accounts; comparisons for these
countries are shown in Table 34.

91Relationships are illustrated in this chapter in terms of four-year
averages for 1986-89, in order to avoad year-to-year volatility. The
underlying annual figures are presented in a forthcoming volume of
background papers to Lhe Working Party's report.

Portfolio Security Debt of Reporting Banks
Ali of these comparisons are potentially affecte� by
the question of debt securities issued by banks, srnce
these securities are nominally in the totals of bank
liabilities as found in the lBS. The BIS reporting group
of banks had outstanding liabilities of about $260 billion
in i ntcrnational bonds and notes at the end of 1989, and
banks reporting to the BIS are instructed to include in
the banking statistics their security debt in cross-border
liabilities. In balance of payments accounts. however,
long-lerm securities are in the category of portfolio
investment rather than "other capital." Bank debt
securities are a structural inconsistency between bank
ing and balance of payments data that tends to make the
banking figures larger than ·'other claims" of nonbanks
when comparisons are made.
l n practice, however, s_ecurities i_ssued by ban�s do
_ national
not cause much problem tn compansons wtth
balance of payments figures. Like other cross-bord�r
issuers, banks have little knowledge of who holds therr
securities or whether holders are banks or nonbanks.
Most countries reporting in BIS/lBS systems, there
fore , relegate the portfolio debt of their banks to the
"geographically unallocated" c�tegory, w�ile other
reporters exelude bank debt se�unty from theif reports
_ debt
entirely .9' Consequent!y , very little of the secunty
of reporting banks has been allocated to any holder
countries in lBS nonbank assct ftows. As a result, BIS
and lBS data have almost the same coverage, in prac
ticc, as the balance of payments category of "other
capital" ftows thal excludes b��ks' portfolio �abilities.
l n general, bank-issued secuntres are not an Important
problem in lBS comparisons with national figures on
nonbank "other asset" ftows.
Countries Using International Banking Statistics
Five countries now use international banking statis
tics as a data source for nonbank asset ftows in their
balance of payments compilations. Table 32 presents
comparisons for these five countries between banking
versions of the data and corresponding balance of pay
ments items. The table shows balance of payments
items at the most specifie level of detail at which non
bank claims are published by each country. ln each
case the item is more specifie than the more aggregated
asset entries in the Yearbook.
Of the five countries, lreland and the United King
dom use derived nonbank figures directly from lBS,
although Ireland makes its own adjustments for valua
tion changes. The other three countries include sorne
part of the international banking data: Canada uses BlS

111"Unallocated" i s a residual regaonal category that i s used in BIS
and 1 BS tabulations of derived positions. lt is necessary because
international banks reporting in both BIS statistics and lBS include
�ome positions that they do not attribute to specifie counlries. BIS
tables show separately, as part of the unallocated group, abou!
$120 billion of security debt of reporting banks at year-end 1989.
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Table 32. Nonbank Claims on Foreign Banks: Comparison

or ms and National Balance or Payments Estimates, Annual
Average Flows, 1986-89

Countries That Use International Banking Statistics
(ln billions of U .S. dollars: net increase ( + ))
IBS1

aopl

lBS Jess BOP

Canada
lreland
Germany
Mexico

0.4
0.5
13.2
0.9

0.3
0.5
1 1 .9
1.0

0.1
1.3
-0.1

Totals. four countries3

14.9

13.6

1.3

5.2

8.6

-3.4

United Kingdom•

1Flows derived from the Fund's international banking statistics.
2Flows published in national balance of payments accounts.
Yfhese counlries use parts of lBS and in sorne cases convert stocks
to flows by national procedures.
•oata consist of lBS ftows with an addition of national figures for
financial institutions. which are not assumed to be included in lBS
nonbank flows.

data with adjustments; Germany has used important
elements of BIS data in the recent past; and Mexico
uses net increments in lBS stocks as stated in doUars.
Table 32 shows that, for the four countries other than
the United Kingdom, the comparisons are close for the
1986-89 period. The largest differences-which arise
mainly from the definition of banks-are for
Germany.94
Capital flows as published for the United Kingdom
are radically different from lBS, even though U . K .
compilers use lBS flows direct!y and exactly. The dif
ference arises only because the compilers add to lBS
nonbank amounts their own estimates of flows for a
group of U . K. financial enterprises located maint y in
the Channel lslands and the Isle of Man. These institu
tions are not part of the United Kingdom's banking
sector, but U . K . compilers assume thal foreign coun
tries classify them as U.K. banks in their BIS and
lBS reports. On the basis of that assumption, U .K.
compilers add their own estimates for such businesses
to lBS nonbank tlows for their own balance of pay
ments statement.
Major Countries Not Using International Banking
Statistics
Table 33 gives nonbank asset comparisons for 1 6
countries that, according to the lBS data, hold large
claims on foreign banks. These countries compile non
bank asset flows without using international banking
statistics but, for each ofthem, the balance of payments
item in the table is conceptuaJiy a fairly close measure
of claims on foreign banks.
ln total, the lBS measure of nonbank asset flows for
these countries averages $40.9 billion more a year over
94For the 1986-89 period. German compilers used severa! selected
forms of bilateral information from the quarterly BIS files. Beginning
in 1991, Gerrnany has been using the BIS data on an annual basis.

the 1986-89 period than the comparable total ofbalance
of payments flows did. Almost half of the excess origi
nales i n the U . S . figure s , for which I B S -derived
amounts are outstandingly different from balance of
payments counterparts. The $21 billion excess for the
other 15 countries is widely distributed among them.
Only Norway and Venezuela have nonbank outflows
in the national data that are larger than lBS versions.95
For three of the countries i n Table 33-Austria,
Italy, and Spain-the balance of payments statement
explicitly excludes entries for private nonbank daims
on foreign banks. Nonbanks in these countries gener
ally were not authorized to hold foreign bank deposits
during the years under review, and outflows were cor
respondingly omitted from the accounts. (Circum
stances have changed sinee 1989 in each of these three
countries and, in future, such entries will be maae .) The
Hong Kong balance of payments also omits nonbank
outflows to foreign banks. However, the Hong Kong
statement is estimated by the Fund rather than by local
01Venezuela is a special case. For 1984-88 Venezuela measured
net capital ftows as eamings on the stock of assets at the beginning
of the year. and each year the stock was increased by the an10unt of
eamings. The earnings estimate was based on a U.S. money market
interest rate. For the stock at the beginning of 1984, a derived amount
from BIS statistics was used. Starting in 1989. Venezuela bas used
lBS directly as a source for nonbank "other capital" ftows.

Table 33. Nonbank Claims on Foreign Banks: Comparison

of ms and National Balance of Payments Estimates, Annual
Average Flows, 1986-89
Major Countries Thal Do Not Use International Banking
Statistics but That Have Balance of Payments Items
Comparable to lBS

(ln billions of U .S. dollars: net increase ( +))
lBS

Austria

Belgium-Luxembourg
Brazil
Denmark
Finland

0.4
2.9
1.2
0.5
0.2

France
Hong Kong
Italy
Japan
Netherlands

3.2
2.4
1.5
5.6
7.1

Norway
Panama
Spain
Sweden
Venezuela

BOP1
-0.1
0.1
0.1
1.0

lBS less BOP
0.4
3.0
1.2
0.4
0.2
2.2

2.4
1.5

0.7

4.9
2.6

0.1
1.9
0.9
0.7
0.2

0.2
0.1
0.2
1.0

-0.1
1.9
0.9
0.5
-0.8

28.7

7.6

21.1

United States

18.6

- 1 .2

19.8

Total. ali countries

47.2

6.4

40.9

Total, above countries

4.52

1 ltem in national balance of payments accounts thal is closest in
coverage to nonbank daims on foreign banks. For ali countries in
the table, the national item is more specifie than Balance ofPayments
Statistits Yearbook total "other capital'' asset flows for nonbanks.
2lncludes special financial institutions.
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compilers, and it is used at the Fund in regional and
world totals in Part 2 of the Yearbook. For Hong Kong,
therefore, the Fund might look more closely at interna
tional banking statistics to improve these figures.

Table 34. Nonbank Claims on Foreign Banks: Comparison
of LBS and National Balance of Payments Estimates, Annual
Average

Flows.

1986-89

Countries Not llncluded in Tables 32 and 331
(ln billions of U .S. dollars: net increase ( +))

Other Countries
The 2 1 countries in Tables 32 and 33 held about
70 percent of ali nonbank claims on foreign banks in
lBS totals in the late 1980s. ln the comparisons in those
tables, national sources were searched to find the most
appropriate balance of payments item to match against
IBS-derived figures. For the rest of the world-the
other 126 countries in Part 2 of the Yearbook-a some
what coarser comparison with lBS appears in Table 34.
This comparison uses national figures for total asset
flows of private nonbanks, together with certain non
reserve parts of official asset ftows. This balance of
payments asset total is typically much broader than
daims on banks atone. It includes a variety of receiv
ables, as weil as cross-border lending by insurance
companies and finance companies. ln the 1990 Year
book, "other capital" also includes commercial paper
and other short-term marketable daims. both of which
were active forms of credit flow during the 1980s. The
balance of payments total is much broader in asset
coverage and, if weil measured, can be expected to be
much larger than lBS counterparts.
For any country with IBS-derived flows that are per
sistently larger than balance of payments totals over
severa! years, this comparison gives a strong indication
that balance o ayments versions of capital outflows
are too small.' The excess of lBS over balance of
payments for these countries normally is a minimum
measure of the understatement in balance of payments
estimates, and totals for them should be viewed as only
a first, or base, estimate of flows that may be missing
from the world figures. More accurate figures cao come
only from detailed analysis of national source data.
Table 34 presents the results of this broad compari
son for aU countries not in Tables 32 and 33. The table
includes those countries for which IBS-derived ftows
were larger than balance of payments net asset outflows
of nonbanks du ring 1986-89. Many other countries had
lBS asset flows that were smaller than their balance of
payments flows, and such countries are not in the table.
The totals in the table come to a $25.8 billion annual
average of excess lBS flows over balance of payments
figures.
This $25.8 billion, in combination with the $40.9 bil
üon excess thal is sbown in Table 33, results in a tenta
tive annual average of $67 billion that the Working
Party has used to adjust world totals of nonbank asset

V'

96The use of large and small in this paragmph assumes thal during
this period a net expansion of nonbank asset positions with foreign
banks was normal. ln a balance of payments context, of course, any
capital flow item. however broad. can be positive. negative, or zero
in particular circumstances. A major return of flight capital to ils
home country would cause exceptions to the statements in the para
graph.

lBS
lndustrial countries
Switzerland
Other
Total
Offshore financial centers
The Bahamas
Bahrain
Bermuda
Cayman Islands
Gibraltar
Netherlands Antilles
Singapore
Total

BOP�

lBS Jess BOP

1.7
-0.1
1.6

2.3
0.9
3.2

0.7
0.1
0.8
3.6
0.2
-0.1
1.1
6.5

0.4
0.5

0.7
0.1
0.8
3.6
0.2
-0.1
0.7
6.0

L3

-0.1

4.0
0.9
4.9

Other developing countries
Argentina
lndonesia
Liberia
Peru
Saudi Arabia3
Other
Total

0.5
1.7
0.3
2.7
4.3
10.9

-5.4
0.7
-5.6

1.4
0.5
1.7
0.3
8.1
3.6
16.6

Total

22.3

-3.5

25.8

Total for countries in Table 33

47.2

6.4

40.9

Total for ali cou111tries not
using lBS

69.5

2.9

66.7

1Countries for which 1986-89 average lBS net flowsare larger than
total nonbank . . other capital" asset flows.
:Balcznce of Payments Statistics Yearbook: total "other capital"
assets of nonbanks.
3For both lBS and balance of payments. claims net are ofliabilities.

outflows. Trus amount is tentative, even speculative,
but it is also about 70 percent of the total cross-border
flows from nonbanks to banks recorded in lBS. lt is by
far the largest outflow adjustment to recorded capital
ftows and greatly reduces the global imbalance. Even
if an overstatement, it implies thal a very large propor
tion of asset transactions of private nonbanks with for
eign banks is not captured in national balance of pay
ments compilations.
As with the major asset holders, there are reserva
tions about these findings, and the relations should be
looked at carefully by compilers to test their validity .91
97The amounts for Switzerland are misleading because virtually ali
of the $2._3 billion average flow difference in the table is the result of
1989 figures alone. lBS is close to balance ofpayments data for 1986
to 1988, but theo lBS show a surge in outflows, from small amounts
in preceding years to $ 1 3 billion in 1989. This surge does not appear
at ali in Swiss balance of payments figures. The larges! difference in
Table 34 is for Saudi Arabia. which is a special case. ln the Saudi
Arabian balance of payments statement. nonbank asset and Liability
flows are combimed and probably are the residual in the statement as
a whole. l n Table 34 this nonbank net "other capital" flow is com·
pared with lBS-derived assets less liability flows for consistency. At
present there is no information to explain the $8 billion conflict in
data.
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For many of the countries in Table 34, balance of pay
ments accounts show no entry at ali for foreign assets
of domestic nonbanks. For countries showing no
entries and for others with very small recorded flows,
lBS ftows undoubtedly add information for compilers.
Three offshore centers-the Cayman Islands, Ber
muda, and Gibraltar-are not included in the Yearbook
figures at ali, and the IBS-derived nonbank asset out
flows from these three countries. averaging $4.6 billion,
are part of the more complete picture for offshore cen
ters discussed in Chapter 9.98
Nonbank Litzbilities to Foreign Banks
Nonbank liabilities to foreign banks are derived from
the lBS data base by a process parallel to thal for
assets: amounts reported for bank claims on each part
ner country's nonbanks are cumulated across the IBS
reporting countries. The results again do not encom
pass debt to banks that are not in the BIS/lBS reporting
group, but the reporters are a large part of the world
banking system. As on the asset side, these derived
liability figures can be compared with their balance
of payments counterparts. The boundary conditions
described earlier in this chapter apply to liability com
parisons in the same form as with assets: most of the
balance of payments measures of nonbank liabilities
cover more than borrowing from banks. l n normal cir
cumstances such ftows can be expected to be larger
than those in lBS. As with the asset comparisons, the
following tables give sorne close comparisons for major
countries as weil as a broader sweep for others.
Major Debtor Countries
The base for the comparison of nonbank liabilities is

24 countries that are major debtors according to lBS.

However, few of these countries had balance of pay
ments entries that could be reasonably interpreted as
borrowing from banks. Table 35 gives the comparisons
that are possible between IBS-derived liabilities and
balance of payments items that are close in coverage
to nonbank borrowing from foreign banks. The table
lists just eight countries. considerably fewer than in
Table 33 on assets. The comparisons in liabilities are
also more ambiguous than those in assets.
Table 35 also differs from Table 33 in that the second
column shows the portfolio component of lBS nonbank
liabilities-the amount, thal is, of each country's non
bank long-term debt securities acquired by foreign
banks. While derived nonbank assets in the lBS include
small amounts of bank debt securities that cannot be
98-'fhe Netherlands Antilles is included in Table 34 even though the
1986-89 difference is negative. This treatment reflects the special
circumstance of the Netherlands Antilles during those years. when
the U .S. direct investmenl position there was decreasing. l n this
case. balance of payments figures understate the reduction in position
somewhat. Specifie considerations such as this can be applied to any
country that is either included or not included in the table.

separated out, lBS geographie detail includes much
more of the portfolio component of non bank liabilities.
The BIS has recently developed a survey of the portfo
lio assets of reporting banks that gives sorne basis for
separating holdings of securities from their other
assets. The BIS survey data are the basis for the esti
mated bank acquisitions of securities in the second
column of Table 35. The estimates are tenuous and
uncertain, and the comparisons in the far right-hand
column are coarse as a result.
As this approach to data comparisons makes clear,
isolating the securities component of bank asset posi
tions great!y improves the conceptual fit between bank
ing and balance of payments figures and enables valu
able comparisons. The Working Party therefore

believes that the BIS work on identifying bank holdings
of securities is important to the use of lBS as a check
against haltmce of payments and that it should be
pursued active/y.

Of the countries in Table 35, only the United King
dom uses l B S directly in its balance of payments
accounts. As with nonbank assets, the published U .K.
amounts for nonbank liabilities include borrowing by
other institutions, located mainly in the Channel
Islands and the Isle of Man, that give a result different
from lBS ftows alone. As in Table 33. the U . K. figures
are not included in the totals.99
Except for the U .S. comparisons, Table 35 shows
small differences between lBS and balance of pay
ments for the 1986-89 period. For the group other than
the United States, the two sources give almost identical
totals for nonbank liabilities. This close result contrasts
with the asset comparisons and supports the wide
spread belief that countries can track liabilities consid
erably better than assets, although the reasons may
differ from one country to another. The comparison for
Canada is very close. For three countries in the table
Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark, and Germany-the
ban king statistics show larger credit ftows to nonbanks
than do balance of payments data. For Italy and Japan,
national figures show almost the same flow as l B S
before the portfolio deduction; after portfolio compo
nents are removed, l B S are smaller than national
figures.
For the United States, the $25 billion excess in aver
age lBS nonbank liability ftows is even larger than the
differences in asset ftows discussed in connection with
Table 33. Among major borrowing countries, only the
United States shows a persistently large discrepancy
between lBS and balance of payments on nonbank
liabilities.
Capital flow adjustments to nonbank liabilities result
ing from the comparisons for major countries in Table
35 consist of the differences for the United States,
together with those for Belgium-Luxembourg, Den
mark, and Germany. They average about $31 biiJjon a
year of additional inflows.
99The U .K. accounts do not deduct the portfolio components of
debt to foreign banks.
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Table 35. Nonbank Liabilities to Foreign Banks: Comparison of lBS and National Balance of Payments Estimates, Annual

Average Flows, 1986-89

Major Countries with Comparable Balance of Payments Item

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; net increase ( + ))

lBS
Total

Of which
portfolio

BOP'

lBS, excluding
portfolio. Jess BOP

Belgium-Luxembourg
2
Canada
Denmark
Germany
ltaly2
Japan2

22.5

1.1
2.9

0.3
2. 1
0.1
-0.8
5.4
23.3

Total, countries above

36.5

62

30.4

United States

29.7

3.5

1.2

25.0

Ali countries including United States

66.2

9.7

31.6

24.9

Total for countries for which flows are larger
in lBS than in BOP'

37.3

5.7

0.8

30.8

1.4

-0.2

2.1
4. 1

-0.2

2.1

4.3

2.6

.

1.3

2.2
2.3

-2.2
-3.7
-0.1

Memorandum:
2
5.7
1 .3
6.5•
-2.1
United Kingdom
' National balance of payments accounts item that is closest i n coverage t o nonbank "other capital" liabilities to foreign banks. For ali
countries in the table the item is more specifie than the Balance of Paymenrs Srarisrics Yearbook measure of private nonbank total liability
ftows.
2Not included in totals in Tables 36 and 37 and not used as adjustments to capital account flows.
3Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark, German y. and the United States.
•salance of payments entries for the United Kingdom are lBS flows plus national estimates for financial
institutions not included in JBS
derived numbers for nonbanks.

Other Countries
Table 36 presents for nonbank liabilities the same
form of comparison that Table 34 gives for assets. It
includes any OFC or other country for which lBS show
larger 1 986-89 average inflows than the total of non
bank "other" liability flows in the balance of payments
statement. As in Table 34, the balance of payments
figures include sorne official flows-in this case, "other
capital" liabilities except loans. Table 36 includes no
portfolio adjustment because for these countries the
amounts are uncertain and probably small.
Nonbanks in offshore financial centers display much
larger debt flows in the banking statistics than in bal
ance of payments accounts. However, the excess of
asset flows ($8.5 billion, including Hong Kong from
Table 33) is more than the $5.5 billion in liability ftows,
and the net balance in both comparisons is a $3 billion
outflow by OFC nonbanks. The effect of these figures
on world capital flows is integrated into a more com
plete statement for OFCs in Chapter 9.
The $9 billion total difference for countries other
than OFCs in Table 36 probably exaggerates the under
reporting of Joan flows in balance of payments statistics
because of statistical problems i n lBS with debt
reschedulings and write-offs. Table 36 excludes Argen
tina, Brazil, and Mexico because of their major
reschedulings and debt adjustments, even though dif
ferences between lBS and balance of payments are
very large for the three countries. 100 These countries
are treated separately in Chapter 7 of this report.
100The Working Party's adjustments to capital flows based on ihe
Hability comparisons also omit the results for these three countries.

Reschedulings and write-offs evidently also affect
the comparisons for other countries. Balance of pay
ments figures in Table 36 cumulate to a $5 billion net
reduction of debt that does not appear in lBS totals.
This result suggests that debt reschedulings and debt
write-offs are reflected more fully in balance of pay
ments data than in banking statistics. lf so, banking
statistics may overstate credit inftows to these
countries.
Nevertheless, the total difference for Table 36 coun
tries-$ 14.6 biJiion-combined with the $30.8 billion
from Table 35 (mainly for the United States) gives a
total excess of lBS liability ftows over balance of pay
ments of about $45 billion a year. This $45 billion is the
average amount for 1986-89 that the banking data imply
could be substituted into balance of payments state
ments for nonbank inflows and that the Working Party
has used (in an nuai form) to adjust the recorded figures.
lt is about one-half of the total of all credit ftows aHo
cated to nonbanks in lBS compilations.
Summary Comparisons
Table 37 pulls together the results of the asset and
liability comparisons in this cbapter and shows, in the
final column, adjustments the Working Party made to
recorded capital ftows. In this table, increases in asset
holdings are shown with negative signs, following bal
ance of payments conventions; the presentation differs
in this respect from Tables 32, 33, and 34, where asset
increases appear as positive numbers. Totals in Table
37 are only for countries thal are included in preceding
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Nonbank Transactions with Foreign Banks
Thble 36. Noobank Liabilities to Foreign Banks:

Thble 37. Summary Comparisons for Noobaok "Other

Comparisoo of lBS and National Balance of Payments
Estimates, Annual Average Flows, 1986-89

Capital" Flows: lBS and National Balance of Payments
Estimates, Annual Average Flows, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; out flow (-))

Countries Not in Thble 351

(ln billions of U.S. dollars; net increase ( +))
1 BS

Offshore financial centers
The Bahamas
Bahrain
Bermuda
Cayman Islands
Gibraltar
Hong Kong
Netherlands Antilles
Panama
Singapore
Total
Other countries
China
South Africa
Peru
Lebanon
Other
Total

0.4
0.1
0.8
2.6

0.1

0.3
0.8
0.3

BOJ>2

2.3

-0.3
0.1
0.1

1.4
3.6

lBS Jess BOP
0.4

0. 1

0.3

0.8
2.6

0.1

0.1

0.8
-0 3
.

5.6

IBS1

0.1
-0.9
-0.2
-0.3
-4.1
-5.4

0.3
0.3
5.5
2.2
0.6
0.4
0.4

5.5

9.0

-5.4
14.6
9.2
Total for countries above
30.8
0.8
Total in Table 35J
3 1 .6
-4.6
45.4
40.8
Total, aiJ couotries
1Countries for which average 1986-89 1BS net tlows are larger than
balance of payments counterparts in total "other capital" liabilities.
21990 Balance ofPayments Statistics Yearbook: total "other capi
tal" liabilities of nonbanks.
�ota! for countries in which lBS Hows, net of portfolio debt to
banks, are greater than balance of payments counterparts.

tables, for which an lBS measure of nonbank transac
tions is larger than the equivalent balance of payments
flows. The United States appears separately because
of the exceptional size of the adjustments that emerge
from the U.S. figures.
The full effect of comparisons in assets and liabilities,
including the U .S. figures, is a net nonbank capital
outflow that averages $21 billion per year more in the
lBS data than in the balance of payments accounts for
the countries affected. This $21 billion is about
40 percent of the average world capital flow imbalance
for 1986-89, after corrections for discrepancies in
direct investment reinvested eamings. For most coun
tries, moreover, the balance of payments item in the
comparison has broader coverage, up to and including
total nonbank "other" assets and liabilities, than the
lBS item, so that the adjustment amount is a kind of
lower bound to potentially missing net capital outflows.
For sorne countries the differences with l B S are large
relative to entries in their balance of payments
accounts, and many are large enough to alter analytic
views of recent economie developments.
For the United States, the banking figures show
much Jarger nonbank flows than balance of payments
counterparts in both assets and liabilities. Indeed, the
lBS net excess of transactions results in an average net
injlow adjustment of$5 billion a year for 1986-89. This
net adjustment is highly volatile, however, since it is

Ali countries
Net How. total
Major countries
Other countries

-28.8

- 1 5.7
- 13 . 1
-69.6
-47.3

BOP
-7.5

-5.6
- 1 .9

- 2.9

lBS Jess BOP
1
-21.3
- 10. 1
- 1 1 .2

- 22.3

3.5

-66.7
-40.9
- 25.8

40. 8
31.6
9.2

-4.6
0.8
-5.4

45.4
30.8
1 4.6

7.6
- 18.6
26.2

2.4
1.2
1.2

- 19.8
25.0

Countri.es except United States
-36.4
Net How, total
Major countries
-23.3
Other countries
- 13 . 1

-8.0
- 1.9

Assets. total
Major countries
Other countries
Liabilities, total
Major debtors
Other countries
ofwhicll:
United States
Net How
Assets
Liabilities

-6.4

-9.9

5.2

- 26.5

- 1 5.3
- 1 1.2

Assets, total
Major countries
Other countries

-51.0

-4.1

-46.9

- 28.7
-22.3

- 7.6
3.5

-21.1
25 8

Liabilities, total
Major debtors
Other countries

14.6
5.4
9.2

-5.8
-0.4
-5.4

20.4
5.8

-

.

14.6

Sources: Major countries: Table 33 (asset tlows), Table 35 (liability
Hows); other countries: Table 34 (asset Hows). Table 36 (liability
fiows).
11BS liabilities for major countries exelude portfolio claims held by
reporting banks. Table includes countries that have larger nonbank
transactions in lBS than in the nearest equivalent balance of pay
ments figures. The United States appears separately because il has
large discrepancies and a positive average adjustment (net intlow)
thal partly offsets the adjustment for other countries.
2Actual adjustments to capital Hows were made on an annual basis.

driven by changes in the net balance of large lBS asset
and liability figures; the average U .S. adjustment can
be very different for other four-year periods. 101
For countries other than the United States, lBS
imply an average net upward adjustment in capital out
ftows of $26.5 billion. Asset flows are $47 billion larger
than equivalent, or broader, balance of payments
flows, while for liabilities the lBS excess is $20 billion.
For both assets and liabilities, these differences are
101The source of the U .S. problem is weil known. Private nonbank
cross-border tlows in "other'' claims are measured for balance of
paymeots purposes through a U .S. Treasury reporting form that is
retumed by only a few hundred large corporations. A large volume
of transactions by individuals and by other businesses escapes the
reporting system entirely. Compilers have an interest in broadening
the nonbank reporting system to a more complete form, but thal can
take severa! years. ln the meantime, it is clear that international
transactions by U.S. nonbanks, except for transactions that are han
dled by banks as custodians, are almost entirely omitted from U.S.
balance of payments statistics.
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larger than the recorded balance of payments flows
themselves, and they are large fractions of the lBS
flows in the comparisons.
The third column of Table 37 presents the adjust
ments based on banking statistics thal were applied to
nonbank "other capital" flows in this report. They
were made to the balance of payments accounts of each
affected country, and they are included in the capital
account adjustments in Table 4 and the adjustments to
"other capital" flows thal appear in Table 23. Although
probably lower bounds to the necessary corrections,
such differences should not be used statistically, except
as a temporary measure, as this chapter has warned
at severa! points. The comparisons point to possible
improvements in balance of payments measurement,
but compilers should use them carefully.

Conclusions and Recommendations

International banking statistics indicate that cross
border capital transactions of private nonbanks often
are considerably larger than amounts included in bal
ance of payments statements. These larger flows
appear for both assets and liabilities. The banking data
constitute alternative measurements of sucb flows that
probably can improve the quality of balance of �ay
ments statistics for many countries. If the tlows denved
from banking data are substituted for the national fig
ures of those countries for which banking figures are
larger, the effect is to raise world totals of nonbank
asset outtlows more than liability inflows. The effect of
such a substitution is to reduce the positive global capi
tal flow imbalance. 102
The Working Party does not argue that international
banking figures that are larger than national data are
a/ways a better measure of nonbank flows. lndeed,
lBS are also subject to compilation problems, such as
differences in definitions of banking vis-à-vis balance
of payments data and problems related to the inclusion

102These substitutions also affect errors and omissions in national
balance of payments statements. increasing them in absolute
amounts for sorne countries. ln world totals, however, reductions in
the capital account imbalance that result from the substitutions are
accompanied by reductions in the absolute size of errors and omis·
sions .

of securities. National compilers must use their knowl
edge of domestic statistical structure and relationsbips
with foreign banks to judge the quality of banking fig
ures. For many countries, however, the banking statis
tics point clearly to underreported or omüted tlows in
national balance of payments statements.
The following summarize the recommendations that
have been discussed or developed in this chapter:
1 . The Working Party recommends that compilers
systematically compare national data on nonbank
capital flows with "other party" measures of
these items thal can be derived from the reports
of foreign banks in the BIS/lBS system. Where
differences are large, countries should look for
explanations in definition or coverage. If banking
statistics appear to be better than national data
and efforts to improve national sources do not
succeed, compilers should consider using interna
tional banking statistics as an externat source for
their compilations.
2. The Working Party also recommends that the BIS
and IMF publish their estimated ftows in more
easily accessible form, adjusted for coverage and
valuation changes to the extent possible. PubUca
tion should include bank ftows from both derived
and directly reported data and from derived non
bank activities. BIS data presently show ftows
only in quarterly fonn for a few periods, white
lBS ftows are not systematically published at ali.
If compilers are to consider use of international
baoking data, they must have access to these
series for extended periods.
3. Banking figures as currently published include in
their geographie detail sizable amounts of securi
ties held by banks in combination with other
assets. The Working Party recommends that the
BIS press f01·ward in developing data to separate
international banks' security holdings from other
claims in its geographie information. The Working
Party further recommends thal these portfolio
details be published separately for ali available
periods, with appropriate warnings about compo
nents that may be missing in the data for earlier
years.
4. The Working Party recommends more generally
that BIS and Fund statisticians work toward
improved consistency with balance of payme�ts
concepts in further development of the banking
and international security compilations.
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VII
External Debt in Balance of Payments Data and
IBRD Debt Statistics
SUMMARY
Externat debt statistics that are compiled by the IBRD and OECD
provide a potentiall y useful source of data on debt flows for developing
countries, but there are severa! problems in reconciling them with one
another and with balance of payments concepts. Raw comparisons
between these debt statistics and Yearbook data suggest thal balance of
payments borrowing ftows are understated. The Working Party could
not obtain enough information on the differences, however, to propose
specifie adjustments to balance of payments data.
National balance of payments compilers in developing countries clearly
should be more intimate with the details of debt statistics compiled for
their individual countries, because the debt data bases are broad, detailed ,
and perhaps informative.

Introduction

Long-term loans are a separate subdivision of the
"other capital" category, and Part 2 of the Balance of
Payments Statistics Yearbook devotes line entries to
gross flows of Joan credit. For each of the three sec tors
in the "other" group-resident official, banks, and
other-where underlying data permit, the flows are
shown as extensions and repayments of loans sepa
rately for assets and liabilities. The Joan group could
be an important area for comparisons among countries
and among sources of statistical data, since loans have
been a major concem of international financial policy.
There are major problems in lining up data for rele
vant comparisons, however, and reconciliation of sta
tistics on lending and borrowing requires detailed
inquiries into national statistical methods across many
countries. Sorne countries report Joan flows incom
pletely. even on a net basis, without the extensions
and repayments data that appear in the Yearbook. The
United States, for example, gives only resident official
asset flows and does not show separately lending detail
for banks or private nonbanks; it has no separate bor
rowing figures at ali for long-term loans. The United
Kingdom also has no separate entry for banks' long
lerm lending or borrowing.
Countries are also inconsistent in the timing of
entries for Joan transactions. Most important for the
1980s, countries have different treatments in their bal-

ance of payments accounts for debt delinquencies,
reschedulings, and write-downs. Debt-servicing prob
lems give rise to an extraordinary variety of accounting
practices to describe a s i ng le situation or a single
rescheduling agreement. For example, national statis
tics are affected by a bank's choice between directly
writing down assets for a bad debt and increasing bad
debt reserves white keeping the gross Joan in its asset
total. Statistical treatment of such events is affected by
national accounting practices and regulations.
These are questions of consistency between tender
and borrower treatments of specifie transactions in bal
ance of payments accounts. The questions do not
directly concern correctness, th at is, whether the
entries conform to balance of payments accounting
standards or to the recording ofotherdomestic transac
tions. Correctness is more difficult to measure than
consistency, but both data qualities can be studied onty
through bilateral studies at a detailed levet. Ln many
cases the answers lie inside the books of individual
tenders, beyond the reach of statistical inquiries.

International Debt Statistics

An alternative approach to judging the quality of
loan data in balance of payments statements lies in the
international debl slatistics that are compiled by the
World Bank and the Organization for Economie Coop63
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eration and Development. The IBRD and OECD statis
ticaJ systems measure borrowing only by developing
countries, and the two systems include nothing about
credit flows within the industrial world. For developing
countries, the two systems complement one another in
that the OECD measures borrowing mainJy on the basis
of creditor reports, white the IBRD uses reports from
borrowers.103 Each has an extensive data base that car
ries bilateral information on positions, service pay
ments, and reschedulings.
Consistency between the IBRD and OECD systems
is substantiaJ but not yet complete. The International
Working Group on Externat Debt Statistics continues
to work toward an understanding of the differences
between the systems and toward a full integration of
the data bases.104 An integrated form of the two data
bases would provide a rich source of consistent bilat
eral transactions data that could be a foundation for
balance of payments accounting with regard to debt.
Even without integration, the debt figures can be
useful to balance of payments compilers. Most national
data sources for debt are independent of balance of
payments statistics on borrowing. These sources can
perhaps shed light on the completeness of the balance
of payments numbers or at least raise questions of
consistenc y. Debt statistics have absorbed a great deal
of professional effort over the past decade, and the
detailed data bases developed for them afford an exter
naJ perspective on the qualily of balance of payments
statements.
The IBRD and OECD debt figures nevertheless differ
conceptually from the balance of payments structure
thal is presented in the fourth edition of the Balance of
Payments Manual. The IBRD system includes only
loans in foreign currencies, for example, and it does
not recognize as a transaction a resident's repurchase
of a country' s foreign-held debt. When a debt cancella
tion occurs, the IBRD labels it as a stock adjustment,
while the Manua/ caJis for a repayment (outflow) entry
matched by a transfer inflow in the current account.
When debt servicing falls behind schedule, balance of
payments accounting shifts the arrearage from long
lerm to short-term capital. Debt rescheduting is also
treated differently in the Yearbook and IBRD data. Ali
these differences mean that the two forms of data can
present a single event different!y in terms of timing and

103JBRD figures are published annually in World Debr Tables:
Externa/ Debt of Deve/oping Countries. OECD statistics appear in
Financing and Exremal Debr ofDeveloping Countries and Exrerna/
Debr Sraristics. Neithercompilation identifies individually the lender
countries and institutions. Without lender information, both data
bases can be used in balance of payments problems only for develop
ing countries.
1�his working group has representatives from four organizations:
the IBRD, the IMF, the BIS, and the OECD. Il has published Exter
na/ Debt: Definition, Statistica/ Coverage. and Metlzodo/ogy (Paris.

1988). as a work in progress.

value. Again, onJ{ very detailed inquiries can explain
the differences. 1 0

Long-Term Debt

Simple comparisons between the IBRD and balance
of payments measurements of net long-term borrowing
are presented for 13 countries in Table 38. The first
part of the table presents five countries that have partic
ularly large differences. For the five, the IBRD data
show a $7 billion average of net borrowing for 198Cr89,
while balance of payments figures give a reduction of
$4 billion. For aU years in the table the lBRD data show
larger inflows than do the balance of payments, but for
ali five countries the differences are largest in 1987 and
1988. For the eight countries in the second part of the
table, the discrepancies show a wide diversity. Balance
of payments amounts for the eight show much larger
borrowings in 1986, but in later years and on average
the differences are small.
ln a search to explain the differences in Table 38, the
Working Party asked balance of payments compilers
in each of the 1 3 countries to reconcile balance of
payments entries, to any extent possible, with the
amounts reported to the IBRD. An important problem
here is thal, i n most countries, the government offices
that send debt statistics to the IBRD are quite separate
from the offices that compile balance of payments
accounts. For public or publicly guaranteed debt, at
!east, the debt figures often are compiled, loan by loan,
at a micro levet. The data sources for these tabulations
can be very different from those thal balance of pay
ments compilers routinely use. There may be little
interchange between the two cornpiling offices, render
ing a reconciliation of the numbers impossible. 1 t
requires a detailed and costly audit of statistical pro
cessing through each of the two systems, and most
governments are unwilling to undertake such a task.
Responses to the Working Party's inquiries provided
very little information that could be used to reconcile
the figures. Sorne respondents said that they were
aware of the discrepancies, and they mentioned the
conceptual differences between the two data sets. A
few specifically pointed to differences in IBRD and
Fu nd procedures for converting into U .S. dollars the
amounts denominated in other currencies. They also
said that balance of payments data reported to the Fund
and debt data sent to the lBRD are often at different
levels of revision or completeness. China, lndia, and
the Philippines provided detailed information about

10�he World Bank's Debtor Reporting System (DRS) is structured
as a foreign exchange liabilities system and records transactions on
a payment-made rather than a payment-due basis. This approach
recognizes only those transactions that result in the transfer of cash.
Balance of payments accounts, by contras!, are compiled on an
accrual basis and recognize ali events thal give rise to a change of
ownership or obligation.
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Table 38. Drawings Net of Repayments in the Form of Long-Term Credit, 13 Countries, 1986-89

(In billions of U .S. dollars; net outflows ( - ))
1986

Five countries with large differences
Br.u.il
IBRD
BOP
Difference
Chile
IBRD
BOP
Difference
Mexico
IBRD
BOP
Difference
Nigeria
!BRD
BOP
Difference
Thrkey
IBRD
BOP
Difference
Total for five countries
IBRD
BOP
Difference
Eight other countries
Argentina
lBRD
BOP
Difference
China
l BRD
BOP
Difference
Ecuador
JBRD
BOP
Difference
Hungary
IBRD
BOP
Difference
lndia
IBRD
BOP
Difference
lndonesia
l BRD
BOP
Difference
Korea
IBRD
BOP
Difference
Philippines
IBRD
BOP
Difference
Total for eight countries
IBRD
BOP
Difference
Total for 13 countries
IBRD
BOP
Difference

1987

1.2

1988

1989

2. 5
-2.3

1986-89 average

1.5
- 1.0
2.5

0.6
0.5
0.1

- 1.3
2.5

0.9
0.5
0.4

1.0
-0. 1
1.1

1.1
0.3
0.8

0.7
-0.9
1.6

0.9
-0.1
1.0

-0. 3
1.4

1.2

6.2
1.4
4 .8

-0.2
-4.9
4.7

0.1
-1.1

1.8
- 1.2
3.0

2.1
- 1.3
3.4

1.6
-3.5
5.1

0.4
-3.4
3.8

2.2
2.2

1.6
-2.1
3.6

1.7
1.0
0.7

1.7
1.5
0.3

2.0
-0.2

2.2

0.7
-0.9
1.6

1.5
0.3
1.2

6.6
0.5
6.1

-2.1

11.7

5.8
- 10.6
16.4

3.7
-3.0
6.7

7.3
-4.0
1 1 .4

0.9
2.4
- 1 .5

2.9
2.6
0.3

1.1

1.2

-0.1

0.8
1.2
-0.4

1.4
1.8
-0.4

3 .5

5.0
- 1. 4

5.1
3.0
2.1

6.0
4.7
1.3

4. 1
2.9
1.1

4.7
3.9
0.8

0.8
1.5
-0.7

0.4
0.8
- 0.4

0.5
0.2
0.3

0.5
0.4
0.1

0.5
0.7
-0.2

0.9
1.0
-0.1

0.5
1.1
-0.6

-0.6
0.2
-0.8

0.3
0.8
-0.5

2 .6
4.5
- 1.9

3.7
4.5
-0.8

3.8
6.0
-2.2

3.4
5.0
- 1.6

2.4

1.6

-0.7

2.4
2.2
0.2

1.9
1.3
0.5

2.4
2.5
-0.1

2.1
2.1

- 2.0
- 1 .6
-0.5

-9.3
-8.7
-0.6

-3.3

-2.6

0.7

- 1 .7
-2.2
0.5

- 3 .9
-3.9

0.4
1.1
-0.7

0.5
0.2
0.3

0.4
-0.5
0.9

1.4
0.4
1.1

0.7
0.3
0.4

8.7
16.3
-7.6

6. 1
5.7
0.4

10.5
9.8
0.8

7.5
5.2
2.3

9.2
- 1.0

15.3
16.8
- 1 .5

17.8
3.6
14.2

16. 3
-0.8
17.1

1 1 .2
2.2

13.8

4.8

1.2

9.0

8.2

15.2
5.5
9.7

Sources: lB RD data arc taken from the World Debt Tables. 1990-91. The amounts used in these comparisons consist of net flows of public,
publicly guaranteed, and private nonguaranteed long-term debt, excluding portfolio debt issues and direct investment inflows. To enhance
consistency with balance of payments concepts, they include the amounts tbat the IBRD reports as the excess ofdisbursements from rescheduled
debt over the amounts of principal and debt stocks rescheduled.
Balance of payments amounts are from the 1990 Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook. They are total net flows of long-term liabilities
in "other capital" of resident official, deposit money banks, and other sectors.
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sorne differences, but they could not give substantial
reconciliations.
. Debt-restructuring agreements are a special problem
m balance ofpayments accounting for the 1980s. Proce
dures for recording such agreements are different
between the Manual and the IBRD debt statistics. The
Manual specifies that a rescheduling should appear as
a retirement of the rescheduled debt and a new borrow
i�g to indicate new debt. The lBRD compiles and pub
hshes data on reschedulings, but the net flow numbers
in the World Debt Tables do not include or reflect
them.106
To Jearn something about the balance of payments
treatment ofreschcdulings, the Working Party inquired
specifically into four major debt-restructuring agree
ments for two of the countries with large differences in
Table 38: for Brazil. the 1988 commercial bank and the
1987 and 1988 Paris Club agreements; for Mexico, the
1987 commercial bank agreement. Table 39 summa
rizes the agreements. The Working Party sent inquiries
to national compilers of debt and balance of payments
statistics in Brazil and Mexico and to their six main
creditor count ries. 107 Each country was asked to review
the IBRD data, to indicate whether or not the transac
tions under thesc agreements were included in their
countries' balance of payments, and, if so, to indicate
how and in which components these transactions were
recorded.
Compilers in Mexico replied that published balance
of payments included net entries for repayments on
rescheduled loans and drawings on new loans. On the
creditor side, France responded that the Hows associ
ated with debt restructuring were not recorded at ali in
its balance of paymenls, because the flows would not
be in li ne with that country's balance of payments con
cepts. The other creditor countries responded that, as
a rule. restructurings were not separately identified in
their rerort ing systems. The United States suggested.
however, that it was possible to identify at least sorne
of the U .S. transactions.

Short-Terrn Debl

Table 40 gives comparisons in net changes in short
lerm debt for a few countries in a form paraUel to the
long-terrn debt comparisons in Table 38.108 The IBRD
1116When long-term debt •., re�cheduled. no ftows are shown in the
debt published by the 113RD. nor IS there a change m the stock of
debt. With rescheduling of associated interest. ORS procedure is to
commit and disburl.c a new Joan. and the liability position is adjusted
accordingly. Whcn long-term dcbt 1s in arrears. the principal 1s
retained in the stock of long-term debt (a divergence from balance of
payments prncticc). Arrear'> of interest are treated as short-lerm
liabilities.
107Canada. France. Germany. lapan. the United Kingdom. and the
United States wcre the creditors.
1011
With few exceptions the short-term data are not reported directly
by the countries shown in the table. LBRD extrc1ct� most of the figures
from other sources.

Table 39. Dcbt-Restructuring Agreements witb Brazil and
Mexico, 1987-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollar�)

Bravi
Paris Club agreemenb
Commercial ban!.. agreements
Financial institution\
Other lenders
Mexico
Commercial ban!.. agreementl.
Financial in�titution�
Bonds
Bilateral loan\

1987

1988

3.0

1.8

1989

1.4

52.0
1.1

43.2

1.0

2.6

0.1
0.5

Source: IBRD

receives direct reports on short-term debt from a oum
berofcountries. Comparisons of IBRD short-lerm debt
statistics with balance of payments ftows published in
the Yearbook cannot be as specifie as those of long
lerm debt. IBRD short-term data are published only as
stocks stated in U.S. dollars and do not include the
explicit information on Hows that the Jong-term data
include. As a rcsult, ftows can be deduced only as first
differences in the U .S. dollar positions. As a method
to mea�ure Hows, first-differencing has many problems
� hat ans� from discontinuities in the data and changes
tn valuat1on. The IBRD amounts in the table are weak
�s a re ult. For the balance of payments si de, the table
mcludes total short-lerm liability flows. which can go
weil beyond the range of IBRD coverage of debts.
The distinction between long and short term also is
blurred in thesc comparisons. Balance of payments
treatment of debt dcfaults transfers sorne debts from
the Jong-term lo the short-lerm category , and the matu
rity break is poorly reported for sorne of the major
countrics in financial markets. These considerations
suggest that a more useful comparison might combine
short and long lerm together in both lBRD and balance
of payments data. There are a number of problems with
such a cornbination, however. Notably, the short-term
reporting is thin in the lBRD statistics. and the debt
flows must be inferred from position changes. 109 (The
short-term data base needs further development.) For
sorne countries thal are in both Tables 38 and 40, there
are slight offsets between differences i n long-lerm and
short-lerm ftows. For others, notably Mexico, the dif
ferences in both tables are positive and large, and for
these countries offsets between maturities evidently
cannot explain the discrepancies.
The short-lerm comparison has problems, but the
IBRD data show an almost consistently larger volume
of debt growth than do the balance of payments ftows,
even though the latter cover a broader set of claims.
Sorne of the difference may reftect changing exchange
1091BRD staff are working to strengthen the short-term debt statis
tic�. which have been collected for a shorter period than the long
lerm debt �tatistics.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Table 40. Net Borrowings in the Form of Short-Term Debt,
1986-89
(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outflows ( - ))

1986
Argentina
IBRD
BOP
Difference

-2.3
-0.6
- 1 .7

1987

1988

1989

1986-89

average

-0.9
-0.1
-0.8

2.2
1.3
0.9

2.7
- 1 .5
4.2

0.4
-0.2
0.7

4.4

5.4

7.7
5.2
2.4

2.3

Brazil
IBRD
BOP
Difference

-0.4

- 1 .0

-2.7
-0.2
-2.5

China
IBRD
BOP
Difference

-2.4
2.0

-0.3

2.1
0.2
2.0

0.5
0.1
0.6

- 1.9
- 1.4
-0.5

0.1
- 1 .0
1.0

Korea
IBRD
BOP
Difference

- 1.5
- 1 .3
-0.2

-0.1
0.1

0.5
1.3
-0.8

0.9
-0.9

-0.2
0.2
-0.4

Mexico
IBRD
BOP
Difference

0.5
-0.2
0.7

-0.1
- 0.8
07

3.7
0.2
3.5

0.8

1.2
-0.2
1.4

Total
IBRD
BOP
Difference

-3.7
-4.1
0.4

4.6

5.6

4.2
2.5
1.6

1.6
-2.1
3.7

1.9
0.3
1.7

0.4

.

1.0

0.8

2.7

0.4

Sources : IBRD amounts are taken from Wor/d Debr Tables.
1990-9 1 , "net short-lerm debt. .. Flows are .first differences in stocks
as stated in U.S. dollars. Balance of payments amounts are total
short-term liabilities shown in "other capital" in the 1990 Yearbook.

rates for the dollar, but the pattern implies other fac
tors, particularly for Mexico.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The comparisons in Tables 38 and 40 between bal
ance of payrnents and international debt statistics are
broadly consistent with the relationships discussed in
Chapter 6 in connection with bank borrowing. There is
a targe overlap between the two sets of results, but the
comparison in this chapter of debt tlows with IBRD
data has a wider reach. The IBRD statistics include
more types of foreign tenders, such as governments
and international organizations, and more types ofbor
rowers, mainly public agencies and domestic banks.
Although the debt comparisons caJI into question the
balance of payments entries for a number of developing
countries, the Working Party does not propose any
adjustments based on the IBRD debt statistics to Year
book capitaJ flow data.110 Responses to the Working
Party's inquiries did not provide a basis for proposing
11011
may be noted, however. tbat the adjustments implied by the
IBRD-balance of payments comparisons would tend to add capital
inflows to the already positive imbalance.

specifie data improvements. Clearl y , the conceptual
differences between IBRD and balance of payments
data cause sorne of the discrepancies. Nevertheless,
the replies from countries suggest strongly that balance
of payments compilers are not closely examining the
debt statistics as a possible source of information.
Indeed, the replies received by the Working Party
from major borrowing countries indicated poor com
munication between baJance of payments compiling
offices and debt-compiling offices. ln none of the coun
tries did the statistical office provide reconciliations
between externat debt data published by the IBRD and
balance of payments data published by the Fund. The
replies did not mention efforts to reconcile the two sets
of data. On the creditor side. the OECD countries that
the Working Party approached also failed to give useful
details on the relation of creditor reports in debt statis
tics to baJance of payments data. There evident!y can
be much more cooperation between statisticaJ offices
than is now maintained.
This experience leads to severa! recommendations
in the area of international debt statistics. As expressed
at the broadest leve!, the Working Party recommends
that compilers develop regular contacts with related
agencies in their own countries and with international
organizations that hold data bases w i t h statistics
related to the balance of payments. More specifically:
1 . The Working Party recommends that balance of
payments compilers examine, in detail, the nature
of debt information available to their countries to
ensure complete ness and consistency. The micro
detail is often a sufficient data source to supply
flow figures for both lBRD and balance of pay
ments concepts of gross and net borrowing. The
debt statistics can contribute to balance of pay
ments information about portfolio transactions
and direct investment as weil as about the flow of
"other capital."
2. The IBRD and OECD should periodically publish
reconciliations between the concepts underlying
the two bodies of debt statistics thal these organi
zations compile.
3. The International Working Group on Externat
Debt Statistics should develop statements about
the relation between IBRD/OECD debt compila
tions, on the one side, and BIS/lBS banking data,
on the other. Such reconciliations are essential to
an integrated use of banking and debt statistics.
Sorne of the banking statistics are included in the
debt numbers, in both OECD and IBRD forms,
but the overlap is not always clear to outsiders.
Both the banking and debt statistics are poten
tially useful checks on balance of payments
accounts. Broad use of the two forrns of interna
tional statistics for a country requires clear state
ments of the overlapping amounts.
4. The working group on debt statistics should
describe carefully the conceptuaJ relationship of
the joint debt statistics to the balance of payments
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data. The data bases for the banking and debt
statistics are detailed and specifie, and lhey can
be the foundation of a strong set of balance of
payments capital accounts. The detail should be

available to balance of payments compilers,
together with adequate statements of the relation
ships among the numbers.
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VIII
Transactions in Official Reserve Assets
SUMMARY
Information on the composition of reserve transactions is needed to
balance the global matrix, especially in portfolio investment and banking
flows. The Working Party secured this information from a large number
of important countries and used it in parts of this report. The accounting
for transactions ofcertain countries with the European Monetary Cooper
ation Fund gave rise to imbalances-for which the Working Party has
made adjustments-in gold and foreign exchange reserve statistics. Sev
era! major central banks report daims on domestic banks as reserves. a
practice that may cause other asymmetries in balance of payments and
banking figures.

reserve componcnts in countries' accounts. In the Bal
ance of Payments Statistics Yearbook, statistics on

Introduction

As iiJustrated by Table 3 , there is sometimes a large
difference between recorded official reserves and liabil
ities constituting foreign authorities' reserves. This dif
ference-which averaged - $ 1 5 billion in the 1986-89
period-is part of the global capital account discrep
ancy. Details on reserve transactions are needed to
construct a complete picture ofboth official and private
transactions in portfolio securities and other assets
acquired for reserve purposes. One of the Working
Party's major efforts, therefore, was to ascertain the
composition of transactions in countries' foreign
exchange reserve assets to help explain this part of the
global imbalance. As a result of this effort, the Working
Party was able to quantify inaccuracies in reported
LCFAR figures and to eliminate the reserves/LCFAR
imbalance through reclassifications from portfolio
investment and "other capital" into LCFAR. To a
large extent, these adjustments did not affect the global
imbalance, but they reduced offsetting discrepancies
in important categories of the capital account.
Changes in official reserves are a highly visible part
of international capital movements and, in principle,
they should be among the most reliable and best
measured elements of capital ftows. Using the Fund's
standard components, Table 41 illustrates reserve
transactions made du ring the period of this study.
Three of the reserve components are related to lMF
activities: special drawing rights (SDRs), reserve posi
tion in the Fund, and use of Fund credit and loans.
The last of these is a reserve asset in international
organizations' accounts and the only liability among

Fund-related reserves are taken directly from Fund
records, rather than from country submissions. 1 1 1
In principle, transactions i n SDRs, use ofF un d credit
and loans, and monetary gold shouJd balance to zero
at the global levet, but nonzero totals sometimes are
found in the Yearbook accounts. One reason for the
imbalance in monetary gold results from accounting
practices for gold swaps of countries that belong to
the European Monetary System; these swaps will be
discusscd later in this chapter.
By far the most important component of official
reserves is foreign cxchange assets (shown in Yearbook
Table C-35). " Foreign exchange" usually is under
stood to mean gross claims-securities, bank deposits,
and the like-which are held by reserve authorities
of one country and for which other countries bave
counterpart liabilities. 112 Additionally, under the stan
dards of the Balance of Payments Manual. externat
daims thal are held by deposit money banks and thal
"are readily available to the authorities to meet a bal
ance of payments need" (in other words, that could be
requisitioned by the authorities) also may be counted
as reserves. Reserve holders seldom reveal the specifie
composition of their foreign exchange assets.

111 National publication5 sometimes show different values for these
components, usually because of timing differences between coun
tries· books and the Fund's records.
112Holdings of foreign exchange reserves are highly concentrated.
At year-end 1989. onty 6 countries accounted for almost 50 percent
of the total, and the top 20 holders had more than 80 percent.
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Table 41. Reserve 'fransactions by Standard Fund Components, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outftows ( - )) 1
Total reserves
Monetary gold
Special drawing rights
Reserve position in the Fund
Foreign exchange assets
Other claims
Use of Fund credit and loans1

1986

1987

1988

1989

-28.0
- 1 .0

- 15 1 .6
2.7

4.0
-31.3
0.3

5.0
- 1 58.0
- 1.4

-40.7
0.7
-0.2
4.3
-45.4
-0.2
0.1

-50.7
- 1 .0
0.3
3.6
-51.8
- 1 .8

1986-89 average
-67.8
0.2
4.2
-71.6
-0.8

Source: Balance of Payments Swtistics Yearbook, 1990.
10utftows equal an increase in reserves.
2Formerly designated credit from the Fund and Fund-administered resources.

Instrument Composition of Reserve Transactions

Research into reserve composition usually has dealt
with the currency composition of reserve transactions
and holdjngs. For the purposes of the Working Party ,
however, il was more important to identify the instru
ment composition of reserve transactions. As noted in
Chapter 1 , balances in the principal categories of capi
tal flows exclude reserve transactions on both the
assets and liabilities sides (although nonreserve "resi
dent official" transactions are included). Discrepancies
within specifie categories of nonreserve flows provide
important elues to measurement flaws in the system as
a whole, especially for securities and banking claims.
Without instrument information for official holders,
however, it is not possible to assess fully the quality of
the data that purport to represent only private capital
flows.
One approach to this problem is to secure informa
tion from debtors about whether counterparties to cer
tain capital flows are reserve authorities. Accordingly,
the Fund has requested countries to identify LCFAR
in their submissions to the Statistics Department. 1 1 3 For
example, the major reserve center, the Unüed States,
reports in its balance of payments accounts transac
tions in "foreign official assets" for both securities
(primarily U.S. Govemment issues) and banking posi
tions. Overall, however, LCFAR reporting is uneven
and, in total, clearly deficient. Only a few other coun
tries report LCFAR transactions in securities. A some
what larger oumber report LCFAR in banking. Sorne
reserve centers, like Switzerland, report to the Fund
only small amounts of LCFAR transactions; others,
like Japan, report none at ali.
lncomplete reporting alone makes LCFAR an impre
cise measure of transactions in reserve assets. Even
the recorded entries are potentially misleading because
an "official holder" may not always be a reserve
authority in the accounts of the claimant. The consemLCFAR

are

shown by principal type of ftows in Part 1 of the

Yearbook country tables. The total, by country, is shown in Part 2

without detail. LCFAR of international organizations consist ofcen
tral bank deposits with the BIS and countries' reserve positions in
the Fund. These are published in Part 2 only.

quence of this fragmentary reporting is that there is
sometimes a large gap between transactions in total
foreign exchange reserves as reported by asset holders
and thost in LCFAR as <.:ompiled from debtor
accounts. Table 42 gives illustrative figures on this
comparison.
Since reserve holdings invested in portfolio securi
ties appear to be highly concentrated in issues of a few
debtor countries th at do report LCFAR, it is likely that
the residual amounts in Table 42 are mostly unidentified
deposit transactions with banks in the Euromarket and
elsewhere . 1 1 4 However, the Working Party needed
more explicit information about reserve-investment
patterns to resolve this discrepancy.

Special Questionnaire Responses

The Special Questionnaire on International Capital
Flows attempted to address the reserves/LCFAR gap
by requesting instrument detail on countries' transac
tions in foreign exchange reserves. A number of coun
tries complied with the request, but others initially
failed to provide the needed breakdowns. 1 15 The Work
ing Party considered this detail to be of sufficient
importance that it later repeated its request for this
information-with assurances ofconfidentiality-to 13
countries with large foreign exchange transactions.
Although this request for closely guarded informa
tion was unprecedented, virtually ali the major reserve
holders eventually provided the requested detail. l n
total , 37 countries eventually provided to the Working
Party at least sorne information about their foreign

114Authorities' deposits wilh most-but not ali-national central
banks are accounted for. ln addition, values of positions with the
Bank for International Settlements are known from the BIS balance
sheet, but the currency composition is not revealed, and the BIS
neither completes a Statistics Departmeot survey nor publishes a
statement ofcash flows that would enable official depositjfows to be
properly verified.
mFrequently, balance of payments compilers do not have access
to reserve component detail, and this may have contributed to the
incomplete detail retumed on this subject to the Working Party.
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Special Questionnaire Responses
Table 42. Discrepancy Between Reserve lransactioos and LCFAR, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outftows ( - ))

1986

1987

1988

1989

Foreign exchange reserves
Plus: reserve position
in the Fund

-31.3

- 158.0

-45.4

-51.8

4.0

5.1

4.3

3.6

4.3

Equals: Reserves correspondiog to LCFAR

-27.3

- 152.9

-41.1

-48.2

- 67.3

23.3

98.9

40.8

46.8

52.5

10.3
13.0
15.7
0.6
-3.4

32.7
66.2
38.1
27.5
0.6

26.6
14.2
8.0
4.9
1.3

28.9
17.9
3.2
13.8
1.0

-4.3
27.8
16.3
1 1 .7
-0.1

-4.0

-54.0

-0.3

- 1 .4

- 14.8

LCFAR, total
By type:

Portfolio investment
Othe r capital
Resident official1
Deposit money banks
Other

Discrepaocy2

1986-89 average
-71.6

1lncludes reserve position in the Fund's accounts.
2Results differ from those shown in Tables 3 and 4 because here LCFAR is compared only with foreign exchange reserves plus reserve
position in the Fund, rather than with total reserves.

exchange transactions. Responses to the Working Par
ty's requests feil into three groups:
( 1 ) No detail: 16 countries either made no response
or their response included no detaiJ on foreign
exchange reserve movements.
(2) Partial detail: Questionnaire responses of five
countries included information on whether
changes in foreign excbange reserve assets were
against foreign official or priva te sectors, but did
not provide full breakdowns.
(3) FuJI instrument detail: 32 countries provided a
generally complete breakdown of foreign
exchange reserve transactions by type of daim.
Countries falling in each of these three groups are
shown in Table 43.
Table 44 summarizes the full-detail data for industrial
and developing countries in relation to reported and
Yearbookforeign exchange reserve totals. The transac
tions detail submitted by these countries clarified a very

high proportion of total reserve movements. Among
industrial countries, which accounted for 70 percent of
reserve transactions in the period 1986 through 1 989,
the coverage by instrument was almost complete. lt
was much Jess so for developing countries; for
instance, a large gap remained in 1989.116 The "totals
reported, " as given in Table 44, differ from Yearbook
totals for two reasons. First, questionnaires were not
sent to every country and there were sorne nonrespon
dents. Second, even among respondents, a certain
number submitted figures that differed from their own
Yearbook totals. Not ali the reasons for this could be
clarified. In sorne cases, respondents appeared to clas
sify, as foreign exchange, assets that are classified as
"other reserves" in tbeir regular Fund submissions.
Problems with the special calculations may explain
116Fi ndi ngs for the 1986-89 period in this section of the report are
based on the Special Questionnaire (which covered 1987 and 1988
only) and on follow-up letters. which solicited data for the entire
period, to major reserve holders. Therefore, 1986 and 1989 reserve
allocations were estimated for a few cou ntries.

Table 43. Foreign Exchange Reserve 'fransactions, Detail
Provided to Working Party

(1)
No detail
Austria
Bahrain
Greece
Hong Kong
Iran
lreland
Kuwait
Libya
Malaysia
Nigeria
Philippines
Saudi Arabia
Sweden

(2)
Partial detail

(3)
Full instrument detail

Argentina
Chile
New Zealand
Singapore
Thrkey

Australia Italy
Bahamas Japan
Belgium
Korea
Brazil
Mexico
Netherlands
Canada
China
Norway
Colombia Pakistan
Denmark Pa nama
Ecuador
Portugal
South Africa
Egypt
Finland
Spain
Switzerland
France
Germany United Kingdom
United States
lndia
lndonesia Vanuatu
Venezuela
Israel

Thailand
United Arab Emirates

Yugoslavia

Source: Special Questionnaire and follow-up letters.

Table 44. Foreign Exchange Reserve Transactions, by Detail
Provided to Working Party, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outftows ( - ))
1986-89
average

1986

1987

1988

1989

Totals reported -27.0
of which:
With full detail - 23.7

- 1 1 1.7

-37.2

-28.3

- 1 10.7

-34.6

- 26.9

-49.0

-24.7

- 1 13.1

- 37.9

-26.4

-50.5

Totals reported
-9.3
of which:
With fuU detail - 10.1

-48.6

8.0

- 2 1 .4

-21.8

- 47.3

-0.5

-8.1

- 16.5

-44.8

-7.5

-25.4

-21.1

lndustriaf cou11tries

Yearbook total
Devefoping countries

Yearbook total

-6.5

Source: Special Questionnaire and follow- up letters.

-51.1
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Problems with the special calculations may explain
other cases.117 Notwithstanding these anomalies, the
Working Party's inquiries yielded an impressive
amount of detail about reserve transactions, and this
detail was crucial to quantifying certain adjustments to
portfolio investment and to the banking statistics in
"other capital . "

Swap Transactions in the European Monetary
System

Foreign exchange statistics of countries thal are
members of the European Monetary System raised cer
tain problems for foreign exchange totals thal should
be discussed briefly .118 Established in 1979, the EMS
works through the European Monetary Cooperation
Fund (EMCF). Most relevant to the measurement of
capital flows is the EMCF's "reserve pooling"
arrangement, under which participants swap 20 percent
of their gold and dollar reserves into the EMCF in
exchange for European currency units (ECUs).1 19
According to Manual standards, the EMCF is an inter
national organization, and participant countries should
treal swaps with the EMCF as repeated purchases and
sales of dollars and gold against ECUs. These ECUs,
in turn, are treated as foreign exchange reserves in the
balance ofpayments accounts of ali the EMS members.
Two EMCF-related complications arise for the mea
surement of capital ftows: ( 1 ) there is a reporting asym
metry because the EMCF-an international organiza
tion-does not report to the Fund changes in the ECU
liabilities (a form of LCFAR) of its members or the
counterpart changes in gold and dollar assets, and (2)
not ali EMS members account for EMCF swaps
according to Manual standards. A number of them
do not record their gold and dollar swaps as foreign
exchange transactions at ali, but in the absence of
EMCF reporting, no imbalance arises from this diver
gence. Gold swaps that are properly reported in the
Yearbook on the sale or purchase basis, however, do
contribute to gold and foreign exchange reserve errors
for Jack of counterpart liabilities.

117Compilers who provideù full instrument detail likely faced diffi
culties identifying, retrospectively, the exact netflow into each type

of reserve asse! for the sample years. Il is known that sorne started

Adjustments to foreign exchange figures for EMS
members can be made in one of two equivalent ways:
either by incorporating the EMCF as an institution into
the global statistics and adjusting figures of countries
that do not report their swaps as transactions, or by
making the EMCF transparent by treating ali EMCF
swaps as if they were not foreign exchange transac
tions. By Manual standards, the first approach is con
ceptually correct, but the required data for the EMCF
were not available. The Working Party therefore fol
lowed the second approach which entailed adjusting
data for countries that follow the Manual norms.
E M S members tbat follow the recommended
accounting fall into two groups. In the first, Spain and
Portugal "transacted" in gold insofar as they joined
the EMS arrangements during the 1986-89 period and
made initial gold swaps that reduced national gold hold
ings and increased their "foreign exchange" assets.120
With information provided by the two national authori
ties, the Working Party eliminated the associated varia
tions in the Yearbook' s monetary gold and foreign
exchange accounts. l n the second group of countries
are severa! EMS members-Germany, lreland, and
Italy-that did not transact in national gold at ali du ring
the 1986-89 interval. However, their monetary gold
and foreign exchange accounts showed movements
resulting from gold revaluation that were part of the
EMS swap sequences. The Working Party adjusted the
data for these three countries, too, in order to compen
sate for the reporting asymmetry noted earlier. 121
The Working Party's offsetting adjustments to the
gold and foreign exchange accounts of severa! EMS
countries entailed nothing more than a reclassification
of reserve components between gold and foreign
exchange; they left each country's total reserve move
ments unaffected. Thus, these EMS-related adjust
ments to reserves had no effect on total global capital
flows, but they changed the foreign exchange subtotal
to be consistent with activity recorded in other kinds
of capital ftows. As this discussion illustrates, the
inconsistency in compilation procedures used by EMS
members led to imbalances in gold and foreign
exchange statistics. l n order to eliminate these asym
metries, and in accordance with Manual norms, the

Working Party recommends thar EMCF gold swaps be
compiled as sales and repurchases in EMS members '
balance ofpayments accounts. ft further recommends
that the EMCF transmit data ro the Fund on its swap
transactions with members.

with year-end positions in each asset and approximated the annual

ftows by adjusting for exchange rate changes. The sum of such
approximations is unlikely to yield the true net flow on a transactions

120In addition, Spain carried out other transactions in gold that

basis.

118EMS members during the period in question were Denmark,
France, Germany, the Netherlands, ltaly, Belgium, the United King·

affected its swap amounts in subsequent periods.
121The size of foreign exchange adjustments associated with gold

dom. lreland, Portugal (joined 1988), and Spain (joined 1987).

swaps can be determined by entries in the Yearbook monetary gold

119The ECU is a basket of member currencies, similar in design to
SOR. so that tbere is an ECU "exchange rate" against the dollar
and other currencies. Accounting for EMCF swaps and other EMS
activities is performed by an office at the BIS, but the ECU claims
of EMS members are not claims on the BIS.

account (Table C-33) and from information about countries' changes

the

in national gold holdings (found in lmernationa/FinancialStaristics).

Yearbook foreign exchange data, Table C-35, cannot be used direct} y

because transactions arising from gold swaps are intermingled with
those originating in ali other foreign exchange movements.
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Adjustments to the Reserves/LCFAR Discrepancy

A 1989 transaction involving Belgium-Luxembourg
gave rise to a somewhat broader problem in the statis
tics. The authorities there sold a large quantity of gold
against foreign exchange, and their gold swap with the
EMCF therefore decreased. Although the foreign
exchange acquired from the gold sale was included in
the Belgium-Luxembourg 1989 balance of payments
accounts, the increase was partly offset by the drop in
ECUs issued against the smaller quantity of swapped
gold. The unique aspect of this transaction was that no
decrease in monetary gold was recorded that year in
the Yearbook accounts. The Working Party's adjust
ment to the Belgium-Luxembourg statistics thus con
sisted of increasing published foreign exchange
reserves (to neutralize the drop in ECUs) and decreas
ing gold holdings by a multiple of the foreign exchange
adjustment. This adjustment changed the global total
of reserve transactions by severa! billion dollars.
In addition to adjustments for EMCF swaps and the
missing Belgian gold transaction, the Working Party
made further small adjustments to total official reserves
as a result of its research on the U .S.S.R. (see Chap
ter 1 3 ) and on Hong Kong and Taiwan Province of
China. The net adjustments from these various sources
are presented later in the chapter.

Instrument Allocation of Foreign Exchange
Transactions

Table 45 summarizes the Working Party's detailed
allocations of foreign exchange transactions to net pur
chases of particular assets. These distributions have
been used elsewhere in this report (especially in Chap
ters 4 and 5) to help resolve imbalances in other kinds
of capital flows and the relations of the totals to the
reported figures found in the Yearbook. Total foreign
exchange flows in Table 45 differ from amounts shown
in the 1990 Yearbook for two reasons: ( 1 ) the EMCF
adjustments described in the preceding paragraphs,
and (2) the Working Party's inclusion of foreign
exchange estimates for the U . S . S . R . as mentioned
previously.122
The figures under tine 2 of Table 45 show relatively
large investments of foreign exchange reserves in long
lerm (portfolio) securities in the past few years. The
scale of these investments certain!y modifies the tradi-

122A number of countries rcported to the Working Party foreign
exchange transactions thal differed from their Yearbook totals. Most
of these discrepancies were small. One major industrial country
submitted figures thal differed by as much as $2 billion a year from
its published totals, and it did not provide clarification in response
to inquiries. Residual differences between the sum of figures submit
ted by countries and the adjusted Yearbook totals mostly have been
"assigned'' to the category of reserve claims on commercial banks.
The unexplained differences for the mlijor industrial country were
allocated proportionately to the kinds of reserve instruments in which
it reported transactions.

tional impression that reserve assets are invested pre
dominantly in short-term instruments. The largest part
of this investment in securities bas been in government
bonds. Line 3 of the table, "other capital," captures
ali other foreign exchange transactions, details of
which are in lines a to d. Short-term official bills, depos
its with central banks, and deposits with commercial
banks account for almost ali remaining reserve
changes. As might be expected, movements in these
short-term forms of reserves show high year-to-year
variability.

Adjustments to the Reserves/LCFAR Discrepancy

Table 46 provides a detailed look at the Working
Party's total adjustments to official reserves and
LCFAR. (These adjustments are presented in consoli
dated form in Table 4 of this repor t.) Li nes 1 and 2 of the
table reproduce reserves and LCFAR as they appear in
the 1990 Yearbook. Line 3 is the discrepancy between
these quantities as shown, for instance, in Table 3.
Adjustments to the reserves/LCFAR discrepancy con
sist of two parts. The "adjustments to reserves" are
amounts mentioned in the previous section in connec
lion with the Belgian gold transaction and amendments
to data for Hong Kong and a few other countries. The
"adjustments to LCFAR" require more explanation.
As noted earlier, LCFAR are often a poorly measured
proxy for foreign exchange reserves. On the other
hand, the Working Party obtained considerable specifie
information on the composition of reserve transac
tions. This information filled in the gap between
LCFAR and reserve totals, and it also provided an
instrument breakdown that permitted adjustments to
specifie categories of capital flows. The adjustments to
LCFAR, therefore , consisted of substituting informa
tion provided by reserve holders themselves for the
published LCFAR figures in the portfolio investment
and "other capital" categories. The adjustment
amounr was the difference between the calculated and
published flows. The "adjustments to LCFAR," there
fore, are the total difference between adjusted foreign
exchange reserves, by category (from Table 45), and
recorded LCFAR ftows (Table 42), except for the
reserve position in the Fund component. I n effect, the
Working Party has corrected flawed LCFAR estimates
by substituting for them the directly reported transac
tions in reserves, and the substitution almost obliter
ates the reserves/LCFAR imbalance that occurs in the
Yearbook. The average adjustment to the reserves/
LCFAR balance was upward (higher inftows), because
reported LCFAR have tended to understate purchases
of reserve assets.
Line 4 of Table 46 shows the reserves/LCFAR dis
crepancy that results from the combined adjustments
previously discussed. (This discrepancy is also found
in Table 4 in Chapter 1 . ) The lower part of the table
(tines 5 and 6) then shows the effects in specifie capital
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Table 45. Instrument Detail of Transactions in Foreign Excbange Reserves, 1986-89
(ln billions of dollars; outflows ( - ))
Type of claim.
by country group

1986-89

1986

1987

1988

1989

-27.2
-7.9
-35.1

- 1 1 1.3
-46.7
- 158.0

-37.5
- 1 0.6
-48.1

- 28.3
-23.3
-51.6

-51.1
-22.1
-73.2

-7.7
-8.4
- 16.1

-34.3
-8.8
-43. 1

-27.7
-0.1
-27.8

- 22.6
- 19.6
-42.1

-23.1
- 9.2
-32.3

- 19.4
0.5
- 19.0

-77.0
-37.9
- 1 14.9

-9.8
- 10.5
-20.3

-5.7
-3.7
-9.5

-28.0
- 12.9
- 40.9

- 12.4
- 1 .4
- 13.8

- 1 1.7
-8.9
-20.6

- 14.2
-3.2
- 17 4

4.1
5.0
9.1

-8.6
-2.1
- 10.7

- 4.9
0.9
-4.0

- 19.1
-3.5
-22.6

2.2
3.7
5.9

- 18.9
-5.2
- 24 . 1

- 10.2
- 1.0
- 1 1.2

-2.1
0.9
- 1.2

-46.2
-24.6
- 70.8

2.2
- 11.1
-8.9

9.3
-3.0
6.4

-9.2
-9.5
- 18.6

-0.2
-0.6
-0.8

-0.1
-0.3
-0.4

- 5 1 .8
0.2

-71.6
- 1 .6

average

1 . Total transactions
lndustrial countries
Developing countries
Total

2. Long·term securilies
lndustrial countries
Developing countries
Total

3. Other capital
lndustrial countries
Developing countries
Total
a. Short-lerm securities
lndustrial countries
Developing countries
Total

.

b. Central bank deposits1
lndustrial countries
Developing countries
Total
c. Commercial bank deposits
lndustrial countries
Developing countries
Total
d. Other foreign exchange reserves
lndustrial countries
Developing countries

-0.8
-0.8

Total
Memoranda:

-31.3
-3.8

Yearbook total
Net aùjustments

- 1 58.0

-45.4
-2.7

Source: Data derived from Special Questionnaire and follow-up le1ters.
1 l ncludes deposits wiih BIS.

Table 46. Reserves, LCFAR, and Adjustments, 1986-89
(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outtlows ( - ))

1 . Reserves1
2 . LCFAR1
3. Reserves/LCFAR discrepancyz
Adjustments to reserves
Adjustments to LCFAR

4. Adjusted reserves/LCFAR discrepancy3

1986-89

1986

1987

1988

1989

- 28.0

- 15 1 . 6

-40.6

-50.7

-67.8

23.3

98.9

40.8

46.8

52.5

-4.7
- 1.4
7.8

- 52.7
- 1 .9
54.1

0.2
-3.2
3.0

-3.9
5.0
1.3

- 15. 3
-0.4
16.6

1.7

-0.5

2.4

0.9

average

5. Portfolio investment4

-5.8

- 10.4

- 1 .2

- 13.2

-7.7

6. Other capitalj

-2.0
1.9
-0.6
-3.4

-43.7

- 1 .8
0.8
-4.0
1.3

1 1 .9
-8.2
20.1
0.2

-8.9
- 1 .4
-7.0
-0.5

Resident official
Commercial banks
Other

-43.3
-0.2

1Balance of Paymems Sratistics Yearbook, 1990.

2See Table 3.
3See Table 4.
•sec Tables 18 and 20.
�lncluded in ·'other capital" adjustments in Tables

4 and 23.
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Adjustments to the ReservesfLCFAR Discrepancy

flow categories of the LCFAR adjustment in tine 3.
These effects have the opposite sign of the adjustment
because LCFAR are subtracted from elements of capi
tal account transactions to produce the balances on
private transactions that define discrepancies in this
report. The LCFAR adjustment is, th us, a form of
reclassification from the reserves/LCFAR discrepancy
into specifie discrepancies elsewhere in the accounts.
Lines 5 and 6 of the table, which are the adjustments
to portfolio investment and to "other capital" (and its
components), are parts oftbe total adjustments (shown
in Table 4) to these capital ftows.
The LCFAR adjustments discussed here represent
total amounts by category and do not require knowl
edge about specifie sources of error in LCFAR as pub
li shed in the Yearbook. However, the Working Party
identified two problems connected with the "other cap
ital" category. The first concerns LCFAR not reported
by Japan, and the second concerns transactions with
domestic commercial banks that sorne central banks
report as foreign exchange reserves. Those parts of the
LCFAR adjustments that the Working Party was able
to trace to specifie sources are shown in Table 47.
As noted earlier, Japan reports no LCFAR in its
balance of payments submissions to the Fund. How
ever, geographie details in statistics published by the
United States specifically show changes in its foreign
exchan�e reserve daims on Japan (and on other coun
tries).1 2 These are presumed to be claims on the Bank
of Japan or in short-lerm official debt. As the first line
of Table 47 shows, there is an indicated adjustment in
the global capital account (to the resident official sec
tor) for the LCFAR thal are missing in the Japanese
accounts.
The second-and sometimes large-indicated
adjustment to LCFAR shown in the table is to the
commercial bank sector of ''other capital. " lt ranges
between - $ 1 1 .7 biUion and $24.9 billion a year. This
adjustment is indicated because central banks of sev
era! industriaJ countries disclosed to the Working Party
that they include, as part of their official reserve trans
actions, foreign currency deposit daims on domestic
banks. 124 Treating these assets as part of foreign
exchange reserves may be in accordance with the Man
ua/ if the banks have equivalent externat daims deemed
to be under the effective control of (and readily avait
able to) domestic monetary authorities, but whether
this is the situation could not be determined. ln any
case, LCFAR reported by deposit money banks should
be adjusted to include domestic "reserve" deposits
12.lThe U.S. figures are in the balance of payments articles appear
ing quarterly in Survey ofCurrenr Business, Table 10. Corresponding
Japanese figures are included under "other short-term capital of
resident official sectors" in the Yearbook but are not identified as
LCFAR.
12"These deposits do not appear to be custodiaJ arrangements. ln
at least one case, the Working Party has been informed that the
commercial banks carry these domestic Uabilities oo tbeir balance
sheets but place the funds with nonresident banks.

Table 47. ldentified Portions of LCFAR Adjustments to
"Olher Capital," 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars: outflows (- ))

Unreported Japanese
Jiabilities to U .S.
reserve authorities
Reserve deposits held
with domestic banks

1986

1987

1988

1989

J98fr89
average

0.3

-5.3

1.1

1 1 .6

1.9

2.4

24.9

- 1 1.7

-6.8

2.2

as weil as genuine cross-border flows. Banks in one
country with liabilities to deposit money banks i n
anotber cannot be expected to know, or report to the
Fund, that these liabilities are treated as reserve assets
in tbe holder country. Even a country that routine!y
reports LCFAR would be unable to do so in this cir
cumstance.
Taken together, the two identified adjustments in
Table 47 to LCFAR of "other capital" are substantial
and fluctuate between - $ 10.6 billion and $19.6 billion;
they average $4 billion a year, about one-fourth of the
total adjustment to LCFAR made on the basis of the
reserves data. Allhough isolating specifie problems
with LCFAR reporting is not necessary to effect the
adjustments shown in Table 46, these instances do
serve to highlight certain particular sources of the
reserves/LCFAR discrepancy, which could be reduced
if LCF AR were better recorded or aJigned with reserve
transactions.
Severa! other factors may account for the remaining
gap between foreign exchange and LCFAR transac
tions reflected in the sizable adjustments in Lines 5 and
6 of Table 46. For example, one of the important coun
tries that reported to the Working Party that it treats
daims on domestic banks as reserves did not provide
specifie figures that could be used to make further
adjustments to the imbalance. There may be stiJl other
countries-unknown to the Working Party-that
account similarly for reserves. Faulty reporting or non
reporting of LCFAR by commercial banks in various
countries (and offshore centers) is another likely prob
lem area. Reserve acquisitions of securities, especially
international bonds, may also be badly measured. Line
5 of Table 46 shows a persistent imbalance-averaging
aJmost $8 billion a year-in this part of the accounts.
Final! y, as mentioned earlier, sorne reserve centers do
not report LCFAR in any form.
Notwithstanding the large corrections the Working
Party was able to make to LCFAR, not ali the sources
of the excess of reserve transactions over reported
LCFAR could be clarified. Eliminating this gap is a
necessary step to reconciling capital ftows. ln future,
the gap can onJy be bridged by improved LCF AR
reporting by debtor countries-including offshore
financial centers-and by greater transparency on the
part of countries about their reserve transactions. Of
those two options, the LCFAR route has various pit
falls and does not appear to be a promising one. The
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Working Party believes that better knowledge, based
on direct information, about the asset composition of
foreign exchange transactions is a more accurate
answer to this particular problem with the global
accounts.
The treatment of domestic deposits as reserves
entails another danger to balance of payments state
ments besides misstatements of LCFAR: potentiaJ
double countiog. Individual deposit money banks may
not be aware that certain of their foreign investments
are regarded as transactions in reserves, and they will
file balance of payments reports showing private activ
ity. If domestically held deposits or certain foreign
assets of the banks are recorded as reserve flows, com
pilers must be able to make adjustments to banks' bal
ance of payments reports in order to exclude such
transactions from private capital flows and to reclassify
them as reserves. Compilers must have sufficient infor
mation to make such an adjustment. 125
Even eliminating this double counting does not
resolve other problems. Certain other inconsistencies
in financiaJ data may arise from the treatment described
in the preceding paragraphs. Notably, sorne disjunc
tions may occur between international banking statis
tics (see Chapter 6) and balance of payments data for
deposit money banks. l n sorne countries, the BIS/lBS
data are submitted by offices not connected with bal
ance of payments compilers, and the figures may not
be adjusted. Even if national banking data are adjusted,
lBS reporters in other countries will (correct!y) report
that their banks have Liabilities to deposit money banks
rather than to monetary authorities. In view of the
various problems that can result, the Working Party

believes thal aspects of reserve treatment and reper
cussions on other statistics should be reviewed when
ever such practices are followed. National authorities
are encouraged to publish enough detail aboutforeign
exchange reserves in their balance of payments
accounts to make compilation practices transparent.

mone ofthe affected countries indicated tothe Working Party that
banking tlows in its balance of payments accounts are adjusted in
this fashion, so that its total capital tlows are not distorted.

Conclusions and Recommendations

A large number of countries cooperated with the
Working Party in providing extensive detail on their
transactions in foreign exchange reserve assets. These
details helped the Workiog Party resolve capital flow
imbalances in the portfolio investment and ' 'other capi
tal" parts of the global capital accounts. At the same
time, this information revealed severa! problems with
published gold and foreign exchange reserve statistics.
Sorne of the problems arise from differences in
accounting for gold swaps among EMS member coun
tries. Also, at least a few important countries include as
reserve assets in their balance of payments statements
claims on domestic institutions. The Working Party
made further adjustments to reserve statistics on the
basis of its research into the U .S.S.R. and certain other
socialist countries. The following recommendations
emerged from this investigation of reserve transactions
and LCFAR.

1 . l n tine with reporting standards proposed in the
draft fifth edition of the Manual, the Working

Party recommends that instrument detail on offi
cial foreign exchange reserves be provided to the
Statistics Department on an annual basis and with
suitable provision for confidentiality.
2. LCFAR provide useful supplementary informa
tion to foreign exchange reserve statistics. The
Working Party recommends that reserve cur
rency countries, especially, provide this informa
tion to the Fund to the extent possible.
3. The Working Party recommends that the EMCF,
as an international organization, report data to the
Fund on its transactions with members in a form
consistent with data provided by these parti
cipants.
4. The Working Party recommends that EMS mem
bers adopt the uniform accounting treatment sug
gested by the Manual for their gold and dollar
swaps with the EMCF. That is, the swaps should
be treated as purchases and sales of these reserve
assets. Balance of payments accounting for other
official transactions in ECUs likewise should be
reviewed by EMS compilers to ensure consis
teocy among members.
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Offshore Financial Centers
SUMMARY
Sorne countries omit entirely from their balance of payments accounts
certain entrepôt transactions that pass through the domestic financial
system but that are viewed to be unrelated to the dornestic economy.
These missing capital ftows affect world balances of recorded ftows in
several ways. For six major offshore financial centers, the totals of unre
corded capital transactions show sizable net capital outftows thal are not
included in world balances. These outflows appear to be financed by
direct investment inftows that are weil above the amounts reported by
partner countries.
Sorne industrial countries also omit capital transactions between for
eigners that are carried out in domestic capital markets because they have
no net efTect on their capital accounts. However, these flows affect the
measurement of capital ftows in other countries, as well as global bal
ances, and they should be brought into the global picture.

Introduction

Offshore financial centers raise a specifie problem
for world capital flow statistics in that they omit from
their balance of payments statements the large volume
offinancial flows that pass through their entrepôt facili
ties. The offshore centers are small economies, and
these flows are considered to be unrelated to activity
in their countries and inappropriate for balance of pay
ments statements. Sorne OFCs do not report to the
Fund at ali. As a result, capital flows in the Balance
of Payments Statistics Yearbook omit most financiaJ
transactions of offshore centers.
Omission of these flows wouId not affect world bal
ances of capital flows if OFCs acted onJy as clearing
bouses for transactions. Transactions change form as
they pass through OFCs, however, perhaps entering as
direct investment or interbank flows and leaving as
portfolio investment transactions. Moreover, offshore
activities produce sizable net earnings that accrue to
direct investors abroad but thal are largely retained in
the accounts of the OFC affiliates. White OFCs omit
such activities from their statements, partner countries
report them in their own balance of payments as spe
cifie transactions with OFCs. In order to balance capital
flow statistics at the world levet by form and type of
daim, the OFC entrepôt flows must be brought into
totals as specifically as possible.
Data from OFCs are valuable weil beyond their func
tion in balancing types of capital flows at the world

level. As choke points in the world' s financial system,
the OFCs can shed light on large volumes of capital
flows that are not reported in other countries' statistics.
Severa! important OFCs participate in the BIS/lBS
programs discussed in Chapter 6, and they provide
geographie detail on about one-fourth of the bank posi
tions in the BIS totals. To fit the geographie information
from these reports into the world balance of payments
structure is a substantial addition of capital account
information.
This chapter brings together the major forms of data
thal are available for a balance of payments statement
of OFC activities, and it presents estimates of amounts
omitted from the Yearbook. Chapters 3 through 6 of
this report iocluded a number of adjustments for OFCs,
and this chapter combines the adjustments for major
OFCs with data on transactions of their banks to pres
ent as complete a picture as possible for these centers.
The problem of omitted entrepôt flows is not limited
to OFCs. Many other international financial centers,
such as the United States and Switzerland, also omit
from their balance of payments statements many trans
actions among foreigners that pass through domestic
markets. This chapter also discusses aspects of the
problems raised by such omissions.
Table 48 summarizes ali ofthe capital account adjust
ments proposed in this report for OFC activity. Ali
together they increase net capital outftows by an annual
average of$8.8 billion, for 1986-89, with a major effect
in "other capital" through the use of banking statis77
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làble 48. Summary of Capital Accounl Adjustments for

Forms of Offshore Activity

Activity in Offshore Ceoters
(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outtlow' ( - })

1986

1987

1988

1986-89
1989 average

3.8 - 13.4 -9.1
- 16.6
lbtal adjustments
By category:
12.0
8.7
9.9
13.0
Direct investment
8.0
5.0
4.0
Reinvestment of eamings
3.0
4.0
9.0
Other direct investment
3.7
6 .9
-9.1
Portfolio investment
4.3 -8.5 - 6 .8
Other capital
- 16.4 - 1 1.5 - 10.8 - 12.0
2.1 - 2.9 -2.3
- 1.0
Reserves

10.9
5.0
5.9
-5.0
- 12.7
-2.1

Total adjustments
By type of OFC:
Six OFCs1
Hong Kong
Other

-8.8

- 16.6

3.8 - 13.4

-9.1

-8.8

- 13.5
6.5
- 9.6

- 3.4
3 7
0.4 - 6.0
6.7 - 3 . 8

2.6
-4.8
-6.8

-4.5
- 1 .0
-3.4

-

.

Memorandum: Adjustments to
Nctherlandl> SFJsl
-0.4 - 1 . 0 -O. 7 -2.6
- 1 .2
'
Discussed in later section of this chaptcr.
1Mainly
portfolio investment transactions thal arc not allocatcd to
specifie OFCs. lncludes adjustments for Bermuda and Gibraltar.
!
Special financial institutions are not included in totals. The SFls
are di�CU!>�ed in a later section.

tics. 126 At lcast half of this adjustmcnt is for the six
OFCs discussed later in this chaptcr. Adjustments for
Hong Kong result partiy from use of BIS/lBS banking
data for 1987-89, but they also include other adjust
mcnts such as the large portfolio adjustments thal are
discussed in Chapter 4.
Adjustments for "other" OFCs in Table 48 include
portfolio transactions thal cannot be aJiocated to indi
vid�al OFC:s, but most of th�se transactions are proba
bly tn the stx OFCs. The adjustments in the memoran
dum fine of Table 48 are a separate issue thal arises
from the Netherlands treatment of certain cross-border
transactions of its special financial institutions. Inter
national transactions ofSFis are included on a net basis
in the Netherlands balance of payments statement.
They are combined into a single figure in "other capi
tal," but this figure includes SFI current account
results. The memorandum adjustments in the table
remove this component and align the Yearbook figures
to match reporting by other countries. The SFl adjust
ments are attributed to industrial countries in Ta
ble 6.'27

126 �
A with the nonbank capital ftowl> discussed in Chapter 6, actuaJ
adjustmcnts to OFC data were made on an annual basis. The annual
detail behind the averages shown in this chapter are found in the
fonhcoming background papers to the Working Party's report.
m
The net sum ofSFl adjustments m Table 48 is thecurrent account
balance of SFls with the sign reversed. Th1s net balance is offset by
a current account adjustment in Table 6 for industrial countries. The
data were provided by Netherlands compilers.

OFCs typically have legal, tax, regulatory, and
cxchange control systems thal are designed to encour
age or promote financial transactions among foreigners
through domestic intermediaries. OFCs have special
classes of business licenscs that exempt holders from
most forms of domestic regulation and taxes, provided
such firms carry on only international business activi
t!es and do not participate in the local economy. A few
ltcensees have actual offices in the OFCs, but most are
no more than "brass plate" companies thal have no
staffor facilities in the 0 FC other than a local represen
tative. The transactions of these companies are con
ducted from �ther countries, and records are often kept
elsewhere. l t JS the transactions ofthese special-license
firms that are excluded from OFC balance of payments
statements and that constitute offshore financial activ
ity in the most common meaning of the term.
International banks dominate the financial activity of
OFCs. The banks establish themseives i n OFCs
through b�nche� or subsidiaries and run important
parts of the1r busmess through those offices for a vari
ety o� purpo�es. �any of the OFC banking positions
arc w1th affiltates m other count ries. Sorne banks pass
funds from other offices through OFCs to tend to non
banks i� both home and fo�eign countries, while others
use thc1r OFC offices to ra1se funds from nonbanks for
worldwide activity.
There are also many nonbank special-license firms
in OFCs. On average, the nonbanks are much smaller
than OFC banks but, as a group, they develop signifi
cant cross-border financial positions and flows. The
nonbanks, like the banks, usually are branches or sub
sidiaries of companies in other countries. Insurance
�omp�ny bra�ch�s and subsidiaries are important,
� ncludt �g capttve msurance companies established by
mdustrtal or other corporations elsewhere. Many non
.
bank hcens�es are not affiliated with companies in
other countnes; they are also established to carry out
.
a vanety of persona! financial activities for which the
convcniences of OFCs are valuable.

Six Offshore Financial Centers

This section presents sorne speculative and incom
plete estimates for the offshore activities of six OFCs:
The Bahamas, Bahrain, Cayman Islands Netherlands
Antil.les, Panama, and Singapore. The si� are ali major
bankmg centers, and ali are small economies. These
OFCs omit most or ali of their activities as offshore
centers from their balance of payments staternents as
�ubmitt�d to the Fund. Ali except Panama also report
mternallonal banking statistics to the BIS and LBS; for
Panama there are data for branches of U .S. banks. This
section presents estimates, for the six OFCs together,
of the balance of payments flows that are omitted from
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the Yearbook and that should be added back into world
capital Hows.
To put these OFCs into world perspective, Table 49
compares their international banking positions in 1985
and 1989 with banks in BIS-reporting industrial coun
tries and Hong Kong. Hong Kong is a seventh major
OFC in the BIS/lBS statistics, but its statistical relation
to the Yearbook is different from that of the other six.
Hong Kong is discussed in a later section of this
chapter.
Table 49 presents a number of similarities and differ
ences between banking in OFCs and in industrial coun
tries. I n 1989, cross-border assets of banks in the six
OFCs were about 25 percent of those in the industrial
countries, and OFC nonbanks held about 10 percent of
the claims on nonbanks reported by ali international
banks. OFC positions were thus a sizable part of total
world banking positions and a source of possibly large
balance of payments adjustments. 128 Assets of OFC
banks grew faster than liabilities, and implicit net worth
thus increased very fast, with implications for direct
investment flows in the OFC balance of payments
accounts. ln industrial countries, the opposite occur
red, and banks' cross-border positions went into deficit
between the two years.
Sources of Data
Estimates for offshore activities of the six OFCs in
this section are based on comparisons between pub
lished balance of payments statements for the OFCs
and data available from other sources. The statistics
from outside sources are far from complete, but they
constitute a starting point forjudging the effects of OFC
transactions on world capital flows.
In Tables 50 and 5 1 of this section:
1 . Direct investment flows are based on the geo
graphie detail compiled by important direct
investment countries (as described in Chapter 3);
2. Pottfolio transactions are taken from the BIS tab
ulations of international securities used in Chap
ters 4 and 5 ;
3 . The transactions of nonbank residents of OFCs
are from the "derived" positions in BIS/lBS sta
tistics discussed in Chapter 6. These include the
activities of "brass plate" nonbank residents and
are typically much larger than balance of pay
ments amounts in OFC statistics;
4. Finally, for banks thal are resident in OFCs, inter
national banking statistics include directly
reported totals of cross-border positions and

Table 49. Cross-Border Banking Positions for Offshore
Financial Centers, Years-end 1985 and 1989

(ln billions of U.S. dollars)
Annual growth
rate
(percent)

1985

1989

521.1
326.2
195.0

917.5
627.9
289.6

15.2
17.8
10.4

520.2
345.8
174.4

905.6
628.7
276.9

14.9
16. 1
12.3

101.2
81.6
19.6
83.3

355.6
274.2
81.4
310.1

36.9
35.4
42.8
38.9

BIS-reporting international
banks other than OFCs1
Total assets
lnterbank
Vis-à-vis nonbanks

1,994.4 3,902.0
1,413.7 3,041.2
580.7
860.8

18.3
21.1
10.3

Total liabilities
lnterbank
Vis-à-vis nonbaoks

1 .984.7 4,127.4
1,602.8 3,441.8
685.6
381.9

20.1
21.1
15.8

51.5
34.8

89.3
55.3

14.7
12.3

19.3
9.9

32.1
12.0

13.6
4.9

100.0

181.8

16.1

Positions of international banks
ln six OFCs-TotaJ assets
lnterbank
Vis-à-vis nonbanks
Total liabilities
lnterbank

Vis-à-vis nonbanks
Hong Kong banks-Assets
lnterbank
Vis-à-vis nonbanks
lnterbank liabilities

Positions of OFC nonbanks
vis-à-vis international banks:
ln six OFCs
Assets
Liabililies
ln Hong Kong
Assets
Liabilities
Memorandum:
Index of world GDP aL
currenl priees

Source: lntemalional Financial Statistics, 1991.

1/ntemationaf Banking and Financial Del'elopments, Bank for

International Settlements. Table 2.

flows estimated from those positions. Those totals
include special-license banks and are aIso broader
than the banking amounts included in balance of
payments statements.
Missing from these data are direct investment Hows
vis-à-vis countries other than those that provided the
geographie detail used in Chapter 3, portfolio pur
cltases by OFC residents other than those included in
bank assets in OFCs, and OFC nonbank transactions
other than those with international banks. These miss
ing items are noted later in the chapter. The amounts
and net balances in such flows are not known.
Adjustments to Capital Accounts

12�he growth of cross-border banking was not remarkable over
the 1985-89 period in either these OFCs or the industrial countries.

For the six OFCs and industrial countries, growth rates of bank
positions during these years were only slightly above nominal worlù
GDP growth (bottom of Table 49). Hong Kong banks expanded
positions very fast, on the other hand, and were an outstanding
exception to the rest of the banking picture.

The relation of banking data for OFCs to their bal
ance of payments data is illustrated in Table 50. Of
the six OFCs in the table, the Cayman Islands is an
important special case. The Cayman Islands is one of
the most important of the OFCs, but it is omitted
entirely in the Yearbook. lnternational banking data for
79
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this OFC are an important addition to data on world
capital ftows, and Table 50 indicates the extent to which
the Cayman Islands dominates OFC ftows other than
those that pass through Hong Kong. 129
In order to keep the data concise, the comparisons
in Table 50 are condensed into net ftows-Liability and
asset ftows combined into a form in which a positive
number indicates a net inftow into the listed OFC. The
top part of the table gives balance of payments bank
related data for the OFCs from the 1990 Yearbook.
Most of the amounts are small, because they exclude
most offshore activity b y special-license firms and
because they aU are small economies. The bottom part
gives the excess of corresponding IBS net ftows
directly reported bank activity and net derived changes
in OFC nonbank positions-over the Yearbook
amounts. The l B S items are much Jarger than the
amounts included in balance of payments statements.
These residuals in the table are thus the amounts that
direct!y affect world balances in this group of figures.
For both banks and nonbanks, the differences indi
cate a strong tendency toward net capital outftows from
the OFCs in the form of credit extended. That is, the
OFCs have had Jarger increases in banking-related
assets than in Jiabilities. While the figures show cleaJ·
general tendencies-as in Chapter 6 on derived non
bank ftows, they indicate large ftows missing from the
Yearbook-and were used to adjust the global capital
account, they are crude and Jack the detail needed for
use as regular balance of payments estimates. The
ftows are also highly volatile on an annual basis, and
the data must be examined closely before they can be
built into an annual series.
Table 51 combines these banking adjustments with
those from Chapters 3, 4, and 5 in direct investment,
portfolio investment, and short-term securities for the
six OFCs. These additional adjustments combine to a
$0.9 billion average increased inftow to the six OFCs
for 1 986-89. With this offsetting adjustment, the total
net balance of offshore financial activity in the six cen
ters averages to an $8.4 biJJion capital outftow for the
group.
The data in these tables are, of course, incomplete.
The direct investment amounts reflect reports for an
incomplete set of partner countries. The portfolio fig
ures include almost no transactions in assets, and resi
dent nonbank "other capital" ftows are only those with
reporting international banks. AJthough the net effect
of the unmeasured ftows is unknown, the portfolio asset
'290ther OFCs could be included in such a comparison, but they
rapidJy decrease in size after the major seven centers. Most important
for balance of payments purposes is perhaps Bermuda. which is
an important insurance center thal is entirely excluded from the
Yearbook, like the Cayman Islands. Bermuda bas current account
inflows in the form of net insurance premiums that become capital
account outflows into investment by the resident insurance campa
nies. AccordingJy, most of Bermuda's derived positions in BIS/lBS
figures are with nonbanks rather than with ihe banks ihat dominate
in most other OFCs.

Table 50. Six Offshore FinanciaJ Centers: Adjustments of
Balance of Payments Statements to lnclude Offshore
Banking Activity, Net Annual Average Flows, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outflows ( - ))1

Total

Nonbanks Banks

Balance of payments,
net "other capital" flows2

The Bahamas
Bahrain

Cayman Islands

Netherlands Antilles
Panama

-0.2

-0.1

Singapore

-2.0

-0.1
-0.8

0.1
- 1 .2

Total. six OFCs

-2.0

-0.8

- 1 .2

0.6

0.9

-2.7

-0.3
-0.1
- 1 .0
0.9
- 1 .6
-0.4

93

-2.3

Excess of lBS net flows over

balance of payments net "other" flows
The Bahamas
Bahrain

Cayman lslands3

-7.5

Netherlands Antilles
Panama

1.2
-0.9

Total, six OFCs

-

Singapore

.

-6.5

0.3

0.7

-2.3
-7.0

1Ali figures are net balances of inflows and outftows on both a�sets
and liabililies.

1The balance of payments "other'' category consists of ali capital

flows except direct investment, portfolio securities, and reserves!
LCFAR. The amounts in the top half comprise aLI flows in that

category for deposit moncy banks and for private nonbanks and ali
official "other capital'' ftows except loan asset and liability transac
tions.
3No balance of payments accounts are included in the Yearbook
for the Cayman Islands; the lower half shows the total lBS flows.

component could normaJiy be expected to add to the
net outftow. 13° For example, although the six OFCs
may have been important sources for the $6 billion
unaJJocated portfolio outftows mentioned in connection
with Table 48, these ftows into securities markets are
not included in Table 5 1 . If the total $6 biUion outftow
were added to Table 5 1 , the total net outftow for the
six OFCs would average $1 4 billion.
Even an $8 billion additional net capital outftow for
this group of OFCs immediately raises questions as to
the sources of such a volume of funds. A large part of
the answer is apparently in the net eamings of the
financial operations in the OFCs. During 1986-89,
banks in the six OFCs had average cross-border asset
and liability positions in the range of $700 billion, and
nonbanks in the group had net positions-assets Jess
liabilities-of about $26 billion with foreign banks
atone. If the OFC nonbanks were getting a reasonable
yield on foreign net banking assets, and if the OFC
banks had earnings from rate spreads and fees, then
income for the six OFCs may have been $5 billion a
'»rhe net portfolio outflow in Table 5 1 is dominared by the retire
ment ofdebt issued in earlier years by Netherlands Antilles subsidiar
ies of U .S. corporations, rather than by asset purehases. The retire
ments will eventually disappear from OFC activity.
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Six Offshore Financial Centers
Table 51. Total Effect of Adjustments to ms Data, Direct lnvestment, Portfolio lnvestment, and Short-Term Securities
Statistics, for Six Offshore Financial Centers, Net Annua.l Average Flows, 1986-89
(ln billions of U .S. dollars: outftows ( -))
Total
adjustments

lBS data

0.3

0.6

The Bahamas
Bahrain
Cayman Islands
Netherlands Antilles
Panama
Singapore

-0.1
-6.1
0.5
-0.4
2. 7
-

-2.7

Total, six OFCs

-8.4

-9.3

-7.5
1.2
-0.9

Direct
investment 1

-0.2
-0.1
0.7
3.2
0.4
4.1

Portfolio
investment2

Short-term
securitiesJ

-

0. 1

-

0.4
40

0.3
0. 1

0. 1

-0.1

-3.4

0.2

.

1From Tables 12 and 14, based on panner country data. Excludes $3.9 billion residual derived from income estimates.
2From Tables 18 and 20.
)From Chapter 5.

year from banking activity alone. 131 Beyond the bank
related incarne are direct investment and portfolio
incarne that are also excluded from national balance of
payments coverage. Incarne is just one aspect of the
question, however, and the $8 billion outflow can be
understood onJy in the broader context of a complete
balance of payments statement.
A Balance of Payments Statement for Offshore Activities
Table 52 sketches a summary balance of payments
statement for offshore activities in the six OFCs. The
table combines the figures from Table 5 1 with others
thal can be deduced from them. l t also indicates the
major items that are missing for the full picture. The
first column of the table is the full statement as it can
be constructed from Table 5 1 , and the second column
shows the amounts of these flows that are mentioned
in earlier chapters on direct investment, portfolio, and
nonbank transactions with foreign banks. The third
column contains the remaining amounts that emerge in
this chapter.
mA $5 billion average eamings for the six OFCs is consistent with
Table 38 of the Fund's 1987 Repor1 on 1he World Currenl Accounl
Discrepancy. On the basis of that report, the Yearbook in recent
years has included upward adjustments to OFC investment income.
The adjustments are estimated from OFC bank-related assets and
liabilities. The $5 billion in the text is an average for 1986-89 from
those adjustments for the six OFCs discussed in this section.
The adjustments appear by country groups in the Yearbook. Part

The current account in Table 52 consists only of an
estimate for investment incarne taken from Part 2 of
the Yeat·book, accompanied by an equal and offsetting
outflow in the form of reinvested earnings. The earn
ings figure includes components for banks and non
banks separately. These earnings belong almost
entirely to nonresidents, and in balance of payments
accounting they are debited in the current account, as
in the second line of Table 52, whetber or not they are
paid out to the owners. Earnings that are reinvested
(that is, not distributed to parents) then appear again in
the capital account as a credit. In balance of payments
terms, it is the reinvestment of eamings as a capital
flow that is a source of net asset growth in Table 52. l n
principle, the net current and capital account balances
of offshore centers should reftect only the transactions
of local residents other than the special-license firms. 132
The large positive errors and omissions in Table 52
show the extent to which the available data are out of
balance. Bank-related capital outflows-$9.3 billion on
average-are larger than the income and other direct
investment inflows that are included as possible
sources of bank funds, even on the assomption that
ali investment incarne is retained in the OFCs. If the
banking numbers are approximately correct for these
OFCs, then Table 52 suggests strongly that the direct
investment net inflows are still understated . This is a
reasonable possibility. The four countries that sepa
rately report reinvested earnings show for OFCs an
average total of just $ 1 billion (second column of the

2, Table 3. Table 3 does not show separately the OFC component of
the investment income adjustments, but it is an explicitly calculated
element of the published total. None of the adjustments to current
accounts in Table 3 is entered into specifie country statements in the
Yearbook or into Part 2 totals. The table, rather, goes beyond the
leve! of the published balance of payments detail in the Yearbook.
Moreover, it presents the estimated adjustments for current
accounls. but it does not include the counterpart adjustments to
capital accounts and to errors and omissions thal the current account
adjustments imply.
Hong Kong is included in the Table 38 adjustments in the Current
Accounl Reporl and thus in the adjustments in the Yearbook, Part 2,
Table 3. For the six OFCs in Table 5 1 , the adjustment is considerabiy
less.

mThe description above oversimplifies the effect ofoffshore activ
ity. Special-license firms make current payments to the local econ
omy in their operations, and sorne of the capital in special-license
firms belongs to actua! residents of the OFCs. Transactions of tbese
firms with the domestic economy are missing in the published OFC
balance of payments statements. Such ftows tend to be small, how
ever. compared with offshore financial activity that passes through
the centers.

A more important qualification is that licensees may have siz.able
financial transactions with one another in an offshore center, and
these are neither cross-border nor included in current balance of
payments statements. Little is known about transactions between
OFC banks and nonbanks.
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Table 52. Balance of Payments Statement for Offshore

Financial Activity of Six Offshore Centers, Annual Average
Flows, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars)
Total
Current account
lnvestment income except
reinvested carnings
Reinvested earnings
Total

Capital account
Direct investment
Reinvestment of earnings
Other
Portfolio investment
Liabilities
Assets

Errors and omissions

- 1.1
- 1.1

Other

5.0
-3.9
1.1

Jncluded in Chapters
3, 4. 5, lllld 6

Conclusions on Six OFCs

5.0
3.0'
-3.4

Other capital
Short-lerm securities
OFC banks
OFC nonbanks
vis-à-vis foreign banks
vis-à-vis nonbanks
Total capital account

5.01
-5.01

lmplicit in
Chapter 3

s

-2.3

-4. 5

4.5

-3.4

0.2

0.2
-7.0
6

flows are entirely missing as credits in OFC capital
accounts; roughly $5 billion are visible in other coun
tries' data as debits. Bringing these OFC direct invest
ment ftows into the world totals would improve the
match of debits and credits in direct investment, but at
present there is no basis in available data to support
such a change. From the evidence in Chapter 3 and
Table 52, proposais for OFC direct investment flows
are limited to raising their net credits by an average of
$8 billion for 1986-89.

-7.0

-2.3
- 1 .7

-2.8

2.7

1.8

11ncome and reinvested earnings in this column are based on the
Yearbook. 1990. Pan 2. Table 3. Thal table includes adjustments for
OFC investment income that are not shown separately.
21ncluded in the fifth line of Table 12. Derived in Chapter 3 from
partner country data.
3Jncluded in the tifth line ofTable 12 as an unallocated residual for
OFCs.
41ncludcd in line 2b of Table 14.
sPortfolio asset net flows by OFC nonbank residents. Portfolio
adjustments in Chaptcr 4 include an average $6.4 billion of net pur
chases (outflows) by offshore centers, but these purehases could not
be allocated to individual OFCs and arc therefore omitted here. lf ali
of this outftow were inserted into the table, errors and omissions
would become $1 1.8 billion.
60FC nonbank "other capital" transactions with nonbanks.

table) out of the notional $5 billion total, mentioned
earlier, based on income estimates. On thal very loose
evidence, "other" direct investment inflows from ali
owners might average $5 billion to $10 billion in the
table. Such inflows would reduce errors and omissions
considerably.
Even more inflows are needed, however, to balance
the accounts. Table 52 notes the two forms of capital
flow that are missing altogether-portfolio assets and
nonbank transactions with nonbanks. Both of these
items can be expected to show net capital outftows in
most years. OFC banking evidently is not a source of
funds for such outflows, since in Table 52 banking
appears to absorb funds from other OFC sources. The
alternative in this context is still more inftows in the
form of direct investmenl.
Table 5 2 thus implies that there may have been
inflows of direct investment into these OFCs as large
as $10 billion to $15 billion a year during 1 986-89. These

Table 52 illustrates that excluding offshore financial
ftows in OFC balance of payments results in, at least,
an understatement of direct investment and banking
flows in world balances. The excluded flows are large
enough to create marked asymmetries in both income
and capital flows. The problem in OFC data can be
seen as the mirror image of the capital account problem
for other countries. Most countries have better mea
surements of their cross-border inflows than of their
outftows into foreign assets. The OFCs, on the other
hand, show far more outftows than recorded inflows in
Table 52. This difference is consistent with the nature
and advantages of OFCs as investment havens. An
expanded measure of nonbanking flows through OFCs,
with or without geographie detail, undoubtedly would
bring into the world picture large volumes of transac
tions that are now missing.
Host countries for offshore financial activity prefer
to leave this activity out of their national balance of
payments statements, and there are analytic reasons
for that practice. World statistics on capital ftows and
positions suffer from the omission, however, and the
Yearbook would be a richer mine for analysis with more
information on offshore activities. This is an important
objective. The Working Party recommends that OFC
activities be brought into Yearbook statistics to the

fu/lest extent possible. Countries hosting offshore
activity should be encouraged to collect the data and
to bring them into their balance of payments state
ments. The Fund should develop ils own estima/es for
major offshore activities thar are nor included in
national statements. Attention should be paid first to
the smaller offshore centers where the ftows can be
identified most readily. Figures then should be intro
duced for centers, such as the Cayman Islands, thal
are not included in Yearbook statistics. Banking data
reported by OFCs to the BIS and IMF can play a major
role in such a compilation, and the derived nonbank
figures discussed in Chapter 6 are also important. BIS
information on international securities markets is
another data source.

Hong Kong

Hong Kong is statistically in a different position from
the six OFCs in the preceding section. Like the Cayman
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Islands, Hong Kong itself does not submit a balance of
payments statement to the Fund. Unlike the Caymans,
however, Hong Kong is included in Part 2 of the Year
book, although it is not shown separately. The amounts
included are compiled by the Fund, based in part on
Hong Kong's banking reports for BIS/lBS purposes.
Hong Kong's banking information is seriously out of
balance, however, because it excludes bank liabilities
vis-à-vis foreign nonbanks. This gap is consistent with
the large positive errors and omissions found in the
Hong Kong balance of payments.
Hong Kong banking positions grew rapidly in recent
years-at an average annual rate of 35 percent from
1985 to 1989-and are now the largest in the offshore
group that reports in the BIS/lBS program. By 1990,
Hong Kong banks' foreign assets were more tban
$460 billion, almost half of those of the six OFCs dis
cussed previously combined. Hong Kong is thus a
major part of world capital markets and il should be
represented in the world capital accounts more com
pletely than it bas been.
Table 48 includes adjustments to Hong Kong data
that oscillate widely and average - $ 1 .0 billion a year.
These are mainly a combination of portfolio inflows
averaging almost $5 billion, $3.5 billion in outflows
derived from international banking statistics for the
years 1987-89, and about a $2 billion average increase
in official reserves. These are major adjustments for an
economy the size of Hong Kong. The Working Party

recommends thar the Fund use ali of the information
available on Hong Kong' s cross-border capital /rans
actions in constructing a balance of payments situe
ment for this important financial center.

OFC Activity in Other Countries

The six OFCs in the earlier section have the common
characteristics thal they are reporters for the BIS/lBS
banking statistics and that they exclude most of their
cross-border financial activities from balance of pay
ments statements. For this group of countries, it
appears possible to build a reasonable balance of pay
ments statement for the excluded offshore activities
that will help give a better picture of world capital
ftows.
A number of other countries also have offshore
transactions that they exclude from balance of pay
ments figures. Such activities have a variety of connec
tions to the Yem·book world totals, and their effects on
world balances are either accounted for or unknown.
These transactions pass through resident institutions,
but compilers in sorne cases exclude them as not rele
vant to the national economies. 133 Two examples illus
trate different forms of the practice.
moffshore activity that is recorded in national accounts is repre
sented by U.S. international banking facilities. lBFs. although resi

1 . The Netherlands' special financial institutions
serve primarily as intermediaries for ftows of
funds from one foreign country to another. Major
transformations in type of capital flow occur
through SFls, however-as between direct
investment, portfolio securities, and other capi
tal. SFls are not excluded from the Dutch balance
of payments, but their entire statement (including
their current account) is condensed into one com
ponent of a single net tine, "other long-term capi
tal," in the Yearbook. This treatment causes
asymmetries in direct investment and portfolio
flows that are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. l t
causes other problems a s weil: SPis have sizable
current account balances, and in the Yearbook
these are embedded in the capital account. This
treatment leaves an offsetting pair of imbalances
in the current and capital accounts at the world
level.
2. l n severa! countries that report in the BIS/lBS
system, bank and other institutions have a large
trust or custodial business. Much of this business
is for nonresidents, and large amounts of funds
are invested in foreign assets. The element of such
relationships that consists of foreign investment
for foreign clients is uniformly omitted from
national balance of payments accounts, and most
of it is also omitted from B1S!IBS compilations of
banking positions. 134 Wh ile there are few statistics
on the scale of custodial relationships, there may
have been as much as $ 1 ,000 billion to $2,000
billion of such positions intermediated in indus
trial countries in the tate 1980s.
Flows into custodial accounts may be large! y missing
in balance of payments statements for countries of ori
gin. l f custodial information were available from banks
included in the BlS/IBS reporting system, the data
could broaden substantially the scope of geographie
information available to measure derived positions for
nonbanks. Comparisons of such totals with balance
of payments figures for nonbanks could then go weil
beyond the comparisons with direct bank relationships
that appear in Chapter 6. Even without geographie
detail the figures still suggest the size of missing ftows
in current as weil as capital account statistics.
Without data on tlows through custodial accounts, an
information gap exists that may be large. The Working

Party recommends inquiries in major countries to

134lnternational ban king statistics include Swiss trust accounts that

arc invested

in foreign assets for nonresident clients, but the statistics

do not include Swiss custodial

accounts. a more varied form of

investment. U.S. banks do not report custodial ftows to foreign

dent in the United States, are licensed to have transactions and

markets on behalf of oonresidents. and the amounts of sucb ftows

positions only with nonresidents and with their (resident) parents.
markets and the rest of the world. They are nevertheless included in

arc completely unknown. Other countries reporting international
banking statistics exclude ali custody business from their reports
except in the special area of negotiable certificates ofdeposits. There

the U.S. balance ofpayments as

is th us no systematic information available on cross-border custodial

lBFs lhus have

no direct intermediary relation between U.S. capital

both BJS!lBS compilations and in
U.S. banking entities.

positions

held for nonresidents.
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explore the size of the cross-border custodial positions
held by banks for nonresidents.

Two principal recommendations arise from the con
siderations given in this chapter:
The Working Party recommends that the Fund
increase Yearbook coverage of offshore activities
as part of bost countries' balance of payments
statements, whether or not the offshore activities
are separately identified in these statements.
Countries hosting the offshore businesses should
be encouraged to compile the data themselves to
the extent possible. Externat data, such as BIS/
lBS data on nonbank OFC activities, can also be
valuable.
2. Foreign-ta-foreign custodies are an aspect of
international capital flows that may contribute
substantially to world asymmetries, but the
effects cannat be measured with available infor
mation. The Working Party recommends inquir
ies in a few major countries to explore the size of
cross-border custodial positions held by banks for
nonresidents. On the basis of BlS/IBS data on
derived nonbank daims on banks, the custodies
probably include net unrecorded capital outflows.

1.

Conclusions and Recommendations

A number of countries omit from their balance of
payments statements large volumes of nonresident
capital transactions thal pass through local financial
markets but that are unrelated to the domestic econo
mies. A major part of these excluded flows goes
through offshore financial centers that provide entrepôt
facilities for banking and other forms of financial busi
ness activities. Omission of these transactions causes
imbalances in world capital accounts because counter
part entries are included, to sorne extent, in balance of
payments statements of countries where the transac
tions originale and end. These omissions can be cor
rected in several ways. Within the framework of the
Manua/, analytic uses of the data probably would be
best served by separate identification ofoffshore activi
ties within host countries' balance of payments sta
tistics.
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International Organizations
SUMMARY
Substantial international capital ftows result from the operations of
international organizations. Until recently, lhese ftows were not accu
rately recorded on a balance of payments basis. l n collaboration wit� the
.
Party cffectcd large adjust
Fund's Statistics Department, the Workmg
ments thal improve global balance of payments data considerably. These
adjustments have already been included in the statistics published in
the Yellrbook. The Working Party has also established a method for
maintaining the quality of data on international organizations in the future
through a special reporting format t.o be checked �gainst ?ata from P.ub
lished accounts. Jmproved cooperatton from sorne mternattonal orgamza
tions will be essential for ensuring that the new format is used.

Data lmprovement Initiatives

l n 1985 the Working Party on the Current Account
Discrepancy recognized thal the absence of data on
operations of international and regional organizations
(lOs) constituted a major gap in the global balance of
payments accounts. Without these data, world
accounts contained no counterpart to the current and
capital account transactions reported by member cou n
tries vis-à-vis these organizations. That Working Party
and the Fund's Statistics Department developed a
reporting system thal called on each organization "':' ith
significant transactions to supply data to the Fu�d tn a
standardized format. From 1986 onward, consoltdated
data for the lOs wcre included in Part 2 of the Balance

of Payments Statistics Yearbook.

l n 1990, the present Working Party initiated a review
of the capital account data of international organiza
tions as published annually by the Fund. l n the course
of that review, it became clear that reporting by the
lOs had deteriorated and that the published data were
inaccurate. Sorne major organizations were not submit
ting reports in the standardized form, and sorne were
not submitting reports at ali. The Fund had been
endeavoring to derive the relevant data from published
reports of various types. This process imposed a con
siderable burden on the Fund compilers and, when
derived data werechecked against published accounts,
many discrepancies emerged. The Working Party and
the Fund's Statistics Department isolated a number of
problems for which J O data were corrected in the 1990

Yearbook.

Because deficiencies remained in the 10 capital flow
data published in the 1990 Yearbook, the Working Pa� y
and the Statistics Department renewed efforts to obtam
the necessary data in a standard format. A revised
reporting form was designed to clarify the information
requested and to reinforce the principle that, for each
organization, the sum of its current and capital transa�
tions with the rest of the world should equal zero. Thts
principle reftects the fact that, by definition, interna
tional organizations are not residents of any country.
Each of them, in effect, constitutes a statistical entity
equivalent to a country and subject to the same balance
of payments accounting.
The rcviscd reporting form was distributed early in
1991 to the 10 lOs with the largest capital flows. Data
covering the 1987-89 period were received from many
of them by mid-1991. A review of the data showed that
there were still large discrepancies or entries that did
not conform to expected classifications or magnitudes.
Further discussions, leading to additional revisions,
were he1d with the international organizations con
cerned. Although a few organizations did not cooperate
adequately, the situation improved and the Statistics
Department is proceeding to regularize the collection
of data.
The recent evolution of combined capital account
entries for lOs is shown i n Table 53. Entries shown for
the 1990 Yearbook represent new data that were not
yet based on the revised reporting form. Entries shown
for the 1991 Yearbook represent data based on the
revised form and on other sources used by the Fund.
Adjustments resulting from the activities of the Work
ing Party are also included in Table 53.
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Table 53. Capital Account 'fransactions of International Organizations, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outflows ( - ))

average

1986

1987

1988

1989

2.6
-4.9
-2.3

-8.1
1.7
-6.4

-6.2
- 0.4
-6.6

-4.9
-2.7
-7.6

-4.2
- 1 .6
-5.7

15.0
-1.1
J3.9

9.8
0.4
10.2

0.2
7.8
8.0

3.2
2.2
5.4

7.0
2.3
9.4

-9.6
- 10.7
-20.3

-8.2
-6.1
- 14.3

-9.1
-5.3
- 14.4

-8.6
-8.7
- 17.3

-8.9
-7.7
- 16.6

2.7
6.9
9.6

- 35.4
7.4

-28.0

3.5
-2.9
0.6

- 16.4
3.8
- 12.6

- 1 1.4
3.8
-7.6

Yearbook, 1990

-9.7

18.6

-6.3

14.1

4.2

Yearbook, 1991

-9.7

18.6

-6.3

14.1

4.2

Yearbook, 1990

4.2

Yearbook, 1991

4.2

7.1
-0. 1
7.0

2.9
-0.1
2.8

4.9
-0. 1
4.8

1986-89

Capital account, total
Yearbook, 1990

Adjustments

Yearbook, 1991

Portfolio investment. net
Yearbook, 1990

Adjustments

Yearbook, 1991

Loans. net

Yearbook, 1990

Adjustments

Yearbook, 1991

Other capital. net'
Yearbook, 1990

Adjustments

Yearbook. 1991

LCFAR2

Adjustments
Reserves1

Adjustments

5.5
5.5

1Except loans, which are shown separately.
2Reserve positions in the Fund and central bank deposits with the BIS.
JSpecial drawing rights and use of Fund credit and loans.

The total of capital account transactions for these
organizations has gone through a series of sizable revi
sions since the Working Party began its studies. Large
changes in total capital ftows reported for 1986 and
1989 and major classification shifts between portfolio
investment, loans, and other ftows are shown in the
table. These shifts in category are important for recon
ciling world capital ftows. Additionally, the revised
figures show a substantially higher level of net lending
by the lOs, partially offset by somewhat larger net
portfolio inftows.
Capital flows of lOs are dominated by a relatively
small number of institutions that provide financial
assistance or serve as financial intermediaries. A
breakdown of the principal transactions for these insti
tutions, as recorded in the 1991 Yearbook, is shown in
Table 54. The activities of the BIS are distinctive
because it is a major depository for monetary authori
ties and consequently places large amounts of short
term assets in financial markets. The BIS accounts for
most of the liabilities constituting foreign authorities'
reserves of international organizations as a group.

International Organization Accounts

Balance sheets are readily available in the annual
reports of nearly aU international organizations signifi
cant to the capital flows study. As suggested in Table

54, their financial weight is heavily concentrated in only
a few institutions. Fewer than a dozen are significant
for international capital ftows. Many of the U nited
Nations and European Community institutions are
important current account transactors, but they do not
have large financial positions.
Table 55 provides detail about the composition of
assets and liabilities for the major lOs. Severa! of these
institutions have sizable Joan portfolios, and loans
account for more than half of the asset total. l n addi
tion, the JBRD maintains a large investment portfolio
representing funds available to meet future loan com
mitments. In the case of the IBRD, the European
lnvestment Bank (EIB), the lnter-American Develop
ment Bank (lADB), and the Asian Development Bank
(ADB), loans are financed mainly by securities issued
in capital markets. [n the case of the IMF and the
International Development Association ODA), financ
ing is essentiaUy from member governments.
The fact that ali lü activities (apart from sorne inter
nai accounting procedures) are " international transac
tions" suggests that their balance sheets might be used
to derive balance of payments ftows. The balance
sheets in fact are quite useful for deriving the classifi
cation of transactions. However, a major impediment
to reliance on balance sheet data is the currency diver
sification thal typifles most lü activities.
Practically ali lOs operate in multiple currencies. A
few publish their accounts in nondollar terms-such as
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Balance of Payments of International Organizations
Table 54. Capital Account Balances of Selected international

Organizations, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outftows ( - ))
1986

1987

1988

1989

- 2.3

-6.4

-6.6

-7.6

0.8

-0.8

-2.0

- 1 .2

3.9
-5.1

6.1
- 3.9

3.8
-2.6

- 1.1
-2.7

European Economie Communities
of which:
Portfolio investment, net
Net lending

0.2

-2.9

- 1.9

-2.2

0.2
- 1 .4

-0.3
0.3

-0.6

International Development
Association
of which:
Net lending
Other capital

0.1

-0.2

- 2. 9
2.9

-3.5
3.4

-3.8
3.8

-3.4
-3.8

- 1 .4

- 1.2

-0.7

- 1.0

9.6
- 10.8

3.1
-4.2

5.1
-5.5

6.2
-7.5

International Monetary Fund
of which:
Use of Fund credit and loans
LCFAR2

-0.2

-0.2

-0.3

-0.5

2.7
-4.0

6.1
-5.0

5.5
-4.3

2.4
-3.6

lnter-American Development Bank
of which:
Net lending

- 1 .6

-0.4

-0.2

-0.2

-1.1

-0.4

- 1 .2

-0.5

Bank for International Se!tlements
of which:
Short-lt:rm <.:apit<tJ
LCFAR3

-0.3

0.2

0.3

-0.8

5.4

-23.7

Capital account, tota11
of which:
World Bank (IBRD)
of which:
Portfolio investment. net
Net lending

European Jnvestment Bank
of which:
Portfolio investment. net
Net lending

-5.7

23.6

- 0.2

2.6

-

18 5
.

17.7

-2.0

Source: IMF. Statistics Department files.
1Net total for ali international organizations; see Table 53.
2Reserve position in the Fund.
3Deposits received from central banks.

the IMF in special drawing rights, the EIB in European
currency units, and the BIS in gold francs-but most
of the others publish in dollar terms. However, the
currency composition of their assets and liabilities is
quite divergent. As Table 55 illustrates, the balance
sheet size, expressed in dollars, of the principal lOs
grew rapidly between 1985 and 1989. During the same
period, the U .S. dollar depreciated significantly against
the major currencies embedded in these statements
so a portion of this growth undoubtedly reflects
exchange rate effects.
ln principle, if 10 balance sheet cornponents could
be purged of valuation effects and other changes not
related to international transactions (such as the estab
lishment of special reserves), these data could be used
in a balance ofpayments frarnework. lndeed, published
balance sheets have severa! advantages, including
timely availability from year to year, consistent quality
compared with the experience of special surveys, and
useful supplementary information.
Using annual changes in broad exchange rate mea
sures such as the SDR and the ECU, the Working
Party explored the potential for relying on adjusted 10
balance sheets to compensate for the currency compo
sition problem. However, a comparison of results with
actual cash flow statements of a few institutions,
including the IBRD, showed that significant problems
would remain because the currency mix in these bal
ance sheets was quite varied. To approach 10 accounts
purely through balance sheets, therefore, leaves an
uncomfortable ma1 gin for error. Huwever, the Wurking

Party recommends thal the Fund use available annual
reports and cash flow statements as essential checks
on data submitted by /Os on annual survey reports.

Balance of Payments of International
Organizations
Table 55. Balance Sheet Structure of Major International
Organizations, Years-end 1985 and 1989

(In billions of U.S. dollars)

Assets
Deposits1
Securities
Loans extended
Subscription receivables2
Other asscts
Total
Liabilities
Deposits3
Securities
Loans received
Capital/subscriptions
Reserves
Other Jiabilities
Total

1985

1989

Change

43.5

85.6
35.4
244.4
37.3
430.9

42.1
0.2
90.4
9.2
6.5
148.4

76.8
158.7
4.7
128.5
26.2
35.9
430.9

34.9
63.9
- 1 1.5
37.9
12.3
10.8
148.4

35.2

154.0
19.0
30. 8
282.5
40.9
94.8
16.2
90.6
13.9
25.1

282.5

28.2

1Primarily BIS deposits with commercial banks.
2Excludes unpaid quotas for IMF.
3Primarily central bank deposits with the BIS.

With the information now available from lOs, it is
possible to assemble their combined balance of pay
ments accounts, as in Table 56. The overall structure
of the accounts is quite clear: lOs were funded in the
1986-89 period primarily by net income receipts, trans
fers, and the sale of securities, and they have used
these funds primarily to cover operating expenses and
their net lending to member countries. Ofcourse, there
are great differences among the various organizations;
activities of the BIS dominate the figures for "other
capital" and LCFAR.
During the 1986-89 period, there was a graduai
enlargement of current account receipts and payments
but not much change in net receipts. On the capital
flow side, the principal source of variability in severa!
components was the operations of the BIS. Lending to
member countries. net of repayments, averaged about
$17.5 billion a year in the 1986-89 period, but the latest
data indicate an increase to nearly $25 billion in 1990.
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X · INTERNATIONAL ORGANlZATIONS
Thble 56. Balance of Paymeots Accounts of International Organizations, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outflows ( - ) )
Current account
Investment income
Goods and services
Transfers, net
Capital account
Portfolio investment, nei
Loans extended, net
Loans received. net
Other capital, net
LCFAR1
Reserves2
Errors and omissions

I986-89 average

I986

I987

I988

I989

4.0
5.6
-6.4
4.8

6.5
6.8
-8.3
7.9

5.4
7.4
- 10.1
8.1

6.8
8.3
- 10 . 1
8.6

5.7
7.0
-8.7
7.4

-2.4
13.8
-21.8
1.6

-6.6
8.0
- 15.2
0.9
0.6
-6. 3
5.5

-7.6
5.4
- 17.6
0.3

4.2

-6.4
10.2
- 15.3
1.1
-28.0
18.6
7.0

- 12.6
14.1
2.8

-5.8
9.3
- 17.5
1.0
-7.6
4.2
4.9

1.6

-0.1

1.2

0.7

0.1

9.5
- 9.7

Source: Balance of Paymellfs Suuistics Yearbook, 1991.
1Central bank deposits with the BIS and countries' reserve positions in the Fund.
2SDRs and use of Fund credit and loans.

Staff Pension Funds

Table 57. Total Assets of Staff Pension Funds of Selected

The growth of staff pension funds at international
and regional organizations has an important impact on
portfolio capital ftows. The size of three major pension
funds is shown in Table 57.
In connection with its work on international organi
zations in general, the Fund has been collecting sorne
data on the investment activities oftheir pension funds.
Entries in the balance of payments accounts have been
somewhat erratic, and comprehensive figures have not
yet been assembled. ln collecting these data, the Fund
has taken the view that pension funds should be given
the same residency status as lOs themselves; that is,
the pension funds were not considered residents of
any specifie country. Consequently, the ir dealings in
securities or other assets logically should be considered
by national compilers to be dealings with nonresi
dents. 135 It now appears that, in the revision of the
Balance of Payments Manual, the residency principle
will be changed. Pension funds will be treated as resi
dents of the countries where the lOs are located, rather
tban as extraterritorial entities like the organizations
themselves. In general, employees of! Os will continue
to be considered residents of the countries in which
they are domiciled while employed by such organiza
lions.

(ln billions of U .S. dollars)

International Organizations, Year-end 1988

Conclusions and Recommendations

WhiJe it cannot be reported that statistics on transac
tions of international organizations are now full y satis
factory, progress has been made and rather large
adjustments have resulted from the investigations con
ducted by the Working Party. However, experience
strongly indicates that reporting by these organizations

uslt is not clear to what extent compilers in countries where these
lrdilsactions take place are following this concept of residence for
pension funds.

Organization
United Nations
World Bank
IMF

Total assets
7.6
3.8
1.3

will deteriorate without constant encouragement by the
Fund and by agency officiais who recognize the impor
tance of these data as an integral part of global balance
of payments flows. These organizations generale sig
nificant capital flows each year, and it is important tb at
their activilies be accurately portrayed in the global
accounts.
Il is unfortunate that multibiiJion dollar revisions
have been necessary for entities with accounts for
which accurate measurements are readily available.
The principal factors underJying this statistical problem
are indifferent reporting by sorne lOs and the difficul
ties faced by the Fund in compiling figures without
better collaboration. Since the necessary accounting
records, especially cash flow statements, should be
available in computerized form for aU tbese agencies,
the preparation of balance of payments statements
should become routine once initial adjustments are
made.
1 . The Working Party recommends that the Fund's
Statistics Department assign a high priority to surveil
lance of data reported by lOs on the special reporting
forms . ln addition, the Statistics Department should
continue to cross check submissions against balance
sheets and other information published by these institu
tions. Further, the Working Party urges responsible
authorities in each of the international organizations to
ensure that their organization is cooperating fully in
making its contribution to these important statistics.
2. The Working Party also recommends that, when
the accounts ofthese organizations are stabilized, they
should be shown in consolidated form among the coun
try tables of Part l of the Yearbook.
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XI
Concealed Capital Flows and Balance of
Payments Statistics
SUMMARY
Sorne capital flows are deliberately concealed by the transactors. Cap
ital flight" from certain countries and movements associated with illegal
transactions, such as the drug trade, are examples of such activities. This
chapter examines how such capital flows may be reftected in balance of
payments statistics. The Working Party finds that "concealed" capital
ftows are so intermixed with "normal" flows that balance of payments
entries can provide little insight into the scale of such activity. Interna
tional banking statistics indicate that both industrial and developing couo
tries have difficulties recording the transactions in their nonbank sectors.
"

Introduction
The international debt crisis in the early 1980s drew
increased analytic attention to capital tlowing out of
sorne countries in search of "safe haven" in others.
Although the phenomenon of "capital ftight" is not
new, a considerable literature has developed on this
subject in recent years. 136 The literature has concen
trated on important developing countries, especially in
Latin America-Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru, and
Mexico-and certain others, such as the Philippines
and Korea. Various studies have presented empirical
estimates of the magnüude of capital flight (and sorne
times reftows) for the affected countries.
Much of the existing literature deals with the welfare
and policy implications of capital ftight against a back
ground of economie development. Capital ftight usually
is examined in the context of developing countries with
"capital shortages." Typically these are countries thal
encourage net capital inflows to finance domestic
investment and therefore have, or should have, current
account deficits. 137 Although capital tlight usually is
136See, for instance, Charles P. Kindleberger, "An Historical Per
spective," in Capital Flight and Third WorldDebt. edited by Donald
R. Lessard and John Williamson (Washington: lnstitute for Interna
tional Economies, 1987).
137There is an occasional tendency to identify any capital outftow
as "capital tlight." Thus, referring to the 1990 U .S. balance of pay
ments. the Wall Street Journal wrote: "When the Commerce Depart
ment added up ali the private U.S. and foreign capital thal came and
went last year. it reported a net capital Jlight of $5 billion in 1990,
compared with an inflow of more than $100 billion in 1989.'' ("U.S.
Statistics on '90 Capital lntlow Are Off to the Tune of $73 Billion,"
May 24. 1991.)

assumed to escape measurement in a country's exter
nat accounts, the literature typically has little to say
about balance of payments measurement.138
Il is difficult to define "capital tlight" and distinguish
it from "normal" capital outftows. A definition thal
seems to express a reasonable consensus focuses on
"capital that flees from the perception of abnormal
risks at home." 139 Flight capital is that which is inftu
enced primarily by the owner's desire to escape actual
or expected domestic risks, rather than capital that
moves in response to simple differences in investment
incentives among countries. Thus, the emphasis is on
the abnormality of existing or anticipated conditions in
the country of the capital owner.
Motivations for ftight range from macroeconomie
mismanagement-such as exchange rate overvaluation
or reckless fiscal policies-to fear of confiscation,
desires to evade exchange controls, or simple evasion
of domestic taxes on wealth or income. Putting private
assets safely beyond the knowledge and control of the
authorities is the common theme in this analysis. The
incentive to hold assets in foreign bavens is abetted by
tax regimes in various countries and offshore centers

u8The focus in this chapter is on the measurement of capital
accounts. Aspects of capital tlight are also discussed in the Fund's
work on the currenl account discrepancy. See "Cross-Border
Assets, Recorded and Estimated," Report on the World Current

Account Discrepancy.

n9John Williamson and Donald R. Lessard, Capital Flight: The
Prob/em and Policy Responses (Washington: lnstitute for Interna
tional Economies. 1987), p. 55.
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that effectively exempt the investment incarne of non
residents from taxation.

Table 58. Range of Cumulative Capital Flight Estimates ror
Selected Countries, 1976-841

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outtlows ( - ))
Country

The Measurement Problem

Flight capital maves covertly if possible, and the
movers of concealed capital can be presumed not to
have an interest i n accurate economie statistics. Can
such ftows nonetheless be detected in the balance of
payments accounts of the country of origin or in the
accounts of destination countries? Yarious studies
have made the effort and attempted to quantify such
ftows. 140 Although methodologies differ-sometimes
sharply-the results typically support the view that
private nonbanks (companies and individuals) sorne
times have exported large amounts of capital from cer
tain countries to safer havens. Estimates of the total
flow bet ween the mid- 1 970s and the mid- 1980s range
from $50 billion to $200 billion or more.
Table 58 illustrates the wide range of these estimates
for the principal "flight" countries. The balance of
payments accounts of these countries, in fact, suggest
capital flight, insofar as they show negative errors and
omissions during the periods studied and, in most
cases, the recorded outflows of their private nonbank
sectors are small. Further, their current accounts show
suspiciously low amounts of income receipts from for
eign investments. Against a background of a positive
global capital account discrepancy, the movements
associated with capital flight seem a promising mine in
which to prospect for unmeasured outflows.

Balance of Payments Accounting Framework

Balance of payments compilation systems have spe
cial difficulties capturing transactions of private non
banks, and private nonbank sectors usually are thought
to carry out most capital flight. The statistical problem

140Contributors to the recent literature include Mohsin Khan and
Nadeem Ul Haque, "Foreign Borrowing and Capital Flight: A For
mal Analysis;· Staff Papers, Vol. 32 (December 1985); John T.
Cuddington. ··capital Flight: Estimates, Issues and Explanations."
Studies in International Finance No. 58 (Princeton, New Jersey:
International Finance Section, Princeton University. 1986); Robert
Cumby and Richard Levich, "On the Definition and Magnitude of
Recent Capital Flight," in Capital Flight: The Problem and Policy
Responses; Michael P. Dooley, ··country-Specifie Risk Premiums,
Capital Flight, and Net lnvestment lncome Payments in Selected
Developing Countries" (unpublished; Washington: International
Monetary Fund, 1986); Dooley. "Capital Flight: A Response to Dif
ferences in Financial Risks," StaffPapers, Vol. 35 (September 1988).
These authors have drawn inferences from balance ofpayments data
for specifie countries to cstimate amounts of tlight capital. A recent
overview of this issue is provided by Liliana Rojas-Suarez. "Risk
and Capital Flight in Developing Countries," Working Paper 90/64
(Washington: International Monetary Fund, 1990}.

Argentina
Brazil
Korea
Mexico
Philippines
Venezuela

Lower bound

Upper bound

-2.4
0.1
-2.8
- 15.1
- 1.0
-2.5

25.0
- 17.3
-6.5
-53.4
-4.8
-29.6
-

1Tabulated by Sunil Gulati. "Capital Flight: Causes, Conse·
quences. and Cures," Journal of International Affairs. June 1988,
p. 173.

is to identify how flight capital can elude compilation
and what the repercussions might be.
When, for whatever reason, nonbank residents of a
country determine to acquire foreign assets, severa!
avenues are available. For those involved in exporting
or importing, a well-known deviee is to underinvoice
exports or overinvoice imports and accumulate the dif
ference in foreign assets. ln consequence, the coun
try's current account will register a smaller surplus, or
larger deficit, than the true balance, which statisticaJly
is equivalent to the omission of a capital outflow. There
will be no direct evidence in the reported capital
account that an outflow has occurred.141 Capital flight
can also occur if domestic residents abandon dornestic
assets in favor of foreign assets. Residents may, for
instance, purchase foreign exchange from other
domestic sectors and retain it in deposits (or securities)
abroad. In thal case, there may be a reduction in the
recorded foreign assets of other resident entities-for
example, of banks or of the govern ment. When such a
reduction occurs, the statistical record may show
paradoxically-a capital inflow as recorded foreign
assets decline, but the counterenlry for the increase in
the capital exporter's foreign assets is missing. Such a
sequence of transactions results in negative errors and
omissions in the balance of payments accounts. A simi
lar result is obtained if the capital flight is "financed"
by an inflow of foreign capital that is captured in the
balance of payments statement while the flight outflow
is not.
Many other avenues for exporting capital can be
cited, but the essential point is lhat a concealed capital
outflow may not be evident at ali in a country's balance
of payments accounts, or it may be retlected only in a
residual category. Ex post, the overall net capital flow
of the country will be equal to its true current account
balance (the recorded balance may be altered because
of capital flight). Consequent!y , the capital ftight will
have to be absorbed within the overall capital flow,
sometimes as a reduction in other private or official
external assets of residents, or sometimes by the
141ln such a case the country's balance of payments accounts will
also show no errors and omissions associated with the missing trans
actions.
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Alternative Data Sources

receipt of larger capital inflows from foreign tenders
or investors. Strong incentives such as exchange rate
depreciation may be required to clear the markets
whenever there is great political or economie uncer
tainty and a tendency for capital to flee. Strong down
ward pressure on an exchange rate, in fact, often is a
symptom of incipient or actual capital ftight from
affected countries.
These observations suggest thal capital flight is pre
eminently a sectoral phenomenon; in sorne cases, the
capital export from one sector is balanced by a capital
inflow to another. The sectoral aspects of capital flight
have drawn sorne attention in the literature. l t is widely
held that in sorne countries the public sector's foreign
borrowing has financed capital flight via "round-trip
ping" mechanisms. 142 For example, foreign exchange
arising from government borrowing can wind up in the
hands of the private sector if the authorities attempt to
defend an exchange rate that lbe market regards as
unrealistic. Round-tripping potentially leaves the
authorities with more external liabilities (or reduced
assets, such as reserves) and private entities with
higher external assets than before the capital flight was
accomplished. Mohsin Khan and Nadeem Ul Haque
( 1985) and others describe cases of government bor
rowing that facilitate capital flight by private entities.
One consequence for the ftight country is that income
thal would have been received from foreign assets will
be !ost (or more interest will have t o be paid on a
larger debt), while no income is received-or, at !east,
recorded-from the ftight capital. 143
National and global balance of payments discrepan
cies can easily arise from the kinds of transactions thal
take place under these conditions. Even in the best of
circumstances, compilation systems are far likelier to
capture government capital imports than private
exports, especially if the latter are conceaJed. Depend
ing on the specifie sequence of transactions, the traces
of capital flight that might be inferred from balance of
payments statistics are not always lhe same, and even
the sizes and signs of discrepancies can sometimes be
misleading.

Alternative Data Sources

The general conclusion of this short review is thal
balance of payments data are of very limited use in
assessing capital tlight, even though the fact of flight is
not in doubt. Private sectors in sorne countries
undoubtedly export capital in a manner thal deliber141Among others, Dooley ( 1 988. pp. 430-31 ), and Williamson and
Lessard ( 1 987. pp. 28-30), provide sorne discussion of round-trip
ping.
143Some studies have used income ftows recorded in the current
account as a basis forestimating extemal assets ofprivate residents.
ln most cases of capital fligbt, however, there is no record ofassoci
ated income.

ately eludes reporting systems, and national balance
of payments figures give onJy slight insight into the
magnitudes of such movements. However, this is a
problem lhat "capital flight" countries share in corn
mon with many others. Reference to "partner coun
try" or "haven country" statistics is the only feasible
check on national data to rougWy quantify the tlows
that may not be captured in balance of payments fig
ures.
Flight capital can be directed into various kinds of
assets, including portfolio securities, bank deposits,
and direct investment (such as real estate). Limitations
in partner country balance of payments statistics usu
ally preclude direct comparisons with statistics of spe
cifie "flight" countries, but for the important category
ofbanking flows sorne information can be derived from
the international banking statistics published by the
Fund. A broad view of the "derived" lBS statistics
already has been presented in Chapter 6 in connection
with statistical adjustments to capital flows of nonbank
sectors for major country groups. The discussion that
follows focuses on statistical contrasts for a few coun
tries that often are mentioned in capital flight discus
sions.
Table 59 compares, for severa! countries and country
groups, lBS data on stocks and flows of "nonbaok
deposits with foreign banks, by location of depositor"
with balance of payments versions of net changes in
assets of private nonbank sectors. For reasons men
tioned in Chapter 6, balance of payments outtlows
should be at least as large as flows derived from the
lBS series. 144 Usually the reverse is true; lBS statistics
commonly suggest larger increases in banking liabilities
to nonresident nonbanks than balance of payments
figures show for nonbank assets.
A comparison of the last two columns of Table 59
suggests a rough scale for unrecorded capital outflows.
For the five developing countries, the lBS-derived out
flows total about $23 bilHon during 1984-89 and exceed
the comparable balance of payments figure by about $9
billion. For severa! reasons, this $9 billion difference
is probably a minimum bou nd on the size of unrecorded
outflows. One reason is the different coverage of the
banking and balance of payments statistics mentioned
earlier. Another is that lBS show large increases in
liabilities to "nonbanks" ($54 billion in flow terms) in
important offshore financial centers. Flows of this size
are far too large to have originated in such centers.
Most of these outflows must have been financed by
funds from elsewhere in the world that were simply
channeled through the OFCs. Both industrial and
developing countries-including those listed in the
table-likely provided portions of these capital flows.
,.. .he two principal reasons are the following. First, not ali ''other
,
capital" exports are directed toward bank deposits: balance of pay
ments assets are thus more inclusive than changes in daims against
nonresident banks. Second, not ali relevant banking centers are in
the lBS system; in concept, national balance of payments figures
include daims on ali foreign banks.
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Table 59. Comparison of lBS and Balance of Payments (BOP) Statislics on Externat Assets of Nonbanks for
Selected Countries and Groups

(In billions of U .S. dollars; outflows ( - ))
lBS
Asset stocks
1983

1989

Argentina
Brazil
3
Mexico
Philippines
Venezuela

7.8
8.0
12.9
1.0
1 1 .7

13.8
14.8
19.7
1.4
15.4

Total

41.4

65.1

157.4

258.7

54.7

121.3

4.3
15.4
7.1
22.1

21.8
32.1
13.4
35.6

Country/Group

Developing countries, excluding OFCs
Offshore financial centers
of which:
Cayman Islands
Hong Kong
Netherlands Antilles
Panama

Change
in stocks

Flow,'
1984-89

BOP
flow/ 1984-89

-5.9
-6.6
-6. 7
-0.3
-3.5

1.4
-3.9
-4.6
- 1 .6
-5.5

- 23.8

-23.0

- 14.2

- 101.3

-88.2

-50.1

-66.6

-54.1

4.4

- 17.6
- 16.6
-6.3
- 13.5

- 15.0
- 13 . 1
-4.5
- 11.8

8.1

-6.0
-6.8
-6.8
-0.4
-3.8

Memoranda:
of which:
683.9
- 377.0
-308.3
lndustrial countries
306.9
258.8
167.6
-91.2
-82.0
United States
1IBS ftows derived by the Fund.
2Derived from Baltmce of Paymems Statistics Yearbook data on ''other assets of other sectors."
3As noted in Chapter 6, Mexico uses l B S data as the basis for its balance of payments estimates.

The purpose of Table 59 is not to suggest specifie
figures for "capital flight" from certain countries but
to underscore the limitations of balance of payments
data as a basis for the analysis. As explained in previous
chapters, the banking figures have theirown limitations
but, even so, the comparisons provide sorne perspec
tive on the size of unmeasured outflows. 145 U .S. figures
are shown separately in the table mainly to highlight
the danger of using statistics on nonbank assets held
in banks to draw conclusions about capital flight, as
opposed to "unmeasured outftows" generally. Al
though the United States is not considered a "capital
flight" country, the contrast between lBS and balance
of payments figures causes the appearance of capital
flight to be greater for the United States than for the
developing countries. These comparisons merely
emphasize the fact that important problems afflict bal
ance of payments compilation systems in industrial and
developing countries alike; countries of very different
kinds face similar statistical problems with respect to
measuring transactions of private nonbank sectors.
Although trus discussion has dealt only with traces of
out ward capital flows, inftows through nonbank sectors
likewise are poorly recorded, especiaiJy in sorne indus
trial countries (see Chapters 5, 6, and 9). lndeed, in
sorne cases, the degree of underreported inflows

145
Cbapter 6 illustrates the results ofusing l B S figures to "adjust"
capital accounts of a number of countries; on balance, the adjust
ments resuh in higher outftows than presently recorded.

- 352.4
- 18.7

through nonbanks appea
rs to exceed the scale of under
reported outflows. '46

Drug Trafficking and Other lllegal Activities

Estimates of Market Sze
i and Capital Flows
Capital flows associated with the investment of pro
ceeds from the so-called underground economy, drug
money transactions, money laundering, and other ille
gal activities are similar to capital flight in the sense
that they are deliberately hidden. EmpiricaJ work,
however, generait y has focused on the amounts of drug
lransactions within individual countries. Thus, various
estimates have been made of the scale of such transac
tions in the United States and elsewhere. For example,
the recent Report of the Financial Action Task Force
on Money Laundering (FATF)147 examined and put into
a rough quantitative framework the typical sequence of
actions-beginning with crop production and extend
ing through subsequent stages of processing, pricing,
and retail sales-involved in the drug trade and laun
dering dirty money. Part 1 of the FATF Report esti
mated lhe annual size of the U .S. cocaine market at
146As noted in Chapter 6, LBS data also suggest that large capital
inflows to nonbanks are missing in the U.S. balance of payments
accounts.
147Financial Action Task Force. Report of the Financial Action
Task Force on Money Laundering (Paris: FATF. 1990).
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almost $29 billion. A number of other recent books and
articles also have treated aspects of the dirty money
business.148
As the FATF Report makes clear, however, it is
easier to describe how such markets work than to quan
tify the results. Large margins for error lurk at almost
every stage ofthe estimating process. The uncertainties
in quantification, alone, would make efforts to trace
ftows of dirty money through balance of payments sta
tistics most difficult. The remainder of this chapter will
illustrate sorne ofthe analytic problems associated with
using available balance of payments figures to isolate
drug money ftows or, indeed, those associated with
other illegal activities. Such statistical problems are
quite similar to those posed by capital fiight.
An important initial point is that estimates of the
scale of drug activities, money laundering, and the like
are not the same as the probable amounts of associated
international capital fiows. Many of the drug transac
tions considered by the FATF are dornes tic, although
sorne do have an international dimension. Much of
the gross turnover (and profit) is "dornestic" to both
producing and consuming countries. At sorne point in
the chain of transactions, of course, the residence of
transactors changes; one country is an exporter and
another is an importer of the drugs. At that point, there
occurs a potentially recordable international transac
tion, aJthough ac tuai recording is not likely.
Sorne of the literature on the drug trade tends to
confuse tbe estimated gross value of drug transactions
(at the street leve!) with profits generally and, more
specifically, with profits made by foreign operators or
cartels. A more accurate picture is drawn by consider
ing the entire chain of dealings from initial producer to
final consumer in value-added terms. ln the drug trade,
for example, each participant in the chain faces costs
(inputs, processing, bribes) that are included in the
markup on the product. Only actual profits at each
stage constitute investible proceeds, however. Profits
are only a portion of sales, and, at most, ont y a fraction
of ali estimated transactions are sales across interna
tional borders .
This chain of events can be expressed in simple arith
metic form. The "street value" of drugs has a "value
added" of V, consisting of the sum of imported (V )
1
and domestic ( V ) components. The variable V can be
2
1
thought of as the value added within the country of
origin and includes markups when drugs are sold across
international boundaries . The variable V2 is the further
'�he following are a few examples of the many sources available:
Ingo Waller. The Secret Money Market (New York: Harper and
Row, 1990); Vito Tanz.i. ed., The Underground Economy in the
United States and Ahroad (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books.
1982); Jean Ziegler, La Suisse lave plus blanc (Paris: Seuil, 1990);
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, "LOC Capital
Flight," World Financial Markets (March 1986); and Przemystaw
Gajdeczka, "Measurement of Capital Flight and Developing Coun
tries Foreign As sets," (unpublished; Washington: International
Monetary Fund, 1990).

increase in value in the consuming country. The F ATF
and otber analysts of these markets thimk that the high
est value added occurs in the consuming country: that
V2 is the larger of the two terms. Thus, the estimated
sales value of drugs across international borders i s
thought to be less tha n half the dollar size of the dornes
tic final market, probably much less than half. Accord
ing to the FATF study, only about $5 billion of the
estimated $29 billion in U .S. cocaïne sales consists of
international transactions; domestic rnarkups account
for the remaining $24 billion, or more than 80 percent
of the retail value of this drug.
Two aspects of this example are relevant in connec
lion with the problem of capital flow imbalances in
balance of payments statistics. One is that estimates of
market size should not be confused with potential capi
tal flows. Second, even the gross export values of drugs
(and other illegal goods) are not a reliable measure of
associated capital fiows. l n terms of balance of pay
ments accounting, the export value of drugs is like the
value of any other export. This export must have as a
counterpart either offsetting current account imports
or a capital flow, or sorne combinat ion of the two. It is
recording asymmetries, rather than legality, that give
rise to discrepancies. Misrecording of conventional,
legal transactions-or, indeed, of flight capital-have
the same statistical effect.
The total export value ofdrugs undoubtedly is shared
among a nurnber of domestic transactors in the export
ing country. l n each instance these tifansactors face
costs of doing business thal account for sorne portion
of their proceeds and further diffuse the receipts before
profits can be spent or invested. Among the costs are
likely to be expenditures on imports (processing mate
rials, weapons, and so forth) thal in an accounting sense
would diminish the potential capital flow associated
with the trade. In thal respect, the actual capital flow
related to drug transactions may weil be much less than
tbe export value of the drugs themselves.
In addition, whatever net capital fiows result may
lake highly variable forms that may or may not be
recorded in sorne set of statistics. Even if recorded,
these net capital ftows may not appear in the accounts
of either of the countries between which the initial
transaction took place. To illustrate, a farmer-producer
in the exporting country may be paid in, or acquire and
hoard, currency-a form of capital flow that will not
be registered in any country. Middlemen in the chain,
perhaps in another country, might deposit their profits
in an OFC, or they may import goods from a ttùrd
country, with the exporter of those goods putting his
or her profit into U .S. Treasury securities. Top mem
bers of the cartel may acquire real estate somewhere
else in the world, and so forth.
The list of possible permutations of such cases is
extensive and merely illustrates two things. First, even
if the export value ofdrugs and the net value of associ
ated total capital fiows could be reliably established,
the distribution of such ftows into various assets is
likely to be highly dispersed. Second, this dispersion
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may also have complicated geographical aspects, suf
ficient to obscure in any available statistics the ultimate
origin of the funds in question. 149 To summarize, even
specifie knowledge thal one country ex ports, say,
$ 1 00 million of drugs to the United States or elsewhere
is insufficient to establish any ofthe following: whether
an associated capital flow takes place; how large the
flow might be; what forms such a flow might take;
and even whether the associated flow is between the
original transactor countries.
Drug Flows and Balance of Payments Statistics: Two
Examples
The foregoing section suggests in general terms the
conclusion that tracing drug money flows through bal
ance of payments accounts is an intractable problem.
This section will briefly illustrate aspects of measure
ment and the related issue of discrepancies in published
balance of payments accounts. The measurement of
illegal transactions obviously is imperfect. When ali
elements of such transactions are missed by both
domestic and foreign compilation systems, no discrep
ancies arise in either national or global balance of pay
ments accounts. More likely, however, is the case thal
only sorne portions of the related current and capital
account flows are missed. As with capital flight, when
this occurs, national and �lobai balance of payments
discrepancies are a result. 1 0 Even in the best of circum
stances, isolating capital flow totals or specifie coun
tries associated with such transactions will be most
difficult.
Tables 60 and 61 illustrate numerically just Iwo of
the many possible balance of payments consequences
of exports and imports of illegal goods. In each exam
ple. it is assumed thal country A imports illicit goods
with a value of 10 from country C . The third country
E has related current account transactions or is an
offshore center or haven providing financial services.
Both examples, however, are applicable to both legal
and illegal transactions in the sense thal the focus is on
the imperfection of measurement rather than on the
legality of the transactions. The example shown in
Table 60 is one in which no statistical imbalance arises
in the global current account. However, there is a posi
tive imbalance in the global capital account, and nega
tive errors and omissions result from the described
149As with current account transactions generally. a country's drug
exports are likely to lead to sorne increase in its global externat
assets. Another country·s drug imports may be associated with an
increase in ils global extemal liabilities. But the dispersion described
in the text may render it impossible to trace a bilateral connection
between these events.
150lt seems likely that both current account sides of these transac
tions (say, drug exports and imports) are missed more predictably in
balance of payments figures than associated capital account transac
tions. Sorne capital exports undoubtedly are missed, but the related
receipts of capital-by banking systems, for example-may weil be
recorded by partner countries, albeil with perhaps deceptive origins.

Thble 60. Illegal 'frade as Reftected in Balance of Payments
Accounts: Example 1

A. Description of transactions
Country A imports illicit goods from country C. The proceeds
are invested by a resident of C in securilies issued by A in the
narne of a resident of country E. The investment transaction is
recorded by A but is unknown to and not recorded by compilers
in either C or E .
B. Detail of actual transactions
COIIIIII)'
A
c

E

Transactions
lmports (illicil)
Capital inflows
Exports (illicit)
Capital outflows
Trade
Capital flows

Recorded

Value

no
yes
no
no
no
no

- 10
+ 10
+ 10
- 10

C. Detail of measured transactions
BOP e111ries
Current account
Capital account
Errors and omissions

World total

Cou/Ill)' accounts
A
C
E

+ 10
- 10

+ 10
- 10

Table 61. Illegal 'frade as Reftected in Balance of Payments
Accounts: Example 2

A. Description of transactions
Country A imports illicit goods from country C. These goods
are produced, in part, with materials thal C bas imported legally
from A. The intermediate imports are recorded by both A and C.
The net profits to C are used partly for luxury imports from
country E. These imports are recorded by E but not by C, and
partly they are placed in the "offshore•· component of E's bank
ing system. The deposit transaction is not reported by either E
or C.
B. Detail of actual transactions
Counlry
A
c

E

Transactions

Recorded

Value

no
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no

- 10

lmports from C (illicit)
Exports to C (legal)
Exports to A (illicit)
lmports from A (legal)
lmports from E (legal)
Capital outflow
Exports to C (legal)
Capital inflow

+4

+ 10
-4
-2

-6
+2
+6

C. Detail of measured transactions

BOP entries

Current account
Capital account
Errors and omissions

Country accounts
A
C
E

World total

+4

-4

+2

+2

-4

+4

-2

-2

transactions. This example corresponds to intuitive
expectations about the mismeasurement of illegal
transactions and associated concealed capital flows. ln
the case shown in Table 6 1 , the pattern is somewhat
more complicated and the results are differenl. The
global current account is unbalanced, but there is no
trace of excess capital intlow. Again the global errors
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and omissions are negative, but whether this arises
because of undermeasurement of imports or unre
corded capital outtlows, or both, cannot be determined
from the recorded data.
These are only two of many possible scenarios.
Entirely different results can be produced by merely
changing the assomptions about which portions of
related international transactions are recorded and
which are not. Sorne combinations wiU leave counter
intuitive discrepancies in the principal account bal
ances, and sorne will leave none.
The "typical" result of unmeasured drug transac
tions (and unmeasured capital tlight. generally) will
probably be consistent with the general!y positive capi
tal account discrepancy that has emerged in global
accounts over the past decade. However, the size of
that discrepancy should not be taken as a proxy for the
amount of capital flow related to illegal drug trafficking.
Apart from analytic factors mentioned in this chapter,
this is because many other kinds of capital outtlows
are also more poorly measured than the corresponding
intlows to receiving countries, as is illustrated here and
in other portions of this report.

Conclusions

l n sorne instances capital tlows, especially outtlows,
may be deliberately concealed from national authori
ties and compilers. Both outright "capital flight" and
tlows resulting from illegal activities may lead to imbal
ances in global capital accounts. There is clear evi
dence that balance of payments compilers fail to record
large amounts of both legal and illegal capital outtlows
from nonbank sectors. Discrepancies in the global data

arise when haven countries record increases in foreign
liabilities thal are not compiled as assets in the export
ing country's accounts. A comparison of international
banking data with balance ofpayments figures suggests
a scale for capital outtlows from "ftight" countries but
also reveals similar gaps in recording for transactions
of nonbank sectors in important industrial countries.
The statistical record of "capital tlight" in both indus
trial and developing countries is quite similar·to that of
"normal" unrecorded capital flows-both inflows and
outflows-of nonbank sectors. Consequent!y, extreme
caution is warranted in drawing conclusions, on the
basis of available balance of payments data, about the
magnitude of capital tlight from any country.
Capital tlows resulting from drug money and other
illegal activities are also deeply intermixed with other
kinds of poorly measured flows. The Working Party
found that the size of these flows probably is overstated
in popular conjecture and in the literature. To a limited
extent, the size of domestic "drug markets," and even
the gross value of purely international transactions thal
feed the se markets, can be evaluated, but capital
account statistics provide little insight into capital
movements specifically related to this trade. The intrin
sic flaws in existing compilation systems are such that
discrepancies and imbalances would arise even in the
total absence of drug trafficking and similar illicit acti
vities.
Although the scope for improving estimates of such
flows is limited. the Working Party nonetheless notes
that better balance of payments coverage of certain
haven countries-especially OFCs-and better geo
graphie detail in international banking statistics might
be helpful in improving estimates of " unrecorded"
capital flows of nonbank sectors. Recommendations
about such improvements are detailed in Chapters 6
and 9 of this report.
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XII
International Investment Positions and
Investment I ncarne
SUMMARY
Information on stocks ofinternational assets and liabilities is a valuable
adjunct to data on capital ftows. Position statistics, based on surveys or
other sources independent of the flow data, can be used to verify the
accuracy of flow data and to provide geographie allocations not usually
available from flow measures. Stocks are also analytically useful in them
selves, since they cumulate the results of cross-border investment over
the years and they give a basis for generating and evaluating estimates of
international investment income.

Global Asset and Liability Positions

The Role of Posilio11 Statistics
There are several ways in which the collection of
data on cross-border assets and liability positions cao
contribute to the evaluation of a country's international
economie situation. 151 First, such data present a com
prehensive picture of the cumulative results of a coun
try's international transactions (and other factors
affecting values) over time. They cao also give sorne
perspective on the types of assets and liabilities in a
country's investment position. ln particular, data on
stocks of liabilities, by type, can alert market partici
pants and monetary authorities to potential problems
of liquidity or excessive debt burdens. AJso, data on
international stocks of assets and liabilities can be used
for across-the-board country and regional comparisons
of important economie structures. Another use that is
important to the Working Party's assignment is thal
statistics on international assets and Jiabilities can
serve as a check on the capital flow data that enter the
baJance of payments accounts. Position statistics can
also serve as a basis for estimates of investment income
receipts and payments.
At an early stage in its studies, the Working Party
concluded that as much data as possible on interna
tional stocks of assets and liabilities should be brought
together and that an effort should be made to reconcile
15. "Positions'' refer to the valuations that reporting counlries place
on their accumulated stocks of international assets and liabilities.
.

the data on capital flows and stocks. The Special Ques
tionnaire circulated by the Working Party therefore
contained a detailed breakdown of countries' stock
data, which was designed to match flow categories, and
a reconciliation section. This emphasis on stock data
and reconciliations with flow data is in accord with
the draft of the Fund's revised Balance of Payments
Manual. The Fund has collected similar data, but they
vary in detail and completeness and have not been
published in aggregated form. 152 The following discus
sion draws primarily on data supplied in the Special
Questionnaire and shown in Table 62.
Severa! caveats apply to the use of these statistics:
a. The coverage is relatively incomplete for devel
oping countries. Consequent! y, the totaJ liabilities
reported for nonindustriaJ countries omit large
debtor positions, on balance. If this gap were
filled, the world totals and the developing country
sector would likely show a larger excess of liabili
ties over assets than is reftected in Table 62. Also,
in sorne cases, resident holdings of domestic
bonds acquired in foreign markets continue to be
counted as holdings by nonresidents. Considering
the large indebtedness of developing countries, it
is surprising that the net asset position of indus
triaJ countries is nearly in balance.
b. Valuation principles-especially for marketable
securities and direct investment-employed by
different countries vary widely, so the results of
'52-fhe 1990 edition of the Balance ofPayments Statistics Yearbook
contains position figures for 33 countries.
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Global Asset and Liability Positions
Table 62. International Iovestment Positions, Year-end 1988

(ln billions of U.S. dollars)

As sets

Total
lndustria/ countries
Australia
Belgium
Canada

Dcnmark

Direct
Total
private investment Sccurities1

64.3

44.3

176.6

166.0

188.0

163.8

26.4
59.0

Liabilitics
Banksl

9.4

5.1

19.9

144.5

19.9

42.8

Othcr
private1
3.4

Official'

Total

Total
private

20.0

178.0

148.5

10.6

207.6

203.0

42.0

24.3

359.6

276.4

Direct

investment Securitie�'
62.3

Banks2

58.4

6.3

4.6

198.4

91.5

77.6

1.5

Othcr
privale1 Official'
21.4

29.6

71.9

35.3

83.2

5.1

30.9

29.7

37.8

12.4

21.5

7.8

6.6

58.3

250. 1

19.7

10.7
126.6

4.6

60.4

47.7

4.5

30.2

12.9

12.7

103.4

65.6

Finland

34.1

25.7

6.1

2.9

10.8

6.0

8.4

49.9

43.3

France

409.4

327.7

51.2

16.5

257.8

2.3

81.7

338.7

328.1

Germany

688.9

587.3

69.5

135.9

190.5

191.3

101.6

478.8

352.3

38.2

71.0

129.6

113.4

Italy

240.0

166.3

40.1

25.0

63.8

37.4

73.7

234.9

177.8

41.8

7.6

99.1

29.3

57.1

1.469.3

1.267.0

1 10.8

452.0

585.1

1 19.1

202.4

1 . 177.6

1 . 1 19.4

10.4

274.6

766.9

67.5

58.2

300.4

261.1

73.8

50.1

1 13.8

23.4

39.3

245.7

219.6

45.5

49.3

1 14.2

10.5

26.2

38.6

23.3

5.0

5.2

13.1

15.3

58.3

50.6

19.6

13.1

18.0

7.7

Portugal

16.0

4.2

11.8

18.5

12.2

2.1

10.2

6.2

Spain

78.9

34.2

6.1

3.0

22.5

2.6

44.7

110.1

101.6

20.2

10.0

37.0

34..4

8.5

Swcden

74.1

62.4

24.8

1.0

23.8

12.7

11.7

98.1

80.5

7.3

10.7

50.5

12.0

17.6

Japan

Netherlands
Norway

Switzcrland
United Kingdom
United

States

Total

Developing countries
Argentina

4.2

436.0

403.2

47.1

175.()

124.1

56.9

32.8

249.4

249.0

5.3
2

76.2

102.2

45.3

0.4

1 .409.3

1 .340.6

192.3

269.7

810.8

67.8

68.7

1 ,261.3

1 . 2 13.8

121.0

107.3

925.9

59.6

47.5

1.265.6

1 , 1 32.3

333.5

186.1

560.2

52.5

133.4

1 .796.7

1,428.1

328.9

437.9

595.9

65.4

368.6

6,950. 1

6.057.0

1.040.8

1.376.1

2.995 . 1

643.3

893.1

6.966.9 6.069.8

794 . 1

1,280.4

3.415.7

579.6

897. 1

5.0

53.6

5.1

58.6

5.0

47.2

47.0

0.3

46.7

0.2

47.3

41.2

3.7

2.3

0.2

2.1

1.4

0.7

0.5

Chile

5.9

1.6

1.6

4.2

20.6

1 1 .5

Colombia

5.7

1.5

0.9

4.1

20.5

7.4

3.2

0.6

2.0

1.2

1.2

2.7

8.1

3.6

3.6

The Bahamas
Bahmin

5.1

0.4

Ecuador

0.6

Egypt

9.9

7.2

309.9

309.9

12.5

7.8

0.7

23.9

1 1 .5

1.0

9.6

2.8

32.4

23.6

Hong Kong

Israel

Korca

Malaysia
Mexico

Nigeria
Pakistan
Panama

Philippines

South

Africa

Singapore
Thailand

Thrkcy
Venezuela
Total
Questionnaire totals

1.5

0.9

2.5

1.2

10.1

10.1

5.3

3.2

0.2
7.2
309.9
0.1

0.1

15.0

10.8

7.6

3.2

26.5

1.7

1.9

8.8

1.7

9.5

3.5

4.2

6.5

9.1

1.1

3.1

13.1
0.8
4.5

5.7

269.7

269.7

269.7

4.8

31.3

14.6

10.1

4.5

16.7

8.5

2.0

12.4

34.5

23.7

9.6

8.7

10.8

6.8

17.4

7.8

1.9

5.9

9.5

8.8

98.4

43.6

36.5

7.1

54.8

0.2

14.1

3.5

19.9

3.4

2.0

27.6

0.6

1.0

0.6

0.5

0.7

0.2

1.3

17.7

3.6

1.6

0.3

1.6

6.6

3.3

0.1

14.9

11.6

0.9

0.2

7.3

3.2

3.4

2.1

27.9

20.0

2.3

17.8

7.9

3.2

43.7

0.2

1.0

0.9
0.2

0.7

0.1

0.4

5.9
2.8

0.2

0.1

47.2

4.2

29.5

23.2

17.1

18.0

17.9

1.7

7.1

21.0

14.8

3.5

5.9

1 1 .7

4.6

17.6

5.3

11.1
0.7

0.3

0.1

10.1
0.8

6.4

2.0

0.1

17.4

0.5

2.3

1 1.0

6.2

2.7

1.9

7.2

27.7

20.1

0.7

1.6

17.8

7.6

38.5

10.9

1.2

1.1

8.6

27.6

590.3

493.2

12.3

6.0

422.7

52.1

102.9

789.3

543.0

23.8

14.0

42 1 . 1

84.1

274.0

7.540.4 6.550.2

1.053.1

1.382.1

3.417.8

695.4

996.0

7.756.2 6.612.�

817.9

1.294.5

3,836.8

663.7

1.171.1

Source: Special Questionnaire on International Capital Flows.
11ncludes some short-Lerm securities.
11ncludes sorne securilies.
11ncludes public corporations.
4lncludes reserve assets.
1lncludes securities.

the tabulations are somewhat impressionistic and
are not to be taken too literait y. The results do
not have the quality of standard balance sheet
compilations. AJso, reduction of ali these data to
a common numeraire (the U .S. dollar) introduces
a further element of difficulty if different conversion rates and principles have been used by
reporting countries.
c. For many individuaJ countries, the tabulations are
incomplete, so the totals include only those items
for which values are given. In the case of Hong

Kong, for instance, only banks' positions are
given.
d. By type of asset, nearly ali reporting countries
could provide data on bank positions and on their
official assets and liabilities. The data on nonbank
positions is less complete, and many countries
did not provide data on their direct investment
positions.
e. ln addition to the general weakness of coverage of
developing countries, offshore centers are large! y
omitted (apart from certain data for The Baha97
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mas, Hong Kong, Panama, and Singapore), and
there is no coverage of Middle East oil producers.
Although the results should be treated with caution
because of these Limitations, certain aspects of the
worldwide debtor-creditor situation are reasonably
weil delineated. The global discrepancy between
reported assets and liabilities is a small portion of the
outstanding amounts-for instance, the difference in
1988 between reported assets and liabilities totaling
$ 1 5 ,300 billion was only $215 billion. However, the
reported assets include $143 bill ion of gold, which has
no counterpart on the liability side, and liabilities are
understated because of the limited coverage of devel
oping countries. A review of World Bank data on out
standing debt indicates thal, for major debtors, the
questionnaire coverage omits about $250 billion in
1988. l f adjustment is made for these two factors, the
reported net global liability figure in 1988 would be
about $550 billion.

Major Categories of lnvestments
Direct lnvestment
Among the types of investment shown, direct invest
ment is probably the most completely covered on a
global scale. (For individual countries. the cross
border assets and liabilities of banks probably are mea
sured more completely than other private investments
but, on a gJobal scale, there are difficulties because of
the inadequacies ofdata for offshore financial centers.)
Most of the industrial countries obtain data on direct
investment positions from enterprise surveys, which
most often yield valuations on a book value or historicaJ
cost basis rather than on a replacement or market value
basis. A few industrial countries, and many developing
countries, base these statistics on cumulative capital
tlows or official authorizations. One result of using
book values for direct investment is that comparisons
with assets and Habilities measured at current market
values (notably marketable securities) are severely
hampered. For instance, in Table 62, the 1988 value of
direct investment ($1 ,053 billion) is Jess than the value
of securities ( $ 1 ,382 billion), but this lesser value
greatly understates the relative economie significance
of direct investment.
Table 62 shows that, as of 1988, a few countries
notably the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Japan-dominated the creditor side of direct invest
ment, white the United States stood out on the liability
side. For Japan, inward direct investment totaled only
about 10 percent of the value of outward direct invest
ment. with the result that Japan was the largest net
direct investor. Developing countries had very partial
data on direct foreign investment, and it is clear that
they have not yet produced adequate statistics on
investment positions.

Securities
Data on holdings of foreign securities, including gov
ernment issues, are shown for industrial countries in
Table 63. Cross-border positions in foreign securities
are an impOiiant part of the international investments
of industrial countries, but they were reported in rela
tive! y insignificant amounts for developing countries.
Because countries were not required to identify sepa
rately in the Special Questionnaire the amount of for
eign securities held as part of their foreign exchange
reserves, there was an overstatement of net liabilities
in the form of securities (see Chapter 8). Also, very
large amounts of securities held through Swiss custody
accounts (and possibly similar accounts elsewhere)
were more likely to be reported on the liability side
than on the asset side. Consequent! y, the large net
liability position shown in the table ($450 billion at the
end of 1 988) exaggerates the imbalance in the actuai
positions.
A number of countries were able to report on equity
securities separa tel y. Reported resident holdings of
foreign equities were $360 billion, white domestic equi
ties held by nonresidents were reported at $594 biiJion.
The shortfall of reported assets may reflect holdings
through custody accounts or other intermediaries, or
valuation differences. as weil as relatively incomplete
reporting in creditor countries of resident purchases
made in international markets.
Banks' International Positions
By far the largest gross amounts of outstanding
cross-border assets and liabilities were reported by
banks (see Table 62), even though the gross positions
of banking offices in offshore and sorne other financial
centers were not included. Of course, there are other,
more comprehensive sources for data on cross-border
positions of banks (see Chapter 6). Bankjng data pre
sented in balance of payments accounts usually do not
indicate the nature of the counterparties (whether
daims or liabilities are vis-à-vis other banks, other

Table 63. Holdings of Securities by lndustrial Countries,

19881

(Ln billions of U.S. dollars)
Liabilities
Total Private
assets2 issues
Total
Japan
Germany
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
Canada
Other

1,376
452
136
175
270
186
20
137

1,280
275
71
76
107
438
78
235

Govemment
issues
549
43
76
36
239
65
90

Total

Net

453
1,829
318
134
-Il
147
76
99
143
127
677 -491
143 - 123
325 - 188
-

1lncludes only amounts reported on the Special Questionnaire·
includes sorne short-term issues. See Chapter 4 for additional dat�
on outstanding securities.
1Excludes securities held in official reserves.
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private parties, or official accounts). The enonnous
size of banks· cross-border asscts and liabilities relative
to other types of investments may result in part from
the redepositing of funds among banks in different
tinancial centers.
Other Private Capital
Data reported in the questionnaire for "other" for
eign assets and liabilities of resident private nonbanks
displayed a mixture of elements. A large part was funds
placed with, or borrowed from, foreign banks; another
part wa!> trade or other credits granted or received
between nonbanks: and another was short-lerm finan
cial instruments of ali kinds. Collecting data from pri
vate resident nonbanks on this diverse collection of
assets and liabilities is no doubt one of the most difficult
compilation problems of balance of payments
accounts, and coverage differs so much among coun
tries that the data have limited analytical value.
Official Assets and Liabilitie!>
Amounts reported in the Special Questionnaire for
resident official assets and liabilities are also shown in
Table 62. Amounts reported for industrial countries
are relatively complete, white the coverage of other
countries is Jess complete and details are often missing.
Reported assets are dominated by reserve holdings
and, for industrial countries, loans and credits out
standing. With respect to liabilities of the officiaJ sec
tor, the dominant feature is the amount of securities
issued by official agencies and held by nonresidents
(also sec Table 63). Over thrce-fourths of cross-border
resident official liabilities of industrial countries consist
of securities, primarily U nited States government
obligations.153

Reconciliation of Flows and Stocks

A major conclusion of the Working Party is that the
quality of data on capital flows can be validated when
comparable independent data on outstanding amounts
of cross-border assets and liabilities are also assem
bled. l n sorne countries, data for capital flows-at least
for sorne types of capital-are derived from data on
outstanding stocks; in others, estimates of outstanding
stocks are constructed by accumulating flows. Under
these procedures, the relationship between stocks and
flows is consistent but, sincc the data series have a
common basis, there is no built-in mechanism that
would detect emerging discrepancies.
Countries thal do construct stock and flow data inde
pendently can readily expose discrepancies that need
to be corrected. Of course, there are severa! reasons
(which need to be aUowed for in making comparisons)
mAt year-end 1991 about S285 billion ofU S Treasury issues were
hcld in foreign official accounts.
.

.

why stock and flow data can diverge. A major differ
ence is that changes in position figures include valua
tion effects, including foreign exchange translations,
variations in market values, capital gains or tosses,
write-offs, and changes in coverage. To overcome
these difficullies, it is uscful to develop (as recom
mended in the draft of the rcvised Manua{) reconcilia
tion accounts thal show the effects of each of these
factors separately and therefore tie in closely with the
flow accounts.
Part 1 V ofthe Working Party's Special Questionnaire
invited countries to show the stock-flow reconciliations
for major elements of their international assets and
liabilities for 1987 and 1988. Changes in year-end stocks
were to be explained on the basis of capital ftows.
exchange rate changes, priee changes, write-offs, and
other adjustments. This section proved useful in sorne
cases by drawing attention to sorne of the sources of
discrepancies in the flow accounts but, on the whole,
the response was disappointing. Of the industrial coun
tries surveyed for 1988, 13 completed the reconciliation
section, but only a few did so convincingly. Of the
developing countries surveyed, only five carried
through plausible reconciliations.

On the basis of this experience. the Working Party
is convinced that coufllries, usin!f whatever techniques
are best suited to their siwations. should take steps to
mea.mre their stocks of imernational assets and liabili
ties. Moreover. stock and flow data should be linked
by a reconciliation account, as recommended in the
revised Manual andforeseen in the System of National
Accounts.

Relation to lncome Accounts

The 1987 report submitted by the Working Party on
the World Current Account Discrepancy demonstrated
thal a main avenue for reducing the global current
account discrepancy was to improve the measurement
of investment income receipts and payments, if neces
sary by adjustiog recorded figures. Part of the adjust
ment involved comparisons of couotries' bilateral
accounting for direct investment income, but the
greater part involved adjustments to the income
received on cross-border assets held with banks and
dividends and interest on holdings of securities. For
these latter categories, the procedure was to use as a
basis the data (as reported to the Bank for International
Settlements) on banks' cross-border liabilities to non
banks and totals constructed by the Working Party on
cross-border holdings of securities, to which relevant
yields had been applied. This same process has contin
ued to be employed in recent years by the Statistics
Department to carry forward adjustments to the world
and regional income accounts.
The adjustments, as constructed by the Statistics
Department, to reported international investment
income are shown in Table 64. The growing deficiency
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Table 64. Adjustments to Reported Current Account Net
Investment Jncome, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars: additional credit\ ( + ))
1986

1987

1988

1989

Direct investment income, net
Rcinvested earnings
Othcr

- 16.6
- 13.4

32

- 16.0
- 15.0
- 1.0

- 13.4
-8.2
-5.2

- 18.9
- 14.3
-4.6

Other invcstment income, net

38.7

41.5

57.9

79.5

Total adjustment

22.1

25.5

44.5

60.6

-

.

Source: Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook. Pan 2. Table 3.

in the reporting of "other investment income" reflects
th� growth in the stock of unrecorded assets, together
�llh c�anges in estimated yields. l n its investigation of
dtreet mvestment (Chapter 3 of this report), the present
Working Party developed significant additionaJ adjust
ments to reinvested earnings beyond those shown in
the table.
The Working Party reviewed the procedures used to
carry forward the income adju tments as now pub
lished in the Yearbook. It appears thal the approach of
the earlier Working Party has been carried forward
very carefully; that is, in the case of nondirect invest
mcnt income, the estimates of outstanding cross
border assets and liabilities have been adjusted anou
ally, and the rates of return have followed current
developments in the relevant financial markets. How
ever, the assumption by the Fund that the ratio of
reported to unreported income in country submissions
remains the same as it was in 1983 is now outdated.

extracted-in principle-from flow data, but there are
many well-k�own dif�culties in obtaining the necessary
.
geographie mformahon from that source. To obtain
geographie data on externat assets, surveys of the resi
dent holders of such assets are indispensable. Surveys
of resident issuers of liabilities held by nonresidents
are also useful, but the results are Jess revealing
because the identity of beneficiai owners is often con
cealed.
For outward direct investment. flow data generally
can be traced only as far as the first enterprise outside
the country. When an enterprise survey is conducted.
however, it is possible to obtain accounts for each of
�he affilia�es, d?wn to the country levet. Similarly, for
mward dtrect mvestment, surveys can indicate the
location of the ultimate beneficiai owners rather than
the intermediate country through whic h ownership
may be held.
The flow data on portfolio transactions now available
in .most countries are not weil suited t o identifying
ultJmate owners or issuers of securities. Flow data are
aIso deficient in determining the stock of resident hold
! ngs of foreign securities by country of issue, unless
tssuers of the securities are specificaJly identified. As
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4, benchmark
surveys of resident issuers, and custodians and other
holders, of cross-border securities are better able to
reveal geographie details of assets and liabilities. While
admittedly not perfect, surveys of outstanding stocks
are the most likely method for allocating securities
investments to ultimate debtor or creditor countries.

The Working Party reeommends that the Fund carry
out a specialized survey to establish a eurrent basisfor
the adjustment exercise. Similarly, Fu nd adjustments

The Working Party believes thar information on the
geographie distribution ofilllernational investments is
a valuable roof for polieymakers and for economie
analysis in general. Therefore. it urges national aurhor
ities and international organizations to support strong
ly efforts to develop such data.

ln the view of!he Working Party, national compilers
should compare their data on investment income
reeeipts and payments to the underlying stocks of
assets and liabilities in order ro esrablish the validity
of the investment income component of their current
aecounts. Consistent categorization of income flows

Conclusions and Recommendations

to reinvested earnings should take advantage of the
new data developed by this Working Party.

and stocks is essential for this purpose.

Geographie Allocations

Sorne principles for aJiocating international transac
tions geographically are discussed in Chapter 4 and
Appendix VI of this report, and guidance is given in
the draft fifth edition of the Manual. There is general
�greement �hat the most useful information for anaJysis
1s the locat1on of assets (direct investment, securities,
banking positions, and so forth) according to the coun
t�y �h� re t he obl!gor �esides. Likewise, for a country's
.
.
.
!tabthttes (mcludmg dtrect mvestment and equities), it
ts most useful to know the residence of the beneficiai
owner. To sorne extent, such information can be

This r�vi�w of a somewhat limited and fragmented
data set mdtcates that a greater effort to collect infor
mation on stocks of international assets and Iiabilities
would be desirable. Such information is valuable for
many kinds of economie inquiries, including sorne
.
quest1ons that go beyond the mandate of the Working
�arty. Since the compilation of position data goes hand
10 hand with the compilation of flow and income data
the Working Party is pleased to find this connectio�
emphasized in the Fund's draft Manual and carried
forward in its draft Compilation Guide.
The following is a brief recapitulation of the recom
mendations mentioned in this chapter:

1. The Working Party recommends that countries

should collect data on outstanding stocks of inter
national assets and liabilities as an independent
check on capital flow data and that countries
should prepare reconciliations between them.
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When several national agencies collect parts of
the total stock of cross-border assets and liabili
ties, they should consolidate their information.
2. Data on stocks of international assets and liabili
ties should be classified in the same way as the
capital flow and income accounts to facilitate
comparisons and derivations of the income
accounts. The collection of stock data is essential
to establish the validity of investment income
accounts.

3. l n addition to periodic complete surveys, coun

tries should carry out interim sample surveys thal
would permit timely interpolations to improve
capital flow data. With regard to portfolio invest
ment, the Working Party restates ils recommen
dation-expressed in Chapter 4-that both
inward and outward position surveys be con
ducted in a coordinated fashion among major
countries to take advantage of the possibility of
cross-checking on a bilateral basis.
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XIII
Compiling and Completing the Global Matrix
SUMMARY
Errors occur in the global capital account statistics shown in Part 2 of
the Yearbook because certain countries do not report to the Fund and
others report with excessive delay. ln some instances, missing data are
estimated by the Fund while. in others, data are completely missing
from the global accounts. This chapter discusses improvements in global
recording thal would occur if more complete and timely reporting were
achieved; it suggests ways in which the Fund estimates in Part 2 of
the Yearbook could be improved; and it shows thal inclusion of new
information for the U .S.S.R. slightly affects the global discrepancy.

Management of the Fund 's Balance of Payments

Introduction

Data Base

Severa! topics related to the quality and complete
ness of global capital account statistics are not specifi
cally covered in earlier chapters. This chapter deals
with those topics. lt begins by describing the basic
data for this study of the measurement of international
capital flows: the figures published by the Fund's Sta
tistics Depart ment i n the Balance of Payments Statis
tics Yearbook, Part 2.
The data i n Part 2 reflect what has been both mea
sured and reported by national statisticians and esti
mated by Fund staff. The following section focuses
primarily on how the data are assembled and adjustcd,
and why and how Fund estimates are made. And
another section discusses the impact of estimates on
the global aggregates shown in Part 2.154
Sorne data are also completely missing from Part 2.
For Jack of information, the Fund has been unable to
make any capital flow estimates for certain countries.
Chapter 9 has already considered the matter of missing
data for offshore financial centers. A final section of
this chapter describes how the Working Party used new
information on the U.S.S.R. to round out the global
data.

ll-4Appendix V I I I to this report examines the related topic of how
data revisions have affected the global capital account balance over
ti me. The discussion there shows that the normal kinds of revisions
undertaken by national compilers even Lhough they may improve
national data, have contributed little to a reduction in global imbal
ances.

Publicatio11 of the Data
Most members of the !MF, together with a few non
members, submit a variety of domestic and interna
tional economie data to the Fund's Statistics Depart
ment for publication. Balance of payments data are
published, around November of each year, by the Sta
tistics Department in two volumes of the Yearbook.15�
Both volumes (Part 1 and Part 2) cover balance of
payments statistics through the end of the preceding
year.
Part 1 contains balance of payments statements for
individual countries; each statement is ordered in the
standard categories described in the Balance of Pay
ments Manua/ and expressed in U .S. dollars. Data for
137 countries are included in the 1990 issue. Annual
data included in this issue cover the eight years 1982
through 1 989. Data are arranged in both an aggregated
presentation that focuses on certain "analytic" bal
ances and a de tailed presentation that shows data for ali
of the standard current and capital account categories.
Part 2 aggregates the data given in Part 1 by balance
of payments category. Each category displays data for
countries, country groups, international organizations,
and "total." Part 2 consists of Part 1 data augmented
by estimates for nonreporters, estimated updates for
late reporters, figures for reporters that do not report

,

'nA selection of country aggregates is published monthly in the
Fund's International Financial Statistics.
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in sufficient detail to be included in Part 1 , and transac
tions of international organizations. Part 2, in ef'fect,
expands Part 1 data to an almost global scale and
ensures that ali the years (the seven years of 1983
through 1989 in the 1 990 issue) are consistently cov
ered.1 56 Il therefore contains the global balances that
concerned the Working Party.
Part 2 begins with three summary tables. Table 1
provides a country-group summary of selected bal
ances on international transactions; Table 2 shows
global balances for each of the main current account
components; and Table 3 shows global current account
balances adjusted for selected statistical discrepancies,
in line with the methodology adopted in the Report on

the Wor/d Current Account Discrepancy.
.

There follows a set of "A . tables that organize the
data into a number of analytic balances which show
national, regional, and global contributions to each
type of balance. A set of " B " tables follows; these give
global and country-group balance of payments state
ments structured to summarize the contribution of
major types of transactions. Finally, there is a set of
"C'' tables thal give country, country-group, and
global data for each of the main individual categories of
current and capital transactions in the Fund's standard
presentation. The "C" tables contain country data for
individual types of transactions. These data were the
Working Party's primary area of concentration and the
main focus of its analysis. The "C" tables were the
basis for Table 3 in Chapter 1 and other tables in this
report . 's7
Collection and Compilation of Capital Account Data
Designated "balance of payments correspondents"
in reporting countries regularly submit time series of
their national balance of payments statistics to the
Fund's Statistics Department. The forms in which
countries present their capital account data in national
publications differ greatl y, so a standardized presenta
tion such as thal produced by the Statistics Department
is required for global compilations. The form used by
the Fund follows the classification scheme set forth in
the Manua/. 158
The Statistics Department makes available a stan
dardized report form to assis! in the provision of data
to the Fund. Not ali countries return figures on this
standard form. In cases of divergence, the Statistics
Department (often in consultation with the countries
1S61n showing data for seven years, Part 2 covers one fewer year
than Part 1 .
IS7A difference between Part 1 and Part 2 is thal, in the latter,
"exceptional tinancing" and liabilities constituting foreign authori
ties' reserves are extracted from the capital account categories in
which they originale. They are shown separately in Table C-32 of
Part 2. ln most tables in this report, "exceptional tinancing" items
have been reintegrated with their original categories ofcapital t1ows.
msee Table I l in Chapter 2 for details of the Manua/'s standard
components.

of Payments

Data Base

concerned) rearranges data from the national submis
sions to conform to the standard presentation. Also,
data on Fund transactions-for example, transactions
in special drawing rights and in the Fund's General
Resources Account-are obtained from Fund sources
rather than from national submissions.
The Statistics Depart ment checks and processes data
received from countries. Checking and editing of
national submissions are regular procedures followed
by the department. When necessary, the Fund confers
with national balance of payments correspondents to
seek clarification. ln a few cases, reported data are
amended or supplemented by data from other sources,
and figures are entered into the Fund's computer sys
tem. Around September ofeach year, country-reported
data are supplemented by Fund estimates and other
figures, and the tables in both Parts 1 and 2 are "fro
zen" for publication.
Relationship Between Part 1 and Part 2 Data
The country-reported data from Part 1 are carried
directly into Part 2. Thus, data for individual countries
in Part 2 arc identical to figures in Part 1 . 159 The 1990
issue of Part 2 shows data for 142 countries: the 137
reporting countries represented in Part 1 and 5 more
countries (Mozambique, Romania, Kiribati, Guyana,
and the Netherlands Antilles) that appeared in earlier
issues of Part 1 but thal had not reported in recent
years. These five countries are not the only "late
reporters"; many others send figures but do not pro
vide up-to-date data for inclusion in the Yearbook. Of
the 142 countries listed in the 1990 issue, 38-or 27
percent, ali in the "developing countries" group-did
not pro vide data for 1989, and sorne of these aIso did
not provide data for earlier years. When data reports
are delayed, estimates made by Fu nd staff are inserted
in Part 2. These estimates are not shown separately;
the existence of an estimate is indicated by the entry
" . . . " in the relevant cell of a table. Estimates are
added into regional and global totals.
There are other significant instances in which capital
flow data that appear in Part 2 do not appear in Part 1 .
First, the Fund adds entries for international organiza
tions. These data are derived by the Statistics Depart
ment primarily from sUJ·vey results.160 Second, the 1990
issue of Part 2 includes data for Bulgaria, Czechoslova
kia, Hungary, Hong Kong, and Taiwan Province of
China thal are not found in Part 1 . Data for the first
three are included indistinguishably under the heading
"Europe not specified. " Figures for the latter two are
included un der the heading "Asia not specified."
u91n sorne capital t1ow categories, the data published in Part 2
appcar to differ from those in Part 1 because LCFAR and "cxcep
tional tinancing" are excluded from the main capital account catego
ries and shown separately. Both "exceptional financing" and
LCFAR can occur in many capital account categories. Details for
individual countries can be seen in Part 1 .
160See Chapter 10 for more details.
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Third, Part 2 contains estimates made by the Fund for
certain countries, sorne of them Fund members, that do
not report data to the Fund. These countries, described
here as "nonreporters," are Cape Verde, Djibouti,
Guinea, Cambodia, Viet Nam, Iraq, Lebanon, Qatar,
and the United Arab Emirates.161 Fund estimates for
these nonreporters are included indistinguishably i n the
tines for " Africa not specified , " "Asia not specified,"
and "Middle East not specified," as applicable, in the
Part 2 tables.
Therefore, the only individual country data shawn
explicitly in Part 2 are those obtained directly from Part
1 . However, because estimates for tate reporters are
indicated by the entry " . . . ", the regional and global
totals often differ from the sum of the country figures
printed in the "C'' tables.
Because both reported data and estimates are lack
ing, for sorne countries there are no capital account
data at al/ in the Part 2 tabulations. Among the coun
tries without capital account data are Albania, Angola,
Bhutan, Brunei, Cuba, the Democratie People's
Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Namibia, the U.S.S.R.,
and certain offshore financial centers such as Bermuda
and the Cayman Islands.
As should be evident from the foregoing, nonre
porting and tate reporting of data by sorne countries
can contribute to discrepancies in global capital flow
totals, quite apart from errors that may reside in the
figures submitted by reporting countries. 162
Other Fund Data Bases
The principal sources of estimates needed to move
from Part 1 to Part 2 are country specialists in area
departments of the Fund. 163 These specialists, in turn,
rely on a variety of sources to maintain their country
data bases. Typical sources are (a) national statistical
agencies, (b) data obtained during official Fund visits
to countries, (c) estimates made on the basis of partial
information from countries, and (d) other sources such
as the Statistics Department and international organi
zations. Area department data bases are maintained
and processed independently by country specialists.
These data bases may be kept in personal computer
files, and they are not readily accessible in bulk.
Area department data bases are used in reports on
"Recent Economie Developments" (REDs) of individ
ual countries. The specifie forms ofdata found in REDs
vary by country, but they frequent!y conform with
"national presentations" or contain onJy limited detail.
REDs were not designed to be integrated with the sta
tistical operations of the Statistics Department. They
16'Fourofthese countries-Cambodia. Viet Nam. lraq. and Leba
non-have reported in the past. but they have not updated their
statistics for many years.
162The contribution to discrepancies of nonreporting or incomplete
reporting by OFCs has been discussed in Chapter 9.
163Also used are reserves data collected monthly by the Statistics
Department for International Financial Statistics.

rare! y show balance of payments detail in the standard
classifications recommended by the Fund's Manual.
The result is that RED statistics can diverge noticeabl�
from those maintained by the Statistics Department. 1
Area department documents and studies are
designed to aid policy, especially for countries having
or seeking Fund programs. They constitute, in addi
tion, basic raw material needed for publication of the
Fund's semiannuat World Economie Ou/look ( WEO).
To produce this global synthesis, national balance of
payments and other statistics are transmitted from
country experts to WEO staff, who centralize and stan
dardize them in the WEO data base. This data base
contains both the historicat and projected estimates
necessary for a broad assessment of the global outlook.
The standardized WEO format contains onJy a limited
number of capital flow categories.165 Because WEO
data are in centralized computer files, they are readily
accessible to the Statistics Department for estimation
of missing Part 2 balance of payments components.

Estimation Procedures
Six categories of capital flows are maintained i n the

WEO data base. and these are the principal sources of
Yearbook estimates when moving from Part 1 to Part

2. When there is no balance of payments report for
a particular country covered in Part 2, the Statistics
Department maps the six WEO accounts into six Year
book accounts that are part of its standard capital
account format. Table 65 shows the correspondence
between WEO and Yearbook entries.
Except for short-term assets, Table 65 shows thal i n
each case the net amount carried in WEO files i s
assigned to the liabilities side of a country's accounts
in the Yearbook. Except for direct investment, excep
tional financing, and LCFAR, the sectorization is to
"other sectors." This extraction of WEO figures is
supplemented by the mapping of IFS data on "interna
tional reserves" (after the deduction of Fund transac
tions included in reserves) for the standard Yearbook
capital account component "foreign exchange
reserves." 166

1�his divergence can apply. for instance. to a comparison of

ltistorical figures for countries thal are reporters in the Statistics

Department's system. Divergences between data appearing in the
REDs and Statistics Department files already have been of sorne
concem. In recent years. there has been enhanced statistical collabo
ration, aimed at identifying and explaining such differences, between
the Statistics Department and the area departments.
16lExcept for data pertaining to key industrial countries, individual
country statistics are not published in the WEO. Regional and global
aggregates are shown for botb historical data and projections. Under
lying these aggregates, however, are WEO files containing informa
tion for individual countries.
1661n rare instances when IFS data are not available, the WEO
series ·· use of reserves·· is used instead of the IFS data.
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Table 65. Correspondeoce between WEO and Statistics
Oepartrnent Categories of Capital Flows

Statistics Department account
( Yeurbook table)

WEO account
1.

Direct investment, net

1 . Direct invcstment in the

reporting economy, n.i.e. .
(Table C-14)
2. Other long-term liabilitics of
other �ectors. n.i.e .. (Table

2. Other medium and long

lerm liabilities. net

3.

C-2!!l
3. Other �horHerm assets of

Other asse! transactions.
net

other sectors. n.i.e .. (Table

C-31>

4. Other short-lerm liabilities.

4. Other 'hort-term liabiliue�

net

5. Exceptional financing

of other sectors. n.i.e..
(Table C-3 1 )
5. Exceptional financing (Table

6. LCFAR

C-32l
6. LCFAR (Table C-32)

n.i.e.

=

not including exceptional financing and LCFAR.

Role of Fund Estimates

in

the Global Totals

The Statistics Department does not make any inde
pendent balance of payments estimates for countries
(or years) if estimates are required to complete the
"world picture." The translation from WEO and 1FS
into Yearbook format is purely mechanical. Three
observations are in order about this procedure:
1 . ln the case oflate reporters. the procedure results
in discontinuities in lime series measurement
within capital flow categories. For example, no
estimates are entered under the portfolio invest
ment category; the WEO estimates that include
missing portfolio flows are "misclassified" under
the other long-term capital category. ln this exam
ple, however, the procedure would not cause dis
continuities at the levet of the global capital
account discrepancy.
2. Also in the case of tate reporters, the procedure
can result in biases at the global capital account
level. Problems occur when, for a particular coun
try. there are gaps or overlaps between the cover
age of IFS "international reserves" and WEO
data. The Working Party identified severa! cases
in which significant biascs occur for this reason.
3. For nonreporting cotmtries for which estimates
are entered, such estimates extend over ali the
years shown in Part 2. Since the data are ail drawn
from WEO and IFS files, the number of "tine
items" is limited, and the estimates may have the
appearance of continuity. The underlying prob
lem is the uncertainty about the correspondence
between the entries made and the true nature of
the capital flows. ln other words, ifthere is "mis
classification," il may be systematic and extend
over long periods oftime. For example, no portfo
lio investment is ever attributed to nonreporters.
The procedures followed by the Fund for inserting
estimates into global capital flows may be somewhat

problematic. but . it is difficult to envisage a better gen
eral approach. gtven present data availability and the
�eed to ma�e estimates. within a very short period of
tt me. ln ertmg WEO esttmates may not impart any bias
to the global discrepancy if country specialists from
arca departments can make relatively good estimates
about total capital flows and reserves. The paucity of
detail. however. will result in great uncertainty about
the "true" contents of individual line items.
The contribution, by value, of Fund estimates to
lo
� �al. capital flow balances is relative!y small, but not
mstgntficant. This can be seen in Table 66, which pres
ents. for years 1986 through 1989, data thal are consis
tent with those in the 1990 Yem·book. For example, the
global capital account balance of $66.4 billion in 1989
includes a net estimated amount of $2.3 billion to
account for the missing data of late reporters and - $ 1 .6
billion t? account for the missing data of nonreporters.
The esttmates for 1989 contribute -$ 10.4 billion to
global capital account assets and $ 1 l.O billion to global
capital account liabilities (about 1 percent of each
total).
Despite the relatively small net sizes of Fund esti
mates, revisions made (mainly as actual data become
available) to these estimates contribute quite signifi
cantly to revisions to global aggregates. This is illus
trated in Table 67, which shows the contribution of
various types of revisions between the first published
and latest published figures for the three reference
ycars 1986 through 1988. The table shows, for example,
that the first-published figure (in the 1987 issue of Part
2) for the 1986 global capitaJ account balance was $15.3
billion: that the revised baJance (in the 1990 issue) was
$18.8 billion; that the revision can be explained by
various positive and negative revisions to underlying
data; and thal the net impact of replacing Fund esti
mates with reported data or revised Fund estimates is
- $6.1 billion. The contributions of revisions to Fu nd
estimates to first-published data for 1987 and 1988 are
of a similar magnitude, about $6 billion each.
Clearly, problems arise for global capital flow mea
suremcnt from the lack oftimely reporting and the need
for the Fund to estimate missing components of these
flow!>. For this reason the Working Party urges coun

tries to compile and submit to the Fund capital account
data. and subsequent revisions to these data' on a
rime/y basis, to reduce the need for estimation by the

Fu nd. The most significant nonreporters for which esti
mates are inserted by the Fund are Hong Kong and
certain Middle Eastern countries. Also, a few countries
with significant capital flows have been tate in their
reporting in recent years: Algeria, Cameroon, lndia,
Ltbya, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and Brazil. The Fund
s�wuld Rive high priority to obtaining adequate and
lllnely reports from these cotmtries.

The Hong Kong authorities do not compile a balance
of payments statement (see Chapter 9), altbough data
are published for certain international transactions.
The Statistics Depart ment used these data to make Part
2 entries through 1986, and for this reason Hong Kong
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XIII COMPILING AND COMPLETING THE GLOBAL MATRIX
·

Table 66. Contribution of Country Reports and Fund Estimates to GlobaJ Balances, 1986-891

(ln billions of U.S. dollas;
r outftows ( - ))

Fund

Country reports'

1986
Total capital account. net
13.1
-822.2
Asscts
835.3
Liabilities

1987

1988

1986 1987

1989

65.7
52.0
39.2
-978.9 -817.5 - 1 ,090.1
1.018.1 869.5 1 , 1 55.8

-14.1
-89.9
75.7

-26.4 - 19.5
- 135.7 - 1 59.7
109.3 140.2

-4.3
-190.3
186.0

Portfolio investmcnt, net' -3.3
- 1 86.5
Assets
Liabilities
183.1

5. 1 -17.8
- 124.8 - 198.9
1 19.7 1 8 1 . 1

29.2
-:!78.2
307.4

Direct investmcnt, net)
Abroad
ln rcporting economy

Other capital. net3
Reserves. net

-2.9
- 3().2

Exceptional financing
and LCFAR

63.7

-

51.2

21.6

- 148.4 -41.7

-49.7

76.4

142.7

80.()

estimatcs

68.9

1988

1989

0.1 -2.0 -5.0
2.3
-0.9
0.1 -3.8
0.1 - 1 .0 -5.2
6.1

1986

1987

1988

1989

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.5

-2.7 -4.8

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.6

-0.9

1.6

1.:!

1.2

6.5

1986

5.6 -3.8 - 1 . 3 - 1 .6
18.8
0.6 -7.9 -6.3 -6.6 -821.5
4.9
4.9
4.1
4.9 840.3

-2.7 -4.R

-2.2 -5.1

0.1

Total

Nonreportesr

Latc reports

-R.6
- 190.3
181.8

-3.3
- - 186.5
183.1

-5.1 - 17.8
- 124.8- 198.9
1 19.7 1 8 1 . 1

29.2
-278.2
307.4

- 1 .2
-28.0

0.3

1989

-26.0 -21.7
- 135.7 - 159.7
109.7 138.0

2.2 -2.3 -0.4 - 1.0
0.4

1988

45.7
33.4
66.4
-987.7 -823.6 - 1 , 100.4
1.021.1 869.2 1 . 166.8

- 13.9
-89.9
76.0

2.8 -2.4 - 1.7 - 1.5

().4

1987

0.3

64.2

44.4

20.8

- 151.6 -40.6

-50.7

71.7

144.3

81.5

75.6

1Data derived from the "C" tables in the Balance of Payments Statistics Yearbook. Part 2, 1990.
2Aiso includes international organizations and actual data for Bulgana. Czechoslovakia. Hungary, Hong Kong, and Taiwan Province of
China.
3Does not include exceplional financing and LCFAR.

Table 67. Total CapitaJ Account Flows and Discrepancies: EfTects of Revisions, 1986-88

( ln billions of U.S. dollars: outftows ( - ))
1986
1 . First-published figures•

1987

Liabilitie�

Net

As�ets

-784.5

799.8

15.3

14.4

-2.1

-44.2
-7.2

41.5
1.1

A��ets

1988

Liabilities

Net

Liabilities

- 956.4

979.3

22.9

Net

-802.5

839.5

37.0

12.3

-7.2

18.9

1 1 .7

4.3

-5.8

- 1 .5

- 2.7
-6.1

- 16.2
-7. 9

21.1
1.8

4.9
-6.1

-25.2
-0.2

28.7
6.8

3.5
6.6

Assets

2. Revisions resulting from:
( 1 ) Selected coverage changes:
(2) Other ("normal'') revisionsz
(a) Revisions to data reported to
the Fund
(b) Revisions to Fund estimates
Total revbions
3. Latest figures ( 1 + 2)1

-37.0

40.5

3.5

-31.3

41.8

10.5

-21.1

29.7

8.6

-821.5

840.3

18.8

-987.7

1 . 02 1 . 1

33.4

-823.6

869.2

45.6

1Data derived from Table C-13, ''Capital Account: Assets and Liabilities" in the 1987-89 issues of the Balance of Paymems Statistic.f
Yearbook, Part 2. They include small amounts of exceptional financing in the current accounl.
�As defined in Appendix Vlll.
1Data are derived from Table C-13 in the

Year!Jook, Part 2. 1990.

is not classified as a non reporter in Table 66. (However.
since the department did not update its data beyond
1986, WEO-based estimates for Hong Kong are
included in the ''late reports" columns of Table 66
for 1987 through 1989.) The Hong Kong data make a
significant contribution to "Asia not specified" in the
Part 2 tables.
Investigations by the Working Party indicate that
there is further scope to harmonize the WEO, area
department, and Statistics Department data bases and
to make sorne technical improvements to the process
by which Fund estimates are incorporated into Part 2.
lmprovements in Part 2 data can be achieved through
greater collaboration among staff in different depart
ments of the Fund and by better articulation of area
department and WEO data bases on international trans
actions. The Statistics Department and other depart-

menis of the Fund should aim to achieve a greater
lwrmonization ofavailable balance ofpayments statis
tics and should seek to improve estimatesfor countries
thal do 1201 report or report late.

Effects of the U.S.S.R.'s Balance of Payments
Data on the Global Capital Account Discrepancy

Balance of payments statistics for the former
U .S.S. R. have not been reported to the Statistics
Department and therefore are not included in the Year
book, but balance of payments statistics for sorne
U .S.S.R. partner countries are included. This differ
ence in coverage contributes to the asymmetries in
the global capital account. During the course of the
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Working Party's research, the Fund and other interna
tional organizations obtai ned data on the U. S. S.R. 's
externat transactions in nonc:onvertible currencies with
socialist countries and with nonsocialist countries as
groups. Sorne of the socialist countries are covered in
the Yearbook; among these are Bulgaria, the People's
Republic of China, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, and several others. Others are not i n 
cluded-notably Albania, Cuba, the former German
Democratie Republic, and North Korea-and there
fore they do not contribute to the asymmetry. In addi
tion, data were obtained on the U.S.S.R. 's total exter
nat transactions in convertible currencies, which were
assumed to be entirely with nonsocialist countries.
Using a combination of these data, the Working Party
was able to make adjustments to reduce the U.S.S.R.
related asymmetry in existing capital flow figures.
Adjustments to global capital account balances to
remove existing asymmetries can be made in one of
either two ways: ( 1 ) by ente ring into the data the
U .S.S.R. 's transactions with countries for which bal
ance ofpayments data already are included in the Yeor
book; or (2) by excluding from Yearbook data the capi
tal account transactions with the U .S.S.R. of those
same countries.
Available data permit a mixture of these adjustments
to fiJI this gap in the global statistics. The Working
Party has added to Yearbook data the U .S.S.R.'s trans
actions in nonconvertible currencies with nonsocialist
couotries and those in convertible currencies with the
rest of the world, and it has excluded from Yearbook
data the separately available data on the transactions
of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary , Poland, and
Romania with the U . S.S.R.167
These capital account adjustments are, naturally,
approximate and do not eliminate ali sources of asym
metry. They succeed in building a capital flow state
ment for the U .S.S.R. vis-à-vis ali nonsocialist coun
tries and a number of socialist countries, but the cover
age remains imbalanced as regards four countries for
which data are included in the Yearbook: the People's
Repubüc of China, the Lao People's Republic, Viel
Nam, and Yugoslavia.
The capital account balance included in the Year
book for countries covered by U .S.S. R.-related adjust
ments, the adjustments, and the adjusted capital
account total are shawn in Table 68. Over the four
years the net adjustments average
$2 4 billion and
thus somewhat reduce the global capital account imbal
ance in the Yearbook statistics. Inclusion of balance of
payments data for the U .S.S.R. and successor states
plainty is a matter of importance to the quality of the
global accounts, and the Working Party recommends
that these statistics be incorporated into the Yearbook
-

.

as soon as possible.

167This adjustment eventually was made using data from the live
partner countries, on their capital flows with the socialist countries
as a group.

Table 68. Capital Account Balances and Adjustments

for U.S.S.R. and Selected Socialist Countries, 1986-89

(ln billions of U .S. dollars; outftows (- ))
1986-89

1986

1987

1988

1989

average

1.1

- 1 .4

- 3.0

-2.6

- 1 .5

-0.3

- 1 .3

-2.0

-3. 3

- 1.7

-4.3

-9.6

- 4. 1

- 4. 1

Net adjustments

-4.0

-8.3

-2 . 1

1.8
5.1

-2.4

Adjusted capital
account . total

- 2 .9

-9.8

-5.1

2.5

- 3 .8

Capital account, total1
U.S.S.R.
Selected socialist

countries2

Less: transactions of
selected socialist
countries with
U.S.S.R.

Plus: Lrdnsactions of
U.S.S.R. with

nonsocialist

countries

1Ba/ance of Payments Staristics Yearbook, 1990.

2Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary. Poland, and Romania.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Errors and misclassifications occur in global capital
account recording because certain countries do not
report to the Fund and others report with excessive
delay. l n sorne instances, estimates of missing data are
made by Fund staff white, in others, data are com
pletely absent from the global accounts. lmprovements
to Fund estimates included in Part 2 of the Yearbook
could be achieved by more collaboration between staff
in dift'ereot departments and by better articulation of
area department and WEO data bases. Estimates also
can be made for economies, such as offshore financial
centers and the U.S.S.R., that are completely missing
from Part 2. Chapter 9 has illustrated how these esti
mates can be made for offshore financial centers. This
chapter shows how new data for the U.S.S.R. helps to
round out the global picture.
The Working Party recommends thal:

1. Countries should compile and submit to the Fund

their capital account data, and subsequent revi
sions to these data, on a timely basis.
2. The Fund should give high priority to obtaining
adequate and timely reports from nonreporters
and tate reporters that have significant capital
transactions.
3. The Statistics Department and other departments
of the Fund should aim to achieve greater harmo
nization of available balance of payments data
and should seek to improve estimates for coun
tries that do not report or that report tate.
4. Statistics for the U .S.S. R.-and its successor
states-should be incorporated in the Yearbook.
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S tatistical Appendices
Appendix I
Respondents to Special Questionnaire on International
Capital Flows

Nonrespondents

Respondents
Argentina
Australia
The Bahamas
Bahrain
Belgium-Luxembourg
Bolivia
Canada
Ch ile
China
Colombia
Denmark
Ecuador
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
India
lndonesia
Israel
Ital y
Japan
Korea

Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Philippines
Portugal
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Thaïland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Yugoslavia
Zaïre
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Algeria
Austria
Bermuda
Brazil
Cayman Islands
Cote d'Ivoire
Hungary
lslamic Republic of iran
Lraq
lreland
Kuwait
Liby a
Morocco
Oman
Qatar
Romania
Saudi Arabia
Syrian Arab Republic
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
United Arab Emirates

Appendix I I
Draft Fifth Edition of the Balance of Payments Manua/ 168
The scope and orientation of the draft fifth edition of
the Manual differ from those of the fourth edition in a
number of respects. First, the conceptual framework
has been expanded, in that the balance of payments
accounts, the international investment position, and
the external sector accounts of the United Nations'
System of National Accounts are viewed as an inte
grated set of accounts. The linkages among them have
been strengthened and harmonized to the maximum
extent practicable. Second, the proposed sectorization
of both the investment incarne and portfolio and other
capitaJ accounts should better integrale the Manual
with other statistical systems, like money and banking.
government finance, international banking, and exter
nal debt.
Within the enlarged framework, the capital account
section of the Manual will be expanded, and a number
of significant changes are proposed in the coverage and
classification of capital account components, in the
related income components oftbe current account, and
in the international investment position. The following
are sorne of the salient changes proposed in the fifth
edition:
l . Any changes other than those owing to transac
tions-thal is, valuation changes, reclassifica
tions, and other adjustments-are excluded
from capital account entries in the balance of
payments in the fifth edition. Thus, for example,
the allocation or cancellation of special drawing
rights and the monetization or demonetization
of gold (each with a counterpart entry) are not
included but will appear among the reconcilia
tion items affecting the international investment
position. The same holds true for valuation
changes in reserve assets, which in the fourth
edition ofthe Manual are included in the balance
of payments statement.
2. The criteria for classification of the standard
components of capital account transactions and
stocks of financial assets and liabilities remain
generally the same, with a few exceptions. The
functional breakdown by type of capital is
unchanged-direct investment, portfolio invest
ment, otber capital, and reserves. However, the
coverage and definition of the categories do
change (see below).
3. In contrast to the fourth edition, which distin
guishes sectors only for the category '' other cap168-fhis refers to the draft version lhat was distributed on October
4, 1991 to national compilers for their review and comment.

4.

5.

6.

7.

ital," the fiflh edition will idenlify the sector
(monetary authorities, general government,
banks, and other) of the domeslic creditor and
the domestic debtor for assels and liabilities,
respective!y, for portfolio investmeot as weil.
This proposed change is related to the increased
emphasis on linkage to the SNA and other Fuod
statisticaJ systems.
The customary distinction betweeo assets and
liabilities for portfolio investment and other cap
ital and the directional distinction between direct
investment abroad and in the reporting economy
are maintained. However, in contrast to the
other types of capital, the fifth edition proposes
to record at !east sorne direct investment Hows
on a gross basis (recording both the asset and
liability ftows separately), rather than on a net
basis.
The coverage of portfolio investment is widened
to include, in addition to equities and long-lerm
debt securities (bonds and notes). short-term
(money market) debt instruments and financial
derivatives. I n the fourth edition, short-term
debt instruments are included in "othercapital."
Reftecting a decision by the SNA Expert Group
on Coordination, financial derivatives-options,
traded financial futures, and others-are to be
classified as financial assets and thus will be
included in the portfolio investment category as
a separate component.
The fifth edition will maintain for portfolio
investment and other capital the traditional dis
tinction between long- and short-term assets and
liabilities. based on original (in tine with the
SNA) contractual maturity of more than one year
(or no stated maturity in the case of equity secu
rities) or one year or Jess, respectively. How
ever, the maturity distinction will not be main
tained for direct investment tlows, which are
essentially determined by arbitrary enterprise
decisions. These treatments retlect the views of
most balance of paymeots compilers surveyed
on these matters. Nonetheless, most of the com
pilers agreed that maturity distinctions are less
important than in the past, and the Manual will
reftect this view.
Within the direct investment category, only
equity and permanent debt flows and stocks will
be regarded as direct investment with regard to
bank affiliates. Other transactions and positions
related to normal banking business are excluded
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8.

9.

1O.

Il.

from direct investment and included in portfolio
investment or "other capitaL" The only excep
tion would be the case of deposits made with a
subsidiary or branch specifically for investment
in fixed assets. l n contrast to lhe fourth edition.
under the new Manuai the maturity of a transac
tion is nol relevant to the inclusion or exclusion
of Rows associated with banks and their subsidi
aries or branches.
l n contrast to the fourth edition, reserves will
exclude the valuation changes in reserve assets
and counterparts to them, the monetization or
demonetization of gold, and SDR allocation or
cancellation. Also, the foreign exchange compo
nent will be subdivided both into currency and
deposits and into securities. Finally, the use of
Fund credit and loans will be included with
"other capital, liabilities" and excluded from
reserves, where they are included in the fourth
edition.
In the fifth edition, liabilities constituting foreign
authorilies' reserves will not be identified among
the various components of portfolio investment
and other capital, as they are in the fourth edi
tion. Rather than being so identified among the
standard components, they will be covered as
supplementary to the capital account classifica
tion in a separate presentation.
Since the publication of the fourth edition of the
Manual, exceptional financing transactions have
assumed increased analytical importance, as
evidenced by their inclusion in severa! Fund sta
tistical presentations. These transactions are
also incorporated in the supplementary presen
tation noted above, with the classification and
details reflecting input from concerned groups in
both the Fund and World Bank.
A new chapter on supplementary capital account
information, encompassing issues related to

LCFAR, is proposed for the fifth edition. There
will also be an extended discussion of such items
as the balance of payments treatment of arrears,
rescheduling, and other arrangements to reduce
existing debt. Also, foreign sources of financ
ing-with an appropriate sector breakdown
will be covered as a supplementary classifica
tion, to reflect the importance of the foreign
party to transactions for various analytical
purposes.
1 2 . The fift h edition will include a chapter on
regional balance of payments and international
investment position statements, whereas in the
fourth edition regional balance of payments
aspects are presented in an annex. The chapter
will cover suggested methods of regional alloca
tion for major components of the balance of pay
ments, problems and limitations involved in
determining such allocation, specifie problems
of allocation for regional central banks, and
sorne aspects of "unallocated" regional cate
gories.
13. A new chapter on the international investment
position will be included in the fifth edition, in
contrast to only a limited discussion in the fourth
edition. The expanded coverage emphasizes the
links between the position and balance sheet
aspects of the SNA externat sector and onder
scores the treatment of the balance of payments,
international investment position, and SNA
external sector as an integrated set of accounts.
The new list of standard components of the posi
tion will help to differentiate clearly between
capital flows and valuation and other adjust
ments affecting stocks during a given time
period. Finally, the importance of consistent
classification of the balance of payments incarne
accounts, capital account, and investment posi
tion components will again be stressed.
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Appendix I I I
Survey of National Direct lnvestment Practices
Background

Chapter 3 of this report makes use of the results of
a supplementary survey carried out by the Working
Party in earl y 1991 of a cros� section of Fund members
and Switzerland. The survey form� contained a list of
questions about the concepts, definitions, sources, and
methods thal countries use for the compilation of the
direct investment statistics. The survey's purpose was
to identify differences among countries that contribute
to the imbalances in the recording of international capi
taJ ftows at the world level.
Thirty-eight completed forms were obtained: 31 thal
were submitted directly by national compilers and 7
others thal were completed by the Working Party on
the basis of discussions with, or information provided
by, national compilers and international organizations.
The 38 respondents consisted of 1 9 from each of the
Fund's "industrial countries" and "developing coun
tries" categories.169
This appendix pre�ent� a �ummary of replies to the
survey. lt also compare� country practices with the
international standards applicable at the time the
replies were received, thal i�. as set out in the fourth
edition of the Fund's Balance ofPaymenrs Manual and
articulated in the OECD's 1983 "Benchmark Defini
tion. "170 Il shows thal, notwithstanding international
standards, there are widespread variations in national
statistical practices.

Survey Results

Percentage Threshold
The Manua/ defi nes a direct investor as an entity that
intends to have an effective voice in the management

1�he reporting rndu�trial countne� were the United States, Can
ada, Australia, Japan. New Zealand. Belgium-Luxembourg. Den
mark, Finland. France. Germany. Greece, llaly. the Netherlands.
Norway. Portugal. Spain, Sweden, Switzerland. and the United
Kingdom. The reporting developing countries were South Africa,
China, Fiji, lndia. lndonesia. Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan. Philippines.
Singapore. Thailand. Turkey. Bahrain. Egypt. Israel. Colombia.
Ecuador. Mexico and Venezuela. One other country (Argentina) was
sent a form but did not respond. These countries accounted for 99
percent ofali of reported net outward direct investment capital tlows

in the years 1987 and 1988 combined.
'JG-rhe "Benchmark Definition" was published in Derailed Bench
mark Definition of Foreiwr Direct fm•estment (Paris: OECD. 1983).

of the direct investment enterprise and states thal this
intention is usually as�ociated with sorne degree of
equity ownership. The "Benchmark Definition" rec
ommends using a minimum ownership share (or equity
threshold) of 10 percent as evidence of a direct invest
ment relationship, although it permits upward or clown
ward variations from this threshold in particular cases.
A majority of survey respondents rely upon sorne
minimum equity percentage to identify the direct
investment rclationship. However, the chosen percent
ages are diverse. Six respondents noted that they make
exceptions to their general minimum-percentage rule
when other evidence suggcsts thal a direct investment
relationship has or has not been achieved.
Among the industrial countries, eight respondents
use the 10 percent threshold. These include the United
States, Japan. Canada. Australia, and Sweden. Six use
a 20 percent threshold-including France, Germany,
and the United Kingdom-and one uses a 25 percent
threshold. 171 Among the developing countries, only two
use the 10 percent threshold; one of them uses this for
outward inve�tment only, with a 20 percent threshold
for inward investment. Another seven use higher per
centage thresholds-mostly on the order of 20 to 25
percent but with one country using 50 percent. One
uses a 5 percent threshold.
Two countries-one indus trial and one developing
use minimum-value ownership, rather than percentage
ownership, a� the thrcshold. One ofthese uses its value
threshold for in ward investment only, but with a 20
percent threshold for outward investment.
The other respondents do not rely upon a specifie
percentagc or value criterion; this remainder includes
three industrial country respondents and nine develop
ing country respondents. Sorne of these countries,
including Bclgium-Luxembourg and the Netherlands,
prefcr to treal each case on ils merits. while other
countries rely upon decisions of national authorities
regarding such matters as investment authorizations or
registrations to determine when a direct investment
relationship exists.
"Indirect Connections"
According to international standards. direct invest
ment statistics should cover ali enterprises in which the
investor directly or indirectly has a direct investment
interest. This means that once the 10 percent "across
171Germany lowered its threshold from 25 percent to 20 percent for

1990 and beyond.
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the border" link is achieved with, say, enterprise A,
certain other enterprises related "down the line" to
enterprise A also should be treated as direct investment
enterprises. The statistics should cover ali transactions
between the direct investor and enterprise A and cer
tain defined affiliates ofA (and between the affiliates if
they are in separate economies). l f indirectly owned
enterprises are excluded from a country's definition
of a direct investment enterprise, then thal country's
direct investment statistics may be incomplete.
The majority of survey respondents said that they
take account of indirectly owned enterprises in their
statistics; 13 of the 1 9 industrial country respondents
and 1 4 of the 1 9 developing country respondents are
in this group. Among these countries, procedures for
determining the coverage of the indirectly owned enter
prises vary considerably. The variation was not tested
in the survey. However, it is known that sorne coun
tries-including the United States, Canada, Australia,
and the United Kingdom-take extensive account of
indirectly owned enterprises, white others cover them
Jess comprehensively. For example, Germany takes
account only of Joans between indirectly connected
enterprises, and only since 1990.
Real Estate
According to international standards, land and struc
tures (except structures owned by a foreign govern
ment) are always considered to be owned by a resident
of the country in which they are located. Therefore, if
a nonresident owns real estate, by convention he is
regarded as owning, instead of a nonfinancial asset, a
claim on an actual or notional resident entity to which
the ownership of the real estate is attributed. Thus
when a resident of one country directly purchases or
selis real estate in another, the value of this purchase
should be recorded as direct investment. 172
About three-fourths of survey respondents adopt
fully or partially the recommended treatment of direct
purchases of real estate. However, only about half of
these particular respondents adopt it for investment
in holiday homes and second homes as weU as for
investment in other (usually more commercial) types
of real estate.
Mobile Equipment
Mobile equipment (for example, ships, aircraft, and
oil-driUing rigs) thal operates in the territory of an econ
omy for one year or more is considered always to be
owned by a resident ofthat economy. When the actual
legal owner of the equipment is a nonresident, the

1720f course, instead of making a "direct purchasc." a resident of
one country may arrange for a real estate purchase by an existing
affiliate in another country. I n this instance, any transactions
bctween the parent and the affiliate associated with the real estate
purchase are likely to be routinely recorded as direct investment.

owner can only be considered to have a claim on an
actual or notional resident entity that must be con
strued as being the owner. Thus, if a ship is chartered
(under operational lease) by a resident of one country
to a resident of another for 12 months or more, the
actual owner should be considered to have a direct
investment enterprise in the other country, and a direct
investment capital flow should be recorded equaJ to
the value of the ship. A similar transaction should be
recorded if, say, an offshore oil-drilling rig owned and
managed by a resident of one country operates for
1 2 months or more in the territorial waters of another.173
Few respondents adhere strictly to these particular
ru les. Although not tested by the survey, it is under
stood thal most countries allocate ownership to the
country of residence of the actual owner; however, one
respondent, Norway, stated that prior to 1988 it had
allocated ownership ofNorwegian-owned ships to their
country ofregistration. Only eight respondents, includ
ing three industrial countries, said that they fully or
partiy adopt the recommended treatment in cases when
the equipment is "directly owned by a nonresident."
Construction Activity
A similar international standard applies in certain
cases of international construction activity. An enter
prise can undertake the construction of plants and
buildings abroad through an affiliate abroad or direct!y
undertake the work itself. The current international
standard is thal construction work abroad should be
regarded as being done by a direct investment enter
prise resident in the economy in which the work is
being carried out. 174
The standard generally is followed when construc
tion is carried out by an incorporated enterprise estab
lished abroad or by an "established branch." How
ever, it is common practice for countries to regard
eamings from construction work carried out "directly
abroad' ' as services and to record them in the current
account; thal is, in these instances the existence of a
direct investment enterprise is not recognized and no
direct investment transactions are recorded. OnJy J O
respondents-the majority are developing countries
said that they fully or partially follow the standard when
the work abroad is "directly managed from the host
country of the construction enterprise." Five of these
10 countries adopt it only when the construction con
tract is for 1 2 months or more; these include the United
States and the United Kingdom.
Direction of lnvestment
Direct investment statistics should cover in ward and
outward direct investment separately. Ali respondents
113A changed treatment is proposed in the draft fifth edition of the
Mtmual.

mcertain changes are proposed in the draft fifth edition of the

Manuai.
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measure inward direct investment. Ali except six
developing country respondents also measure outward
direct investment. However, for the six developing
countries the value ofoutward transactions is relative!y
small.
Sectoral Coverage
Direct investment statistics should cover ali indus
trial sectors. However, sorne countries exclude certain
sectors from the coverage of their statistics. About
lhree-fourths of respondents stated thal their direct
investment statistics, both inward and outward, cover
ali sectors. Among industrial countries, very few
reported that there are any exclusions. The Nether
lands and Belgium-Luxembourg exclude special
financial institutions and holding companies respec
lively. These are, in both cases, dornestic subsidiaries
of foreign companies set up to channel capital ftows
via these countries. Canada excludes the construction
sector from its outward statistics. Among developing
countries, eight stated that there are sectoral exclu
sions from the coverage of either their inward or their
outward statistics or both: the most commonly
excluded sectors reported by seven compilers were
banking or finance.
Coverage of Forms of Capital Flows
According to international standards, direct invest
ment covers ali forms of capital transactions between
enterprises in a direct investment relationship, with
the exception of short-term ftows between depository
institutions and their affiliates. 175 These forms include
equity investment, reinvestment of earnings, and other
transactions, both long-lerm and short-term. They
include all direct (cross-border) purchases and sales of
real estate, whether for "commercial" or "noncom
mercial" purposes. ln addition to transactions associ
ated with a cash payment, they include changes in
intercompany accounts that represent the accounting
offset to goods, services, income, and capital transac
tions between related enterprises not matched by a
cash payment.
Ali respondents include at least sorne forms of equity
investment in their direct investment statistics. More
than four-fifths said that they include noncash acquisi
tions of equity (such as through the provision of capital
equipment and manufacturing rights). Among the six
respondents that exclude noncash acquisitions are
three industriaJ countries: Japan, Belgium-Luxem
bourg, and Italy. About three-fourths of the respon
dents said thal they include "direct purchases of land
and real estate for commercial purposes," and about

17Y
rhese ftows are considered to reftect regular business activities
ofdepository institutions rather than a direct investment relationship.
The draft .fifth edition of the Manual redefines the scope of the
excepted ftows.

half of these respondents also include "direct pur
chases of land and real estate for noncommercial pur
poses." Among the respondents that exclude both
commercial and noncommercial real estate transac
tions are Belgium-Luxembourg, Ital y, and Spain.
Among those respondents that exclude only noncom
mercial real estate transactions are the United States,
Japan, Denmark, and Germany; however, a number of
these countries publish separate series on the omitted
real estate transactions.
Twenty-three respondents (about 60 percent) include
reinvestment of earnings in their direct investment
data. Two countries (Sweden and Finland) added these
data to their accounts during 1 99 1 . Among the I l indus
trial economies that do nor include reinvestment in
their direct investment statistics are Japan, Canada,
Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark, France, ltaly. and
the Netherlands. However, Denmark, France (out
ward only), and the Netherlands compile separate data,
and Belgium-Luxembourg is deve1oping a survey to
collect the statistics.
About three-fourths of respondents include sorne
form of nonequity transactions in their statistics. The
only industrial country respondent that does not is
Denmark, wh ile ni ne of the developing country respon
dents do not. Ali of the respondents thal include any
nonequity transactions-with one devet'oping country
exception-include long-term loans. However, at !east
three countries-France, Spain, and Portugal-onJy
include such loans when they have an original contrac
tuaJ maturity of more than five years. Many others, in
accordance with international conventions, consider
long-term 1oans to be those that have a maturity of
more than one year. Only 60 percent of the respondents
that include long-term 1oans said thal their Joan data
inc1ude long-term trade credit.
Fourteen respondents reported that they include
short-lerm loans (other than interbank loans) in their
direct investment definition. Therefore, 24 respondents
(about two-thirds) said that they exclude these short
lerm loans.m' Among the 1 0 industria1 country respon
dents that do not include any short-lerm 1oans are Can
ada, Japan, France, and Germany, although severa! of
these countries provide separate data on certain of
these transactions. Among the 14 respondents lhat do
include short-Lerm loans in their direct investment
definition is Finland, which expanded its definition to
include them during 1991 . l n this group, however, only
one-third said thal short-term trade credit is included
in the loan data.
Notwithstanding international standards, of the 15
respondents that include any sho11-term transactions
in their direct investment definition, 9 include short
lerm transactions between banks and their affiliates.
Four industrial country respondents are in this group:
Australia, New Zealand, Norway, and Switzerland.
176Some care should be applied in interpreting this figure, because
in practice the distinction between certain long-term and short-term
direct investment transactions is not always apparent or meaningful.
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Sorne of the countries that exclude short-term inter
bank transactions exclude certain other banking trans
actions as weil. For example, the United States
excludes ali transactions that do not represent "perma
nent investment" by parent banks in their affiliates,
white the Netherlands and the United Kingdom
exclude ali nonequity long-term interbank transac
tions. The United Kingdom recently commenced
excluding short-lerm transactions between security
dealers and their affiliates.
Realized and Unrealized CapiJal Gains and Losses
International standards stale that both reaJized and
unreaJized capital gains and tosses should be excluded
from the calculation of reinvested eamings data. Of the
23 respondents that include reinvested earnings, only
4 said that their data exclude realized gains and tosses,
and 1 3 said that their data exclude unrea/ized gains and
tosses. After allowing for a number of respondents that
did not know whether their data exclude either realized
or unrealized gains and tosses or both, about 14 of the
23 definitely said that their data include realized capital
gains and tosses, but only 3 definitely said thal their
data include unrealized gains and tosses. The United
States is among the countries that include capital gains
and tosses in their data, but it atone publishes separate
data on these gains and tosses.

through" the activities of finance affiliates that have
been set up purely to raise or channel funds to their
parents, so that any such reverse loans received by the
parents are likely to appear in the country's accounts
as inward portfolio or other kinds of investment. Four
countries-Canada, Australia, and two developing
countries-that normaUy record reverse loans under
direct investment stated that they do not do so in the
case of loans extended by an affiliate that has been ··set
up purely to raise or channel funds to its parent."
ln the case of equity investment, a variety of treat
ments also occurs. This was not tested in the survey,
but il is known thal in the Australian and French statis
tics equity investments by an affiliate in its parent are
uniformly treated as disinvestment, in accordance with
the international standards. ln the Duteh statistics, if a
resident affiliate acquires shares in its parent company,
this is treated as outward direct investment rather than
as inward disinvestment. l n the German and U.S. sta
tistics, such reverse investments by a resident affiliate
are recorded as portfolio capital, until the equity
threshold-20 percent in Germany and 10 percent in
the United States-is reached, after which these
investments are treated as outward direct investment.
l n the Australian, French, Dutch, German, and U .S.
statistics. a symmetrical treatment applies for invest
ments by a foreign affiliate in a resident parent.
Sources and Methods

"Reverse Transactions"
According to international standards. capital trans
actions between parties in a direct investment relation
ship are to be recorded on a net basis; that is, ftows
from a direct investment enterprise (an af'filiate) to a
direct investor (a parent)-"reverse transactions"
are to be treated as disinvestment under the direct
investment heading. 177 This treatment should even
apply when affiliates raise funds for lending to their
parents.
ln the case of loans, there are various departures
from this principle. First, the Netherlands treats loans
from an affiliate to its parent as investment by the
affiliate rather than disinvestment by the parent. Thus.
Dutch compilers record loans from a resident enter
prise to its direct investor as outward investment rather
than as negative inward investment. Second, almost
half the respondents do not record loans from an affili
ate to its parent as àirect investment at ali. Allowing
for the fact that about one-fourth of respondents do not
include any loans in direct investment, this means that
another quarter regard loans from a parent to its affili
ate, but not "reverse loans, '' as direct investment.
Six industrial countries, among which are Japan and
Germany, follow this treatment. Third, notwithstand
ing international guidelines, a few countries "look

mFor reverse equity nows. cerlain changes are proposed in the
draft fifth edition of the Manual.

Fifteen respondents-including six from industriaJ
countries-reported that their direct investment statis
tics are based on company surveys. Generally, these
respondents reported that their data are obtained from
resident investors and affiliates; in a few instances the
data are supplemented by information obtained from
the authorities responsible for investment approvaJ or
exchange control or from other sources such as eus
toms records. Twelve of these respondents said that
reporting in their surveys is compulsory, and three said
that it is voluntary.
The remaining 23 respondents-including 1 3 from
industrial economies-said that their collections are
sole! y or parti y based on the reporting of each transac
tion. l n a number of cases, these transaction reports
are supplemented by company surveys and other data
sources. The industriaJ country reporters said that their
data are most frequently submitted by resident banks
or other resident enterprises and investors. In a few
cases, data are received or supplemented by informa
tion from the authorities responsible for exchange con
trol or investment approval. Among developing coun
try reporters, most said that they make sole or partial
use of data obtained from the authorities responsible
for investment approval or exchange control . A minor
ity reported using bank data, usually in combination
with the other sources, and severa) said thal they also
use data collected directly from enterprises. Twenty
two of these 23 countries said that their collections are
based solely or largely on compulsory reporting.
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Twenty-four respondents-including 1 2 industrial
countries-said that the collected raw data relate to the
whole population of transactors. Of the other 14, six
make adjustments to alJow for transactors not covered
directly. These include several industrial count ries that
conduct periodic comprehensive benchmark surveys
but adjust the data collected using less comprehensive

quarterly inquiries. The remaining eight make no
adjustments. They inelude a number of industrial coun
tries in which reporting thresholds have been intro
duced to reduce reporting and processing costs, but in
which the excluded values are small. They also include
several developing countries in which coverage is
known to be deficient.
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Appendix I V
Detailed Direct lnvestment Tables
Table 70 shows the individual bilateral c:omparisons on
which Table 15 is based.
Tables 71 and 72 relate in a similar way to the other
direct investment capitalfiows category. Table 7 1 pro
vides more detail on adjustments than is shown in Table
16, and Table 72 gives the bilateral comparisons that
are summarized in Table 17.

The four tables in this appendix present the more
detailed data that underlie the summary tables appear
ing in Chapter 3 .
Tables 69 and 70 relate t o the reinvestment of earn
ings category . Table 69 gives a more detailed break
clown of the Working Party's adjustments to the global
discrepancy than is shown in Table 14 of the report.

Table 69. Global Reinvestment of Earnings Oiscrepancy and Adjustments, 1986-89
(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outflows (-))
1986
ln
reponing
Abroad
1 . Publishcd total'

economy

Net

Abroad

1987

1988

ln

ln

reporting
economy

Net

Abroad

reporting
economy

Net

1989

1986-89 avernge

ln
reponing

reporting

Abroad economy

ln
Net

-20.8

4.7

- 16. 1

-37.7

13.5

-24.2

-33.9

15.4

-18.5

- 44.8

14.8

-30.0

- 0.8

0.1

- 0.7

-1.7

1.0

-().7

-5.1

2.S

- 2.6

-5.8

- 3.0

-2.8

9 .6

9.6

13.5

13.5

15.1

15.1

19.8

19.8

Abroad economy

Net

4
.3

12.1

-22.2

-3.4

1.7

- 1.7

14.5

14.5

-3

2. Adjustments:
a. For gaps in country
reponing:

( 1) New information

reported to Working

Party2
(2) Outward reinvestment

(3)

not matched by
inward reinvestmentJ
lnward reinvestment
not matched by
outward reinvestment'

1.0

1.0

-O.H

-0.8

- 1 .8

-1.8

2.4

2.4

0.2

0.2

(4) Reinvestment in
offshore financial
centers1
b. For timing basis of
German data6

0.1

1.8

1.8

1.8

J.9

c. For U.S. capital gains/
losses1

3.

Total adjustments

4. Adjusted total

0.7

2.7

2.7

- 1 .5

0.8

-1.8

4.8

4.8

2.0

0.2

6.5

6.5

-0.5

- 1.4

- 1.9

- 0.4

1.6

-1.6

1.2

0.3

1.5

26.3

24.0

-2.4

20.6

18.2

41. 1

-6.0

32.7

-4.0

1.0

2.1

3.1

2.1

1.5

3.6

-0.9

-0.9

1.3

15.4

16.7

17.2

17.5

-8.7

- 2.3

0.6

-37.4

23.5

14.8

20. 1

0.3

30.7

-6.7

-42.6

38.9

-3.7

-47. 1

19.5

'
Ba//JIIC<' of Payments Statistics YearbQ/Jk, 1990.

- 36.7

3.9

3.9

0.2

-0.2

2Data provided to the Working Party but not reported in the Yearbook. lncludes country estimatcs provided ror the Working Party's purposes and new official series compiled
by severa] countries.
1Amounts reponed as reinvested by the United States. the United Kingdom. Germany, and the Netherlands in countries not reporting inward reinvestmcnt or eamings.
'Amounts reported as rcinvested in their economoes by the countries mentioned in rootnole 3 against countries not reporting outward rcinvestment or eamings.

'Takes account orthe reinvestment orearnings in six offshore centcrs IThe Bahamas. Bahrain. the Cayman Islands. the Nethcrlands Antilles. Panama. and Singapore) missing
rrom (or not rully covered in) the Yearbook. and also not complctcly covered in adjustments 2a(2) and 2a(3).
6Records German earnings when earned.

7To exclude U.S. capital gains and losses.
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Thble 70. Bilateral Comparisons of Reinvestment of Earnings, 1986-88

(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outtlows ( - ))
1987

1986
Reported
by investor
countries

Reported
by host
countries

(1)

(2)

-1.1
- 1 .8
0.6

0.6
1.0
-0.3

-2.3

U.S. investment in:
Germany
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total
German investmeot in:
United States
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total
Netherlands investment in:
United States
Germany
United Kingdom
Total
U.K. investment in:
United States
Germany
Netherlands
Total
Total, four couotries

1988

Diserepancy

Reported
by investor
countries

Reportcd
by host
countries

( 1 ) + (2)

(3)

(4)

-0.5
-0.8
0.3

- 1.5
- 1 .2
- 1.6

-0.2
0.1
2.3

- 1 .7
- 1.1
0.7

- 1 .2
-0.9

1.4
0.1
-0. 3

1.4
-1.1
- 1 .2

1.3

- 1 .0

-4.3

2.2

-2.1

-2.1

1.2

-0.9

-0. 3
-0.3
0.1

-0.2
0.1
-0.1

-0.5
-0.2

-0.4

-0.8
0.1

-0.6

-0.1

-0.4
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.2

-0.6
0.1
-0.1

-0.5

-0.2

-0.7

-0.5

-0.2

-0.7

-0.9

0.3

-0.6

-0.6

0.8
0.2
1.2

0.2
0.2
1.2

-0.7
0.1

0.1
1.7

-0.7
0.2
1.7

-0.9
-0.1

0.4
0.2
1.3

-0.5
0.1
1.3

-0.6

2.2

1.6

-0.6

1.8

1.2

- 1.0

1.9

0.9

- 1 .6
- 0.3
- 1.1

1.0
0.1
0.1

-0.6
-0.2
- 1 .0

-3.9
-0.4
-2.0

1.5
0.1
0.1

- 2.4
-0.3
- 1.9

-4.3
-0.5
-2.1

1.4
0.2
0.3

-2.9
-0.3
- 1 .8

-3.0

1.2

- 1 .8

-6.3

1.7

-4.6

-6.9

1.9

-5.0

-6.4

4.5

- 1.9

- 1 1.7

5.5

-6.2

- 10.9

5.3

-5.6

Diserepancy

Reported
by investor
count ries

Reported
by host
countries

(3)+(4)

(5)

(6)

-0.3

Discrepancy

(5) + (6)

--

--

Source: National tabulations.
Note: Data reported by the United States exclude capital gains and !osses. Data reported by Germany have been moved back one year.
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Table 71. Discrepancy on Global Other Direct Jnvestment Capital Flows and Adjustments, 198�89
(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outftows ( - ))

Abroad
l.Published total'

2.

- 69 . 1

1986

1987

ln

ln

reporting

reporting

cconomy
71.(,

Net

2.5

Abroad

- 98 .0

econ(lmy

Net

1988

1989

ln

ln
reponing

reporting
Abroad economy

Net

Abroad economy

1986-89 average
ln
Net

97.7

-0.3

- 125.8

1 24.5

- l.J

- 1 45.5

t67.3

2 1 .8

repOrting
Abroad economy
- 109.6

1 1 5.3

Net

5.7

Adjustments:

a. For capital flows of special
financial institutions in the
Netherlandsl

- 10.4

6.5

-3.9

-24.4

16.4

-8.0

-30.3

19.0

- 11.3

- 33.2

18.4

- 14.8

-24.6

15.1

-9.5

- 1.3

8.2

6.9

0.4

8.6

9.0

-3.2

6.9

3.7

-4.7

8.7

4.0

-2.2

8.1

5.9

-0.5

- 0.4

-0.9

- 0. 1

-0.4

-0.5

-1.3

-0.3

- 1 .6

-5.1

3.7

- 1.4

- 1.8

0.7

-1 1

-0.7

1.2

0.5

-1.5

1.6

11.1

-2.1

2.2

(1. 1

-2.5

2.5

-1.7

1 .9

0.2

11.3

0.3

0.3

1.5

1.5

0. 1

0.1

1.2

- 1.5

1.1

0.3

- 0.5

1.6

1.6

-0.6

b. For capital flows of
offshore financial centersj
c. For German short-lerm
transactions'
d. For real estate
transactionss

e. Otber adjustments:

( 1) For capital flows with
international

(2)

organiz.ations.,

11.3

For Saudi Arabian

- 1 .0

capital flows7

(31 For capital ftows of
the U.S.S.R.8

- 1 .0
-0.3

-0.3

1.2
-0.5

2.6

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.3

-0.3

0.7

0.4

-0.2

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.6

(4) For other information
rcpOrtcd to Working
Party9

-1.5

0.1

-1.4

- 2. 1

2.4

3. Total adjustments

- 1 4.4

14.6

0.2

-27.9

25.0

4. Adjus ted tOllÙ

-83.5

86.2

2.7

- 1 25.9

122.7

'Balane�

ofPaymeflls St{l(istics

4.5
-

2.9

-

- 3.2 -

4.5

Il.�

-3.7

-9.4

6.8

1.3

-3.1

3 1 .2

-2.6

-4.4

39.11

-8.6

-55.1

40.6

-14.5

-34.3

-9.9

27.9

- 6.4

-200.6

207.9

7.3

- 143.9

1 65. 6

155.7

1 43 .2

-0.7

Yeorbook. 1990.

'1-akes account of the direct investmem transactions not oncludcd in the Yearbo"�1Entries in the "abroad" column show amounts reported by the United States. i\ustralia. France. Gcrmany. thc Nctherlands. and the United Kingdom as onward investment

from seven offshore financiaJ centers thal do not report tor repOrt incomplete dnta) to the Fund: The Bahamas. Bahrain. Bermuda. the Cayman Islands. Hong Kong. the
Nethcrlands Antilles. and Panama. Entries in the "in rcporting economy" column show amounts reported by the same countries and lapan as outward direct lnvestmenl to
the seven offshore centers. Small rcported or cstimated amount� for The Bahamas. Hong Kong. the Ncthcrlands Antilles. and Panama have been deducted.
'Shifts data on certain short-lerm transactions betwcen affiliated cntcrprises. recordcd a� "othcr capital" in German stalistics, to direct inve.stmenl.

sShifls data on real esJate transactions, rccorded in othcr items in the 'lati�tic' of Japan. Denmark, Germ:tny, ltaly. and Spain. to direct investmenl.
6Shifls data on Jmns.•ction> with intcmational organization>. rccordcd a; direct inve>tmenl by Belgium-Luxembourg and ltaly. 10 "other capital."
7Entries in the "abroad" column are amount> reported by the United Sates
t
a� inward direct investment from Saudi Arabia. which does not report data on ou1ward direct

investment. Amounts in the "in reporting economy" column llre rnade 10 shifl "oil >ector and other investment" in Saudi Arnbi:l from direct invcstmenl 10 "otho:r capital."
"'rakes account of capital nows of the U.S.S.R., which are nol included in the Yttlfbnok.
9Additions or corrections to the data of various counlries based on responscs to the Working Party's Special Questionnaire and other inquiries.
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Direct Jnvestment Tables

Table 72. Bilateral Comparisons of Other Direct lnvestment Capital Flows, 1986-88
(ln billions of U.S. dollars; outtlows (-))

1986

U.S. investment in:
Canada
Australia
Japan
Belgium-Luxembourg
France
Germany
Netherlands
Sweden
United Kingdom
Total
Canadian investment in:
United States
United Kingdom
Total
Australian investment in:
United States
Germany
Netherlands
United Kingdom

Reported
by investor
countries

Reported
by host
countrie�

(Il

(2)

-0.7
0.2
0.3
0.8
0.1

- 1.1
0.5
0.2

Diserepancy

( 1 ) +(2)

(3)

(4)

- 1 .5
0.1
-2.9

0.4
-0.2
-0.3
0.1
2.1

- 1 .8
0.7
0.5
0.8
0.5
-0.2
- 1 .8
0.2
-0.8

-3.0
-0.3
-0.4
-0.3
-0.6
0.9
-0.8
-0.1
-0.9

1.6
0.6
0.6
0.3
1.1
-0.1
-0.1
0.1

0.5
0.8
-0.9
-0.1
-0.8

-3.6

1.7

- 1.9

-5.5

4.1

- 1 .4

-2.6
0.4

3.2
-0.1

0.6
0.3

-4.9
-0.7

4.3
1.3

-0.6
0.6

-2.2

3.1

0.9

-5.6

5.6

-0.5

2.6

2.1

1.6

-0.1

-0.3
-0.1

-0.9
-0.1
-0.2
-1.9

Total
Belgium-Luxembourg investment in:
United States
France
Germany
Netherlands
United Kingdom

Diserepancy

Reported
by investor
countries

Reported
by host
countries

Discrepancy

(3) + (4)

(5)

(6)

(5) + (6)

- 1 .4
0.3
0.2

-0.3
0.2
0.1
-0.3
-0.8
1.9
-0.2

-0.3

-3.3

-0.2
- 0.6
0.6
0.4
- 1.8
-0.2
0.1
1.0

-0.5
0.3
-0. 4
0.1
-0.4
0.1
-2.3

-2.7

-0.7

-3.4

-4.5
-0.5

2.5
-0.2

-2.0
-0.7

-5.0

2.3

-2.7

- 1 .8

2.6

0.8

1.3

0.7
-0.1
-0.2
-0.6

-1.1

1.9

0.8

-0.8

2.5

1.7

-3.1

2.9

-0.2

-2.9

4.5

1.6

- 8.0
- 1 .0

7.2
-0.2

-0.8
- 1 .2

-9.6
- 1.0

9.0
1.2

-0.6
0.2

- 19.0
-2.9

17.1
1.3

--

Japanese investment in:
United States
United Kingdom

1988

Reported
by host
countries

-0.3

Total

1987
Reported
by investor
countries

- 1.9
- 1.6
--

-9.0

7.0

-2.0

-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
-0.6

0.7
0.2

0.4

- 1.2

1.2

-2.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.6
-0.4

1.1
0.1
0.2
-0.1
0.1
0.2

-0.7
0.1
-0.2

-3.6

1.6

-2.0

-4.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.2
-0.8

2.4

- 1 .7
-0.1
0.3

0.3

--

-0.1
-0.6
0.3

- 10.6

10.2

-0.4

-21.9

18.4

-3.5

-0.3

0.1
0.5

0.1
0.2

-0.4
- 1.1

0.2
0.6

-0.2
-0.5

-0.6
-0.9
0.1
-0.2
-0.1

0.6
0.1
0.9
0.4

-0.6
-0.3
0.2
0.7
0.3

- 1.8

1.4

-0.4

- 1. 7

2.0

0.3

-2.7
- 1.0
-0.1
- 1.2

3.2
0.9
0.1
0.1

0.5
-0.1
-1.1

-2.9
-2.7
-0.6
- 1.0

3.2
2.1
0.4
0.1

0.3
-0.6
-0.2
-0.9

- 1 .5

1.2

-0.3

-2.1

1.3

-0.8

-6.5

5.5

- 1 .0

-9.3

7.1

-2.2

-4.4
-0.1
-0.1
-0.4

5.0

0.6
-0.1
0.1

-5.1
-0.1
-0.5
-0.5
-0.6

2.3
-0.1
0.4
0.6
-0.1

-2.8
-0.2
-0.1
0.1
-0.7

--

Total
French investment in:
United States
Belgium-Luxembourg
Germany
Netherlands
Swedcn
United Kingdom
Total
German investment in:
United States
Australia
Belgium-Luxembourg
France
Netherlands
Sweden
United Kingdom
Total
Netherlands investment in:
United States
Australia
Belgium-Luxembourg
France
Germany
United Kingdom

0.4
0.2
0.4

- 1.1
-0.1

-0.4

0.2
0.4
0.2

0.2

-0.5

0.3

-0.2

-0.7

0.2

-0.5

-0.9

0.1

-0.8

-5.8

3.7

-2.1

-5.7

6.0

0.3

-7 .7

3.2

-4.5

-0.6
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

3.6
0.2

-3.3
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
- 2.4

8.4
-0.3
-0.1
0.2
-0.1
0.6

5.1
-0.4
-0.2
0.1
-0.2
- 1.8

- 1.6
-0.2
-0.7
-0.3
-0.5
0.7

5.8
0.4
0.4
1.0
0.5
4.0

4.2
0.2
-0.3
0.7

- 1 .4

0.3
0.8
1.1

3.0
0.1
-0.2
0.1
0.8
-0.3

-2.5

6.0

3.5

-6.1

8.7

-2.6

12.1

2.6

4.7
--

--

Total

9.5
(continued)
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APPENDIX IV
Table 72

(concluded)
1986
Reported
by investor
countries. Reponed
by host
net inftow
(-)
countries

Swedish investment in:
United States
France
Germany
United Kingdom
Total
U.K. investment in:
United States
France
Canada
Australia
Japan
Belgium-Luxembourg
Germany
Nether1ands
Sweden
Total

Discrepancy

(1)

(2)

( 1 )+(2)

- 1 .5
-0.1

1.3
0.1

-0.2

-0.2

0.1

- 1 .8
-9.5
-0.3
-0.5
-0.5
-0.1
0.1

1988

0.7
0.1
0.2
0.2

0.1
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

-0.4
-0.6
-0.1
-0.8

-0.3

-0.1

-0.6
-0.2
-0.4
-0.4

0.1
0.3

-0.5

1.5

-0.3

- 1 .6

1.2

-0.4

- 1.9

0.4

- 1.5

10.3
0.4
1.3
0.5

0.8
0.1
0.8

- 16.7

24.1
0.7
0.5
-0.2

18.2
1.7
0.9
1.3

-0.1
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1

0.1

0.1
0.3
0.6
0.1

- 14.2
-2.5
-0.2
- 1 .7
-0.1
0.3
-0.4
- 1.5
0.1

4.0
-0.8
0.7
-0.4
-0.1
0.9
-0.1
0.4
0.5

- 1 1.3

1 3 .6

-41.8

41.9

-0.5

Total. eleven countries

1987

Reported
Reported
by investor
by investor
countries. Reponed
countries. Reported
net inftow
by host
by host DiscreDiscre- net inftow
countries pancy
(-)
countries pancy
(-)
'
(5)
(3)
(4)
(5)+(6)
(3)+ (4)
(6)

0.3

-0.7
-0.3

0.1
0.5
0.1

0.5
0.1
1.1
0.2

7.4
0.5
-0.6
-0.2
0.1
0.5
0.2
1.6
0.3

2.3

- 17.2

27.0

9.8

- 20.2

25.3

5.1

0.1

-63. 7

72.6

8.9

-75.9

74.6

- 1. 3

-0.2
- 1.1

0.6
0.3
1.9
0.4

Source: National tabulations.
Note: Totals exclude country pairs where data from only one side are available, or where data are not avai1able for ali three ycars.
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Appendix V
The BIS International Bond Data Base
In response to the rising volume of securities issued
in international markets, the Bank for international
Settlements developed in 1987 a new data base on inter
national bonds. This data base, which covers both
Eurobonds and foreign issues in national markets, pro
vides from December 1985 comprehensive information
on issues announced, issues completed (both gross and
net of redemptions), and the amount of bonded debt
outstanding. These data foc us on liabilities arising from
the issuance of international bonds. No data are avait
able on the holdcrs of these securities. Bonds issued
by developing countries as a result ofdebt-rescheduling
agreements arc at present not covered in the BIS sta
tistics.
The BIS data base includes certain historical data
provided by the OECD for issues prior to 1 980, and it
is updated quarterly with information from two
sources. The Bank of England provides details on ali
individual issues announced during the quarter under
review on the basis ofmarket information. 178 The Asso
ciation of International Bond Dealers (AlBD), using
data obtained from CEDEL and Euroclear, gives the
outstanding value of individual issues stiJl in the market
at the end of each quarter. The AIBD data take account
of new issues Jaunched du ring the quarter and of sched
uled and carly bond redemptions.
At the end of 1990. the BIS data base contained
information on 2 1 ,400 bond issues, of which 13,500
were stiJl outstanding. The AIBD data base identified
12,100 issues outstanding at the end of 1990, of which
about JO, 100 were explicitly identified as common to
the BIS data base. 179 Only matched issues are updated
with AIBD stock and repayment information, although
the other AIBD issues are being researched by the BIS.
Using the BIS data base, it is possible to analyze
activities in the international bond market according
to various characteristics of the issues, including the
following:
-type ofpaper(straight fixed, floating, zero coupon,
equity related);
-currency of issue (which in the case of foreign
issues also means by market):
111/ntemationa/ Fintmrtaf Re••iew and other publications.
1�he BIS data base also covers issues thal are oflen excluded
from the AIBD coverage-Swi�� franc foreign issues, for example.

-type of borrower (governments . international
institutions, commercial banks, other financial
institutions, or other borrowers): and
-nationality of borrower or borrower's parent.
Table 73 provides details on international bonds
issued by type of instrument, issuer. and currency
denomination. These breakdowns are available in ali
combinat ions.
In order to estimate flows in dollar terms, the BIS
converts amounts of new completions of nondollar
bonds at cxchange rates prevailing at the announce
mcnt dates, while bond redemptions are converted at
beginning-of-quarter exchange rates.
The BIS flow statistics allow for scheduled redemp
.
tiOns and carly partial redemptions by the issuer, which
are identified by the AJBD in the majority of cases.
Parts of an issue repurchased by the issuer and held in
treasury are not regi tered as redemptions, because the
issuer can resell these securities again on the market
before maturity. Large amounts of international bonds
issued by sorne borrowing countries are knowo to be
purchascd by residents of the same borrowing country.
Such purchascs are not taken account of by the BIS
unless the entire issue is redeemed by the issuer. Also,
there is at present no allowance for new bonds issued
as a result of the exercise of warrants, and very little
information is available about the exercise of conver
sion rights and warrants attached to equity-related
bonds. Zero-coupon bonds are entered in the statistics
at their discountcd issue values, with subsequent
accretions countcd as new borrowing.
As regards position estimates, the BIS figures show
the nominal value of outstandings, with nondollar
issues converted at end-of-quarter exchange rates. At
the end of 1989, the total stock of outstanding issues
totaled about $ 1 ,250 billion.
Although the BIS data are not a perfect fit with bal
ance of paymcnts norms, they provide a useful source
of information to compilers and were an important ele
ment in the Working Party's effort to develop a matrix
of global flows of portfolio capital. Along with the Spe
cial Questionnaire and other sources, information from
the BIS data base also enabled the Working Party to
construct estimates of the global stock of cross-border
bond liabilities for the year 1988. These estimates are
discussed in Appendix VII.
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APPENDIX V
Thble 73. International Bonds, by

1)pe and

by Currency of lssue, 1986-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars)

Stock
outstanding

Net completions'

1986

1987

1988

1989

1989

Total

155.9

106.9

137.9

174.8

1,253.3

By type of instrument
Straigbt fixed rate issues
Floating rate notes
Equity-related issues

104.9
28.7
22.4

67.8

98 9
5.0
34.1

88.8
1 1 .3
74.8

861.0

36.2
24 4

24 .6
13.6

39.3

47.8

26.5

9.8

282.1
124.3
178.8
20.3
152.4

By type of issuer
Commercial banks
Other financial institutions
Governments
State agencies
International institutions
Oiher
By currency of issue
U.S. dollar
Swiss franc
Japanese yen
Deutsche Mark
Pound sterling
European currency unit
Canadian dollar
Other

.

1.0
38.1

2.9
8.0
57.9

2.6
8.4
47.9

78.5

29.2

14.5

7.5

19.2
10.7

10.5
5.9
4.9
1 1 .7

21.1
3.8
13.9
7.5
5.5

18.4

.

20.7
7.5
3. 6
7.6
59.4

43 .6
4.9

12.9
16.0
21.3
9.8
1 1 .8
17.8

Source: BIS
'New issues completed. lcss scheduled and early redemptions.
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24.2
4.0

2.3
12.9
83 7
.

168.6
223.7

495.4

85.8
4.6
15.4
1 1 .8
18.9
6.7

567.7

1 1 .4

46.4
107.5

20.3

140.4
1 3 1.3
121.6

83.5
54.9

Appendix V I
Criteria for the Geographie A llocation of
Securities Transactions
For analytic purposes, many countries compile geo
graphie detail on cross-border securities transactions.
Such data may also assist in identifying statistical
errors and gaps in national data, although the discus
sion in Chapter 4 on bilateral comparisons shows that
this is difficult to achieve. ln its research, the Working
Party used bilateral information on portfolio flows to
derive sorne adjustments for missing data in world capi
tal flow statistics. ln the draft fifth edition of the Bal
ance ofPayments Manual, aspects of regional alloca
tion, covered in an appendix in the fourth edition, are
included as a chapter, reflecting growing international
interest in this area.
Compilation systems usuaJiy address the issue of
geographie allocation of capital flows by following the
transactor principle or the debtor-creditor principle.
Both principles refer essentially to the kind of informa
tion to be collected on the foreign counterparty to the
transaction. Under the transactor principle, respon
dents are to allocate transactions to the residence of
the foreign party to the transaction. Under the debtor
creditor principle, changes in daims and üabilities are
to be allocated to the residence of the foreign debtor
and creditor, respectively. l n the latter case, the results
will be consistent with a set of international investment
position statistics that would be obtained by a hench
mark survey of cross-border assets and liabilities in
portfolio securities.
lt is more difficult to obtain accurate geographie
detail on securities transactions than on other types of
capital flows. Portfolio transactions are distinguished
from other kinds of capital flows by the existence of
broad secondary markets in existing assets and by the
widespread participation of many types of financial
intermediaries in cross-border transactions. For this
reason, when the transactor principle is applied, com
pilers are likely to obtain information on the residence
of a foreign intermediary acting on behalf of a transac
tor, rather than information on the residence of the
foreign transactor. For example, domestic securities
sold by a U .S. resident to a securities dealer in the
United Kingdom would be recorded in the U.S. ac
counts as a transaction with the United Kingdom. lf
the U .K. securities dealer were an agent for a German
transactor, that attribution would not show any trans
action with German y. The same weakness applies to
geographie attribution of transactions in foreign securi
ties. l n concept the transactor principle should reveal
the exact direction of a capital flow. but the main weak-

ness of a transactor-based compilation system is that it
cannot see through the residence of apparent transac
tors to the beneficiai purchasers or sellers.
When the debtor-creditor principle is applied to the
sale of domestic securities, geographie attributions
have the same weakness as that described above for
the transactor principle. That is, the residence of the
foreign creditor usually cannot be ascertained, and the
capital flow can only be attributed to the immediate
foreign party, which may be an intermediary. Th us, the
debtor-creditor approach may give the same potentially
misleading picture about the geographie distribution
of a country's international liabilities. Transactors in
foreign rather than dornestic securities, however, know
the issuer (debtor) of the securities, so thal it is possible
to implement the debtor-creditor principle for transac
tions in foreign securities.
Recording practices among countries vary consider
ably with respect to these two compilation systems.
Countries adhering to the transactor principle include
the United States, Canada, and the Netherlands. Ger
many, France, Ital y, and Australia employ the debtor
creditor principle to determine the geographie alloca
tion of securities transactions. However, because of
the problems noted earlier, it is acknowledged that, in
practice, liabilities may be allocated to the residence of
the intermediary in the transaction. In the case of the
Japanese compilation system, transactions in U . S .
government securities are attributed t o the United
States (debtor-creditor principle), white transactions in
other foreign securities generaJiy follow the transactor
principle. However, sorne transactions carried out by
Japanese investors in foreign markets are being attrib
uted to the country wbere the security is listed (for
example, to Luxembourg in the case of many Euro
bonds). Clearly, this wide range of reporting practices
among countries gives rise to asymmetries in inter
country data comparisons. The United Kingdom and
Switzerland, both important participants in the interna
tional securities markets, do not compile geographie
detail on cross-border securities transactions of their
residents.
The Fund's Manual endorses the debtor-creditor
principle because it reftects the balance of payments
criterion of recording changes in ownership of foreign
claims on, and in liabilities to, the rest of the world.
However, it is recognized that the debtor-creditor prin
cipie can be employed rigidly only in aJiocating transac
tions in foreign securities.
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APPENOlX VI

Countries can do little but aJiocate transactions in
domestic securities to the immediate foreign party to
the transaction, which may be an intermediary. For

such transactions, neither system can be used success
fully to solve the problem of asymmetries in bilateral
portfolio tlows.
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Appendix V I I
Estimation o.f Global Stock of Cross-Border Bonds
As part of its examination of portfolio capital Hows,
the Working Party constructed estimates of the global
stock of cross-border bonds, in part to cross check
the cumulative effect of the large imbalances in the
recorded transactions data. The stock figures reported
in the Working Party's Special Questionnaire were
incomplete in many respects for both industrial and
developing countries, and therefore sorne degree of
estimation was required to till gaps and make the data
uniform.
The derived estimates, which are discussed in Chap
ter 4, are summarized i n Table 74. The global stock of
cross-border bond liabilities is estimated to have been
$ 1 ,600 billion at the end of 1988. J t is estimated thal
$200 billion of these securities were held by foreign
monetary authorities as part of their foreign exchange
reserves, with the balance of $ 1 ,400 billion belonging
to portfolio investors. As measured from the creditor
side, portfolio holdings of cross-border bonds totaled
only $ 1 ,000 billion, leaving an imbalance of$400 billion.
While this imbalance partly reftects differences in
country methodologies and valuation procedures, the
overriding problem is likely to be the underrecording
of asset accumulations. There also exists the possibility
!hat reported liabilities may be overstated.
The data sources and methods used i n constructing
these stock estimates are discussed below. Sources
included:
-stock figures reported in the Special Questionnaire
and other information provided by national
authorities;
-stock figures from the Bank for International Set
tlements data base on international bonds and the
World Bank's Debtor Reporting System;

Table 74. Global Stock of Cross-Border Bond Assets and
Liabilities, Year-end 1988

(In billions of U .S. dollars)
Industrial countries1
Developing counlries
International organizations
Total cross-border bonds
Less: LCFAR3
Total ponfolio bonds
tmbalance

Assets1

Liabilities

924
67
18
1 .009

1,356
94
168

1,618
200
1,418

1 ,009

-balance sheets of international organizations; and
-published capital flow figures.
The esti mates take account of the major adjustments
discussed in Chapter 4 and ofdata gaps where countries
report transactions but no stock data. The following
provides a brief overview of the methods used in con
structing the liability and asset positions.

Liabilities

For industrial countries, about 90 percent of the esti
mated stock of cross-border bond liabilities was based
on figures reported in the Special Questionnaire. Sev
eral adjustments were made to these data, using infor
mation provided by compilers and other sources. The
Netherlands' submission was raised by $47 billion to
account for bonds issued by special financial institu
tions that are netted out in that country's externat
accounts. Japanese data were lowered by $44 billion
to take account of resident purchases of international
bonds issued by residents. The German data were
raised by $29 billion to include "Schuldscheine" (notes
with limited marketability) of the official sector. For
countries that classified international bonds as part of
loans rather than as portfolio positions (or th at reported
no stocks), estimates of outstanding international
bonds were constructed using the BIS data base. 180
ltaly, Denmark, New Zealand, and Austria accounted
for most of the $100 billion added to reported totals.
To account for domesticaiJy issued bonds sold to non
residents, estimates were derived by cumulating capital
flows. Bond liabilities of international organizations
were derived from their balance sheets and from infor
mation in the BIS data base.
For developing countries, only about a third of the
estimated stock could be based on data reported in the
Special Questionnaire. The balance was derived using
data from the World Bank's Debtor Reporting System
and the BIS data base, supplemented with flow accu
mulations for positions not covered by these data
bases.
In order to compare bond liabilities with the stock
of portfolio bond assets, an adjustment was made to
liabilities to deduct securities held as part of other
countries' reserves. This amount was estimated to be

409

1Assets exclude bonds held as pan of reserves.
ZCeographic detail on these bond positions is given in Table 22 in
the body of the repon.
lLiabilities constituting foreign authorities' reserves.

1110In a few cases where countries reported no stocks but where
there was evidence of sizable purchases of international bonds by
residents. stock estimates were derived by cumulaling ftows.
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$200 billion at the end of 1988. Sorne three-fourths of
this total was based on information reported to the
Working Party by large reserve holders in respect of
their securities holdings. Holdings by other countries
were derived from a combination of reported and esti
mated reserve ftows.

parts of the asset calculation reftect measurement
weaknesses.
Sorne of the characteristics of stock compilation
methodologies, including valuation methods, are
shown for selected industrial countries in Table 75.
Severa! countries construct stock estimates by cumu
lating capital ftows. In such cases the stock estimates
cannot serve as a reliable check on reported capital
ftows.

Assets
Table 75. Methods Used by Selected Countries to Estimate

The stock of portfolio bonds held by industrial coun
tries was based largely on information reported in the
Special Questionnaire. Estimates were constructed for
France (based on a 1989 French inquiry on resident
holdings of foreign securities) and for Japan, whose
stock figures did not distinguish between bonds and
equities. Canadian data were adjusted to include secu
rities held by banks.
For developing countries, bond holdings were
derived mainly by cumulating published capital ftows,
which for sorne countries likely included equities. Also,
the flow data were available only from the early 1970s,
because of different classifications used in earlier peri
ods. The bulk of the overall estimate represents hold
ings by Saudi Arabia and was based on the large portfo
lio outftows recorded during the 1970s and early 1980s.
The recorded portfolio ftows for other oil-producing
countries were relatively small. This may in part reftect
different institutional arrangements, as it is known that
sorne countries carried out investment operations
through agencies in other countries. Obviously, several

Bond Positions
Sources of data

Assets
Country

Switzerland

Netherlands
Australia

Valuation

methods

Cumulate
Cumulate
Surveys ftows Surveys ftows Market Book

United States

Japan
United Kingdom
Germany
France
Canada

Liabilities

x
x•
x)
x
x
x

x
x�
x
x

X'

x•
x6
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

X"

x
x)
x
x
x
x

x
x)
x
x

1Benchmark survey conducted at five-ycar intcrvals.

1Bonds and equi tics not distinguished separately.
3Assets of financial institutions are at market values: estimates for
nonfinancial c ompanies arc at book values.
•surveys conducted in respect of 1989 positions.
)Benchmark �urvey of U .S. corporate securities conducted at five
year intervals.

"Data for international bonds are obtained from surveys: for
domcstic bonds estimates are derived from flow data.
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Appendix V I I I
Do Revisions Reduce the Global Capital
Account Discrepancy?
The first-published figures for national capital
accounts are usually preliminary, and global totals nat
urally are subject to revision in subsequent years. Do
such revisions tend to reduce imbalances in the global
accounts?
Tables 76 to 79 show a simple "revisions analysis"
for the global capital account discrepancy, using figures
published in successive issues of the Balance of Pay
ments Statistics YeCII·book, Part 2, from Volume 34
( 1 983) through Volume 41 ( 1990). Stubs in the tables
show publication dates, and column headings are years

Table 76. Revisions Analysis of Capital Accouot
Discrepancy: Discrepancy Amounts, 1982-89

(ln billions of U.S. dollars: outftows (- ))
Yearbook

1982

Vol. 34,
Vol. 35.
Vol. 36,
Vol. 37,
Vol. 38.
Vol. 39.
Vol. 40.
Vol. 4 1 ,

64.5
94.4
80.7
74.4
64.1
61.1
62.7

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

73.2
66.3
81.2
74.8
69.2
68.5
67.6

75.6
59.0
48.5
47.9
49.3
45.2

49.5
48.6
38.4
39.6
54.1

15.3
6.5
9.2
18.8

22.9
6.8
33.4

37.0
45.6

66.4

Table 77. Revisions Analysis of Capital Account
Discrepancy: Revision Amouots, 1982-88

(ln billions of U.S. dollars: oulflows (- ))
Yearbook

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

1982

35,
36,
37.
38,
39,

1984
29.9
1985 - 13.7
1986 - 6.3
1987 - 10.3
1988 -3.0
40. 1989
1.6
4 1 . 1990

1983

1984

1985

-6.9
15.0 - 16.6
-6.4 - 10.6 - 1.0
-5.6 -0.6 - 10.2
1.2
-0.7
1.4
-0.9 -4.1
14.5

1986

1987 1988

-8.8
2.7 - 16.1
26.6
9.6

8.6

Table 79. Revisions Analysis of Capital Account

Discrepaocy: Other ("Normal") Revisions, 1982-88

(ln billions of U .S. dollars: oul11ows ( - ))
1982
29.9
1984
1985 - 13.7
1986 -6.4
1987 -8.3
1988 -3.0
1989
1.6
1990

Yearbook

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

35,
36.
37,
38.
39.
40.
41,

1983

1984

1985

- 6.9
15.9 - 1 5.3
-7.2 - 10.8
1.0
-5.6 - 1 .0 - 10.2
-0.7
1.4
1.2
1.1
1.8
4.3

1986

1987

1988

-8.8
2.7 - 16.1
-2.7
14.8

10.1

to which the data refer. Reading down the columns of
Table 76 iUustrates the evolution of each annuai figure
through time. For example. the first-published world
discrepancy for the year 1 983 was $73.2 billion. This
figure was revised in each succeeding issue of the Year
book and, as published in Volume 4 1 , was $67.6 bil
lion. IHI
The analysis of these data continues in Table 77,
which shows the amounts of revisions, or the first dif
ferences of column entries. Most revisions to global
totals result from revisions to data contained in country
reports to the Fund or the introduction of country sta
tistics that previously were missing (for example,
because of tate submissions). Revisions to reports from
international organizations and Fund estimates like
wise can change the global balances. Also, major revi
sions to global totals occasionally occur because of
important improvements in country or component cov
erage of the Part 2 tables, such as would happen with
the inclusion of a significant new reporter.
Compilers in most countries make revisions in their
balance ofpayments statistics. For example, the capital
account totals of 109 of the 140 countries shown in
Volume 39 of the Yearbook were revised to sorne
degree a year later, in Volume 40.182 The series for
1 8 of 22 industrial country reporters and 91 of 1 1 8

Table 78. Revisions Analysis of Capital Account
Discrepancy: Revisions due to Selected Coverage Changes,
1982-88

(ln billions of U .S. dollars: oulflows (-))
Yearbook

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

35,
36,
37,
38,
39,
40,
41,

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

1982

1983

1984

1985

-2.0

-0.8
0.7

- 1 .3
0.2

-2.0

-2.0

-5.8

10.2

1986

1987

1988

12.3

1 1 .7

- 1.5

181The figures cited here differ slightly from lhe ''true" global
capital accounl discrepancies displayed in Chapter 1 . For practical
reasons, they are based on Yearbook Table C-13 "Capital Account:
Assels and Liabilities" and equivalent tables in earlier volumes.
They include. therefore, small amounts of ··exceptional financing in
!he current account." For example. the 1983 global discrepancy of
$67.6 billion includes $0.2 billion of current account exceplional
financing.
"z-rhe 140 countries were ali of the countries for which separate
series were shown in Table C-13 "Capital Account: Assets and
Liabililies" in bolh Volumes 39 and 40.
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Appendix VIII

developing country reporters were revised. Revisions
will occur as more complete information for a particular
reference period becomes available from usual data
sources or from research efforts that improve data
sources, compilation methods, or the classification of
data. An analysis of revisions to country data can pro
vide useful information about the proximity of a first
published or later observation to the "final value," but
it can say very little about the absolu te accuracy of the
final figure. Overall gains from successive revisions
may be apparent only in the global context where, as
in this study, the Working Party has assessed the cross
country consistency of ali capital accounts with each
other. At the level of global accounts, the size of a
statistical discrepancy is one measure (albeit imperfect)
of the accuracy of the component data. Thus, it is
useful to ask whether revisions will reduce the global
capital flow discrepancy over lime. For example, the
discrepancy of $66.4 billion for 1989 (Table 76) might
not be considered so mu ch a concern if it were expected
to be substantially reduced in the normal course of
future revisions.
The tables provide sorne evidence about expected
revisions to the global capital account. l n Table 76,
it can be seen thal three global imbalances had been
reduced between their initial values and the 1990 (in one
case 1989) Yearbook, but four had been increased.183
Between initial and "final" values. each series oscil
lates over a surprisingly large range, as suggested by
sorne of the large revision amounts shown in Table 77.
Of the 27 annuai revision amounts in Table 77, 17
decrease the size of the (initially positive) global dis
crepancy and JO increase it. The average absolute
annual revision is $8.6 billion. The algebraic average
(with positive and negative values netted) is - $0.4
billion, a very small number compared with the size of
underlying discrepancies.
Tables 78 and 79 extend the first-difference analysis
further to isolate revisions caused by special influences
from "normal" revisions. They break down the Table
77 revision amounts into two components. Table 78
shows revisions due to selected (identified and signifi
cant) changes in the component coverage of the world
matrix, whiJe Table 79 shows ali other revisions. The
entries in Table 78 reflect the following significant
changes in data coverage:
( 1 ) the inclusion of the Netherlands reinvestment of
earnings data (in Volume 37);
(2) the introduction of capital flows of international
organizations (in Volume 38);
(3) the introduction of capital flow reports for Poland
(in Volume 38);
(4) significant improvements in figures for interna
tional organizations (in Volume 4 1 ; also see
Chapter 1 0);

(5) the exclusion of certain capital gains and losses
("i.e., currency translation adjustments") from
the calculation of U .S. data on reinvested earn
ings abroad (in Volume 4 1 ; also see Chapter 3);
and
(6) the introduction of capital flow data for Bulgaria
and Czechoslovakia (in Volume 4 1 ) .
The first, second, and fifth of these changes were
related to, or consistent with, recommendations of the

Report on the World Current Account Discrepancy,

wh ile the fourth change was the result of studies under
taken by the present Working Party in the course of its
research. These are ali changes that were consciously
undertaken to help complete, or help balance, the
global matrix.
The "normal" revisions shown in Table 79 are those
that in the main occurred in the normal course of corn
pi ling country and global accounts. lt is these that
should be examined to answer the question posed in
this appendix. Can normal revisions to capital account
statistics be expected to significantly reduce world
imbalances? lf not, what is the solution? The revisions
shown in this table vary considerably in size and direc
tion; in absolute terms the largest is $29.9 billion, and
the smallest is $0.6 billion. Fifteen decrease the size of
the global discrepancy, and 12 increase it. The average
absolute annuai revision is $7.5 billion and the algebraic
average is - $ 1 . 1 billion. The latter figure indicates
that, for the observations shown, normal revisions
have on average reduced the global discrepancy. but
not by very much.
Similar analyses can be conducted for the individual
components of the global capital account . For example,
the average annual "normal revision" fordirect invest
ment flows is $0.5 billion, while the average annual
"normal revision" for the remaining net capital
account flows is - $ 1 . 6 billion. As with total capital
flows, normal revisions have reduced the magnitude of
the global discrepancies, but only by small amounts
compared with the underlying imbalances.
ln view of the limited number of observations and
their variability, care must be applied in drawing con
clusions from the above analysis.184 However, recent
history suggests that while future normal revisions may
chip away at the global capital account discrepancy,
they are unlikely to significantly reduce it. That is.
routine revision procedures followed by national com
pilers improve individual country figures, but they also
leave intact the underlying causes of capital account
imbalances, such as nonconformance witb interna
tional statistical standards and unaddressed gaps in
data coverage. The implication is that capital account
discrepancies will not yield in any significant way to
routine production of national figures. Periodic reviews
of the global scene and the cooperation of national
authorities, especially those in countries with large
transactions, in improving their statistics within a corn
mon framework will be necessary to upgrade the data.
184Also.

183[n the case of the 1982 discrepancy shown in Volume 40 of the
Yearbook, the data dhappear from Volume 4 1 .

the analysis does not take account of revisions in Volume
Yearbook. The 1991 revisions significantly
widened the global capital account discrepancy.

42, the 1991 issue of
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